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Bovenberg.. He arranged that I could be affiliated with the Department of
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on. .
Thiss thesis could not have been written without the help of others. There
aree many people I want to thank. First of all, I thank all my colleagues at the
SCHOLARR research group at the Department of Economics of the Universityy of Amsterdam for providing an excellent, competitive, open and friendly
researchh atmosphere. However, being surrounded by micro-econometricians
andd experimental economists is a somewhat weird environment for a theoreticallyy oriented 'macro'-economist. Therefore, I also want to thank my
colleaguess at the Department of Macroeconomics at Tilburg University and
CPBB Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis for the necessary
feedbackss and knowledge spillovers.
Doingg research costs money. Therefore, I want to express my gratitude to
thee University of Amsterdam that mainly financed this research project and
providedd facilities of various kind. Also the efforts by Henriëtte Maassen van
denn Brink and Joop Hartog that extended the research grant are gratefully
acknowledged.. I want to thank my CPB colleague and chief Marc Pomp.
II owe you, and CPB, a lot. The freedom and flexibility I was given in the
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lastt months finishing this thesis are highly appreciated. CPB Netherlands
Bureauu of Economic Policy Analysis further provided financial support duringg my internships. Further, I thank the Tinbergen Institute Amsterdam
andd Tilburg University for providing an office and other facilities. Finally.
II thank Henriëtte Maassen van den Brink for her generous efforts to recruit
andd retain me in the SCHOLAR research group.
Writingg a thesis is most of the time a solitary activity. However, there
aree many people that got me through these years through their support and
friendship.. I want to thank all of them here. However, there are a number
off people that I want to mention in particular. The wizzard of SCHOLAR,
Edwinn Leuven. I want to thank you for all your supportive and constructive
effortss to help me with DT^X, Gauss, and Stata. Despite your countless effortss to let me switch to Linux, I cowardly capitulated for W#&@?*s. Dennis
Botman,, I always enjoyed our discussions and shared admiration for Joseph
Stiglitz.. You know that the efficiency losses of educating an IMF economist
too think second-best are obvious. Richard Nahuis and Paul Tang, I want
too thank you for the very productive, 1 inspiring, and enjoyable cooperation
andd friendship. Erik Plug, I want to thank you for your friendship and the
pleasurablee years that we shared an office at the university. I apologize for
thee countless occasions that I disrupted your attention.
II want to thank the members of my dissertation committee. Hessel Oosterbeekk has been an important man in the background. After Rick became
Statee Secretary and Casper became deputy director of CPB, I was more or
lesss without a supervisor. Hessel rightfully pushed and convinced me to ask
Lanss Bovenberg to take over Rick's place as a supervisor. Hessel's interventionn turned out to be vital to the completion of this book and perhaps also
too my future career. Unfortunately, the counterfactual is absent to test this
hypothesis.. I want to express my respect for Sweder van Wijnbergen and
Rickk van der Ploeg. Sweder is co-author of Chapter 5 of this book. Rick
initiallyy was my supervisor. Unfortunate for me. Rick chose to utilize his
humann capital in politics. I learned a lot from these very bright economists,
andd they originally inspired me to become one. Given the time constraints,
II highly appreciate the fact that Joop Hartog, Coen Teulings, and Frans van
Windenn are willing to be members of my dissertation committee.
II want to express my gratitude to my supervisors Casper van Ewijk and
^ e ee also Jacobs, Nauis and Tang (2000, 2002), Nahuis and Jacobs (1999) and Jacobs
andd Nahuis (2002).
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Lanss Bovenberg. They share an interest in both scientific research and policyy issues. I think that this contributed importantly to the surplus of our
match.. They always gave me the freedom to pursue my interests, supported
mee generously even when time was scarce and always read, corrected and
commentedd on all my ideas. Casper and Lans are not only supervisors, or
veryy good economists, but also great human beings. Any Ph.D. student
wouldd wish he had been in my position. I further highly appreciate Lans'
dedicationn to this book in general and our cooperation in Chapter 4 in particular.. He has always been very gently pushing me to stretch the limits of
myy intellectual capacities - even when I was convinced that I was really too
stupidd to solve a particular problem. His strong economic intuition, sensitivityy to mathematically unsound modelling, and analytical rigor made writing
thiss book an intellectually very rewarding experience.
Finally,, I want to mention my friends and family who stood by my side
andd always supported me whenever needed. Without them this book could
nott have been written. Dear brother Tim and mother Wil, I love you. Dearly
belovedd father, Arthur, I dedicate this book to you. You're in my heart, always. .

Amsterdam,Amsterdam,

April 2002

BasBas Jacobs
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Chapterr 1
Publicc Finance and Human
Capital l
"[...]] Much common reasoning on tax problems is based on a
misapplicationn of first best economics. The problem of optimal
taxationn in an economy such as ours is viewed as a problem of
indirectt control of imperfectly observable variables. [...] This
wayy of looking at tax problems is important because much of
whatt appears to be capricious, distortionary, or inequitable may
att least make sense, and perhaps even be judged to be desirable."
Stiglitzz and Boskin (1977, p.295)

1.11

Introduction

Ass its title suggests, this book deals with public policies and the incentives to
investt in human capital.1 But, what is 'human capital'? Before the seminal
contributionss by Schultz (1963) and Becker (1964), the demand for education
andd training was being regarded as a consumption good. However, schooling
andd training contribute to life-time earnings. This lead to the notion that
educationn and training efforts should be regarded as investments. When we
speakk of investments in human capital in this thesis, we mean investments in
higherr education and on-the- job-training and we ignore (obligatory) primary
andd secondary education.
lr

Thiss Chapter draws heavily on Jacobs (2000a). I thank Lans Bovenberg, Casper van
Ewijk,, and Hessel Oosterbeek for comments and suggestions.
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Accordingg to the theory of human capital, individuals maximize their
welfaree by choosing education levels and training programs such that the
marginall costs, in the form of direct expenditures on education (instruction
costs,, tuition fees, school buildings, computers, et cetera) and indirect costs
(foregonee wage incomes while enrolled in education or training), should be
equalizedd to the marginal value of material benefits (higher wages) and nonpecuniaryy benefits (well-being, academic development, status).
Generally,, recent economic research has mainly dealt with the material
aspectt of investment in human capital. An enormous amount of empirical
researchh underpins the notion that education is an investment yielding a high
private,, monetary rate of return ever since Mincer (1958, 1962) introduced
thee so called earnings function. According to this function, (log) wages are
thee dependent variable in a regression including schooling and experience
variables.. For good overviews see for example Blaug (1976), Willis (1986),
Killingsworthh and Heekman (1986), and Ashenfelter, Harmon and Oosterbeekk (1999). Conventional estimates of the return to education are about
7%,, i.e. wages increase with 7% for every additional year of schooling. For
thee Netherlands, Hartog et al. (1993) find rates of return varying from 11%
inn 1962 to approximately 7% in 1990. Leuven and Oosterbeek (1999) show
thatt returns have risen in recent years to about 8-9%.2
Whenn one starts to think about schooling and training as investments in
humann capital, one realizes t h a t public policies are particularly important
forr the incentives to acquire human capital. First of all, progressive taxes on
laborr income, taxes on capital income and taxes on consumption are major
sourcess of government revenues. Furthermore, a large part of taxation is used
forr social insurance and redistributional purposes. In 1998 the average tax
burdenn in OECD countries was about 37% of GDP (NL: 40%), see OECD
(2000).. Clearly, taxation affects the economic incentives to acquire skills in
variouss ways. In particular, the returns of investments in human capital, i.e.
thee higher wages resulting from taking education, are cut by taxes on labor
income.. Also, the costs in the form of the foregone wages while enrolled in
22
Some may argue that the returns to schooling mainly reflect ability. Consequently,
estimatess of the returns to education suffer from biases if ability and other unobserved
variabless are positively correlated with schooling decisions (see Griliches (1977)). Card
(1994),, Griliches (1996) and Ashenfelter et al. (1999) provide overviews of studies using
techniquess that correct for potential biases. Rates of return on education are generally
justt as large, or even larger than the conventional estimates. This implies that the returns
onn education are mainly due to schooling and not ability.

22
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educationn or training programs are reduced by higher taxes. The present
valuee of investments in human capital is importantly affected by the aftertaxx real rates of return on alternative investment opportunities. Therefore
taxess on alternative investments, notably financial savings, matter as well.
Educationn is highly subsidized by most governments. Public contributions
too the direct costs (school buildings, teacher wages, et cetera) are substantial.
Inn OECD countries governments contribute about 87% to the direct costs of
educationn (NL: 93%). Average public spending on education in OECD countriess is about 4.6% of GDP (NL 4.5%), see OECD (2001). Further, outlays
onn education are among the most important public spending categories of
mostt governments. Clearly, the government may have important motivationss to subsidize education to this large extent. Often subsidies are justified
onn grounds of accessibility, especially for poorer individuals. Due to capital
andd insurance market failures accessibility to education may be hampered
becausee the poor have more financing problems and are typically more risk
averse.. Education is also regarded to generate economy wide positive externalitiess and to have an intrinsic value for itself.

1.22

Trends and policy changes

Thee practical relevance of studying a topic like public finance and human
capitall may not be evidently clear at first sight. However, in recent years
policyy makers have suggested and adopted a long list of policies to foster
humann capital formation. Clearly, these policies are also inextricably related
too changes and trends in the overall economy. As such it is hard to unravel
'causee and effect' here. A number of these trends and policy changes seem
too be especially important to studying public finance issues in relation to
humann capital formation. This list is not exhaustive however.
Internationalization - Increased internationalization and increasing interdependenciess of economies across the world tend to make tax bases
moree mobile. Furthermore, governments may engage in tax competitionn practices in order to attract capital and high skilled labor, see
alsoo Gorter and De Mooij (2000). Consequently, taxation is perceived
too become more distortionary. Many countries have adopted tax-base
broadeningg policies to cut marginal tax rates on capital and labor incomess in recent years.
33
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Supply side policies - Since the 1980's many governments became aware
off the potentially adverse consequences of big governments and high
taxess on economic incentives. In view of low participation rates in
thee European mainland, economic incentives to participate and supply
laborr have come important ingredients of tax reforms. Recently, there
iss also growing policy interest in the adverse consequences of progressive
taxess on skill formation as well. For example, a widely hold view is that
thee Earned Income Tax Credit creates adverse incentives to acquire
skillss in the so called 'phase out range' due to increases in marginal tax
rates,, see e.g. Bovenberg et al. (2000). The recent introduction of an
EITCC in the Netherlands does not feature a 'phase out range' allegedly
too avoid distortions on skill formation and labor supply that arise in
thee phase out range.
Greying population - Most OECD countries are confronted with a greyingg population in years to come. Increasing dependency ratios in the
populationn drive up government outlays on public pensions and health
caree expenditures. In order to avoid tensions between the generations,
mostt governments seek ways to stimulate labor force participation of
thee old in order to keep government finances sound. Labor force attachmentt of the old is generally very low in the European countries.
Onee can say t h a t this is a waste of human capital, see also Bovenberg
(2001).. Often fiscal measures directed at the old and long-term unemployedd are advocated, but also incentives to acquire skills so that
itt becomes more attractive to enter (remain) in the workforce. Furthermore,, governments that face future problems in financing state
pensionss may stimulate private savings through reduced tax rates on
pensionn savings. This has also consequences for skill-acquisition since
itt may become more attractive to retire early, which in turn contributes
too the under-utilization of human capital.
The race between technology, capital, trade and education - Skill biasedd technological change and capital skill complementarities are importantt reasons for widening wage disparities between skilled and unskilledd workers, see e.g. Katz and Autor (1999) and Beaudry and Green
(2000).. Furthermore, specialization patterns in Western countries implyy that production becomes more skill-intensive, see e.g. Wood (1994).
Alll these factors increase the demand for skilled workers relative to the
44
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unskilled.. If the relative supply of skilled workers remains fixed, this
resultss in more wage inequality. The government may want to reducee resulting income inequalities by setting more progressive taxes.
AA rising skill-premium may also justify larger private contributions to
education,, so that public subsidies on education could be reduced. On
thee other hand, education subsidies are also proposed to reduce wage
inequalitiess by stimulating the relative supply of skilled workers. Stimulatingg the relative supply of skilled workers reduces the skill premium,
seee e.g. Tinbergen (1975) and Dur and Teulings (2001). It is thereforee not clear cut what the race between technology, capital, trade and
educationn means for policy.
ICT - ICT is thought to contribute importantly to skill biased technologicall change, see also Autor, Katz and Krueger (1998) and Katz and
Autorr (1999). Wage inequality increases due to ICT and tax or educationn policies may be employed to reduce these inequities. ICT also
allowss the government to process more information regarding characteristicss of tax payers so that important trade-offs (e.g. equity-efficiency)
mayy become less restrictive. On the other hand, due to the introduction
off information and communication technologies tax avoiding activities
aree facilitated so that tax bases may become even more mobile internationally,, so that the scope for setting more progressive taxes is limited.
The 'knowledge economy' - The ongoing de-industrialization of productionn activities make knowledge more dominant as a factor of production.. Growth prospects become more dependent on the supplies of
humann capital and knowledge rather than physical capital. Many policyy makers therefore propose policies to stimulate skill acquisition (tacit
knowledge)) and R&D activities (codified knowledge) either through increasedd incentives as a consequence of lowering marginal tax rates on
laborr or firms, higher subsidies on skill formation, or through institutionall reforms in the education/tax system, see for a critical discussion
alsoo Heekman (2000). Whether the cutting of marginal rates on labor
incomee or capital is a necessity or an optimal response to stimulate
knowledgee formation in general can be debated because of its costs in
termss of redistribution, see also Jacobs and De Mooij (2001).
Education and empowerment - Exponents of the so called 'third way'
seee an important role for the government to empower people. Empow55
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ermentt has something of a mystic spell, but as I interpret it, empowermentt has to do with guaranteeing equality of opportunity. Education is
seenn as a vital instrument to guarantee equal chances in life, especially
forr the lower socioeconomic classes. The main attention is focussed
onn preventing bad social economic outcomes by providing people with
enoughh opportunities to acquire skills rather than (ex post) evening out
thee social economic outcomes through a well developed welfare state
andd progressive taxes,
Constraints on policy - In response to deteriorating government finances
inn the eighties and the entrance criteria for the EMU, some countries
havee cut government spending in general and expenditures on educationn in particular. However, enrolment in (higher) education has been
steadilyy increasing over time. According to Barr (1998) this has caused
aa crisis in the funding of higher education. As such, policy interest
inn financing education increased as governments seek ways to control
outlayss on education. To circumvent pressures on government budgets,
somee governments increased private contributions to higher education
e.g.. Australia, UK, and the Netherlands have decreased subsidies on
higherr education and replaced these by increases in private contributionss through better borrowing facilities for students.
Individualization and increasing diversity - Policymakers call for more
differentiatedd public policy packages that fit better to more diverse
tastess and demands that originate from ongoing trends towards more
individualization.. Educational services may be perceived as a straitjackett for large and more heterogenous groups of increasingly wealthy
students,, see for example Ministry of Education (2001a) and Rinnooij
Kann et al. (2001). In this respect publicly provided education which
iss charged at uniform prices is regarded to neglect the larger preferencess for variety in a changing society. However, most proposals for
moree diversity in the education system are coupled to larger private
contributionss to education, since it is argued that when educational
choicess are left to private responsibilities, the government should apply
thee 'benefit principle' more strongly as well.
Clearly,, some of these policies may be complementary, but some others
aree not internally consistent. For example, if the objective is to stimulate
humann capital formation, one can argue that increasing incentives to save
66
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inn financial capital discourages savings in the form of human capital. If
thee objective is to stimulate learning, increasing private contributions and
loweringg education subsidies, may not help much either. Lowering taxes on
skilledd labor and capital may have positive consequences for incentives to
investt in human or financial form, but these may increase wage inequality.
Improvingg labor market prospects for the low skilled, by means of an EITC,
mayy stimulate employment of the low skilled, but tend to make the tax
systemm more progressive, so that incentives to acquire skills are reduced, and
soo on. A better understanding of the effectiveness of public finance issues in
relationn to the incentives to acquire skills is not only of theoretical but also
off practical relevance.

1.33

Theory on taxation and human capital

Whatt does economic theory say about taxes and human capital formation?
Thiss section provides a birds eye view of the theoretical insights that have
beenn gathered until now. Furthermore, the end of the section contains a
shortt discussion of shortcomings in this literature that provide arguments to
studyy various issues in more detail.

1.3.11

An overview of the literature

Givenn the generally acknowledged presumption that taxes distort economic
incentivess it is not surprising that attention has been paid to the consequences
off labor and capital taxation for incentives to acquire skills. The academic
debatee on the effects of taxation on human capital formation developed in,
say,, two important steps. First, there were some important early studies on
taxationn and human capital formation (Boskin, 1975; Heekman, 1976; Kotlikofff and Summers, 1979; Eaton and Rosen, 1980; DrifHl and Rosen, 1983).
Thesee studies were inspired by the human capital revolution in economics
ass pioneered by Mincer (1962), Schultz (1964) and Becker (1964). However,
theoreticall interest in issues on taxation and human capital formation remainedd somewhat slack for a decade or so until endogenous growth theories
camee to the fore. Endogenous growth theories attributed an important role
too human capital in the process of economic growth (Lucas, 1988) or technologicall change (Romer, 1990). It was only until the end of the eighties when
thee literature really boomed: Lord (1989), King and Rebelo (1990), Lucas
77
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(1990).. Rebelo (1991). Jones. Manuelli and Rossi (1993. 1997). Nerlove et al.
(1993),, Pecorino (1993). Trostel (1993), Stokey and Rebelo (1995), Bovenbergg and Van Ewijk (1997). Nielsen and Sorensen (1997), Milesi-Feretti and
Roubinii (1998). Hendricks (1999). and Judd (1999), amongst others.
Findingss from this literature are somewhat extreme. On the one side of
thee spectrum we have the analyses by Boskin (1975) and Heekman (1976).
Theyy argue that labor taxation is generally not important for human capital
formation.. On the other side of the spectrum, e.g. Trostel (1993) concludes
"Thuss the conclusion that taxation significantly discourages investment in
humann capital seems inescapable''. This may seem very odd so therefore wTe
attemptt to explain the different findings in the literature in some more detail
now. .
Too that end, let's consider a stripped down representative agent version
off the two-period life-cycle model that is the basis of this thesis. Before-tax
wagee rates and interest rates are exogenously given. 3 The before-tax wage
ratess per efficiency unit of human capital, as well as the price of consumption,
arcc normalized at unity in both periods. 4 The agent has one unit of time in
eachh period of its life. The agent is born with one efficiency unit of labor. In
thee first period the agent spends a fraction e of time on education, so that a
fractionn 1—e is left for (unskilled) work. Acquisition of human capital requires
nott only time, but also commodities (tuition, books, computers, et cetera).
Everyy unit of time invested in education requires k market goods invested.D
Wee assume that there is no leisure and no consumption in the first period.
Theree is no need to add further complexity because our model is sufficiently
richh to describe the main effects of taxation found in the literature.
Wee borrow the two bracket labor tax schedule from Nielsen and Sörensen
(1997).. Below an exogenous threshold \ , labor income is subject to a tax
ratee t\. Above this threshold, a tax rate t2 applies. If t2 > ii the tax system
featuress increasing marginal tax rates on labor income. We assume that firstperiodd labor income falls strictly in the first tax bracket. We assume that
thee consumer does not select the kink in the budget constraint to avoid tax
;i
Thee model can thus be viewed either as a partial equilibrium model of a closed economy
orr a model of a small open economy in which the international capital market fixes the
interestt rate.
4
Workerss earn the same gross wage per unit of human capital, so that workers with
differentt skills are perfect substitutes on the labor market.
5
Forr simplicity we do not allow for substitution between goods and time in the accumulationn of human capital.
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tt22.. First-period labor income 1 - e < \ i s t n u s taxed at a marginal rate of
t\.t\. Goods invested in education are not deductible from the labor income
tax.. We abstract from consumption in the first period so that savings a are
givenn by after-tax labor income in the first period minus the goods invested
inn learning (net of subsidies): a = (1 — ii)(l — e) — ke.
Inn the second period, human capital is supplied to the labor market in
thee form of skilled labor. 4>{e) = ep, 0 < 0 < 1, is the production function
forr human capital and measures the number of efficiency units of human
capitall resulting from learning efforts in the first period e. Nothing critical
dependss on the functional form of the production function. In the second
period,, a fraction v of the time endowment is devoted to leisure, while the
restt (i.e. I = 1 - v) is spent working. One may also interpret v as years spent
inn retirement, see Kotlikoff and Summers (1979). Before-tax labor income
(fromm skilled work) /0(e) exceeds x, so that it is subject to marginal tax
ratee t2l i.e. l(f>{e) > x- Capital markets are perfect. Income derived from
accumulationn of financial assets is Ra, where i 2 = l + ( l - r ) r , and r is the
exogenouss real interest rate and r denotes the tax rate on capital income. All
incomee from human and financial sources is spent on consumption c. Secondperiodd consumption is untaxed. Hence, the second-period budget constraint
amountss to: c = (1 — t2)l<j>(e) + Ra + (t2 - h)xWithoutt loss of generality we assume that the agent derives utility from
consumptionn and leisure according to the following quasi-linear utility function:: u(c, v) = c - (1 ~^ 1/g 'where e > 0 governs the (un)compensated wage
elasticityy of labor supply. There are no income effects in labor supply. We
cann solve for learning time from the first-order conditions:

_(P(i-t_(P(i-t22y+cy y+cy

66

wheree a = (1 — /3(l + s ) )
increasee if:

yRil-h + k)) '
-1

> 0.6 Clearly, investments in human capital

the tax rate t2 decreases since it increases the wage returns of investmentss in human capital in the second period,
the tax t\ increases since it lowers the costs of foregone earnings,
costs k of non-deductible goods invested in education decrease,
6

Second-orderr conditions for an interior optimum require that 0(1 + e) < 1.
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the capital tax increases (lower R) since financial savings become less
attractivee relative to human savings.
Forr later reference, we also derive optimal labor supply:
ll =

((l-t2)<p(e)Y:

wheree e is given above. This equation reveals an important interaction betweenn learning and labor supply behavior. If more time is devoted to learning,
wagee rates per hour increase and less time is spent on leisure (retirement).
Thiss is due to the fact that the substitution effect dominates the (absent)
incomee effect in labor supply. Therefore, more skilled workers work more and
retiree later because it is more costly to do so. This is in line with casual observationn and suggests t h a t both labor market policies and education/training
policiess are mutually reinforcing. We now discuss four effects of labor and
capitall taxes on investments in human capital.
T h ee progression effect
Wee assume that investments in human capital requires no market goods
(k(k = 0). Further we assume that labor supply is exogenous, i.e. e = 0 and
theree are no capital taxes (r — 0). Taxes are progressive in the sense that
secondd period income is taxed at a marginal higher rate than first period
income,, i.e. t\ < t2- The solution for learning time is:

\R{l-h)J\R{l-h)J

'

Moree tax progression harms investments in human capital because the benefitss of learning, future wage incomes, are subject to higher taxes than the
costs,, i.e. foregone earnings, of learning, and vice versa. If the tax system
iss flat ti ~ t2 = t future earnings are subject to the same rate of tax as
foregonee earnings, so that the labor tax is a pure profit tax that taxes only
thee inframarginal rents of human capital without distorting the education
decision,, cf. the discussion on the corporate income tax in Atkinson and
Stiglitzz (1980, ch.5).
P r o p o s i t i o nn 1 Progressive labor taxes (t2 > t\) reduce investments
manman capital.
10 0
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Thee progression effect is driving the adverse effects of taxation on human
capitall accumulation in Bovenberg and Van Ewijk (1997) and Nielsen and
S0rensenn (1997). In contrast, Boskin (1975), Heekman (1976) and many
otherss may find no effect of taxing human capital if they assume that taxes
aree flat.
Thee utilization effect
Noww we assume that taxes are flat t\ — ^ — t, production of human capital
requiress no market goods (k = 0), and capital taxes are absent (T = 0).
Solvingg for learning time yields:

Flatt taxes induce agents to work less, due to a dominant substitution effect
inn labor supply. Consequently, at lower levels of labor supply, the utilization
ratee of acquired human capital falls, and the returns on human capital investmentss are reduced accordingly. Therefore, investments in human capital
aree reduced. Clearly, the tax rate cancels out if labor supply is exogenous,
i.e.. when e — 0.
Propositionn 2 Flat labor taxes reduce investments in human capital if labor
supplysupply is upward sloping (e > 0).
Jacobss (2000a) shows that the last result can be generalized for any utility
functionn with income effects. Then, results continue to depend on whether
laborr supply is upward sloping or not. If labor supply is upward (downward)
sloping,, the substitution effect dominates (is being dominated by) the income
effect,, and higher taxes on labor income decrease (increase) labor supply.
Returnss on investments in human capital decrease (increase) and investments
inn human capital decrease (increase) accordingly.
Oftenn taxes are found to have no effects on learning even when labor supplyy is endogenous. The reason is that preferences are restricted for technical
reasonss in most of the papers mentioned above. These restrictions are not
innocentt because these restrictions eliminate adverse effects of labor taxes
onn skill formation.
Assumptionss on preferences in (endogenous) growth models are needed
inn order to ensure convergence to a steady state where positive and constant
11 1
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amountss of leisure are chosen. Leisure demand is determined by the wage
ratess per hour, which is equal to product of the stock of human capital h
andd the wage rate w per unit of human capital. On a balanced growth path,
wagee rates per hour grow at the constant growth rate of h. Therefore, either
thee amount of leisure consumed goes to zero or it goes to infinity in the long
runn in case preferences are unrestricted, see also Weiss (1986). In all the
endogenouss growth models, and most life-cycle models with human capital
formation,, the human capital stock h increases linearly with the level of
humann capital, h = h(j>(e), see e.g. Lucas (1988). 7 Consequently, h/h = 4>{e)
iss constant if e is constant. Two solutions may be proposed to get rid of
cornerr solutions in leisure demand.
First,, utility functions of the following (weakly) separable form can be
applied:: u(c, v) = (c 1 - ö exp[(l — 6)(p(v)] — 1)/(1 — 9) where ip(v) is a leisure
sub-utilityy function with tp' > 0, and ip" < 0, and 9 denotes the intertemporall elasticity of substitution in consumption, see also King, Plosser and
Rebeloo (1988) or Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995). In models with this utility
function,, the amount of leisure increases (decreases) during the transition
towardss the steady state value in an economy with positively growing human
capitall if the income effect dominates (being dominated by) the substitution
effect.. We have uv/uc = C(p'(v) — (l—t)wh, where the last term is the relative
pricee of leisure in terms of consumption. In the steady state, if human capital
hh and consumption c grow at constant and equal rates, the amount of leisure
vv chosen is constant since h/c is constant. In most cases, an even simpler
utilityy function is used with a unitary elasticity of substitution: u(c, v) = cvv,
seee for example Pecorino (1993), Trostel (1993), Jones, Manuelli and Rossi
(1997).. Using this utility function in the current model gives: uv/uc = rjc/v —
(11 — t)h. If h/c is constant - both human capital and consumption grow at
equall rates - so will be the amount leisure time chosen. Clearly, substitution
andd income effects cancel out in the steady state, so that in the steady state
thee amount of leisure chosen is fixed and human capital investments are not
affectedd by taxes through the utilization of human capital.
Second,, leisure time can be re-scaled with the stock of human capital to
gett 'effective leisure'. This solution is based on Becker's (1965) notion that
aa higher level of human capital increases the value of leisure time, see also
Heekmann (1976), Lucas (1990), Stokey and Rebelo (1995), and Milesi-Feretti
7

Notee that in our two period model h0 — 1, i.e., workers are born with one efficiency
unitt of human capital and h\ —<j)(e).
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andd Roubini (1998). To show this, let utility be designated by u(c,tp(h,v))
wheree <p is a sub-utility function or the 'leisure technology'. It consists of
'raw'' leisure v, and human capital h. In the model of this Chapter, we derive
thee following marginal rate of substitution between consumption and effective
leisure:: uvpv/uc = (1 — t)h. On a balanced growth path, v is fixed only if,
first,, u is nomothetic, so that u^/uy is constant if h and c are growing at
constantt and common rates, and, second, if dip/dv — h. This is the case if (p
iss linear in h, i.e. <p — hv. Exactly this specification is used in the literature.
Inn this case, taxes affect the labor-leisure decision, but not the human capital
investmentt decision, because the leisure choice is not affected by the level of
humann capital.
Thee feature that productivity of leisure time increases one for one with
thee stock of human capital is therefore rather special. It has the consequence
thatt taxes do not affect human capital formation through the utilization
effectt since investments in human capital are independent from the amount of
leisuree chosen. This assumption is essential for the neutrality of income taxes
inn Heckman's (1976) analysis. It is not necessary to make this assumption in
aa life-cycle model. Studies of life-cycle models have therefore found negative
effectss of taxing human capital income on learning, see e.g. Kotlikoff and
Summerss (1979), Driffil and Rosen (1983), and Hendricks (1999).
Thee deduction effect
Inn this case, we assume that taxes are flat ti — t2 — i, labor supply is
exogenouss £ = 0, and capital taxes are absent (r = 0). Learning time is now
givenn by:

e

= U ( l ++ */(!-*)) J '

Promm the last equation it can be seen that k, the amount of market goods
requiredd per year of education determines to what extent the non-tax deductibilityy of goods invested in education reduces investments in human capital.. The intuition is that the benefits are taxed at rate t whereas the costs
aree taxed at rate smaller than t since goods invested are non-taxed whereas
foregonee earnings are. If goods are deductible at the same rate t private
agentss would only pay (1 — t)k, rather than k, so that all costs and benefitss are taxed at rate t so that the tax rate disappears from last equation.
Equivalently,, the government may subsidize direct costs at rate s — t so that
privatee agents only pay (1 — t)k.
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P r o p o s i t i o nn 3 Flat labor taxes reduce investments
ofof education are not fully tax-deductible.

in human capital if costs

Lordd (1989), Trostel (1993), Nerlove et al. (1993) formulate models with
nonn tax-deductibility of goods invested in human capital. This discourages
humann capital formation. Heekman (1976) and Hendricks (1999) assume
thatt goods invested in education are in fact deductible from the income tax,
soo that there is no effect through this mechanism in their analyses.
Inn (endogenous) growth models with human capital accumulation, flat tax
onn labor can also adversely affect human capital investments if the capital
stockstock K enters the production function of human capital, e.g. h = 4>{e, h, K).
Thee rental payments for the use of capital goods in producing human capital
aree qualitatively similar costs as market goods invested in education. If
capitall income is not taxed, or taxed at a lower rate than labor income, the
totall costs of learning (rental payments and foregone earnings) are lowered
lesss by taxation, than the benefits of learning are lowered. 8 This mechanism
wherebyy taxes distort investments in human capital is therefore equivalent
too the case when goods enter the production function of human capital. See
e.g.. King and Rebelo (1990), Rebelo (1991), Pecorino (1993), Jones, Manuelli
andd Rossi (1993, 1997), Stokey and Rebeleo (1995), and Milesi-Feretti and
Rubinii (1998).
T h ee implicit s u b s i d y effect
Finally,, we assume that taxes are flat t\ = t2 = t, labor supply is exogenous
ee = 0, and no goods are invested in education (k = 0). Learning time is now
givenn by:

\l\l +

r(l-T)J

Clearly,, higher capital taxes increase investments in human capital since
financialfinancial savings become less attractive relative to human savings. The int
itionn can be made clear in three (economically equivalent) ways. First, the
ratee at which future earnings are discounted decreases so that the present
valuee of the returns to investments in human capital increases. Consequently
8
Thiss presumes that the tax treatment of the rental payments for capital goods used
inn production of human capital are the same as the tax treatment of rental payments for
capitall goods used in production.
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investmentss in human capital increase. Second, since arbitrage between financiall savings and human savings should hold, a lower return on financial
savingss implies that the return on human savings should fall, which can only
bee accomplished by investing more in human capital since there are diminishingg returns to investments in human capital. Third, effective borrowing
costss to finance investments in human capital decrease when these costs are
reducedd by the capital tax. In any case, a capital tax acts as an implicit
subsidyy on investments in human capital. Edlin (1993) and Feldstein (1995)
havee argued, similarly, that education subsidies are like an implicit tax on
capitall income.
Propositionn 4 Capital taxes (T > 0) increase investments in human capital. tal.
Heekmann (1976) and Nielsen and S0rensen (1997) find that capital (or
interest)) taxes encourage human capital formation.
Summaryy taxation and human capital accumulation
Thee literature suggested that taxes distort the human capital investment decisionn through four channels: tax progression; distorted labor supply reducing
thee 'utilization rate' of human capital; non-deductible direct expenditures;
andd the presence of capital taxes. Some studies have found no effects of
taxingg labor income on human capital accumulation. It is clear that this
happenss only under special circumstances. In particular, the following speciall conditions must be met: i) labor taxes are flat9; ii) labor supply is not
affectedd by labor taxation; iii) direct costs of education are either absent
orr fully deductible. If capital taxes are positive, they tend to increase the
incentivess to invest in human capital.
Givenn that these conditions are only met in limiting cases it is hard to
arguee that taxes on labor and capital income have no effect on investment
decisionss in human capital, at least from a theoretical perspective. The
progressionn and utilization effects are clearly of practical relevance, and nondeductibilityy argument is potentially relevant as well since costs of education
aree generally not deductible. At a more abstract level, one may argue that
non-deductiblee costs of education reflect the inability of the government to
9
Inn a growth dynamic context, this condition is even stronger because taxes then also
needd to be constant over time.
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monitorr educational efforts adequately, so that it is difficult to introduce
tax-deductt ions.
Empirically,, the impact of taxes depends of course on the elasticities
off investments in human capital with respect to the taxes. We know that
graduatess respond to changes in tuition rates, foregone earnings and future
earnings,, in their decision to enroll in education, see for example Leslie and
Brinkmann (1984). Kane (1997). Oosterbeek and Webbink (1995). and others.
Notwithstandingg that empirical estimates of elasticities do not seem to be
veryy high. Since the taxes (subsidies) directly affect e.g. foregone earnings,
futuree earnings and education costs we are inclined to think that taxation is
off empirical importance as well.
Thee empirical assessment of the role of capital taxes is more complicated
andd not much is known. A priori it is not clear to what extent capital taxes
encouragee investments in human capital. First of all a problem arises to what
extentt capital is really taxed. Gordon and Slemrod (1988) for example argue
that,, on average, capital is not taxed. However, not average but marginal
taxess seem to be relevant. Second, what is the relevant marginal tax rate
onn capital income when investments in human capital are concerned? Given
thatt governments tax various sources of capital income differently, or may
evenn subsidize capital income (owner occupied housing and pensions), it is
nott clear how taxes capital income affects investments in human capital, see
Jacobss and De Mooij (2001) for a more elaborate discussion on this issue.
Finally,, education subsidies are not very much discussed in the taxation
literature,, although these are the natural complements to taxes. Education
subsidiess encourage human capital formation and may therefore be used as an
instrumentt to offset negative incentives on learning through the tax system,
seee also below.

1.3.22

Where's the income distribution?

Mostt of the recent academic analyses on taxation and human capital formationn perhaps echo the supply side view on taxation. The title of Lucas' (1990)
paperr "Supply Side Economics: An Analytical Review" is very suggestive in
thiss respect, and the paper leaves no room for doubt: "I now believe that
neitherr capital gains nor any of the income from capital should be taxed at
all"" (p.293). However, redistributional aspects seem to have vanished totally
fromm the literature on taxation and human capital formation, since none of
16 6
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thee aforementioned studies considers redistributional concerns.10
Thee lack of attention for the income distribution contrasts heavily with
thee more traditional analyses on taxation and labor supply that originated
fromm the Nobel-prize winning article by Mirrlees (1971). This can be consideredd a serious drawback. In my opinion, the ultimate reason for having
distortionaryy taxes is for purposes of correcting inequalities in the income
distribution,, otherwise governments would use lump-sum taxes. Therefore,
onee could say that the scientific debate has turned its attention away from
thee ultimate reasons for having distortionary taxes.

1.3.33

Non-tax distortions in capital and insurance markets s

Otherr voids in the literature on taxation and human capital are the absence
off imperfect capital markets and imperfect insurance markets in the analyses
off taxation and human capital formation. In reality, human capital is generallyy regarded as illiquid and bad collateral since trade in claims on human
capitall (slavery) is forbidden, see also Friedman (1962). An exception to the
literaturee is Nielsen and S0rensen (1997), but they find some ambiguities on
thee role of liquidity constraints on the setting of the optimal tax system.
Forr the similar reasons as credit markets fail, insurance of the income
riskss associated with investments in human capital is also impossible. Consequentlyy under-investment is likely to occur. Eaton and Rosen (1980) were
amongg the few to recognize that redistributive taxation is optimal because of
itss insurance properties. In the presence of non-tax distortions due to failing
capitall and insurance markets, it is not a priori clear whether (progressive)
taxationn is a bad thing. Second-best considerations suggest that redistributivee taxes may actually reduce initial non-tax distortions, see also Varian
(1980)) and Sinn (1995).
Furthermore,, even if capital markets and insurance markets are present,
theyy would probably fail due to asymmetric information between banks and
borrowerss and between insurance companies and the insured. This may cause
adversee selection effects so that credit rationing may occur, see Stiglitz and
10

Theree are some older papers in the spirit of Mirrlees (1971) on optimal taxation and
education,, see for example Ulph (1977), Hare and Ulph (1979) and Tuomala (1980), but
theyy all have in common that the tax system does not affect education choices, see also
laterr in this thesis.
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Weisss (1981) or insurance markets may not even exist, see also Rothshield
andd Stiglitz (1976). Also moral hazard may give rise to failures in capital
andd insurance markets, see Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) and Arnott and Stiglitz
(1990). .

1.44

Theory on subsidies and human capital

Inn this section we discuss the theoretical reasons for having subsidies on
humann capital. We also attempt to answer the question whether education
subsidiess can be justified for these reasons. Furthermore, we discuss some
potentiall reasons for education subsidies that have not been discussed much.

1.4.11

Economic arguments to subsidize human capital

Thee literature on the economics of education discusses essentially six argumentss to subsidize education and skill formation: external effects, capital
markett failures, insurance market failures, merit good arguments, distortions
relatedd to imperfect labor markets or an unequal income distribution, and the
timee inconsistency of government policies. We discuss each of them below.
E x t e r n a ll effects
"Muchh has been made of the external benefits of education, and
somee extraordinary claims made. For example, people have pointed
outt what fun it will be for the existing graduates to have more
otherr graduates to talk to. I have never seen it pointed out that by
thee same token the non-graduates will have fewer non-graduates
too talk to", Layard (1980, p.741)
First,, and mostly mentioned, large subsidies on education are justified
onn the basis of perceived externalities of education. Parents and students
doo not take into account that their investments in human capital may be of
sociall value above the private return on education, so that they under-invest
inn human capital, see for example Romer (1986, 1990) or Lucas (1988).
Supposee that the production function on human capital is 0(e) = e^e 7 ,
/?? + 7 < 1, where ë is the average level of education in the whole economy,
thenn in symmetric equilibrium (e = ë) the representative individual would
18 8
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choosee education according to:

wheree the elasticity a is modified to a = (1 — (/? + 7)(1 + e)) _ 1 and we have
sett t\ — t<i — T — k — 0. If, on the contrary, the government would choose
thee optimal level of education, and it takes into account the external effect,
thee optimal level of education is:

-m--m-

Clearly,, private agents under-invest in human capital from a social perspective.. If the government gives subsidy at rate s — 7/(/3 + 7) per year invested
inn education, the externality will be internalized.11 This expression has an
intuitivee interpretation. For example, if externalities are such that social
returnss are 50% higher than private returns (7 = ƒ?), so that private agents
onlyy receive half of the total benefits, then they should see their educational
costss being halved as well in order to induce them to select the optimal level
off education. I.e. subsidies should then be equal to 50%.
Thee problem with the externalities argument is that it is notoriously difficultt to detect positive externalities from education, see for example Heckmann and Klenow (1997), Acemoglu and Angrist (1999), Krueger and Lindahl
(2002).122 This could imply that the government may actually choose the correctt level of education subsidies so that external effects are internalized and
goo largely unnoticed in empirical work. Alternatively, one may, as Heekman
andd Klenow, phrase the issue more provocatively, as follows: "What level of
externalityy would justify U.S. college education subsidies?" (p. 12). These
authorss come to the following conclusion: "We estimate that, to justify the
currentt level level of subsidies to public college instruction in the U.S., the
sociall marginal product of human capital gained from college education has
too be about 30% higher than the private marginal product (p.3-4)". Finally,
111

This presumes that the subsidy can be financed in lump-sum fashion, otherwise a
trade-- off would appear between internalizing the externalities and distorting economic
incentivess with the subsidy.
12
Somee affirmative results on the importance of human capital for growth found in early
empiricall papers (e.g. Mankiw, Romer and Weil, 1992; Benhabib and Spiegel, 1994; Barro
andd Sala-i-Martin, 1995) have been seriously questioned by Krueger and Lindahl (2002).
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evenn if one tends to believe that externalities of education matter, one needs
too ask what type of externalities are in fact generated. Also negative externalitiess may matter. For example, Murphy, Schleifer and Vishny (1991) find
evidencee that a larger numbers of law graduates may actually reduce the rate
off economic growth as a consequence of rent seeking behavior. Furthermore,
iff education is a signalling or screening device, social losses occur because
thee investment in human capital only signals ability, see also Arrow (1971),
Spencee (1973) and Stiglitz (1975).
Capitall market imperfections
AA second reason for education subsidies could be that capital markets fail
too deliver funds to young people so that they are liquidity constrained or
aree confronted with high borrowing rates in financing their education. The
capitall market fails because there are legal restrictions. Trade in claims on
humann capital is forbidden in a non-slave state. Therefore, human capital
iss bad collateral because of its illiquidity and there may be large transactionn costs involved, see for example Friedman (1962). Moreover, information
asymmetriess (moral hazard and adverse selection) between borrower and
bankk results in credit rationing, see Stiglitz and Weis (1981). This increases
thee effective rate at which investments in human capital are discounted, say
fromm R to R' > R. Clearly, investments in human capital e are lower then:

Fromm a social perspective under-investment in human capital results and subsidiess on education (financed through lump-sum taxes) at rate s = (R'—R)/R
mayy restore incentives to invest in human capital. Especially students from
poorr backgrounds are expected to under-invest in human capital because
theyy face financing problems. One may however question the validness of
educationn subsidies on the basis on capital market imperfections since firstbestt is to restore the imperfection directly by for example giving loans, rather
thann subsidies.
Recently,, some economists have begun to argue that capital market imperfectionss are not that important, see Cameron and Taber (2000) and Heckmann (2000). The seemingly non-importance of capital market imperfections
iss highly controversial however and the verdict is not out yet. For example,
Plugg and Vijverberg (2001) find, after careful estimation, strong evidence
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forr the importance of liquidity constraints in education choices.13 Also Shea
(2000)) presents empirics for the lowest 25% of the population that can be
takenn as evidence for credit constraints.
Insurancee market imperfections
AA somewhat more subtle argument in favor of education subsidies is the failingg of insurance markets that gives rise to under-investment. Risk averse
studentss require a 'human capital equity premium' on their investments if
thee returns to these investments are risky. This is similar to the equity premiumm on stocks. Prom a social perspective, under-investment results if these
riskss can be diversified away. Normally, private parties would offer insurance
contracts.. But insurance contracts require trade in income contingent claims
onn human capital. However, income insurance cannot arise due to legal restrictionss (non-slavery). This is similar to the capital market failure. Again,
studentss effectively discount future earnings at higher rates than socially optimal,, say at rate R' = R + IT where n is the risk-premium associated with
investmentss in human capital. I.e. they apply a risk-adjusted discount rate.
AA subsidy at rate s — ir/R internalizes this insurance market failure. This is
off course not the case if all income risks are in fact endogenous due to a moral
hazardd problem, or due to non-diversifiable risks such as e.g. macroeconomic
shocks. .
Nott really much is known with respect to failing of insurance markets.
Juddd (2001) argues that there is large under-investment in education in view
off the high rates of return to human capital that are as large as returns on
equity.. So there is a 'human capital equity premium puzzle'. In addition,
manyy proposals by economists for the design of education financing systems
aree based on notions that graduates should be protected against the risk
off paying large fractions of earned income to repay loans when incomes are
low.. I.e. there should be some income insurance that protect graduates, see
e.g.. Friedman (1962), Nerlove (1972, 1975), Chapman (1997). And, to make
matterss even more confusing, findings by Gould et al. (2000) suggest that
educationn serves as an insurance device. I.e. risks in future incomes decreases
whenn more education is taken up, due to for example lower unemployment
13

Evidencee for liquidity constraints is based on Becker and Tomes' {1979, 1986) notion
that,, when investments in human capital are constrained, parental incomes determine
educationn choices of children. If the capital market was perfect, these education choices
weree independent from parental incomes.
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rates.. This implies that education serves as an insurance device, so that
thee risk-premium on investments in human capital is negative. As such the
'humann capital equity premium puzzle' is even more puzzling.

O t h e rr d i s t o r t i o n s
Recently,, some authors suggested that education subsidies may also be used
too correct other market or government distortions. The literature gives two
otherr arguments to subsidize education related to distortions on education
choicess through the tax system and non-tax distortions of the income distribution.. First, Trostel (1996) has argued that the tax system distorts educationn choices because costs of education are not deductible. Education
subsidiess can correct for this t a x distortion by lowering the (direct) costs of
education.. As such education subsidies can correct for tax distortions. Van
Ewijkk and Tang (2000a) also analyze the role of education subsidies to reduce
taxx distortions. The labor market features too high unemployment rates becausee unions drive up wages. The government then uses a progressive labor
taxx to punish wage demands of unions and to increase employment. However,, this discourages learning efforts. By allowing for education subsidies,
thee government can (fully) off-set the distortionary impact of tax progressionn on learning incentives. As such it can stimulate employment with a more
progressivee tax system without harming human capital accumulation.
Second,, Dur and Teulings (2001) show that education subsidies may help
too achieve a more equal income distribution, a non-tax distortion. They allow
forr imperfect substitutability of workers in production so that wage differentialss decrease if the relative supply of skilled workers increases. Education
subsidiess stimulate the supply of skilled workers so that wage differentials
betweenn skilled and unskilled workers decrease. Consequently, the governmentt may want to use education subsidies to meet its distributional ends.
Thee question is whether this argument gives a strong justification of giving
largee scale education subsidies. The reason is that the incidence of education
subsidiess is highly unequal and income inequality increases for that reason.
Durr and Teulings (2001) find that, although wage equality decreases through
generall equilibrium effects, the reduction in wage inequality is exactly offset
byy the negative incidence of education subsidies.
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Timee inconsistency of government policies
Recently,, Boadway et al. (1996) and Andersson and Konrad (2000) have
shownn that the government policies may be dynamically inconsistent. The
governmentt may want to renege on earlier announcements in setting a particularr tax system and engage in 'excessive' redistribution of incomes after
investmentss in human capital have been made. These investments are sunk,
soo that the government has a non-distortionary tax at its disposal. However,
rationall people anticipate this behavior of the government and under-invest
inn human capital. The government faces a Levithian dilemma and should
takee behavioral responses induced by policies into account when setting optimall taxes. The government can (partly) escape this dilemma by means of
educationall policies or education subsidies. As such this may be an additional
explanationn for the use of education subsidies.
AA related, but still unexplored corollary to these papers is that education
policiess may be a potentially effective device to solve another type of timeinconsistencyy problem. The government enforces minimum wage laws for
poorr workers, and protects the poor from social exclusion and poverty by
meanss of social insurance and social benefits. Especially, the low ability
agentss face large disincentives to invest in skills and human capital in the
presencepresence of a well developed welfare state. This creates a so called Samaritan
dilemmaa for the government.14 The poor know that society takes care of them
iff they turn out to be unemployed since a decent society will not let people
livee in poverty. The result is an excessive demand for social insurance and
benefitss and under-investments in human capital. Education policies may
potentiallyy be suited to soften this Samaritan dilemma. By giving incentives
too especially the low talented people to invest in human capital, the risk
thatt they turn out to be living on the dole reduces. The reason is that, for
skilledd workers opting for a social benefit becomes less attractive since their
wagess are higher relative to the benefit. Many government policies that look
paternalisticc at first sight, are efficiency enhancing in this 'third-best' world
withh dynamic inconsistencies. Various empowerment policies can thus be
viewedd as solutions to the Samaritan dilemma.

14
Somee papers have discussed the Samaritan dilemma in the context of physical capital
accumulationn (Bruce and Waldman, 1991; Coate, 1995).
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N o n - e c o n o m i cc a r g u m e n t s
Educationn is often viewed as a merit or public good with intrinsic and nonmonetaryy values such as promoting citizenship, contributing to culture, et
cetera.. To the extent that society values education, above the private valuationss of education, there is an argument to subsidize education. The question
iss whether merit or public goods arguments apply to all types of education.
Onee can clearly make a case for subsidizing e.g. arts history of archeology.
However,, this does not necessarily imply that also e.g. economics and law
needd to be subsidized. To avoid dead weight losses, it is generally better to
targett subsidies to these specific subjects rather than subsidizing education
acrosss the board. In this book, we abstract from these issues.
Alsoo political mechanisms may explain why education is subsidized. Politicall elites are typically also higher educated. A similar story can be told
forr arts subsidies. For example, Fernandez and Rogerson (1995) show that
perversee redistribution in the form of education subsidies may occur as a
consequencee of imperfections in the political process.

1.4.22

Subsidies and m a r k e t failures

Althoughh the six arguments presented above are indeed arguments to subsidizee education, education subsidies need not be the best instrument to solve
thee under-investment problem. There are basically two questions relevant
here.. First, what is the 'best' way to eliminate distortions in the accumulationn of human capital? We focus on three types of distortions in human
capitall accumulation: tax distortions that are associated with redistribution
orr correcting labor market failures, capital market failures and insurance
markett failures.
Second,, are education subsidies indeed the best response to address distortionss in human capital formation? In the case markets fail it is generally
betterr to tackle the market distortion directly rather than using indirect
instrumentss such as subsidies. One can argue that loans are better than
subsidiess to address liquidity constraints. Furthermore, insurance type of
policiess may work better than education subsidies, since education subsidies
doo not provide insurance, i.e. do not protect against income uncertainty. On
thee other hand, education subsidies might be suited to restore tax distortions,
sincee education subsidies are negative taxes on skill acquisition.
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1.4.33

Education subsidies and income redistribution?

AA related question deals with the effects of education subsidies on the incomee distribution. Although education subsidies are generally justified to
guaranteee access to education for the students from poor backgrounds, one
mayy doubt whether education subsidies are really that equitable, especially
forr education subsidies to higher education. The argument is that subsidies
generatee both horizontal and vertical inequities. The incidence of education
iss highly unequal, since most of the students enrolled in higher education
belongg to the wealthiest socioeconomic classes. In the Netherlands for example,, about 80% of all education subsidies is collected by the richest half
off the population, SCP (1994).
Furthermore,, inequality within birth cohorts increases since the highestt ability youngsters that enroll in education receive education subsidies,
whereass their less able cohort fellows finance the higher education through
theirr contribution to general tax revenues. This is based on Arrow's (1971)
notionn that education subsidies are 'input regressive', those with higher abilitiess receive more subsidies because they invest more in schooling. The consequencee is that outcomes are more regressive as well, see also Bruno (1976).
Inn contrast, Dur and Teulings (2001) argue that this unequal incidence is
exactlyy reversed through general equilibrium effects on wages in the spirit of
Tinbergenn (1975). More equality in before tax wages results as a consequence
off higher subsidies on education since education subsidies increase the supply
off skilled relative to unskilled workers which compresses the wage distribution.. Nevertheless, one could be sceptical about strong general equilibrium
effectss on wages in a small open economy, as the Netherlands is. In that case
wagee inequality between skilled and unskilled workers is determined in world
factorr markets and local policies cannot affect factor prices if the economy is
small,, see Katz and Autor (1999) and Topel (1999).
Heekmann et al. (1998b, 1998c) analyze the effects of tax and education
policiess in a closed economy general equilibrium model and argue that generall equilibrium effects are so pervasive that education and tax policies hardly
havee any effects in the long-run. In Heekman et al. (1999) an open economyy version of this model is used but this model has somewhat strange
features.. For example, there is apparently no international trade which may
leadd to (imperfect) wage rate equalization, only interest rates are fixed in
internationall capital markets. Further, policies that stimulate human capital
formationn in open economies would normally attract more capital and give
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Tablee 1,1: Overview thesis
Chapter r
22
44
33
Features s
55
flatflat rateflatflat ratetwoo bracket flatt rate
Laborr tax
no o
yes s
yes s
no o
Educationn subsidies
no o
no o
yes s
no o
Capitall tax
no o
yes s
no o
yes s
Endogenouss labor supply
yes s
no o
yes s
no o
Capitall markets imperfect
no o
no o
yes s
Insurancee markets imperfect no o
yes s
yes s
no o
Redistribution n
yes s

aa larger steady state capital stock. One way or another, this is not the case.

1.55

Overview thesis

Inn this book we take a typical public finance perspective. We attempt to
answerr questions on the optimal design of tax and education policies. These
questionss are of interest because 'first-best' (perfect markets, no information
problems,, no distributional issues, etc) is generally not attainable. Therefore,, second-best considerations become important and trade-offs between
policyy objectives appear, such as the trade-off between equity and efficiency.
Moreover,, second-best reasoning may actually explain some salient features
off current policies that cannot be understood by relying on first-best arguments. .
Thee central, normative question is how the government should design tax
andd education policies. To answer this question we develop theoretical modelss very similar to the two period model described above and analyze various
setss of policies in various Chapters. Crucial to our exposition is that income
redistributionn is the important justification for using distortionary tax instrumentss since we rule out individualized lump-sum taxes (or Tinbergen's talent
tax).. The ultimate reason is that the government cannot observe ability or
earningss capacity, only earned income, see also Mirrlees (1971) and Stiglitz
(1982).. Furthermore, we pay attention to the role of potentially important
non-markett distortions arising from imperfect capital and insurance markets.
Tablee 1.1 contains the schematic overview of this thesis where the most
importantt ingredients of the models are given.
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Beloww we discuss in some more detail the contents of each Chapter. A
remarkk on the tax schedule is in order to avoid semantic confusion later
on.. Throughout, both linear (flat rate) income taxes and non-linear (two
bracket)) tax schedules are called progressive taxes in the sense that average
taxx rates increase with income, although marginal rates can be constant as
inn the linear case. This is caused by a non-individualized lump-sum transfer
(aa negative income tax) that supplements the labor tax schedule.
Chapterr 2 Optimal income taxation with endogenous human capital l
Onee of the oldest questions in the studies of optimal taxation deals with
thee design of the optimal tax system when the government prefers an equal
distributionn of incomes if people differ in their abilities to earn income. If the
governmentt cannot observe these abilities, but has to resort to observations
onn earned income, the well known trade-off between equity and efficiency
appears.. Achieving a more equal distribution of incomes comes along with
efficiencyy losses.
Inn Chapter 2 we add human capital accumulation to the standard model of
optimall linear income taxation, see e.g. Sheshinski (1972), Dixit and Sandmo
(1977).. Workers decide not only upon the quantity of their labor supply, i.e.
hourss worked, but also human capital accumulation. This is an important
secondd dimension of labor supply because it enhances the quality of labor
supply.. Clearly, the distribution of earnings potentials is now endogenous
becausee agents both differ in their ability to learn and to earn incomes as
aa consequence. This contrasts with the standard optimal taxation problem
wheree the distribution of earnings potentials is exogenously given, see e.g.
Mirrleess (1971), Stern (1976) or Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980).
Wee allow for two potential tax-distortions on learning efforts. Taxation
affectss utilization rates of human capital as labor supply is affected. I.e. humann capital is not effective in leisure. Furthermore, non-deductible costs of
educationn distort the learning decision. We do not allow for education subsidies,, capital taxes or market imperfections in capital or insurance markets
inn this Chapter.
Wee derive an optimal tax formula that shows the trade-off between efficiencyy costs of taxation and equity benefits of redistribution. Clearly, labor
supplyy and learning efforts are interacting: the more leisure agents wish to
consume,, the lower are returns on human capital so that learning efforts are
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reduced.. The reverse reasoning also holds: the less time agents spend learning,, the lower their future wage rate per hour becomes, and, thus leisure time
becomess cheaper. Therefore, t a x distortions in learning and leisure decisions
aree mutually reinforcing. As a direct consequence, we derive that optimal
taxx rates on labor income decline when human capital formation is taken
intoo account. Endogenous human capital accumulation makes the trade-off
betweenn equity and efficiency more severe because the elasticity of taxable
laborr earnings increases. Consequently, there is less redistribution of incomes
att the social optimum with endogenous human capital formation.
Inn order to quantify the strength of these potential distortions we performm numerical calculations in similar vain as in Stern (1976). Our quantitativee analysis indicates that distortions of taxation are substantially increased
whenn learning decisions are endogenized. This seems to be a robust result.
Consequently,, the concern is vindicated that tax distortions are much more
importantt than suggested by the standard optimal taxation analysis which
ignoress endogenous learning.
C h a p t e rr 3 O p t i m a l t a x a t i o n of h u m a n capital and credit constraints
Alsoo Chapter 3 again studies optimal linear income taxation in the two period
modell of learning. It does however allow for capital market imperfections,
whichh are the main theme of this Chapter. Borrowing money to finance investmentss in human capital is supposed to be impossible due to transaction
costs,, collateral and information problems. Hence, a pre-existing non-tax
distortionn exists in the economy. In order to reduce the complexity of the
analysiss we assume that labor supply decisions are now exogenous. Therefore,, only non-deductible costs of learning cause a tax distortion on learning
margins.. This may reflect the inability to observe learning efforts perfectly so
thatt education subsidies are imperfect instruments. Moreover, capital taxes
aree absent.
Wee show that the optimal tax schedule is progressive even in the absence
off redistributional concerns, i.e. when agents are homogeneous. The intuition
forr this result is that a more progressive tax system redistributes incomes
fromm the old (the rich) to the young (the poor). Credit constraints for the
youngg are relaxed by a more redistributive tax system so that investments
inn human capital increase. This causes a first-order welfare gain because
thee learning decisions were initially distorted. The tax, in contrast, initially
causess only second-order welfare losses, as there was no tax to begin with.
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Consequently,, welfare can be improved as the distortionary tax corrects the
initiall non-tax distortion in the capital market. Clearly, optimal marginal
taxess on income are not necessarily equal to zero in second-best situations,
evenn if lump-sum taxation is allowed for. Indeed, progressive taxes can be
justifiedd on pure efficiency grounds, without reference to equity.
Wee also analyze the model with heterogeneous agents. Agents differ
acrosss two dimensions: their initial (parental) wealth and their ability to
learn.. Capital market imperfections reduce investments in human capital
especiallyespecially for the poor and high ability agents. The latter are suffering more
fromm credit constraints because they intend to learn more. We show that
optimall linear tax rates on human capital are positive on account of the
redistributivee preferences of the government which is the standard result.
However,, the presence of credit constraints results in higher optimal tax
rates.. Especially high ability agents from poor backgrounds benefit from a
progressivee tax schedule since they suffer the most from credit constraints. In
additionn also low ability agents with all backgrounds also tend to gain from
progressivee taxes since they benefit most from redistribution. Rich agents
withh high ability are the only ones who tend to loose from progressive taxes.
Wee present quantitative simulations for the importance of credit constraintss in setting of the optimal tax schedule. We show that the presence
off credit constraints results in a substantially more progressive tax schedule,
thann would be obtained in the absence of credit constraints. Although the
importancee of credit constraints is still empirically disputed, the results suggestt that tax progression may be called for if only a relatively minor part of
thee population (the 25% poorest agents) is credit constrained. This result is
robustt to various modifications of the parameters of the model.
Chapterr 4 Redistribution and education subsidies are Siamese twins
Inn Chapter 4 we analyze the use of education subsidies in order to alleviate
distortionss associated with redistributive taxation. Clearly, redistribution is
ann important reason for having distortionary taxes. Indeed, our analysis is
complementaryy to Van Ewijk and Tang (2000a) who justify distortionary
taxess by appealing to unions distorting the labor market. The central questionn is whether subsidies on education are part of the optimal tax system.
Wee analyze the simultaneous setting of optimal education subsidies along
withh the optimal progressive labor tax-schedule and capital taxes. We do
thiss in the 'full' model as laid out in this introductory Chapter extended
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withh endogenous first-period demands for consumption and leisure. There
aree three potential distortions of taxation. First, we allow for non-deductible
directt costs of education; second we allow for increasing marginal tax rates
onn income, and; third, taxation reduces the return to learning if labor supply
iss endogenous through a lower 'utilization' of human capital. We also allow
forr capital income taxes which may distort both learning and inter-temporal
consumptionn decisions. There are no capital market imperfections and there
iss no uncertainty.
Wee show that education subsidies are a powerful instrument to reduce
variouss tax distortions in the accumulation of human capital associated with
redistributivee policies. In fact, under fairly general conditions, investment
inn human capital should not be distorted. Education subsidies and redistributionn of incomes are thus like Siamese twins
even though the ones
whoo benefit from the subsidies enjoy relatively high lifetime incomes. The
moree the government desires to help the unable, the more it should employ
educationn subsidies to offset the learning distortions associated with redistribution.. We show that a substantial part of existing education subsidies in
somee important OECD countries can be justified on these grounds.
Wee also derive the optimal dual income tax system in case education
subsidiess are absent. This is relevant if education subsidies are not a perfect
policyy instrument, e.g. because education efforts are not perfectly observable.. In this case, we demonstrate that the capital income tax component of
aa dual income tax is positive when non-deductible costs of education are important.. In particular, the capital tax stimulates learning, thereby off-setting
distortionss arising from redistribution.
C h a p t e rr 5 O p t i m a l financing of e d u c a t i o n w i t h imperfect capital
marketss a n d risk
Chapterr 5 addresses the setting optimal financing of education. We use a
strippedd version of the two period model used throughout now extended to
analyzee the role of both capital market imperfections and risks associated
withh investments in human capital. Credit market imperfections arise becausee banks cannot observe the risks of the investments in human capital.
Further,, idiosyncratic income risks cannot be insured because insurance contractss cannot be written due to legal restrictions (non-slavery). Investment
inn human capital is therefore sub-optimally low because interest rates are too
highh and individuals require a risk premium on their investment in human
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capital. .
Inn this Chapter, we do not pay much attention to the tax system and we
assumee that labor supply is fixed. In order arrive at a tractable model with
asymmetricc information and heterogeneous agents, we also fix the returns
too the investment in human capital. Further, we do not allow for capital
taxes.. We do not analyze the problem of optimal redistribution of incomes.
Nevertheless,, issues of income redistribution are present because we study
optimall insurance of income risks. Insurance requires redistribution from
thee lucky to the unlucky people.
Wee show that the sources of under-investment in human capital are relatedd to the fact that financial contracts cannot be made contingent upon the
returnss of the investment in human capital. In a non-slave state insurance
andd equity contracts cannot be executed by private parties. Therefore, only
debtt financing of education is possible. Since banks face an information problem,, regarding the risks of the investment in human capital interest rates are
abovee the level that ensures efficiency of investment in human capital. We
contributee to the credit rationing literature by showing that credit rationing
doess not occur if individuals are sufficiently risk averse.
Thee government, however, can write equity and insurance contracts that
aree dependent on the returns to the investment in human capital through the
taxx system. The reason is that the government has the monopoly on power
soo that it is the only legal authority to collect claims on (parts of) human
capital.. Therefore, it can circumvent the barriers that private markets face.
Thee government provides students with the funds to finance education (to
financee costs of living and tuition) while enrolled in exchange for a claim on
thee students' future incomes. It is shown that a simple equity participation
schemee of financing education coupled to income insurance is indeed optimal
andd restores social efficiency in investments in human capital. The reason is
thatt an equity participation scheme does not entail distortionary redistributionss from low risk to high risk graduates whereas with debt financing this
distortionn lies at the heart of the capital market failure.
AA policy of subsidies on education to overcome market inefficiencies is
nott optimal. Many countries give substantial subsidies (below cost tuition
feess and grants) to students in order to resolve problems with the absence of
insurancee and well-functioning capital markets. These subsidies do not tackle
thee real problems with capital and insurance market imperfections. As we
havee shown, this requires equity plus insurance. Both the capital market
imperfectionn and the risk of the investment cannot be solved perfectly by
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meanss of subsidies. Furthermore, these subsidies have to be financed in
distortionaryy fashion.
C h a p t e rr 6 A n investigation of e d u c a t i o n finance reform. G r a d u a t e
t a x e ss and i n c o m e contingent loans in t h e N e t h e r l a n d s
Inn this last, non-theoretical Chapter, we analyze the consequences of replacingg government, subsidies on education with a graduate tax (GT) or income
contingentt loans system (ICL) for the financing of higher education in the
Netherlands.. As such it provides an illustration of the analysis in Chapter 5.
Wee constructed a simulation model to analyze loans, GT's and ICL systems
off education finance based on estimated wage profiles of graduates. Further,
wee examined the financing regimes with full pooling, or (partial) risk shifting
off default risks. If all risks are pooled among students, the lucky graduates
coverr the costs of default for the unlucky graduates. If risks are shifted to
society,, the costs of default are financed from general tax revenue.
Wee show that the switch to a G T or ICL system can significantly reduce
thee income risks that graduates experience under a loan system. A reduction
inn government outlays of about EUR 2.5 billion would result if education
subsidiess are dropped to zero. The repayment rate under an GT would then
havee to be about 6%. In an ICL system with full risk pooling the repayment
ratee is higher, because the graduates who have repaid their debts no longer
contributee to the system. This is the fundamental difference with a graduate
taxx where graduates never stop their payments. Moral hazard and adverse
selectionn considerations determine the extent to which income insurance can
takee place. The more important these effects are, the more attractive an ICL
becomess relative to a GT.
Iff default risks are shifted to society the repayment rate may be lower,
butt this goes at the cost of a smaller reduction in government outlays. Under
aa risk shifting regime, the government faces a trade-off between reducing (ex
ante)) subsidies on education subsidies and financing the costs of default (ex
postt subsidies). Replacing ex ante subsidies with ex post subsidies makes the
resultingg distribution of incomes more equal, but may also induce (modest)
morall hazard effects in labor supply, see next.
Morall hazard effects regarding labor supply are not very important quantitatively.. Reducing the average duration of enrolment and the reduction of
drop-outt rates turned out to make the system substantially more attractive
inn terms of repayment conditions. Results are sensitive with respect to the
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assumptionss regarding interest rates, default and risk premiums and growth
ratess of wages.

1.66

Some methodological notes

Somee may find that certain assumptions used throughout this thesis are unrealistic,, theoretically less sound, or otherwise. My defense is that more
researchh is needed. Nevertheless, I want to summarize some important assumptionss used in this book.
Social welfare function - Throughout this thesis a Samuelson-Bergson
sociall welfare function defined over individual utilities is adopted to get
aa social preference for redistribution of incomes. I am fully aware of
thee drawbacks of this procedure, but I see no alternatives for two reasons.. Not using a social welfare function and simply ignoring matters
regardingg the income distribution is in my opinion not justified since
thee ultimate reason for having distortionary government interventions
hass to do with the income distribution. Second, I am not aware of
theoreticallyy more appealing alternatives that are just as easy to work
with.. I refer the reader for more discussion on these matters to for
examplee Sen (1979), Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980), and Mirrlees (1986).
PoliticalPolitical economy - In this thesis I take a normative perspective rather
thann a more positive approach based on political economy considerations.. Occasionally, the normative approach and the political economy
approachh deliver identical results when political weights happen to be
equall to the weights attached to each individual in a social welfare function,, see for example the discussions in Van Winden (1999) and Persson
andd Tabellini (2000). I think that political economy aspects are very
relevantt to this subject matter, but the political economy approach has
alreadyy been pioneered quite intensively. Based on important contributionss by Persson and Tabellini (1992) and Alesina and Rodrik (1994),
thee political system is explicitly introduced, generally by majority votingg over government policies such as subsidies on education, taxation
off physical and human capital, private or public education, et cetera.
Seee e.g. Creedy and Francois (1990), Glomm and Ravikumar (1992),
Gradsteinn and Justman (1993), Galor and Zeira (1993), Perotti (1993),
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Saint-Paull and Verdier (1993), Fernandez and Rogerson (1995), and
Bénabouu (1998).
Time-consistency
- I assume that the government can pre-commit to
thee setting of the policies such as taxes and subsidies and it is not allowedd to change policies after investments in human capital have been
made.. However, most (tax-)policies discussed in this thesis have the
propertyy that the government would renege on its announcement to set
aa particular policy and may engage, for example, in excessive redistributionn because investments in human capital have become 'sunk'. So
theree is generally a time-inconsistency problem. See for early contributionss Kydland and Prescott (1977) or Fischer (1980). Applications to
investmentss in human capital can be found in Boadway et al. (1996)
andd Andersson and Konrad (2000). The analysis of time-consistent
policiess ('third-best') is an interesting avenue for further research.
Education as a signalling device - Arrow (1971), Spence (1973), and
Stiglitzz (1975) suggested that (higher) education serves as a signalling
device.. I.e. educated workers are not more productive because of their
education,, but their education only signals their higher ability. We assumee t h a t education is productive and not a signalling device. Groot
andd Oosterbeek (1994) find empirical support for a rejection of the
screeningg hypothesis, based on the notion that drop-outs should not
earnn a return on the years they spend in school, which is clearly rejectedd by the data. Moreover, growing evidence on the importance
off human capital to explain cross-country differences in output in for
examplee Krueger and Lindahl (2002), is not consistent with the signallingg hypothesis, since in that theory education is non-productive
fromm a macro-perspective.
General equilibrium effects - In this thesis we only consider models
wheree real interest rates and wage rates are exogenously given. This is
generallyy justified by appealing to small open economy considerations
wheree real interest and wage rates are determined in world capital and
laborr markets, see for example Topel (1999) or Katz and Autor (1999).
Nevertheless,, international factor price equalization is difficult to observee so that general equilibrium effects, especially on wage rates, may
affectt the results and will in general cause transitional dynamics, see
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forr example Heekman et al. (1998a). Moreover, tax and subsidy instrumentss may serve multiple tasks. For example Dur and Teulings (2001)
showw that education subsidies may reduce not only tax distortions, but
alsoo pre-tax income differentials between skilled and unskilled workers
iff skilled and unskilled workers are imperfect substitutes on the labor
market.. The latter effect does not occur if there are perfectly equalizingg differences on the labor market due to perfect substitutability of
workerss and wage rates per unit of skill is equal for all skill levels.
Dynamics - In all chapters we discuss two-period models. Multi-period
dynamicss are therefore ignored. Dynamic general equilibrium effects
mayy be important as Heekman et al (1998a, 1998b, 1998c, 1999) have
shown.. Dynamic effects are typically caused by general equilibrium effectss on factor prices, i.e wage and interest rates, see also above on generall equilibrium issues. Furthermore, the intergenerational distribution
off welfare and the potential benefits of intergenerational risk-sharing
mayy be affected by policies, which is now abstracted from. We isolate
thee intergenerational distribution from the intragenerational distributionn by only employing policies that are 'funded' from the perspective
off each generation. This can be defended by appealing to 'grandfatheringg rules' that protect old generations from being hit by new policies,
seee also Nielsen and S0rensen (1997).
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Optimall Income Taxation with
Endogenouss H u m a n Capital
"Itt has long been understood that the concept "labor supply" is
moree general than "hours of work". If one individual is healthier,
betterr educated and more highly motivated than another, then
presumablyy a given number of hours of work will lead to greater
effectivee labor supply for the former than for the latter. Thus,
studiess on the effect of taxes on other dimensions of labor supply
aree needed in order to asses the full impact of taxes on work
incentives."" Rosen (1980, p. 171).

2.11

Introduction

Thee traditional literature on optimal income taxation with endogenous labor
supplyy assumes that labor supply is a one-dimensional variable reflecting the
amountt of leisure people wish to consume, see e.g. Mirrlees (1971), Sheshinski
(1972),, and Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980).* However, as Rosen (1980) points
out,, labor supply features many other dimensions. First, labor supply reflects
alsoo participation decisions and not only work effort. This implies that, for
example,, the amount of time people wish to spend in retirement is also a
dimensionn of labor supply. Second, the intensity of work effort may vary
^ h i ss Chapter is based on Jacobs (2001a). I thank Lans Bovenberg, Casper van Ewijk,
Hessell Oosterbeek, and seminar participants at CentER for comments and suggestions. I
furtherr want to thank Edwin Leuven for his valuable help with Gauss.
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fromm one individual to another. Hours of work may not fully reflect the
intensityy of work effort, although the latter variable is hard to measure.
And,, third, effective labor supply increases not only by more hours of work,
i.e.. the quantity of labor, but also by a higher quality of labor. Differences
inn levels of education and health of workers are therefore also dimensions of
laborr supply.
Inn this Chapter we analyze optimal income taxation when the learning
dimensionss of labor supply are taken into account. Human capital theory
pointss out that earnings per hour are the result of investments aimed at
augmentingg effective labor supply, see e.g. Becker (1964). If human beings
havee different abilities to accumulate human capital, the distribution of incomee is endogenously determined by learning decisions of agents, rather than
exogenouslyy given.
Thee first contribution of this Chapter is to show analytically how optimal
linearr tax rates are set when human capital accumulation is endogenous.
Thee tax system distorts not only labor supply decisions but also learning
decisions.. Tax distortions arise in learning decisions due to the directs costs,
besidess foregone earnings, that are associated with investments in human
capital.. These costs originate from the use of market (or capital) goods
inn the production of human capital, see e.g. Lord (1989), Rebelo (1991),
Trostell (1993), Pecorino (1993), Nerlove et al. (1993), Jones et al. (1993,
1997),, Stokey and Rebelo (1995), Milesi-Feretti and Roubini (1998), and
Juddd (1999). Consequently, future earnings are subject to a higher effective
ratee of tax than total costs of investment because the direct costs remain
'untaxed'. 2 2
Furthermore,, labor supply, which now encompasses both quantity and
qualityy dimensions, becomes more elastic if learning is endogenous. The
moree leisure one wishes to consume, the lower are returns on human capital
sincee less time is spend working so that the utilization of human capital falls.
Thee reverse reasoning also holds: the more one learns, the more expensive
leisuree time becomes as wage rates per hour increase. Learning and leisure
decisionss are thus interdependent and the distortionary effects of taxation
increase,, see also Kotlikoff and Summers (1979), Eaton and Rosen (1980),
andd Driffil and Rosen (1983). 3
Wee show theoretically that the trade-off between equity and efficiency is
22
Even though costs of education are generally highly subsidized, tuition fees and other
directt costs are generally not deductible from the income tax.
3
Wee do not allow for a non-linear tax schedule for reasons of analytical and compu-
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worsenedd due to the direct tax distortion on learning decisions and due to the
interactionn of working and learning decisions. Labor supply - now defined in
aa broad sense - becomes more elastic with respect to the tax. Consequently,
optimall linear taxes are lowered if human capital accumulation is endogenous.
Thee second contribution of this Chapter is to provide quantitative evidencee on the importance of endogenous learning decisions for the setting of
thee optimal linear tax schedule. We compute optimal income taxes, along
thee lines of Stern (1976). The traditional literature has found relatively high
optimall tax rates in models with solely an endogenous labor supply decision,
seee e.g. Stern (1976), Tuomala (1990), Diamond (1998) and Saez (2001).
Wee derive that optimal tax rates are substantially lower compared to earlier
studiess when taking into account human capital accumulation. This confirms
ourr theoretical predictions.
Thiss Chapter is related to some earlier contributions on optimal taxation
whenn agents differ in their levels of education. Atkinson (1973) analyzes optimall linear income taxation in a model where agents decide upon their levels
off education. The distortion on learning stems from the fact that foregone incomee while learning is not subject to the income tax, whereas income derived
fromm working after learning is. In contrast with Atkinson we allow for taxed
foregonee earnings as one may argue that non-taxed foregone earnings are of
limitedd relevance. Furthermore, Atkinson (1973) does not pay attention to
thee labor supply decision. Ulph (1977) and Hare and Ulph (1979) study the
problemm of optimal taxation and education expenditures where redistributionall and educational targets are simultaneously optimized. Ulph (1977)
allowss for endogenous labor supply whereas Hare and Ulph (1979) assume
thatt labor supply is fixed and agents might opt for private education. In
bothh studies, however, the government simply sets the level of education for
eachh agent, so agents do not choose their levels of learning. Taxation does
thereforee not influence learning decisions.4 Tuomala (1986) analyzes optimal
taxationn in a model where learning and labor supply decisions are endogetationall tractability. However, this is an additional channel whereby taxation may harm
humann capital formation if marginal tax rates on future incomes exceed marginal tax rates
onn foregone earnings when learning, see e.g. Bovenberg and Van Ewijk (1997) and Nielsen
andd S0rensen (1997).
4
Here,, the important assumption is made that ability to earn income is not observable
byy the government, whereas ability to learn is. We assume that both the quantity (hours
worked)) and the quality (education) of labor supply are not observable by the government,
onlyy earned income.
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nous.. However, Tuomala assumes that leisure is denoted in 'effective' leisure
time,, i.e. effective labor supply increases linearly with the amount of human
capital,, as in Heekman (1976). Consequently, separation between working
andd learning decisions holds and taxes do not affect learning decisions by
assumption. .
Thee rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
modell and individual behavior, Section 3 derives optimal fiscal policy, Sectionn 4 discusses the numerical examples, Section 5 presents some sensitivity
analyzes,, and Section 6 concludes.

2.22

Model

Wee consider a two-period life-cycle model of human capital formation. 5 In
thee first period, agents choose between working and learning. We assume
withoutt loss of generality that there is no consumption-leisure decision in
thee first period. 6 Additionally, there is a perfect capital market and agents
cann save or borrow to finance costs of education. 7 The second period is
devotedd to working only and agents decide upon the amount of leisure time
(orr retirement years) they want to consume.
AA partial equilibrium model is chosen where the before-tax wage rates
andd interest rates are taken as given. The model can also be thought of as
55

Some authors have used multi-period models for analyzing the effects of taxation on
humann capital accumulation, see e.g. Heekman (1976), Trostel (1993). However, these
paperss impose strong restrictions on preferences that avoid corner solutions in the choice
off leisure. On a balanced growth path, either all time may be consumed as leisure, or
alll time may be devoted to working, see also Weiss (1986). Moreover, the restrictions on
preferencess that are often made in order to guarantee that a constant fraction of time
iss spend on leisure eliminate a priori the potential distortionary effect of proportional
taxationn on human capital formation as the utilization rate of human capital is unaffected
byy taxation, since these restrictions imply that substitution and income effects in labor
supplyy due to a change in the level of human capital cancel out. King, Plosser and Rebelo
(1988)) use a unitary elasticity of substitution between consumption and leisure. Heekman
(1976)) uses preferences defined over consumption and 'effective' leisure so that the leisure
decisionn is independent of the level human capital.
6
Givenn the perfect capital market no important insights are obtained by allowing for
firstfirst period consumption. Furthermore, allowing for first-period leisure, yields only the
standardd labor supply distortion and learning decisions are not affected by introducing
firstt period leisure time. Therefore, inter-action effects with learning are absent.
7
Seee Jacobs (2001b) for the consequences of imperfect capital markets for the optimal
taxationn of income.
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describingg the equilibrium of a small open economy in which perfect capital
mobilityy fixes the real interest rate. A mass of agents with unit measure
livess for two periods. Agents are heterogeneous with respect to ability to
learnn a. Agents with a higher ability are more efficient in the production
off human capital. In addition we assume that ability a also affects wage
ratess w independently of the amount of learning, so that w(a) where w' > 0.
Thee reason for making this assumption is that not all income inequality can
bee attributed to differences in learning behavior. Consequently, agents with
higherr ability have a higher wage rate per unit of human capital as well. The
distributionn of a is denoted by F (a). F has support [a, oo).
Inn the first period agents choose to spend their time learning or working.
Everyy agent has one unit of human capital at the beginning of its life. A
fractionn x of total time in the first period is spend on education. The rest,
11 — x, is devoted to working, where the total time endowment is normalized
att unity. Education requires, besides time, y market goods per year of education.88 (f) is the production function for human capital with positive but
diminishingg returns time x, and goods y invested in education:
0(a;; xQ, yQ) = h(a)xlyva,

(2.1)

wheree we have h'(a) > 0. Agents with higher ability levels are assumed to
bee more productive in using time and goods in human capital accumulation
sincee 4>ax > 0 and <jyay > 0. It is further assumed that the production function
displayss diminishing returns to scale in inputs (x, y) invested in education to
ensuree an interior solution with a fixed real interest rate. In the remainder
wee restrict the analysis to a Cobb-Douglas production function with constant
elasticitiess 7 and v, and 7 + v < 1. Given the lack of empirical evidence on
thee precise shape of the production function for human capital, the CobbDouglass function is used in almost the entire literature, see e.g. Ben-Porath
(1967),, Weiss (1986), Trostel (1993).
Incomee derived from working equals (1 — t)w(a)(l — x), where t is the
flatt labor income tax rate. The tax authority is assumed to be unable to
distinguishh between income from raw labor (the quantity or hours of work)
andd human capital (the quality of work). The tax authority cannot observe a
either.. The first assumption is equivalent to the commonly used assumption
thatt one cannot observe the wage rate and hours worked. So taxes on income
8
Ratherr than using market goods in the production of human capital on may also use
capitall goods in the production function. This yields qualitatively similar results.
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derivingg from the quantity of labor and the quality of labor are both equal
too t. The second is the standard assumption that excludes individualized
lump-summ transfers.
Everyy agent might receive an uniform non-individualized lump-sum incomee transfer g in both periods of its life. With positive transfers g the tax
systemm is progressive since the average tax rate increases with income. Savingss s can be made to smooth consumption over time. Savings equal total
firstt period income minus the direct costs of education py. p denotes the unit
costss of direct expenditures on education. The first period budget constraint
iss therefore given by:
pypyaa +sa = {l-

t)w(a){l

- xa) + g.

(2.2)

Inn the second period, human capital is supplied endogenously to the labor
market.. Total time spend working equals /Q, and the rest is consumed as
leisuree 1 — la. One may also view leisure as years in retirement, see Kotlikoff
andd Summers (1979). Income derived from accumulation of financial assets
iss (1 + r)sa where r is the constant real interest rate. In the remainder
wee assume that the real interest rate is zero. All income from human and
financialfinancial sources is used for consumption ca. There is no tax on consumptio
andd capital income. 9 The consumption price is chosen as the numéraire.
Hence,, the second period budget constraint is:
ccaa = (1 - t)w{a)la<p{a; xa, ya) + sa + g.
Wee restrict the analysis to an iso-elastic utility function. 10
givenn bv:
u{cu{caaAAaa))

= In I cQ -

*

1/p

(2.3)
Utility u is

J ,

wheree e > 0 is the (un)compensated wage elasticity of labor supply. Since
ee > 0, we assume that labor supply is upward sloping. This utility function is
usedd as well by Diamond (1998) and Saez (2001). The analytical convenience
9

Seee Nielsen and S0rensen and (1997) for an analysis on optimal dual income taxation
withh endogenous learning with homogeneous agents. Bovenberg and Jacobs (2001) analyze
optimall dual income taxation in a similar model as presented in this Chapter.
10
Wee were able to derive a general characterization of the solution with a general utility
function.. This turns out to give very similar results, although the different roles played
byy the tax distortions cannot be easily traced analytically.
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iss twofold. First, there are no income effects on labor supply. Second, the
elasticityy of labor supply is constant and equal for all households. This
allowss us to aggregate easily over all households. If labor supply is exogenous
(££ = 0), then the pure human capital model applies, and agents simply
maximizee life-time earnings. It is assumed that agents do not derive utility
fromm having human capital.11
Agentss maximize utility by choosing consumption c, labor supply I, the
optimall amount of learning x and the goods invested in education y, subject
too their budget constraints, and the production function of human capital.
Manipulationn of the first-order conditions gives the following labor supply
functionn - omitting the agent's indices a:12

ll = [(l-tW(.)f.

(2.5)

Thee higher the hourly wage rate, the larger is labor supply. From the last
equationn can be seen that consumption and investment decisions cannot be
separated.. Learning increases the hourly wage rate and thereby increases
laborr supply. If one views leisure time as years in retirement, our model
cann explain the relatively higher participation rates of older workers with
moree education. The reason is that a higher level of human capital makes
retirementt more expensive.
Thee marginal rate of technical substitution for the optimal choice of time
andd goods invested in education reads as:

<tl<tl = H =

(l~t)w

(fry(fry

P

VX

AA higher price of time (goods) invested in education should be accompanied
byy an increase in the marginal product of time (goods) invested in education,
andd thus implies a lower use of time (goods) relative to goods (time) in the
productionn of human capital.
Finally,, there is an arbitrage equation stating that both financial and
humann savings should yield an equal return.
==

(i - ' M * .

= L

(2 . 7)

PP
11

Humann capital can also be regarded as a consumption good, see Lazear (1977). Additionally,, having more human capital can enhance the effective productivity of leisure
inn utility. This notion stems from Becker (1965) and has been applied to human capital
theoryy first by Heekman (1976). Both elements can be incorporated. However, this is
likelyy to yield untractable results unless we impose strong restrictions on preferences.
12
Ann appendix to this Chapter contains all derivations.
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Thiss equation pegs the amount of time and goods invested in human capital
accumulation.. Arbitrage between financial and human capital investments,
ensuress t h a t an optimal plan is characterized by equal returns on both investments.. If the rate of return on financial investments is lower, substitution
takess place to human capital investments, until rates of return are equalized
ass a consequence of diminishing returns in human capital accumulation.
Sincee costs of education are not tax deductible, taxes directly distort
investmentss in human capital. A higher tax rate reduces the optimal amount
off goods invested in human capital, thereby lowering the productivity of time
invested.. Investments in human capital fall accordingly. Loosely speaking,
foregonee earnings and goods are less affected by changes in the tax rate, than
thee returns, i.e. future earnings. If goods were fully tax deductible, the tax
ratee would have no direct effect on investments in human capital since costs
andd returns are equally affected by the tax.
Taxess also distort human capital investments indirectly since taxes affect
thee amount of leisure chosen. Higher taxes on labor income reduce labor
supply,, and thereby reduce investments in human capital. The reason is that
thee effective utilization rate of human capital decreases so that returns on
investmentss in human capital are lowered.
First-orderr conditions are necessary but not sufficient. Additionally we
havee to guarantee that the second-order conditions are fulfilled. The secondorderr condition amounts to the following restriction on parameters:
V=(lV=(l

+ e)(T + v)<

l.

(2.8)

Thee second-order condition states that the elasticity of labor supply is not
tooo high, and that the elasticities of time and goods invested in education
aree not too high. Intuitively, if more time is spend learning, wage rates
perr hour increase and substitution towards more labor supply is induced.
This,, in turn, increases returns to investments in human capital so that more
timee is spend learning, and so on. Due to this interaction between learning
andd leisure decisions sufficiently decreasing returns to investments in human
capitall (low 7 and v) or sufficiently decreasing marginal utility of leisure (low
e)e) should guarantee that an interior solution is attained and corner solutions
withh zero leisure time are avoided.
Wee can analytically solve for the optimal amount of time and goods in44 4
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vestedd in learning and labor supply:

x*x* = y"h-i-w

"

f—1

yy = —
77

(1-*) *
-x *,

P
6V V

TT = /i(a) e (l - i) £ ( 1 + v ) ( " )

^

Sincee it;7(a) > 0 and h'(a) > 0 we derive that agents with higher ability invest
moree time and and goods in human capital accumulation, i.e. dx/da > 0,
dy/dady/da > 0 and dl/da > 0 by virtue of the concavity of the production
functionn of human capital, the complementarity between inputs in production
off human capital and ability and due to the fact that high ability agents
supplyy more labor.
Notee that the elasticities of x, y and / w.r.t. t are constant and given by:
ee

dx

{l-t)_

~

£xt£xt

= ~m^r--

__
~~

£yt£yt

e + v{l + e)
(2 9)

i_(i + e )( 7 + „) > ° '

dy{l~t)_
dt
y

(!+£)(!-7)
.
- l - ( l + ,)(7 + ^ )

dl{l-t)dl{l-t)
atat
I

^(1-7)
1 - (1 + £)(j + v)

0
> 0

-

r2im
10

'

P- )

n
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Thesee are useful properties later on.

2.33

Optimal linear income taxation

Thee government collects taxes from the households to finance exogenously
givenn expenditures A. The government budget constraint therefore reads as:
OO

tt

HadF(a) = A + G,

(2.12)

wheree G = 2g and H = w(a)(l — xa) + w(a)la(p(a;xa,ya)
is the gross lifetimee value of human capital. There are two instruments at the disposal
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off the government: the linear tax rate on labor income t and the negative
incomee tax G. The tax rates t and lump-sum transfers G are chosen so as to
maximizee a social welfare function T: 13
rr = ƒ

V(Va)dF(a),

tt'

> 0,

# " < 0,

(2.13)

JJ a

wheree Va is the indirect utility function of the agents. Different assumptions
aboutt ty yield e.g. a Rawlsian objective function or an utilitarian objective
functionn (*' = 1) . s e e also Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980). 14
Formm the first-order conditions for the lump-sum element G we derive the
nett social marginal valuation of income in terms of government revenue, 6,
seee Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980): 15
bbaa EE ^

,

(2.14)

7} 7}

wheree A is the private marginal utility of life-time income and n is the Lagrangee multiplier associated with the government budget constraint. The
termm on the right-hand side denotes the direct social value of redistribution
too household a. We find that the average social value of income averaged
overr all households is given by:
66 = 1,

(2.15)

wheree b = ƒ badF(a) is the average of the marginal social value of incomes.
Thiss expression states that social welfare is maximized if a unit increase in
thee value of the lump-sum transfer given in both periods is equal to marginal
sociall utility averaged over all agents.
13
Wee abstract from issues dealing with the dynamic consistency of the tax policies and
simplyy assume that the government can pre-commit. However, in models like the one
discussedd here the government has always the incentive to renege on its announcement to
sett a particular tax rate after the investments in human capital are made. The reason
iss that human capital is accumulated and has become a 'fixed' factor that can be taxed
heavilyy without high distortionary costs. If the government cannot commit, agents underinvestt as a consequence, see for example Fischer (1980) and Boadway, Marceau, and
Marchandd (1996).
14
Wee assume in the theoretical derivations that the lump-sum transfer is never larger
thann income derived from supply of human capital, i.e. G < H. This constraint precludes
thatt agents voluntarily decide to be unemployed. This constraint is always non-binding
inn the numerical calculations.
15
Wee used Roy's lemma in the derivations: dV/dG = A, dVfdt = —XH.
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Inn order to find an expression for the optimal tax rate we introduce the
distributionall characteristic £ that comprises the distributional impact that
humann capital has on social welfare, see also Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976):

ii = -

1

(foXx)^- )--

(216)

Thee term in brackets is the normalized covariance of human capital16 and
thee marginal social valuation of income. H = ƒ °° HadF{a) stands for the
averagee supply of human capital. £ can be interpreted as a 'marginal measure
off inequality', see Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980).
Thee distributional characteristic is positive (£ > 0), because the normalizedd covariance is negative. If human capital H increases, the marginal social
valuee of income b decreases as a consequence of the diminishing marginal
utilityy of income, and due to the fact that a larger weight is attached to
poorerr agents (W < 0). i.e. it becomes socially less efficient to redistribute
resourcess to richer agents, given that the social welfare function features diminishingg marginal social welfare in utility of the agents. As the marginal
sociall valuation of income decreases as earnings increase, the term in brackets
iss negative.
Iff the government was not interested in redistribution, every agent has
thee same social value of income: b — b, which yields £ = 0 in that case.
Thee distributional characteristic increases if incomes become more unevenly
distributed,, or if the government has a larger preference for income equality.
Straightforwardd manipulation gives the optimal tax on labor income:
1-t1-t

Ujfat+VEytY

(2.17) )

wheree to = f™ wl<f>(.)dF/ f™ wl<f>(.) + w(\ — x)dF is the ratio of average
secondd period income in average total income. The optimum tax formula
clearlyy shows the trade-off between equity and efficiency considerations.17
16

Thiss can be seen by noting that £ = - ^ ( ƒ ~ HbdF - f™ HdF /Q°° bdF\ = ~cov^'bK
Thiss last formula is a similar way of expressing the optimal linear income tax as in
Dixitt and Sandmo (1977). They use the non-normalized covariance to obtain expressions
thatt have distributional concerns in the numerator and efficiency costs of taxation in the
denominator.. Tuomala (1985) uses the government budget constraint to obtain an optimal
taxx formula where equity considerations enter in numerator the and efficiency costs are
capturedd by the denominator.
17
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First,, the tax rate should be higher if the absolute value of the distributionall characteristic £ is higher, i.e. when the social value of redistributing
incomess is higher. This is the case if incomes are more unevenly distributed,
orr if greater weight is attached to agents at the lower end of the distribution.
Iff all agents have identical abilities, the optimal tax rate on human capital
iss zero. The reason is that every agent invests the same amount of resources
inn human capital accumulation. H is therefore identical for all agents and
theree is no income inequality. Consequently, the distributional characteristic
££ = 0 and the optimal tax rate is zero.
Second,, the numerator of the optimal tax formula shows two elasticities
associatedd with the two tax distortions in our model. The first elasticity
EE it is associated with the distortionary effect of taxes on labor supply. The
optimall tax rate on labor income should be lower if the elasticity of labor
supplyy is larger.
However,, from the definition of the labor supply elasticity we can see
thatt the 'true' wage elasticity of labor supply - including the learning effects
-- is larger than the 'simple' elasticity of labor supply (EU > E) that would
enterr in the optimum tax formula in the absence of learning decisions, see
forr example Atkinson (1995):
\ - { l + V)
, +
,
"
, > 1.
(2.18)
V
;
EE
l - ( l + e)(7 + w)
l - ( l + e)(7 + f)
Thee first term in brackets is larger than 1 and the second term is positive. The
firstt term measures the interaction impact of learning and working decisions
andd the second term measures the additional impact of the non-deductibility
off goods invested in education. Clearly, the interaction between learning and
laborr supply decisions makes the labor supply response more elastic and is
drivingg the optimal tax rate downwards.
Thee second term in the denominator of the tax formula veyt captures the
taxx distortion associated with the non-deductibility of education expenditures.. The optimal tax should be lower if the tax-elasticity of goods invested
inn education is larger £yt. The more elastic learning behavior responds to the
taxx the lower should be the optimal tax.
Itt is easily seen that the tax elasticity of goods invested in education is
magnifiedd by the elasticity of labor supply E. Suppose that labor supply was
inelasticc (E ~ 0) then we have from our definition of £yt:
--

=

cc I
£ t f t |

1-7
_
- ° - l - ( 77 + t ; ) <

£ v t
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Duee to the inter action effect we see that the size of the tax elasticity of
learningg is higher and the optimum tax should be lower accordingly.
Promm both definitions of the elasticities it is easily established that the optimumm tax should decrease if either one of the elasticities 7, v, or s increases.
Thesee effects are in conformity with standard Ramsey intuition.
Thee elasticities are weighed with the share of second period income in
totall life-time income UJ. The larger is second period income, the more elastic
totall life-time income gets and the lower optimal linear taxes should be.
Iff goods invested were fully deductible, the optimum tax is given by:18
T~T~++

= —

11 - t

UJEit

(2.20)

Thee difference between the denominators in the optimum tax formulae with
andd without deductible goods is the term associated with tax distortion of
non-deductiblee goods veyt. This increases the optimum income tax as tax distortionss associated with redistribution are smaller. Moreover, the elasticity
off labor supply is lowered:
3 1 ==

1

-<\+")

.1.

(2.21)

Stilll the inter-action effect between learning and working remains. If the
elasticityy of labor supply is zero as well, the optimum tax goes to infinity
(thee denominator goes to zero) since all distortions are eliminated then.
Basedd on the last formulae on can get a quantitative idea on the increase
inn the size of the elasticities when learning is endogenous. Suppose that
77 + v = .6. These are the values suggested by Trostel (1993). Let the
elasticityy of labor supply be equal to £ = .25 which is not an uncommon
figuree in the literature, see also below. Then we find that the elasticity of
broadd labor supply is equal to elt ~ .4. In other words, the 'true' elasticity
iss about 60% larger than the simple elasticity of labor supply. Now, suppose
thatt the simple elasticity of labor supply is e — .5 , an upper bound in
thee literature, then we find an elasticity of broad labor supply that is four
timess (!) larger and equal to elt — 2. Clearly, the interaction mechanism
betweenn labor supply and learning decisions has a potentially big impact on
thee elasticity of broad labor supply and optimum taxes should be lowered
accordingly. .
18
Thiss follows from redoing the analysis with with (1 — t)p as the measure for direct
costss on the side of households and adding a cost tpy to the government budget constraint.
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Numerical examples

Thiss section considers some numerical examples of the optimal tax rates.
Thee method employed here stems from Stern (1976). The distribution of
abilityy is assumed to be normal with mean // a , and standard deviation aa:

^ % ; ^ J ..

(2.22)

Abilityy has a mean fia — — 1 which is a normalization. Wage rates are
assumedd to be generated by following exponential wage equation:
w(a)w(a) = e x p ( a ) .

(2.23)

soo that a log-normal wage distribution results see also Mirrlees (1971), Stern
(1976)) and Tuomala (1990). The standard deviation of log wages in these
paperss is set at .39. 19
Thee productivity of ability in human capital accumulation is also an exponentiall function:
h{a)h{a) = Aexp{a)v.
(2.24)
AA is a general efficiency parameter denoting the productivity of learning.
Iff one assumes that ability follows a normal distribution, this specification
yieldss a log-normally distributed wage distribution of second period incomes,
sincee log second period income is linear in a. ip denotes the elasticity of
abilityy in learning and is calibrated to give a realistic spread in the learning
distribution. .
Forr the parameterization of the production function of human capital we
referr to Trostel (1993) for a very extensive discussion of plausible parameter
values.. The share of time in production of human capital is set at 7 = .3 and
thee share of goods in production of human capital is set at v = . 1 . So total
returnss to private inputs are ,4. 20 Here, Trostel (1993) uses the values of
19

Wee construct a data-set with 10 observations representing the deciles according to
ability.. Within each decile we take the mean value of ability as a data-point. We have
constructedd larger samples, but relatively small increases in precision of the computations
weree obtained with a relatively large cost in terms of computation time.
20
Daviess and Whalley (1989) use a model with only time as an input in human capital
wheree returns to private inputs (7 + v) are .5. Heekman (1976) and Haley (1976) find
thatt returns to private inputs are approximately .55. Rosen (1976) finds results that yield
privatee returns of .65, see also the references in Lucas (1990). Lucas (1990) uses private
returnss to human capital accumulation equal to .8.
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77 — .45 and v — .15. However, these high values turn out to give occasional
problemss with the second-order conditions, see also equation (2.8).
Thee values 7 = .3 and v = .1 imply that direct costs of education are
1/44 of total expenditures in education, so that foregone earnings make up
3/44 of total costs of education. Becker (1964) and Boskin (1975) find that
thee private costs shares of time and goods invested in education are 3/4 and
1/4.21 1
Thee social welfare function is a Samuelson-Bergson utility function with
aa constant elasticity of inequality aversion v\
r ==

/

———dF(a).

(2.25)

Iff v — 0 the social welfare function is utilitarian, if v = 00 the social welfare
functionn is Rawlsian, see also Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980). In the base case
scenario,, the social welfare function is utilitarian, so that v — 0. Taxes are
solelyy redistributive as the government revenue requirement is set at A = 0.
Wee use two types of utility functions. First, to make our model comparablee with the optimum tax literature we use the standard CES utility function
withh a constant elasticity of substitution between consumption and leisure
ass in Mirrlees (1971), Stern (1976), and Tuomala (1990):
u{c,l)u{c,l) = (Z? 1 -^ + (1 - /?)*-<(! _ 0C)VC )

(2>26)

Thee elasticity of substitution between second period consumption and leisure
equalss a = 1/(1—Q. We follow common practice by setting a — .5 in the base
casee scenario. Stern (1976) uses a value of a — .4 and Tuomala (1990) uses
aa = .5 based on reviewing the literature, see e.g. Ashenfelter and Heekman
(1973).22 2
Recently,, Atkinson (1990, 1995), Diamond (1998) and Saez (2001) have
adoptedd the iso-elastic utility function that was usedd in the theoretical derivation.. This serves as the basis of our second specification:
//
ll+1/£ \
u ( c , O = l n ( c - 0 j - p ^ - J ,,
211

(2.27)

The price of direct costs of education is arbitrarily set at p = .5.
Again,, second-order conditions require that parameters on preferences and production
elasticitiess are restricted, i.e. the elasticity of substitution or the production elasticities are
nott too high. For the CES utility function this amounts to: f0(l — 7-1;) —vi'y + v)]-1 > 0,
andd i) = * 2 + _i_ > 0, see also Jacobs (2000a).
22
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wheree we added a parameter 8 denoting the preference for leisure. We set the
uncompensatedd wage elasticity of labor supply at e — .25. The uncompensatedd elasticity of .25 is in the middle of elasticities for men and women that
aree encountered in the micro-econometric literature. For men, the elasticity
iss slightly below 0, whereas significantly higher elasticities, ranging from .5
too 1, are reported for women, see Pencavel (1986), Killingsworth and Heckmann (1986) or Hansson and Stuart (1985). An average value of .1 is found
inn the latter study on the basis of reviewing the literature. In exercises with
dynamicc growth models an uncompensated elasticity of .2 is commonly assumed,, see Lucas (1990), Stokey and Rebelo (1995), and Hendricks (1999).
Inn this model, the labor supply decision could also be thought of as the retirementt decision as in Kotlikoff and Summers (1979). A somewhat higher
elasticityy of labor supply potentially also captures the effects taxes might
havee on early retirement as these effects are generally ignored in empirical
estimates. .
Thee last parameters are jointly calibrated to make the outcomes as realisticc as possible. The last parameters are: the common learning technology
parameterr A, the leisure share parameter {3 (#), the elasticity of ability in
learningg ip and the standard deviation of ability aa We impose four identifyingg conditions on the model at t = 0 and G = 0: mean working time is
1-11-1 = .67, mean learning time is x = .67, the standard deviation of learning
timee equals ax — .12. the standard deviation of the log of total income is .40.
Thee value of mean working time is taken from Stern (1976) and Tuomala
(1990).. This implies that the average individual would work 2/3 of the day.
Itt could also correspond to a retirement period of 10 years if one regards each
periodd in life as during approximately 30 years.
AA mean learning time of .67 implies that agents spend on average 20
yearss on learning in the first period of their lives, if each period in life lasts
300 years. This is high if one compares this with average time spend on
formall education. Harmon and Walker (1999) find that the mean is 11.90
yearss for the UK in the General Household Survey 1974-1994. Ashenfelter
andd Krueger (1994) report an average of 13.1 schooling years of the US from
thee 1990 Current Population Survey. However, on the job training (OJT) is
alsoo a part of human capital formation. Mincer (1962) estimates that half of
totall human capital formation is on the job. Computations by Heekman et al.
(1998a)) suggest t h a t the contribution by O J T is lower and in the range of one
quarterr of total human capital formation. If we assume that approximately
1/33 of human capital formation is O J T , and 2/3 is formal education, then a
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meann of (2/3) 2 *30 — 13.3 years of formal schooling results. This corresponds
withh figures from reality.
Iff we proxy the learning distribution with a normal distribution, then
wee are able to compute the spread in learning outcomes in years of formal
educationn from the model. Under the assumption that two thirds of humann capital is acquired through formal education and each period takes 30
years,, a standard deviation of .12 corresponds to a standard deviation in
learningg time equal to 2.4 years. Harmon and Walker (1999) find that the
standardd deviation equals 2.83 years. Ashenfelter and Krueger (1994) report
aa standard deviation of 2.7 years.
Thee standard deviation of log incomes is calibrated at .4, since the distributionn of incomes is endogenous. In the models of optimum income taxation
withoutt learning behavior similar inequality is assumed. Mirrlees (1971),
Sternn (1976) and Tuomala (1990) use a standard deviation of log wages of
.39. .
Thee calibration with the CES function yielded a productivity parameter
AA = 7.4, a preference for leisure parameter /3 = .7, a standard deviation
off ability of aa — .31, and a value of the elasticity of ability ifi — .5. The
calibrationn with the alternative specification yielded values of A — 4.4, 6 —
5.7,, ip = 0, and <ra — .30.
Wee compare the outcomes of the two models in the simulations. A feature
off the two utility functions used here is that labor supply behavior is rather
different.. In the CES case we have a backward bending labor supply curve
withh a < 1. The uncompensated wage elasticity of labor supply is negative
att zero non-labor income, see also Stern (1976). This implies that income
taxationn induces agents to work more. And, as the utilization rate of human
capitall increases, learning time increases as well. In the constant elasticity of
laborr supply (CELS) case, labor supply is always upward sloping. Taxation
inducess agents to work less, on account of a dominant substitution effect,
andd they also learn less as a consequence.23
Wee derived optimal tax rates in the case where both learning and leisure
aree endogenous and for the case where only labor supply is endogenous and
wee fix the investments in human capital at the values that are obtained in
thee calibration. The latter case provides the natural benchmark to show
23
Moreover,, the theoretical models cannot be consistently matched with the empirical
literature.. A value of the elasticity of substitution between consumption and leisure smaller
thann one cannot be reconciled with an upward sloping labor supply curve (if non-labor
incomee is zero). In the remainder we proceed by analyzing the two cases separately.
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thee effects of endogenous learning decisions. Table 2.1 shows the results for
variouss elasticities of substitution or labor supply elasticities.
Wee find an optimum tax rate of 17.4% in the benchmark case of the
CESS utility function with a = .5. The corresponding value of the optimum
taxx rate when learning is exogenous equals 29.8%. The CELS utility functionn with base case value of E = .25 gives values of 16.1% and 28.2% when
learningg is endogenous and when learning is exogenous respectively. Clearly
optimumm taxes are much lower when learning is endogenous. In our calculationss optimal taxes are reduced by almost one half when learning decisions
aree taken into account. This result is robust to changes in the elasticities
off substitution a or changes in the elasticity of labor supply. An assuring
aspectt of our computations is that very similar results are obtained when
usingg the CES and CELS functions.
Thesee tax rates are also lower than the optimal marginal tax rates that
aree reported in the literature. Our findings of optimal linear taxes are always
lowerr than the ones obtained by Stern (1976) with the CES utility function
forr various elasticities of substitution. Saez (2001) found marginal rates
farr above 50% in the model with a CELS utility function. However, set
thee revenue requirement by the government at .25 of production. For the
sakee of comparison we have computed the optimum rates with this revenue
requirementt (A = .23). For E = .25 we derive an optimum tax t = 21.0%
andd for e — .50 we find t - 22.3%. These optimum taxes are substantially
lowerr than the ones from Saez (2001).
Usingg a CES utility function, Tuomala (1990, p.98) found optimal nonlinearr marginal tax rates ranging from 65% in at the first decile of the income
distributionn to 45% at the ninth decile of the income distribution, with a
marginall rate of tax of 59% at the median in the case where a = .5. The
optimall marginal tax rate in our model is 17.4% at a — .5 which is again a
considerablyy lowrer marginal tax rate. Using CELS utility functions, Diamond
(1998)) and Saez (2001) find in non-linear versions of their models marginal
taxx rates on income that are generally higher than 50%, even for the top
deciles.. The reduction in the optimal marginal tax-rates in our model where
earningss potentials are endogenous is quite striking.
Inn the appendix we show robustness checks for various modifications to
technology,, preferences or government parameters. The result that optimum
taxess are lower with endogenous human capital are not sensitive to the parameterss used in the model.
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aa = .2
t77 = .3

oo = A
oo = .5
aa = .6
C 7 ==

.7

<7== .8

2.55

Tablee 2.1: Optimal tax rates (%)
CES S
CELS S
Endogenous s Exogenous s
Endogenous s Exogenous s
24.8 8
50.9 9
20.5 5
££ = .1
41.0 0
21.3 3
17.1 1
40.5 5
31.1 1
£=.2 £=.2
34.1 1
19.0 0
16.1 1
28.2 2
ee = .25
17.4 4
29.8 8
15.3 3
26.0 0
£=£= .3
16.2 2
£ == .4
14.2 2
26.7 7
22.6 6
15.3 3
24.5 5
£ == .5
13.6 6
19.9 9
14.6 6
22.6 6

Conclusion

Thiss Chapter augmented the theory of optimal income taxation with the
analysiss of optimal taxation of human capital. To that end, a two period
life-cyclee model of human capital accumulation, consumption and saving is
analyzed.. Agents differ in their ability to earn income and to learn. This
makess the distribution of earnings potentials endogenous. Taxation does not
onlyy distort the decision to supply hours of work, but also learning decisions.
Ass such, labor supply has both a quantity dimension - hours worked - and a
qualityy dimension - years spend on education.
Twoo tax distortions on learning are present. First, taxation affects demandd for leisure. Therefore, agents invest less in their human capital if
theyy consume more leisure since the returns of their investments have fallen.
Second,, costs of education are not tax deductible, so that costs of learningg (foregone wages and direct expenditures) are more affected than benefits
off learning (future wages). We derived a simple optimal tax formula that
showss the trade-off between efficiency costs of taxation and equity aspects of
redistribution. .
Quantitativee analysis showed that distortions in labor supply may substantiallyy increase when learning decisions are endogenous. Our results suggestt that optimum marginal tax rates are significantly reduced when the
learningg dimensions of labor supply are taken into account. As such, these
resultss vindicate Rosen's (1980) idea that other dimensions of labor supply
matter.. The analysis therefore underpins concerns with adverse incentives
thatt are associated with redistributive policies (e.g. the EITC) not only on
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laborr supply but also on learning efforts. In addition, many Western countriess face the consequences of a greying population. The results presented
heree can also be interpreted as a case for lowering marginal taxes on labor incomess in order to stimulate the accumulation of human capital and to reduce
adversee incentives to retire early.

Appendix x
Householdd optimization
Consolidatingg the household budget constraint yields:
cc = (1 - t)w{l -x)-

py + (1 - t)wl(p(.) + 2g.

Substitutionn of the household budget constraint in the utility function yields
andd unconstrained maximization problem:
//

maxx u — In
{i.x,{i.x,yy}}

ii+i/e

(1 — t)w(l — x) — py + (1 — t)wl4>{.) + 2g
\

1 + \/e

Thiss is equivalent to:
llll + l/e

maxx u* = (1 - t)w{\ - x) - py + (1 - t)wl4>{.) + 2g
{i,x,{i,x,yy}}
First-orderr conditions are:
du* du*
==

(1 -t)wó{.)-l1/£

= 0.

du* du*
== (l-t)wlox{.)-(l-t)w
~dx~ ~dx~
==

= Q,

(1 -t)ld0y{,)-p

= O.

Rewritingg yields:
ll =

[(l-t)wó(.)Y.

0xx = 72/ = (1
0\0\yy
vx

~t)w
p

l(j>xl(j>x = 156 6

—.
1 + l/e
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Wee can solve for the optimal values of l,x, and y. First, use the marginal
ratee of technical substitution for goods and time invested in education to get:
vw(lvw(l — t)
yy — _ _ _

.J-

IP IP
Substitutee the last result in the equation for labor supply then we get I as a
functionn of x only:
l=(l=( — ) h(a)e {w(a)(l - t))e{l+v)
\P1J \P1J

xe^v\

Second,, we have:
7*0(00 = x,
whichh follows from the arbitrage condition. Use the expression for I to substitutee / out and to arrive at the equation for x:
11

e+v(l+e)

x*x* — 7" h(a) v w(a)

*

/

V \

"

I— )
\1PJ \1PJ

e+»(l+*)

(1 — t)

y*y* and I* follow from plugging the value for x* into the equations for y and
II above.
Too check the second-order conditions we first derive the utility function
ass a function of x only. Then, we evaluate the second derivative of the utility
functionn at the optimum. If this second derivative is negative we know that
utilityy reaches a maximum in (x,y,l) space and we do not encounter a saddlepoint,, since optimum values of y and I are positive transformations of x.
Substitutionn of the optimal values of y and / yields utility as a function of x
only: :
u** = - ( 1 - t)w(l -x)- pAx +

[(1 - t)w<S>(x)}1+£ + 2g.

= J^J-£ ((1 - t)wd>(.))l+£,
Wheree we used y = ^ ^ x = Ax, and j^j-ell+1/£
$(x)$(x) = <f>(x,Ax). The second derivative of the utility function at the optimumm values for y and I is:
£
== ((1
,' ;
vv- t)w$(x))
!
w y "
dxdx22
1+ e
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Forr utility to reach a maximum this must be negative, i.e.

sincee all other terms are positive. Next use the properties of <ï>:
$$

h{a)Avx1+v,

=

$$xx

= h{a)(-y +

<*>*** = h(a)(1

+

v)Avx'1+v-K
v)(n+v-l)A^x^'-2.

Uponn substitution in the last equality we derive:
( l + e ) ( 77 + u) < 1.
I.e.. the elasticity of labor supply must not be too high and the private returns
too inputs must not be too high.
Notee further that the elasticities of x and y w.r.t. t are constant. Ext =
_ & rr ( 1 ^ 0 _
E+vjl+E)
dtdt x
— l-(l+e)(7+v)

^

n
U

_ _dy{VztX
' tVt —
dt y

_
(l+e)(l-7)
~ l-(l+e)(7+t;)

^

« r™ ,
U
" 1 U t J ^ldh

ticityy of labor supply is constant as well: Eu = ~Wti^^ = i-(i+e)( +v) > ®(Iff goods are tax-deductible we would have the elasticities: Ext = Eyt =
,, ,t , g u , v > 0 and Eu = i n7l7vi

> 0).

Derivationn optimum tax rate
Thee Lagrangian for maximization of social welfare is given by:
poo poo

C C ƒƒ

(V{V) + 7/ {twl(f){.) +tw{l-x)-G-A))

dF{a),

JJ a

w^heree rj is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the government budget
constraint.. First we have:
rccrcc /

f)ff\

dG dG
Notee that there are no income effects on broad labor supply so that | ^ — 0.
Thiss equation can be rewritten using the definition of b:

rr

( 6 - l ) d FF = 0,

JJ a
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soo that:
oo

ƒ ƒbdFbdF = b= 1.
Second,, we have:
dC dC o o
// - * ' (wl<f>(.) + ru(l -x))+rj
dt dt Ja Ja

(wl<f>{.) + w(l - x)) +

ntw*.)^ntw*.)^ + v [twi ( * , w + *„ ¥ J - tw-j dF = o.
(Iff goods invested in education are deductible we would have an additional
—py^-—py^- in the last term in brackets). Rewriting yields:

dt dt
dldl

f

öx

dy \

öx

Thiss formula can be simplified in four steps. First, use the definition of £ to
rewritee the first term:
/

//

\b'

f

\

+ 1J (wl<j>(.) + w{\ -x))dF

= £ /

(wl<f>(.) + w(l - x)) dF.

Second,, rewrite the second term:
31

II

1-/(9/

t

f00

/

tw

^atdF = —tL_ wl^—mdF = -—f»L_ wl^dR

Third,, note that

.. , dx
dx
twl$twl$xx—— -tw— = 0.
dtdt
at
ass a consequence of the first order condition for x. And, fourth, rewrite the
lastt term:

twl

II

(

dx

+

dy\

dx

tw dF

(* a ^m) ~ di

=L

twl

dy

^tdF

L wl^-)dF

==

Ï=ÏLÏ=ÏL
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Tablee 2.2: Optimal tax rates {%) - Changing production parameters

Base:: 7 = .3
7 = 11
77 = . 2
77 = . 3
77 = 4
77 = -5
77 = .6

CES S
End d
16.8 8
16.9 9
17.4 4
18.3 3
20.0 0
23.2 2

Ex x
27.3 3
28.6 6
29.8 8
32.3 3
33.5 5
34.6 6

CELS S
End d
18.6 6
17.6 6
17.4 4
14.2 2
12.1 1
10.9 9

Ex x
25.3 3
26.8 8
29.8 8
29.5 5
30.9 9
32.0 0

(Iff goods invested in education are deductible this term is zero). Collecting
alll terms gives:

tt
\ - tt

s

=

u{£lt+veyty

wheree LJ = J™ wl<p(.)dFj f^° wl(p{.) + w{\ — x)dF
secondd period income in total income.

is the average ratio of

Sensitivityy analysis
Inn Tables 2.2 and 2.3 we change production elasticities. Here, it must be
notedd that the range over which the parameters can be varied is limited.
Tooo high values violate second-order conditions, so there are limits on the
returnss to private inputs so as to rule out perverse behavior. From Tables
2.22 and 2.3 we can see that changing the elasticities of production yields only
smalll effects in the optimal tax rates. So the results are robust with respect to
thee technology parameters of the production function of human capital. We
notee that optimum taxes increase when the elasticity of time in production
off human capital increases for the CES utility function. This is somewhat
strangee at first sight, but can be attributed to the backward bending labor
supplyy curve. Taxation induces agents to work more and rates of return to
investmentss in human capital rise. More time is spend learning, the tax base
increases,, and costs of redistribution falls accordingly. This effect is stronger
iff the elasticity is larger.
Finally,, in table 2.4 we compute optimum income taxes in the cases where
eitherr the revenue requirement of the government is increased or the elasticity
off inequality aversion. In both cases optimum tax rates increase as expected.
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Tablee 2.3: Optimal tax rates (%)- Changing production parameters
CELS S
Base:: v — .1
CES S
vv = .05
vv = .1
t;; = .15

vv = .2

End d

Ex x

19.5 5
17.4 4
15.9 9
--

28.2 2
29.8 8
31.4 4
--

End d
18.0
16.1
14.5
13.0

0
1
5
0

Ex x
26.8
28.2
29.4
30.5

8
2
4
5

Tablee 2.4: Optimal tax rates (%) - Changing government parameters
Base:: v = 0 CES
Base: A - 0 CES
CELS
v=v= .99
uu = 2
vv = 3

End d Ex x

End d Ex x End d Ex x

31.0 0 43.7 7 AA = .l.
38.3 3 50.2 2 A - . 3 3
42.9 9 54.2 2 A - . 5 5

18.1 1 31.7 7 17.9 9
19.8 8 36.1 1 23.3 3
21.6 6 41.5 5 37.5 5

30.3 3
35.9 9
46.6 6

Thee earlier conclusion that optimum tax rates are lower with endogenous
learningg decisions is also confirmed here.24

24

Thee optimization routine was not able to compute optimum taxes for the CELS utility
functionn with positive inequality aversion as utility levels were negative for some agents
duee to the scaling parameter 9. This gave the problem that that powers had to be raised
too negative numbers. Transformations of the utility function to overcome this problem are
nott innocuous since the amount of redistribution depends on the cardinalization of the
utilityy function.
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Chapterr 3
Optimall Taxation of Human
Capitall and Credit Constraints
3.11

Introduction

Friedmann and Kuznets (1945) were among the first to recognize that human
capitall is illiquid and makes bad collateral.1 Therefore, lenders provide funds
onlyy to a very limited extent to finance these investments. Investments in
humann capital may be sub-optimally low as a consequence. Credit markets
imperfectionss can have adverse effects on the distribution of income, economic
growthh and community formation as some important papers of more recent
timess suggest.
Intergenerationall mobility of human capital is reduced if parents invest
sub-optimallyy in their children when they cannot borrow the funds to finance
theirr children's education, see Becker and Tomes (1979, 1986) and Loury
(1981).. Not only inequality may be increased but also economic activity can
bee reduced if capital markets fail. If economic growth depends in one way
orr another on the level of human capital an economy accumulates, credit
markett imperfects may reduce the rate of economic growth, see e.g. Galor
andd Zeira (1993) and Perotti (1993). Capital market market imperfections
1

Thiss Chapter is based on Jacobs (2001b). I thank Lans Bovenberg, Casper van Ewijk,
Ruudd de Mooij, Paul Tang, Peter S0rensen, and Coen Teulings for very helpful comments
andd suggestions. I also benefitted from suggestions made by participants of seminars held
att the Tinbergen Institute Amsterdam, CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy
Analysis,, and the 56-th conference of the International Institute for Public Finance held
inn Seville, Spain, August 28-31, 2000.
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cann also contribute to segregation of communities. Poor households may not
bee able to leave their (poor) communities as their life-time levels of human
capitall are too low as a consequence of sub-optimal investments in human
capital.. Local externalities, taxes, and feedbacks of human capital add to the
persistencee of income inequality, see e.g. Bénabou (1996a, 1996b), Durlauf
(1996),, and Fernandez and Rogerson (1996, 1998).
Empiricall evidence on the importance of capital market imperfections is
basedd on the notion that when investments in human capital are constrained,
theree should be a correlation between parental incomes and education of
children,, see also Becker and Tomes (1979, 1986). This correlation is found
indeed,, see for example Bishop (1977), Lazear (1983), Corcoran, Gordon,
Laren,, and Solon (1992), Kane (1994), and the overview in Haveman and
Wolfee (1995). However, the correlation between parental incomes and children'ss education might not be the consequence of failing of credit markets,
butt also numerous other factors such as the education of parents. After instrumentingg for parental incomes to correct for this bias, Shea (2000) finds,
thatt parental incomes remain to exert an influence on children's education in
thee bottom quartile of the income distribution. Plug and Vijverberg (2000)
alsoo find strong empirical support for the importance of credit constraints
afterr controlling for the endogeneity of parental incomes. 2
Somee papers suggest that redistributive policies are in general efficient if
capitall markets fail, e.g. Bénabou (1996a, 1996b), Fernandez and Rogerson
(1996,, 1998). The idea is that redistributive polices allow poor agents to
investt optimally in human capital. However, the intuition for this result is less
welll understood. Redistribution generally distorts economic decisions. As
stressedd by the traditional optimal taxation literature redistribution entails
efficiencyy losses, see e.g. Mirrlees (1971). In this Chapter we answer the
questionn why it is so that redistribution is beneficial even if it goes along
withh efficiency losses.
Inn this Chapter we analyze optimal income taxation when credit constraintss are relevant. Many authors have analyzed the effects of taxation on
learningg decisions see, for example, Stokey and Rebelo (1995), Milesi-Feretti
andd Roubini (1998), Jones, Manuelli and Rossi (1993, 1997) and Judd (1999).
However,, none of these papers paid attention to the consequences of credit
2

Thiss is not uncontroversial, however. Cameron and Heekman (1999) and Cameron
andd Taber (2000) argue that borrowing constraints are not important.
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constraints.33 We augment the theory on optimal taxation of human capital
usingg a model in similar vain as the model in Eaton and Rosen (1980).
Thee first point of this Chapter is to show that even in the absence of
redistributionall concerns the optimal tax schedule is progressive when credit
constraintss are binding. The intuition is that a more progressive tax systemm redistributes incomes from the old (the rich) to the young (the poor).
Thee young (parents) face credit constraints so that these are relaxed by a
moree redistributive tax system and thereby increases investments in human
capital.44 The latter causes a first-order welfare gain as the learning decisionss were initially distorted. The tax, on the other hand, initially causes
onlyy second-order welfare losses, as there was no tax to begin with. Consequently,, welfare can be improved as the distortionary tax corrects for the
initiall non-tax distortion in the capital market.
Thee second contribution of this Chapter is to add redistributional concernss to show that the pursuit of equality of incomes yields more equality
off opportunity. The latter is defined as the absence of credit market imperfectionss so that everyone with sufficient ability is able to invest in human
capitall at the same conditions. Both low income agents and high ability
agentss benefit from a progressive tax schedule. Although, high ability agents
aree the potentially high income earners, they suffer the most from the credit
constraints,, ceteris paribus. Therefore, they reap the highest efficiency gains
fromm a redistributive tax schedule. Bénabou (2000) analyzes the political
economyy of redistributive policies in a model with human capital accumulation,, heterogeneous agents, and credit constraints. He derives that redistributivee policies that lead to efficiency gains, that is, alleviation of credit
constraints,, can receive a majority support. The results presented in this
Chapterr can be interpreted as the welfare economics counterpart of Bénabou
(2000). .
Thee third contribution is that we provide quantitative evidence for the
importancee of credit constraints for the setting of the optimal tax schedule.
Numericall calculations indicate that optimum income tax rates are significantlyy higher when capital market imperfections are present compared with
3

Nielsenn and S0rensen (1997) is one of the few papers to analyze optimal taxation in a
modell with human capital accumulation and liquidity constraints. Notwithstanding that
theyy reach ambiguous conclusions. The reason is that they study fiscal taxation rather
thann redistributive taxation.
4
Thee linear tax schedule is a progressive one as the average tax rate increases with
income. .
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optimumm tax rates derived under perfect capital markets.
Thiss Chapter is related t o the existing literature in a number of ways.
First.. Hubbard and Judd (1986) have found a similar result in a model withoutt human capital formation. They numerically analyze the effects of tax
policiess in a dynamic model where agents are liquidity constrained. They
findfind that taxing income progressively mitigates the adverse welfare effects of
creditt market imperfections on savings. Second, the optimality of progressivee taxation in a second-best world has been found as well in Eaton and
Rosenn (1980). Uninsurable risks of investments in human capital gives rise
too a non-tax distortion in the economy. Risk averse agents under-invest in
humann capital from a social point of view as they require a risk-premium
onn their investments in human capital. Progressive income taxation is optimall because agents are partially insured against the uncertain outcomes of
investmentss in human capital. Third, the typical second-best result of the optimalityy of progressive taxation can also be related to the models of taxation
inn labor markets with frictions, unions, or efficiency wages, see for example
Bovenbergg and Van der Ploeg (1994). Pissarides (1998). and Sorensen (1999).
AA progressive tax schedule in these imperfect labor markets moderates wages
andd improves employment or welfare.
Thiss Chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model and
individuall behavior, in Section 3 optimal fiscal policy is derived. Section 4
discussess some numerical examples and Section 5 concludes.

3.22

Model

Considerr a two-period life-cycle model of human capital formation. Wage
ratess per unit of human capital and interest rates are taken as given. 5 A mass
off agents with unit measure lives for two periods. Agents are heterogeneous
withh respect to ability to learn Q and an endowment UJ that accrues to them
att the beginning of their lives. One may also view the endowment as a
parameterr reflecting not only financial but also as a monetary short-cut for
thee value of non-liquid assets such as the network of parents, or the presence
off collateral such as houses, that may reflect better access to the capital
market.. Agents with a higher ability to learn are relatively more efficient in
thee production of human capital. The higher is u, the more favorable are
5

Thee partial equilibrium model can nevertheless be thought of as the steady state of a
smalll open economy in which perfect capital mobility fixes the real interest rate.
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initiall conditions. The cumulative joint distribution of a and u is denoted
byy F(a,u). F has supports [a, oo) and [u_, oo).
Inn the first period agents decide to allocate their time between working
andd learning, in the second period they work fully and consume their savings
(iff they have any savings). We abstract from an endogenous labor supply
decision.66 Every agent has one unit of human capital at the beginning of its
life.. A fraction x of total time in the the first period is spend on education,
thee rest 1 — x is devoted to working, where the total time endowment is
normalizedd at unity. We assume that education requires, besides time, K,
markett goods per year of education. For simplicity, we do not allow for
substitutionn between time and goods invested in education.7 Total human
capitall h is a function 4> of ability a and time x invested in education:

hhauJauJ = 4>(a\xauJ),

(3.1)

withh 4>a^4>x > 0, 4>aa,4>xx < 0, and 4>ax = 4>xa > 0. The subscript refers to
thee argument of differentiation. There are positive, but diminishing returns
too ability and time invested in education. Agents with higher ability levels
aree assumed to invest relatively more time and goods in human capital accumulationn as indicated by the positive cross-derivative. Diminishing returns
too investments in human capital ensure an interior solution with a constant
interestt rate.
Incomee derived from working equals (1 — t)w{\ — x), where t is the flat
laborr income tax rate, and w stands for the wage rate. We restrict the
analysiss to linear tax rates only in order to reduce the analytical complexities
involved.. Perfectly equalizing differences in wage rates are assumed so that
wagess per unit of human capital are equal.
Thee tax authority is unable to observe a and u> so that individualized
lump-summ transfers are excluded. The non-observability of a is standard.
Thee non-observability of u is not: we assume that the endowment is not
subjectt to the income tax. The analysis is qualitatively not affected by this
6
Althoughh the model becomes highly non-linear, we do not expect that qualitative
resultss change when labor supply is endogenous. We expect that effective labor supply
elasticitiess go up however. Jacobs (2001a) analyzes optimal income taxation with endogenouss human capital and labor supply with perfect capital markets and finds that optimal
taxess should be lower since tax distortions are increased by an endogenous labor supply
decision. .
Qualitativee effects are not affected by allowing for substitution between goods and
timee invested in education.
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assumption.. Two reasons can be given for making this assumption. First,
parentall incomes are usually already taxed before the children receive the
transferss and we do not model the role of parents explicitly. Second, as u
alsoo reflects non-monetary means, it is hard, if not impossible, for the taxauthorityy to tax these. Furthermore, the tax authority cannot distinguish
betweenn income from raw labor and human capital. The latter is the analogue
too the non-observability of wage rates and hours worked. Consequently, taxes
onn both human capital and labor are both equal to t.
Everyy agent might receive a non-individualized lump-sum income transfer,, or negative income tax, g, in both periods of its life. With positive
transferss g the tax-system is progressive since the average tax rate increases
withh income. Goods invested in education KX are non-tax deductible. Savingss s equal total income minus first period consumption C\ and the direct
costss of education KX. The consumption price is chosen as the numéraire.
Consumptionn is not taxed. The first period budget constraint is therefore
givenn by:
(3.2)
cclaullaul + KXUU1 + sauJ = (1 - t)w(l - xauJ) + u + g,
Inn the second period, income derived from accumulation of financial assets
iss (1 -|- r)s where r is the constant real interest rate. Interest income is
untaxed. 88 All income from human and financial sources is used for second
periodd consumption c 2 . Hence, the second period budget constraint is:
c2au,, = (1 - t)whQU + (1 + r)sauJ + g.

(3.3)

Wee assume t h a t second period consumption is always higher than first period
consumption.. This is in conformity with reality. The consequence of this
assumptionn is that the lump-sum transfer affects first period consumption
moree than second period consumption, so that a progressive tax-schedule,
entailss redistribution from the old (the rich) to the young (the poor).
Agentss with low initial incomes are subject to credit market imperfections.
Thee credit market fails because human capital cannot serve as collateral for
8
Taxess on savings encourage human capital formation because real interest costs are
lower,, see Heekman (1976). We abstract from the analysis of optimal dual income taxationn where taxes on labor income and capital income are simultaneously optimized, see
e.g.. Nielsen and S0rensen (1997) for a model with homogeneous agents and dual income
taxation.. Bovenberg and Jacobs (2001) analyze optimal dual income taxation with heterogeneouss agents in a comparable model without credit constraints. Eaton and Rosen
(1980)) proceed in similar fashion.
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loanss as individuals cannot sell claims on their future incomes to banks slaveryy is abandoned, see Friedman (1962). Moreover, the credit market is
likelyy to fail as well because of information asymmetries - causing problems
withh moral hazard and adverse selection in credit markets. Credit market
imperfectionss can take various forms. For analytical tractability, the common
assumptionn is made that the credit market imperfection takes the form of a
non-negativityy constraint on financial savings:9
ssauJauJ > 0-

(3.4)

Finally,, we do not allow for education subsidies or loans, as in Eaton and
Rosenn (1980).10 Of course, most governments give education subsidies and
loanss on a large scale in most developed countries in order overcome problems
inn imperfect capital markets. A priori there is no reason to exclude these as an
instrument.. Nevertheless, we observe that, even in the presence of the highly
developedd systems of education finance, there is empirical support for the
presencee of liquidity constraints for the poor agents. We could therefore set
thee level of subsidies at some prefixed level, that is insufficient to eliminate all
creditt constraints, but this would not affect our main argument. Additionally,
ourr argument gains relevance in less developed countries where systems of
educationn finance are not that well developed, and we can expect that credit
constraintss impose large restrictions to agents to invest optimally in human
capital. .
Moreover,, Mincer (1962) and Heekman et al. (1998a) suggest that a large
partt of human capital formation can be attributed to on-the-job-training.
Sincee these training efforts are generally not verifiable, subsidies on on-thejobb training are hard to target efficiently due to the moral hazard and adverse
selectionn problems induced by non-verifiable efforts, see also Van Ewijk and
Tangg (2000a). Training subsidies may therefore not be so effective so as to
eliminatee all credit constraints.
Utilityy u is a concave twice differentiate utility function with positive
butt diminishing marginal utility of consumption in both periods:
« ( C l a w ,, c 2 a w ) ,
99

(3.5)

It requires a complex model to allow explicitly for uncertainty and asymmetric information.. See for example Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) for the analysis of credit rationing in
marketss with imperfect information.
10
Seee Bovenberg and Jacobs (2001) for an analysis of the simultaneous setting of optimal
taxess and education subsidies in a similar model as the one presented here.
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andd uCi,uC2 > 0. uClC1,uC2C3 < 0, uClC2 = uC2Cl > 0.
Agentss maximize utility by choosing consumption c\. c 2 . and the optimal
amountt of learning x, subject to their budget constraints, the production
functionn of human capital and the non-negativity constraint on savings. Since
thee optimization problem is well-behaved, first order conditions are both
necessaryy and sufficient. Manipulation of the first order conditions gives the
Frischh demand equations (see also the appendix):
c ww

= ci [AiQuJ. A 2 Q J .

(3.6)

C2au;C2au; = C2 [Ai a w , A 2 Q U ;] ,

Alaww — (1 + r)^2au>:

Aia^^ + ^

> (1 + r)A 2au; ,

s

(3-7

a<^ > 0,

sau! < 0.

(3.8)

withh C 1 : A I .C 2 ,A 2 < 0, c\,\2 = C2,A! > 0. where the subscript refers to the
argumentt of differentiation. Ai and A2 stand for marginal utility of income
inn periods 1 and 2 respectively. \i is the Lagrange multiplier associated with
thee non-negativity constraint on savings. It is positive if the constraint is
binding,, and equal to zero if the constraint is slack. In the last case, the
pricee of period 1 consumption relative to period 2 consumption is simplyequall to 1 + r . If the non-negativity constraint is binding, the marginal value
off income in period one increases, so that the price of consumption in period
onee relative to period two satisfies Ax + // > (1 + r)A 2 .
Conditionall demand for investment inputs x in the production of human
capitall is written as:
xx

A l a u ; ( ( l - * ) WW + K)
77
\
'
A2aa/(11 - t)w

withh fg < o, R = XlT2{a(Xi-f)tK)*since

(3.9) )

a

$' < °- B>r v i r t u e

of t h e c o n c a v i t

y

of

thee production function of human capital and the complementarity between
abilityy and x in the production of human capital we may sign dx/da > 0.
Moree talented agents learn more as their productivity of time invested in
humann capital accumulation is higher (<pxa > 0).
Iff the non-negativity constraint is slack, i.e. when Ai/A 2 = 1 + r, the
optimall choice of inputs is not affected by initial conditions as a result of the
separationn between optimal investment and consumption decisions. Consequently,, we may sign the partial dx/du = 0 if s > 0. Agents with an initial
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endowmentt u > u° = c\abJ + KX^ - (1 — t)w{\ — x™u) - g are not credit
constrainedd in the first period. c u , and xu denote optimal first period consumptionn and time devoted to human capital accumulation if savings are
positive.. Time invested in human capital is thus equal for every agent with
thee same ability a if agents are unconstrained, although u may differ.
Sincee binding credit constraints prevent agents to invest optimally in
humann capital, we can establish that dx/du > 0 if s < 0. Agents have to
sacrificee future consumption for their investments in human capital. This
becomess increasingly more expensive in terms of utility as a consequence
off diminishing marginal utility. As such, the lower are initial incomes, the
higherr is the relative price of future income, and the lower are investments
inn human capital. Prom the definition of UJ° is clear that, either if agents
aree very poor (low a;) or have high ability (high a) and learn a lot, credit
constraintss become more important.
Notee further that taxes distort investments in human capital. A higher
taxx rate decreases investments in human capital since total costs - foregone
earningss and goods invested - are less affected by changes in the tax rate,
thann the returns, in the form of future earnings. If goods were not an input
inn production of human capital, or were fully tax deductible, the tax rate
wouldd have no effect on investments in human capital since costs and returns
aree equally affected by the tax. 11

3.33

Optimal taxation

3.3.11

Optimal taxation without redistribution

First,, we show that optimal linear tax rates are positive even in the absence
off redistributive preferences and the use of lump-sum transfers. However,
thesee transfers are not age-dependent which is crucial for our exposition. To
thatt end we consider a model with a representative agent. There are two
111

Alternatively, we could introduce a (similar) tax distortion on learning decisions by
employingg a tax schedule where marginal rates on tax on second period income are higher
thann marginal rates on first period income as in Nielsen and S0rensen (1997). We could
alsoo allow for endogenous labor supply in the second period so as to get a tax distortion on
learningg through the utilization of human capital as in Eaton and Rosen (1980). If taxation
inducess agents to work less, returns on investments human fall as the utilization rate of
humann capital decreases. Both modifications complicate the analysis without altering the
mainn conclusions of this Chapter.
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instrumentss at the disposal of the government: the linear tax rate on labor
incomee t and the negative income tax g. The government collects taxes to
financefinance the negative income tax and a revenue requirement A. 12 We assum
thatt the government can indeed borrow funds at real interest rate r to satisfy
thee inter-temporal budget constraint. The reason is that the government has
aa claim on all human capital stocks through the tax system as it is able
too enforce tax payments. Therefore it can circumvent the capital market
constraintt that individuals face.
Thee government budget constraint reads as:
AA + G = tH,

(3.10)

wheree G = g(2 + r), and H(x) = w(l — x)+w<f>(x)/(l + r) stands for the lifetimee value of human capital discounted at rate r. It's analytically convenient
too work with H{x) as a measure for human capital (or labor income).
Notee that dH/dG — 0 if the agent is not constrained, since the investmentt decision is not affected by taxes. dH/dG > 0 if the agent is liquidity
constrained,, since a relative increase in first period income relaxes the credit
constraint,, so that learning time increases. Due to the progressive tax schedule,, the government allows the agent to transfer resources from second period
too the first period of its life. Moreover, the lump-sum element has distortionaryy effects as the relative price of current in terms of future consumption
(A1/A2)) is affected by G.
Further,, dH/dt < 0 if the agent is not liquidity constrained. dH/dt is
assumedd t o be negative for liquidity constrained agents. 1 3 The tax rates t
andd lump-sum transfers G are chosen so as to maximize the indirect utility
functionn of the representative agent V(t,G) = lifc^c^), subject to the first
orderr condition for optimal learning and the government budget constraint.
Thee Lagrangian is:
CC = V + r)(tH-G-A),

(3.11)

122
Revenue requirements are not necessary for our exposition, but we follow common
practicee here.
13
Theree are two opposing effects operative here. First, there is the negative effect due
too the tax distortion. Second, taxing income affects second period income relatively more
thann first period income. Therefore, A1/A2 decreases and learning time increases. We
makee the (technical) assumption that the first effect dominates the second effect. The
optimizationn program for the government would not be well defined otherwise, i.e. when
dH/dtdH/dt > 0. See the appendix for the derivations of the comparative statics.
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wheree rj is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the government budget
constraint.. The first-order condition for the lump-sum element G is:

wheree Roy's lemma is used: dV/dG — \\. Prom this follows that the
marginall costs of public funds (MCPF), defined as 77/A1, are larger than
unityy since | ^ > 0:
M C P FF = f

= — ^

Aii

> 1.

(3.13)

l-tgc

Iff there were no credit constraints, we have §§ = 0, and the MCPF equals
unity.. The marginal costs of funds increase if human capital reacts more
sensitivelyy to an increase in the lump-sum taxation, i.e. when | ^ increases.
Thee reason is that credit constraints become more tight when the government
employss lump-sum element to generate revenues. The last expression reveals
thatt lump-sum finance is distortionary.
Thee first-order condition for the tax rate is given by:
^^

= -Ai«;(l -x)-

\2w4>{x) + VH + nt^

= 0,

(3.14)

wheree Roy's lemma gives: dV/dt = — \iw{\ — x) — \2W(j){x). We rewrite the
lastt expression:
-Aiw(ll -x)-

\2w<p(x) = -AiH(l - q),

(3.15)

wheree q = (-A^ — ^ j x > 0> and \ = w<f)(x)/H is the share of second period
incomee in total human capital, q denotes the welfare loss due to the presence
off the liquidity constraint, q is strictly non-negative, since with liquidity
constraintss we have A2/A1 < 1/(1 + r). Using the last result in the first-order
conditionn gives the optimal linear tax rate:
11

\-t\-t

- ie\ ( l MCPF
- ^ + ^ MCPF
Wl.

t

(3.16)

wheree e = — ^ ^ > 0 i s the uncompensated elasticity of life-time earnings
withh respect to the tax rate. This expression has an intuitive interpretation.
First,, the larger the elasticity of the labor income tax base with respect to
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thee tax rate, the lower should the optimal tax be, because taxation causes
efficiencyy losses.
Second,, the first two terms in the brackets measure the costs of employing
thee lump-sum element in revenue raising. 1 — I/MCPF
is positive due to
thee fact that the MCPF are larger than unity. The higher are the MCPF,
thee more costly it is to raise revenues with the lump-sum element as credit
constraintss become more tight. Therefore, the government relies more on the
taxx rate to finance revenues accordingly.
Third,, the last term measures the extent to which the credit constraint
callss for redistributive taxation. If credit constraints are more tight, q increases,, so that the optimal tax rate on labor income increases. By increasing
thee tax rate the government allows the agent to transfer future income to
thee first period of its life.
Thee intuition for the fact that a progressive tax system is always optimal
iff there are credit constraints is as follows. Since there is a non-tax distortionn (credit constraint) in the economy in the absence of taxation, it is always
optimall to reduce this distortion through G with the distortionary tax, becausee the latter initially only causes second order welfare losses, since there
wass initially no tax, whereas the relaxation of the credit constraint causes a
first-orderfirst-order welfare gain since the learning decision was already distorted a
consequencee of the credit constraint.
Iff there are no credit constraints, the lump-sum element can be employed
inn non-distortionary fashion and MCPF equals unity, q is zero as well in
thatt case. Hence, in the absence of credit constraints, the optimal tax rate
onn labor income is zero

P r o p o s i t i o nn 1 In the absence of redistributive motives, the optimal tax rate
isis strictly positive if credit constraints prevent agents to invest optimallymally in human capital. The optimal tax rate t should be higher if:
i)i) the MCPF are higher, that is, when the transfer G is less suited
toto raise revenues as this instrument aggravates credit constraints; ii)
creditcredit constraints are more important, i.e. q is larger; iii) the uncompensatedpensated elasticity of human capital e w.r.t. the tax rate is lower.
creditcredit constraints are not binding, the MCPF = 1, and q = 0, so that
tt = Q.
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3.3.22

Optimal taxation with redistribution

Inn this section we turn to the more general case of optimal income taxation
withh heterogeneous agents so that redistributive motives of the government
explicitlyy enter through the social welfare function. The arguments derived
inn the previous section can be applied in straightforward fashion to this case.
Thee appendix contains the derivation. The government budget constraint
noww reads as:
OO

AA + G = t

r<X>

/

HauJdF{a,Lü),

(3.17)

wheree H(xatJ) = w(l — xaLÜ) 4- w(f)(a; xaul)/{\ + r).
Thee tax rate t and lump-sum transfers G are chosen so as to maximize a
sociall welfare function T over individual utilities:
rocroc

r=r=

noo

/

V(Va„)dF(a,uj),

tt'>0,

tf"<0,

(3.18)

wheree Vau} is the indirect utility function of the agents, subject to the first
orderr condition for optimal learning and the government budget constraint.
Differentt assumptions about ^ yield e.g. a Rawlsian objective function or an
utilitariann objective function (\I>' = 1), see also Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980).
Prom,, the optimum condition for G we can derive the marginal costs of
publicc funds, which is now given by 77/A, where A = f™ J^ ^'\\dF is the
averagee of the marginal social valuation of income:

(319)

—x—x = i-s:ht%iF>l-

MCPFMCPF

Thee interpretation of MCPF is the same as before. The lump-sum element
hass costs in terms of revenue raising because credit constrained agents learn
lesss as G is increased. Therefore, G is distortionary finance.
Too find an implicit expression for the optimal tax rate we define the
weightedd average uncompensated elasticity of life-time earnings with respect
too the tax rate:
66

=

~fOO~rOO „

,„

> 0,

(3.20)

wheree the weights are the income levels of the agents. Elasticities of agents
withh higher income levels are weighted more because the average distortion
off taxation increases if agents have higher incomes.
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Further,, we introduce the distributional characteristic £ that comprises
thee distributional impact that human capital has on social welfare, see also
Atkinsonn and Stiglitz (1976):

ee = -

:

rrfrX^H-'-HH '»'

Thee term in brackets measures the normalized covariance of human capitall and the marginal social valuation of income. H = J°° J°°
HauJdF{a,u)
standss for the average human capital, and A is the average social marginal
valuee of income. The distributional characteristic is positive: £ > 0. The
reasonn is that ^ ' A l a u ; decreases if human capital earnings HauJ increase as a
consequencee of diminishing marginal utility of income, i.e. it becomes sociallyy less efficient to redistribute resources to richer agents, given that the
sociall welfare function features diminishing marginal social welfare in utility
off the agents. Consequently, the term in brackets is negative.
Iff the government was not interested in redistribution, every agent has
thee same marginal social value of income: \I>'Ai = A, which yields the result
thatt £ — 0 in that case. The distributional characteristic increases if incomes
becomee more unevenly distributed, or if a greater weight is given to agents
att the lower end of the income distribution.
Thee optimal tax rate follows after manipulation of the first order condition
forr t:
tt
1 /
{MCPF - 1)
l - tt

-ËY
- U ++

T ^ ^ - + 7\MCPF
77^
))

MCPF

,

(3-22)

wheree 1/MCPF
= /a°° JJ° V^HdF/r^H
> 0 is the income weighted inversee of the MCPF.
This term weights the welfare losses from employing
thee lump-sum element with the levels of income. The more high income
earners,, i.e. the agents with the high abilities, react to decreasing the lumpsumm element, the more the average inverse of MCPF falls, and vice versa.
(MCPF)(MCPF)
= fa° JJ° ^'^iQHdF/nH
> 0 is the income weighted social welfare
losss associated with the capital market imperfection. The more the high
incomee earners suffer from the credit constraints, the higher the average
marginall social welfare loss is above the non-weighted average welfare loss.
Alsoo this optimum tax formula has an intuitive interpretation. Again, the
optimall tax rate on labor income should be lower if the average compensated
elasticityy of human capital with respect to the wage rate is higher as indicated
bye. .
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Thee first term, £, measures the extent to which the government wants
too redistribute incomes. The larger is the spread in incomes, and the more
concavee is the social welfare function, the larger is the distributional characteristic.. Hence, the government sets a higher optimum tax if £ is larger.
Thee formula clearly shows the trade-off between equity (£) and efficiency (e)
considerations. .
Thee second term measures the distortionary aspects of using the lumpsumm element in raising revenues. The more distortionary lump-sum taxes
are,, i.e. when the MCPF are higher above 1, the higher the government
shouldd set the tax rate, in order to off-set the distortions associated with
thee lump-sum element. Since the high ability agents suffer relatively more
fromm credit constraints, for given u>, because they learn more, the average
inversee of the MCPF falls relatively more than the MCPF increases. This
makess that the distortionary impact of employing the lump-sum element in
revenuee raising is increased. In other words, if more high-ability agents are
creditt constrained, everything else equal, the government uses less lump-sum
financefinance and the optimum tax should be higher.
Thee third term measures the welfare costs of the capital market imperfections.. The higher is the average welfare loss, the higher the government
shouldd set the tax. A more progressive tax therefore alleviates credit constraints.. Again, the marginal welfare loss, is aggravated if the relatively high
incomee earners (due to high ability) are also the ones suffering from credit
constraints.. This makes that income weighted loss of credit constraints increasess more than the non-weighted welfare loss as credit constraints are
moree severe.
Iff there is a strong correlation between initial income endowments and
ability,, which is the empirically plausible case, the distortionary effects of
creditt constraints are lower. The reason is that ceteris paribus high ability
agentss suffer the most from credit constraints. If these high ability agents are
alsoo better endowed, the role of the capital market imperfections is reduced.
Thiss results both in a decline in average MCPF and a decline in the average
welfaree loss due credit constraints, the last two terms in the tax formula.
Consequently,, optimal tax rates could be lower if the correlation between
abilityy and endowments increases. However, a stronger correlation between
initiall incomes and ability increases the distributional characteristic, so that
optimall tax rates increase on that account. If there were no distortions due
too capital market imperfections, a higher correlation between endowments
andd abilities would of course result in higher optimum taxes as only the
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distributionall characteristic is affected.
Iff there is no income inequality (H equal for all agents), the government
placess the same value of income on every agent. £ = 0. In that case, the welfaree weighted inverse of the MCPF coincides with the inverse of MCPF. and
thee welfare weighted loss of the capital market imperfection equals q/MCPF
forr all agents. In this case we have the formula that we obtained earlier in
thee case of a representative agent, see equation (3.16).
Iff the capital market imperfection is absent, there are no income effects
off lump-sum transfers, so that MCPF = l. 14 Moreover, in that case, q = 0
soo that ( MCPF) ~ 0 a n d the optimal tax rate equals:

\-t\-t

t

(3.23) )

Thiss is a familiar looking expression in linear taxation models showing the
trade-offf between equity and efficiency, see e.g. Dixit and Sandmo (1977),
Atkinsonn and Stigitz (1980). or Tuomala (1985). The numerator gives the
normalizedd covariance of the marginal utility of income and earnings and the
denominatorr gives the average compensated elasticity. In contrast with the
casee of a representative agent, the optimum tax remains to be positive even if
capitall markets are perfect, The reason is that there is still income inequality
duee to differences in ability, so that the government wants to redistribute
incomes. .

P r o p o s i t i o nn 2 In the presence of redistributive motives, the optimal tax
raterate is strictly positive, whether credit constraints prevent agents so investvest optimally in human capital or not. The optimal tax rate t should
bebe higher if: i) the MCPF are higher, that is, when the transfer G is
lessless suited to raise revenues as this instrument aggravates credit constraints;straints; ii) credit constraints are more severe, i.e. q is large; Hi) th
averageaverage uncompensated elasticity i of human capital w.r.t. the tax ra
isis lower; iv) if the government attaches greater weight to income equality,ity, so that £ is higher. If credit constraints are not binding for all
agentsagents we have that MCPF = 1, and q = 0. so that the tax rate t is
14

Itt might seem surprising that in the last case the MCPF are unity even if taxation is
distortionary.. There is, however, nothing intrinsically special to this case. In Atkinson's
(1995)) analysis where optimal linear taxation of income is analyzed in a model with endogenouss labor supply, and preferences are such that income effects are absent - as in our
analysiss in the absence of credit constraints -, the MCPF are unity as well.
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3.44

Numerical examples

Thiss section considers some numerical examples of the optimal tax rates. The
mainn focus in our calculations is on effects of credit constraints on optimum
taxx rates. The method employed here stems from Stern (1976). At forehand
mustt be noted that these results should be interpreted with caution since
theree is a large number of (unknown) parameters involved.
Wee make two simplifying assumptions so as to solve the model analytically
forr the consumers in the cases where capital market imperfections are either
presentt or absent, see the appendix. 15 First, we assume that the tax code
iss such that only in the first period a lump-sum transfer is given. This
assumptionn can be justified if the share of the second period transfer in total
secondd period income is low, which is not unreasonable. Second, the utility
functionn is logarithmic, i.e. with an elasticity of substitution equal to unity:
u(ciu(ci,, c2) = In c\ + In c 2 ,

(3.24)

Thee production function of human capital is assumed to be Cobb-Douglas:
<fi(a,x)=Aa<fi(a,x)=Aappxx11,,

(3.25)

wheree A > 0 is the exogenous productivity of learning. The Cobb-Douglas
functionn is used in almost the entire human capital literature, see e.g. Weiss
(1986)) or Trostel (1993). j3 is the elasticity of ability in learning and is
calibratedd to give a realistic spread in learning time.
Thee social welfare function is a Samuelson-Bergson utility function with
aa constant elasticity of inequality aversion v:
poopoo

r ==

/

poo \rl—v

/

—-—-

-i

dF(a,u).

(3.26)

Iff v = 0 the social welfare function is utilitarian, if v = oc the social welfare
functionn is Rawlsian, see also Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980).
15

Thiss is done for computational convenience because the model may very easily become
veryy complex to solve numerically.
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Thee joint density of ability and endowment incomes is assumed to be
bivariatee log-normal with means pa, p,^, standard deviations crQ, er^, and
correlationn paw\
(lnQ,lnu;)) ~ AT[^Q,/zw,CTQ,au, pau!}.

(3.27)

Thee reason for assuming this distribution is that the income distribution is
approximatelyy log-normal. In order to generate a log-normal income distribution,, abilities must be log-normally distributed. 1 6 Initial endowments are
alsoo likely to be drawn from a log-normal income distribution since parental
incomess are also approximately log-normally distributed. Moreover, the joint
normall distribution allows us to construct an artificial data-set in an easy
way:: for each pair (a:u) we can compute the density f (a, LJ) by conditioning
u>u> on a. 1 7
Eachh period is thought of lasting 30 years. The interest rate is set at
rr = 5 which corresponds to approximately 5.4% per year. Wage rates per
unitt of human capital w are harmlessly normalized at unity. Taxes are solely
redistributivee because the government revenue requirement is set at A = 0.
Thee pure rate of time preference p is set at zero. The social welfare function
iss utilitarian, so that v = 0.
Directt costs of education are set at K — .5 which is half of the wage rate.
Therefore,, direct costs make up for 1/3 of total costs per year of education.
Beckerr (1964) and Boskin (1975) argue that direct costs make up for 1/4 of
totall costs of education. We use a somewhat higher value here. 18
Thee elasticity of time in learning is set at 7 = .4. After reviewing the
literaturee extensively, Trostel (1993) sets this elasticity at .45. The elasticity
off ability is set at (3 — .5. If the elasticity of ability in the production
functionn for human capital is higher, investments in human capital rapidly
divergee between ability groups; varying other parameters often give corner
solutionss which we want to avoid.
16

Alternatively,, one may draw ability from a normal distribution and write the productionn function for human capital as: <t>{a,x) — Aexpfapx 7 .
17
Wee constructed an artificial data-set based on 10x10=100 observations representing
thee deciles for ability and initial income endowments.
18
AA reason to justify this value is that we ignored an endogenous labor supply decision
thatt might affect incentives to learn. If taxation reduces labor supply, returns on investmentss in human capital fall, so that taxation reduces the utilization rate of human capital.
Byy increasing the value of the direct cost parameter we potentially correct for a too low
impactt of taxation on learning incentives due to ignored labor supply effects.
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77
0.1 1
0.2 2
0.3 3
0.4 4
0.5 5
0.6 6

ttu u
39.4 4
29.4 4
23.7 7
19.8 8
17.1 1
15.2 2

Tablee 3.1:
=-2.5 5
ttc c
39.4 4
34.3 3
34.1 1
33.8 8
35.0 0
35.2 2

Optimal tax rates (%)
5
Vu>Vu> -1.25
=
ttu u
ttc c
40.5 5
40.5 5
30.3 3
31.0 0
24.4 4
29.5 5
20.4 4
29.1 1
17.5 5
30.7 7
15.4 4
31.7 7

Vu>==
Vu>0

ttu u
43.0 0
35.2 2
25.8 8
21.4 4
18.2 2
15.7 7

ttc c
43.0 0
32.2 2
25.8 8
22.4 4
21.5 5
22.9 9

Thee other parameter for the the human capital technology (A) is calibratedd so that the lowest 10 percentile ability agents spend 20% (6 years) in
thee first period to learning and the highest 10 percentile ability agents spend
80%% (24 years) of their time to learning. This results in A — 17.5.
Thee distribution parameters are set as follows. Following e.g. Mirrlees
(1971)) and Stern (1976), and Tuomala (1990), the mean of the logarithm of
abilityy /i a is equal to -1 which is a normalization. The standard deviation
off ability aa is assumed to follow the standard deviation of the income distributionn which is roughly 0.4. The same standard deviation is assumed for
thee initial endowments. The mean of the initial distribution is calibrated so
thatt 26% of the agents are constrained in the absence of taxes and transfers.. Shea (2000) finds that credit constraints are relevant for at least the
25%% poorest agents. The correlation coefficient between endowments and
abilityy is set at .4. Kremer (1997) and Shea (2000) find that the correlation
betweenn children's educational attainment and parental educational attainmentt is approximately .4. If parental education is a good proxy for initial
logg endowments a correlation of .4 seems reasonable.
Optimall tax rates under perfect capital markets tu and under credit markett imperfections tc are derived separately. The reason is that by doing so
onee can judge the relative importance of credit market imperfections and the
implicationss for optimal policies. Table 3.1 shows optimal tax rates for differentt distributional assumptions when the elasticity of the production function
77 is varied. Tax rates are derived for different means of initial income endowments.. The middle column gives the base-case. In the left column, initial
incomee endowments are lowered, whereas in the right column, they are increased. .
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Inn the base case scenario where 7 = .4 and fiu — —1.25, the optimal
taxx rate equals 20.4%. Given the assumptions used, something similar as
Sternn (1976) found in the case of endogenous labor supply was to be expected.. Stern finds an optimal tax rate on labor income of 22.3% when the
elasticityy of substitution between consumption and leisure equals .4. Tax
ratess increase if the elasticity of learning time in production of human capitall decreases. The reason is that taxes become less distortionary. Similar
reasoningg holds for increasing the elasticity. With elasticities higher than .6,
highestt ability agents get into corner solutions as they invest their maximum
timee endowment in learning.
Iff the capital market is perfect, optimal tax rates are lower if mean endowmentss are decreased. The reason is that there is less inequality. The
reversee holds for an increase in initial endowments. The changes in optimum
taxx rates due to changes in endowments are small however. The reason is
twofold.. Income endowments are not taxed, and endowments only constitute
aa small fraction of life-time incomes.
Iff credit markets are imperfect, optimal tax rates are significantly higher
thann under perfect capital markets. For the base-case the optimal tax rate
equalss 29.1% which is almost half as high as with perfect capital markets.
Iff initial income endowments are lowered, the tax rate increases to 33.8%,
whereass if initial incomes are increased, the optimal tax rate almost equals
thee tax rate under perfect capital markets (22.4%). The last finding implies
thatt for mean income endowments that are high enough, credit constraints
becomee non-binding.
Apparently,, costs of imperfectly functioning capital markets are significantt in terms of welfare compared to the welfare costs of taxation. This result
iss reinforced when the elasticity of learning increases. The optimal tax rates
underr perfect capital markets decrease because costs of taxation increase.
Underr imperfect capital markets, the tax rate increases with the elasticity of
thee learning function. The reason is that efficiency gains of taxation increase
ass the marginal returns on human capital increase when the elasticity is
higher.. Costs of taxation therefore increase less than the benefits of taxation
ass the elasticity rises. Note also that the tax rate varies non-monotonically
withh 7. A finding that is due to the fact that H is non-monotonically varying
withh 7. 1 9
19

Sternn (1976) found a similar non-monotonic pattern when varying the elasticity of
substitutionn between leisure and consumption in a model with endogenous labor supply.
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77
0.1 1
0.2 2
0.3 3
0.4 4
0.5 5
0.6 6

Tablee 3.2: Optimal tax rates (%)
HaHa =2 2
HaHa -=1 1
uu
cc
tt
tt
ttc c
r
r
38.4 4
38.4 4
40.5 5
40.5 5
27.5 5
27.5 5
30.3 3
31.0 0
21.0 0
21.1 1
24.4 4
29.5 5
16.5 5
20.4 4
16.5 5
29.1 1
13.0 0
13.0 0
17.5 5
30.7 7
10.2 2
10.2 2
15.4 4
31.7 7

-0
Ha Ha

ttU U
42.3 3
32.7 7
27.3 3
23.9 9
21.8 8
20.6 6

0
ttc c
43.2 2
42.0 0
44.0 0
46.0 0
49.2 2
52.3 3

Meann ability is changed in table 3.2. If mean ability is lowered, optimal
taxess under perfect capital markets are decreased from 20.4 to 16.5% (7 — .4)
becausee the distribution of income becomes less unequal. The reverse holds
iff ability increased: taxes increase from 20.4 to 23.9%. Changes in optimal
taxx rates are relatively small when mean ability changes. Note, however,
thatt increases in ability are accompanied by significant increases in optimal
taxx rates when there are credit constraints: from 29.1 to 46.0%. Increasing
abilityy make more agents suffer from credit constraints because they learn
more.. Consequently, efficiency gains from redistributive taxation are high.
Whenn ability is decreased the optimal tax rate is sufficient to remove all
creditt constraints, so that it is equal to the tax rate under perfect capital
marketss (16.5%).
Thee first column of table 3.3 shows optimal tax rates if the elasticity of
abilityy in the production function for human capital (3 is changed. Under
perfectt capital markets the tax rate tends to zero. The reason is that income
inequalityy vanishes - see also proposition 1. An interesting feature is that the
optimall tax rate under imperfect capital markets remains largely constant
forr a large range of parameter values. The optimal tax rate first declines and
thenn increases at high levels of the of the ability elasticity.
Thee second column gives the optimal tax rates when fixed costs of learningg K are changed. When direct costs are lowered, costs of taxation fall, becausee taxation becomes less distortionary. Consequently, optimal tax rates
increase.. This holds for both the tax rates under perfect and imperfect credit
markets.. The optimal tax rate is almost 50% under perfect capital markets
whenn costs of education are small (K — 0.1).
Inn the third column the interest rate increases from 4 to 12% per year.
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Tablee 3.3: Optimal tax rates (%)

/3 3
.1 1
.2 2
.3 3
.4 4
.5 5
.6 6
.7 7
.8 8
.9 9

uu

tt
2.8 8
7.5 5
12.3 3
16.7 7
20.4 4
23.5 5
26.2 2
28.4 4
30.4 4

cc

tt
33.8 8
31.0 0
29.4 4
28.9 9
29.1 1
30.5 5
31.3 3
32.4 4
32.9 9

KK

.1 1
.2 2
.3 3
.4 4
.5 5
.6 6
.7 7
.8 8
.9 9

ttu u
49.2 2
35.9 9
28.4 4
23.7 7
20.4 4
17.9 9
16.1 1
14.7 7
13.5 5

ttc c r r
49.7 7
42.2 2
36.8 8
32.5 5
29.1 1
26.5 5
24.1 1
22.3 3
20.6 6

3.32 2
4.48 8
6.05 5
8.17 7
11.02 2
14.88 8
20.09 9
27.11 1
36.60 0

ttu u

ttc c

22.8 8
21.1 1
19.1 1
17.1 1
15.2 2
13.5 5
12.2 2
11.3 3
10.6 6

41.1 1
32.7 7
23.5 5
17.1 1
15.2 2
13.5 5
12.2 2
11.3 3
10.6 6

uu

Pau) Pau) tt

.1 1
.2 2
.3 3
.4 4
.5 5
.6 6
.7 7
.8 8
.9 9

18.6 6
19.2 2
19.8 8
20.4 4
21.0 0
21.6 6
22.2 2
23.0 0
23.8 8

ttc c
30.0 0
29.7 7
29.6 6
29.1 1
28.8 8
28.2 2
27.6 6
26.9 9
26.9 9

Higherr interest rates reduce optimal investments in human capital. Hence,
creditt constraints become less important. When the interest rate is 7% or
higher,, tax rates under perfect and imperfect capital markets coincide as
creditt constraints cease to be important.
Thee correlation between initial incomes and ability is varied in the fourth
column.. Under perfect capital markets, optimal tax rates vary only little
withh the correlation: there is only a difference of about 5 percentage points
inn the tax rate when the correlation is increased from .1 to .9. One may
concludee that, although there might be a lot of skewness in initial conditions
thosee with high talents are likely to have good backgrounds - the tax system
cannott alter this skewness via the taxes on human capital. The reason is
againn twofold. First, most variation in the distribution of income is due to
educationn choices. Second, initial endowments are non-taxed. Optimal tax
ratess remain almost constant as well under imperfect capital markets. The
optimall tax rates decline when correlations between ability and endowments
increase.. In this case the distortionary costs of taxation increase because
creditt constraints become less important. The reason is that increasing the
correlationn relaxes credit constraints especially for the high ability agents,
whoo suffer most from capital market imperfections. Hence, the scope for
progressivee taxes to correct capital market failures decreases. This increase in
thee distortionary costs of taxation is apparently not off-set by increases social
benefitss of taxation since there is more inequality with larger correlations
betweenn endowments and ability.
Inn table 3.4 we have calculated optimal tax rates on human capital where
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AA
.188
.366
.544
.722
.900

(10%)
(20%)
(30%)
(40%)
(50%)

Tablee 3.4: Optimal tax rates (%)
ttu u
ttc c
VV
21.4 4
32.5 5
00
22.5 5
36.0 0
.99 9
23.8 8
40.0 0
22
25.3 3
44.8 8
33
27.1 1
49.6 6
oo o

ttu u
20.4 4
28.9 9
34.2 2
37.8 8
59.1 1

ttc c
29.1 1
32.9 9
35.9 9
38.2 2
59.1 1

thee government requires some revenues A. Every .18 point of revenue correspondss to a 10% of total human capital income in the base case scenario. As
expected,, optimal tax rates increase with A. However, with imperfect capitall markets, increases in tax rates are much larger than with perfect capital
markets.. The reason is that the poll subsidy is less suited to raise revenues
underr imperfect capital markets. Therefore, the government relies more on
thee distortionary tax to raise revenues if capital markets are imperfect.
Preferencess of the social welfare function are changed in the last column
off table 3.4. The coefficient of relative inequality aversion v is increased.
Interestingly,, at high enough levels of inequality aversion, i.e. with 'Rawlsian'' social preferences, optimal tax rates under perfect and imperfect capital
marketss are equal. The reason is of course that a greater weight on equity
inducess a more progressive tax-system, but alleviates credit constraints as
well.. At high levels of inequality aversion no one is rationed and investments
inn human capital are efficient.
AA final remark with regard to the optimum tax rates under credit constraintss can be made. Inspection of tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 reveals that
optimumm tax rates are quite similar - around 30% - when the elasticity of
abilityy /3, the costs of education K, and the correlation between ability and
endowmentss pau} are changed. Moreover, even if there is almost no inequality
duee ability differences, i.e. when /3 goes to zero, optimum tax rates are still
aroundd 30%. These findings echo the Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) result
thatt in an optimal tax-system there should be production efficiency - given
thee availability of sufficient instruments. In the current, second-best, setup
instrumentss are not sufficient to achieve production efficiency. Nevertheless,
itt seems that the government corrects for the capital markets imperfection
ass much as possible. Apparently, this is the case when optimum taxes are
aroundd 30%.
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Conclusion

Thiss Chapter augmented the theory of optimal income taxation by endogenizingg earnings through investments in human capital. Special attention was
devotedd to the presence of credit market imperfections that prevent (poor)
agentss to invest optimally. It is shown analytically that the optimal tax
schedulee is progressive even if redistributional concerns are absent. The reasonn is that by means of redistribution of resources both from rich to poor
andd from old to young, credit market imperfections are alleviated. By allowingg for redistributional motives, the case for a progressive tax-schedule is
strengthened.. Notably, both agents with low and high ability gain from redistribution.. Low ability agents experience an equity gain. High ability agents
sufferr more from imperfections on the credit market than low ability agents
becausee they learn more. They consequently experience efficiency gains as
theirr credit constraints are loosened by means of redistribution. These resultss are confirmed in numerical calculations of optimal tax rates on human
capital.. The most important finding is t h a t optimal taxes on human capital
aree significantly increased when credit market imperfections are present.

Appendix x
Householdd optimization
Householdss maximize their utility function subject to the budget constraints
inn both periods and the production function for human capital. The Lagrangiann for the problem is given by - suppressing the agent's indices a and

CC = u{cu c 2 ) + Ai((l - t)w{\ - x)+u
++ A 2 ((l - t)wct>(.) + {l + r)s + g-

+ g-

KX

- a -

s)

c2) - fis,

wheree Ai, A2, and \i denote the Lagrange multipliers of the first and the
secondd period budget constraint, and the non-negativity constraint on savings
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respectively.. First-order conditions (FOC's) are given by:
dC dC

—— = uCl - Ai = 0,
OCi OCi

—— = uC2 - A 2 = 0,
dC dC

—— = -Ai((l - t)w 4- K) + A2(l - i)W'(-) = 0,
__

= - A 1 - ^ + (l + r ) A 2 < 0 , 5 > 0 , 5 — = 0 ,

acc _ ar
c?Aii <9A2
dCdC
- > 0 ,, »>0,

, -

dC
= 0,

wheree we assumed implicitly that ci, c2 > 0. The first two FOC's state that
marginall utility of consumption in both periods should equal their marginal
valuee as reflected in shadow prices Ai and A2. The third FOC that marginal
costss and benefits of learning must be equalized in an optimal solution. In
thee fourth FOC and last FOC, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are given for an
optimall choice of s, where either savings are 0 if the constraint is binding - the
marginall value of a relaxation of the constraint, as measured by (u,, is positive
-- or savings are positive if the constraint is non-binding - the marginal value of
aa relaxation of the constraint is zero, i.e. /i = 0. The complementary slackness
condition,, the last term, captures both these elements for an optimal choice.
Thee fifth FOC restates that the two budget constraints must hold as strict
equalitiess for an optimal choice.
Wee can rearrange the FOC to arrive at the marginal rate of inter-temporal
substitutionn in consumption:
uuClCl _ Ai
uuC2C2
A2

Inversionn of this equation yields the Frisch demand equations given in the
text.. The demand for inputs invested in education follows from inversion of:

(11 — t)w + K
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Derivationn of partial derivatives | ^ and
First,, note that ^ = ^ | a n d f g = g j g .
w(lw(l — x) + W(f>{a\ x)/(l + r) follows:

dxdx

\

l + r

J

^

From the definition for H =

\l + r \

w{\-t)J

J

wheree we substituted the first order condition for learning. Since A1/A2 >
ll + r and K > 0 the first term in brackets is always larger than 1. Next we
needd to determine the signs of - 1 and | ^ .
U n c o n s t r a i n e dd consumers
Thee first-order condition for learning is:
(11 - t)wox(a.

x) = (1 + r)((l - t)w + K).

Itt is immediately clear that j ^ = 0. Linearizing the first-order condition
yields: :
xx =

1,
£<p<p £<p<p

wheree x = dx/x and t = dt/(l — t) denote relative changes in learning time
andd the tax rate, £$<p = —x<p"/4>' > 0 is the elasticity of marginal productivity
off learning, and uK = ( W,l^+K

J > 0 is the share of direct costs in total costs

off education. From the fact that x/t < 0. follows that dx/dt
dtdt

^

< 0, and. hence.

u-

C o n s t r a i n e dd consumers
Here,, the derivation is more complicated. The first-order condition for learningg is given by:
uu
(11 - t)w<£x(a, x) = — ( u - ( l -t)

+ K).

Combinedd with the two budget constraints the level of x is determined. Linearizingg the first order condition yields:
- ( C 22 - c\)

aa

= -£$<j>x -

vKt,
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wheree a = d l n ^ / ^ \ is the inter-temporal elasticity of substitution in consumption,, and Ci = dci/cx, and c^ = dc^jc^ denote the relative changes in
consumption.. Linearizing the first period budget constraint gives:
c\c\ = -lit-lxX
+ lgig,
wheree 71 = (l — t)w(l — x)/ci is the share of first period labor income in total
income,, j x = ((1 — t)w + K)xjc\ is the share of outlays on education in first
periodd income, 7^1 = gjc\ is the share of the lump-sum transfer in first period
income,, and g = dg/g. Note that 71 + j x + j g \ + 7^ = 1, where 7^ = u/c\ is
thee share of the transfer in first period consumption. The linearized second
periodd budget constraint is given by:
wheree 6$ = x<f>'f<f> is the elasticity of the production function for human
capital,, 72 = (1 — t)w<f>(.)/c2 is the share of second period income in second
periodd consumption and 7ff2 = g/c2 denotes the share of the transfer in
secondd period consumption (72 + 7ff2 — !) Solving for x gives:
.

..

71-» + ^ . \, 7 2 ^^ + &£<t><t> + 7x /

(

7,.-7tf
\ö_
\l2Scjy + osu + 7

wheree G — a. It is clear that ^ > 0 in this case, since -£
> 0 due to
lg\lg\ — lg2 > 0 because second period consumption is larger than first period
consumption.. Therefore, | ^ > 0. The sign of | | is derived as follows. First
notee that 71 — 72 = 792 — (1 — 7i)- We assume that 71 — 72 + OUJK > 0.
Theree is a positive effect of taxation on learning since the share of second
periodd income is higher than first period income, 71 < 72. The intuition
forr this is effect is that the marginal value of second period income is more
affectedd by taxation, than the marginal value of first-period income. Ai/A2
decreases,, and more time is spend on learning. We assume that the first
effectt dominates the second effect, otherwise the problem is ill defined (both
taxationn and the transfer exert a positive effect on learning). Consequently,

ff <0.

Derivationn optimal tax formula with heterogeneous agents
Thee first order conditions for the government are:

ëG-LëG-L l. (*6G-'> + *6GldF
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Usee Roy"s lemma to establish that | ^ = \\ and ^ — —Ai(it'(l — x))
\2U\2U,,é{a:x).é{a:x).
The last expression can be rewritten so as to get:
dVdV
. w(j>(a;x)
. TT
,
,,
.
—-- = Ai——
AiH + \2w0{a; x)
otot
1+ r
w4>(a\x)w4>(a\x)
\2wé(a:x)
XlH{1XlH{1

~W{ï^7)'x;^ir~ ~W{ï^7)'x;^ir~

== -\H

\ i -

11

\\
\l + r
-\lH(l-q),

==

A2

x

Ai

wheree \ = w<p(a;x)/H is the share of second period income total income,
andd q = x (j^ — ^ ) > 0 measures the welfare loss due to the capital
markett imperfection. Substitution in the first order condition for G yields
thee marginal costs of public funds (MCPF = 77/ J°° J°° ty'XidF):

MCPFMCPF =
J aa

l

Jul

r r y^dF= 1- rr^dF> L
J a_ Jul

o&

Substitutionn of Roy's lemma in the first-order condition for the optimal tax
ratee gives:

_j_r_j_r
==

ra^öH

_r r^HiF+ r r HdF + r r ^^idF.
JJ a_

Jui

'/

J a_

J o_

Jui

Jui

I

Definee the average weighted elasticity of life-time earnings w.r.t. the tax rate
ass follows:
__

££ =

Ja

Jui

H

ot

r THdF
JaJa

Ju)
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Further,, define the normalized covariance between the marginal social value
off income A = ^'Aiand earnings H:

rr r vMdF r r HdF - r r v'hHdF
**
r rvXidFr THdF
=

L

J aa

Ja_

Jw

-cov[VX-cov[VXuuH} H}
>0. .

rr r^'^idF r r^dF

JaJa

Ju>

Ju>

Ja

Duee to the concavity of utility and social welfare functions, the covariance is
negativee so that the distributional characteristic £ > 0, see Dixit and Sandmo
(1977). .
Usingg these definitions, we can rewrite the expression for t:
,000 roo ^ l
LL

Ja_

_
..
££ = 1

JUJ_

1-t1-t

==

+

(n-\)CC^HdF

XH
r\

^

r r vx^HdF

Jul

x

(MCPF -1)

\

/ Ja

Jul

r r ^HdF

TJ

H

~XH
JUl

^

H

^HqdF

XHXH Jett

^XRqdF
TJ

h

H

XHXH
f°°f°° f00

f°°
Jul

Ja

XHXH rCVMHdF
Ja_Ja_ JUJ_

f°°

H d F

r)
^ —

T)

++

HH
-cov[V-cov[VffXXuuH]H]
[MCPF-1]
((
<? )
XHXH
MCPF VV MCPF / '

wheree H = £ ° £ ° Ha„dF(a,u):

ll

^
= / °°
MCPF MCPF fl

J ~ ^HdF/H

> 0 is the

incomee weighted inverse of MCPF, and ( ^ ^ ) - Ja°° £ ° ^qHdF/H
>0
iss the income weighted marginal social welfare loss associated with the capital
markett imperfection. The optimal tax rate satisfies:
tt
1-tt

_ 1 /
ë\

( M C P F - 1)
MCPF

|

-j—q
\MCPF

ö) )

Solutionn Cobb-Douglas case
Thee solution of the pair of endogenous variables (ci,C2,x, s) for the unrestrictedd agents (s > 0) is (note that g = G since g is set at 0 in the second
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xx

=

(\(\ + r)(l +

K/(\-t)w)

ssuu = i ( ( l - t)w + u + G) - ~(1 + 7)((1 - *)«/ + K)Z U ,
zz
27
c?? = i ( ( l - t)w + a; + G) + -L(l - 7 )((1 - *)«> + «)*",
c^^ = ^(1 + r)((l - *)«, + a, + G) + i - ( l - 7 )(1 + r )((l - £)«, + «)*",
wheree a superscript u denotes a solution in the unconstrained case. Further,
thee solution (ci, c2, a:, s) for the constrained agents is:
77 / ( l - t ) w + u; + G
11 + 7 \ (1 -t)w + K
cc
s = 0,
[11 -£)«;+<j + G
Cii
=
11 + 7
44 = (1t)wAa0{xcy,
wheree a superscript c denotes a solution in the constrained case.
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Chapterr 4
Redistributionn and Education
Subsidiess are Siamese Twins
4.11

Introduction

Mostt OECD countries heavily subsidize (higher) education.1 These educationn subsidies are typically justified on the basis of the perceived positive
externall effects of human capital accumulation and capital market imperfections.. Positive external effects of higher education, however, are difficult to
establishh empirically (see, e.g., Heekman and Klenow, 1997; Acemoglu and
Angrist,, 1999; Krueger and Lindahl, 2002). Moreover, capital market imperfectionss do not seem to be very important (see, e.g., Shea, 2000; Cameron
andd Taber, 2000).2 Why, then, is education subsidized?
Wee provide a case for education subsidies on the basis of redistributional
considerationss rather than externalities and capital market imperfections.
Althoughh the able benefit more than proportionally from education subsidies,
wee show that education subsidies play a crucial role so as to alleviate the
distortionss in human capital accumulation that are induced by redistributive
lr
Thiss Chapter is based on Bovenberg and Jacobs (2001). I gratefully thank Michael
Reiter,, S0ren Bo Nielsen, Peter S0rensen and participants of the CEPR/EPRU conference
onn Dynamic Aspects of Public Expenditures, September 28-30 2001, Copenhagen, Denmarkk for their comments and suggestions. I benefitted also from comments by participants
off seminars held at CPB Netherlands Bureau of Economic Policy Analysis and the Dutch
Centrall Bank.
2
Inn any case, loans rather than subsidies are the most direct way to address liquidity
constraints. .
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policies.. Indeed, our calculations show that these arguments go a long way
towardss explaining the level of education subsidies in OECD countries. 3
Thiss Chapter explores the interaction between public spending and tax
policiess by viewing education and tax policies as interdependent instruments
aimedd at redistribution. 4 The tax literature on the dynamic effects of taxationn on the incentives to accumulate human capital 5 , in contrast, has typically
abstractedd from both public spending and distributional considerations. The
taxx literature may therefore have overstated the costs of distortionary taxationn in terms of reduced accumulation of human capital and understated the
benefitss of these taxes in terms of distributional benefits.
Wee investigate how the availability of education subsidies affects the optimall income tax system. In this connection, we consider both the optimal
mixx of labor and capital taxation and the optimal progression in marginal
taxx rates on labor income. We demonstrate that education subsidies make
thee optimal labor tax more progressive. Moreover, education subsidies eliminatee the case for a positive capital income tax as an instrument to stimulate
learning.. Education subsidies ensure that neither human capital investments
norr financial investments are distorted, even though the labor tax is progressive.. These subsidies thus eliminate tax distortions on the production side of
thee economy (see also Diamond and Mirrlees (1971)). Moreover, with separablee preferences, the optimal tax on capital income is zero, even allowing
forr distributional concerns. 6
3

A nn alternative explanation for education subsidies is offered by Boadway et al. (1996)
andd Andersson a n d K o n r a d (2000). They argue t h a t education subsidies are called for if
t h ee government cannot commit and engages in excessive redistribution after investments in
h u m a nn capital have been made. W e show t h a t education subsidies are part of an optimal
redistributionall policy mix even if the government can commit to announced policies.
4
T h i ss C h a p t e r extends earlier research by Ulph (1977) and Hare and Ulph (1979). They
s t u d yy the problem of optimal non-linear taxation and education expenditures. In b o t h
studies,, however, t h e government simply sets t h e level of education for each agent, so t h a t
agentss do not. choose their levels of learning. Taxation therefore does not distort learning
decisions.. This contrasts with our analysis in which t a x distortions on learning provide
t h ee a r g u m e n t for subsidizing education.
5
Seee for t h e literature, e.g.. Boskin (1975). Heekman (1976). Kotlikoff a n d Summers
(1979),, E a t o n and Rosen (1980), Driffil and Rosen (1983), Lord (1989), Nerlove et al.
(1993),, Pecorino (1993), Trostel (1993), Jones et al. (1993, 1997), Stokey and Rebelo
(1995),, Bovenberg a n d Van Ewijk (1997). Nielsen and Sorensen (1997). Milesi-Feretti and
Roubinii (1998), Hendricks (1999), and J u d d (1999), amongst others.
6
T h i ss is a familiar result from infinite horizon models (see, e.g., Chamley (1986), Jones
ett al. (1997), and J u d d (1999)) and life-cycle models with separable preferences and
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Inn order to study optimal education subsidies along with optimal progressivee labor and flat capital taxes, we formulate a two-period life-cycle model
off human capital accumulation with heterogeneous agents. 7 Leisure demand
iss elastic in both periods of the life cycle. In the first period, agents supply
unskilledd labor and take out education which allows them to supply skilled
laborr in the second period. Compared to the less able, the more able agents
supplyy more skilled and less unskilled labor and thus concentrate their laborr supply more in the second phase of their life cycle. In the first period,
theyy concentrate on acquiring skills rather than supplying unskilled labor.
Inn the second period, the human capital that has been acquired stimulates
laborr supply because human capital is productive only in work and not in
leisure.. Indeed, the quantity and quality of second-period labor supply are
interdependent. .
Ourr model is closely related to that of Nielsen and S0rensen (1997), who
exploree the role of progressive taxation as an instrument to offset the excessivee learning incentives produced by a positive capital income tax. We
extendd their model in several directions. First, we allow for heterogeneous
households.. Accordingly, we do not have to exclude uniform lump-sum taxes
ass a government instrument to make the optimal tax problem interesting.
Indeed,, it is hard to make sense of (dual) income taxation in the absence
off redistributive motives. Moreover, in order to justify progressive taxation
inn the presence of endogenous leisure demand, we do not have to resort to
thee assumption that unskilled labor supply is more elastic than skilled labor
supply.. Instead, the progressive nature of the labor tax system follows immediatelyy from the redistributive motives of the government. More generally,
wee extend results on the optimal tax structure of capital and labor income
taxess in dynamic economies (see, e.g. Atkinson and Sandmo (1980), Nielsen
andd S0rensen (1997), Jones et al. (1993, 1997), and Judd (1999)) by allowing
forr heterogeneous agents and distributional concerns.
Second,, in contrast to Nielsen and S0rensen (1997), we allow for nondeductiblee pecuniary outlays (e.g. tuition fees). We show that, in the absence
off education subsidies, these non-deductible expenses8 make a dual income
homogeneouss agents (see Bernheim (1999)).
7
Wee focus on intra- rather than intergenerational distribution by employing debt policy
too off-set intergenerational inequities.
8
Non-deductiblee expenses explain why flat taxes on labor income harm human capital
accumulationn in several growth models (see, e.g., Pecorino (1993), Stokey and Rebelo
(1995),, or Milesi-Firetti and Roubini (1998)). In these models, capital goods, which are
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taxx (with a progressive labor tax and a positive capital income tax) optimal.
Thee optimal capital income tax is thus positive - even though preferences are
additivelyy separable. Given this preference structure, Nielsen and Sorensen
(1997)) have to rely on the exogenous assumption that the government is
committedd to a positive tax on capital income to justify a positive capital
incomee tax. Accordingly, if education subsidies are restricted, we provide a
strongerr underpinning for a dual income tax.
Thee third extension of Nielsen and S0rensen (1997) is that we allow for
educationn subsidies. We demonstrate that education subsidies eliminate the
casee for a dual income tax with positive capital taxes if preferences are additivelyy separable. The case for dual income taxation thus depends heavily
onn restrictions on the use of the instrument of education subsidies.
Thiss Chapter is related also to Lommerud (1989), Van Ewijk and Tang
(2000a)) and Dur and Teulings (2001). In Lommerud (1989), the government
taxess labor income in order to internalize the negative externalities from statuss seeking but employs education subsidies to restore incentives to undertake
education.. In Van Ewijk and Tang (2000a), the government employs progressivee taxes to punish wage demands of unions and to raise employment, but
thiss discourages learning efforts. Education subsidies allow the government
too set progressive labor taxes without distorting human capital accumulation.
Durr and Teulings (2001) analyze the optimal setting of education subsidies
andd redistributive income taxes where workers are imperfect substitutes in
production.. Education subsidies now not only correct tax distortions arising
fromm redistribution, but also exert positive distributional effects by reducing
wagee differentials between skilled and unskilled workers through an increase
inn the relative supply of skilled workers.
Wee extend these papers in a number of important ways. First, we allow for
aa richer tax code with capital income taxes. Indeed, positive capital income
taxess may play a role in encouraging learning, thereby alleviating inadequate
learningg on account of redistributive taxes on skill. Second, we incorporate
non-deductiblee costs of education, which are observed in many OECD countries.. These costs provide an argument for positive capital income taxes if
educationn subsidies are constrained. The introduction of endogenous leisure
demandd is another extension compared to Van Ewijk and Tang (2000a) and
Durr and Teulings (2001). We demonstrate that endogenous first-period laborr supply is an important factor in explaining: first, the progressive nature
non-deductiblee for the labor tax, enter the production function of human capital.
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off optimal labor taxes; second, the value-added of education subsidies over
taxess on unskilled labor as an instrument to alleviate learning distortions
duee to redistributive policies; and, third, the optimality of a positive capital
incomee tax in the absence of education subsidies.
Manyy countries have reduced taxes on unskilled labor in recent years in
orderr to encourage unskilled workers to participate in the labor market. This
suggestss that policy makers are indeed concerned about the adverse employmentt impact of high taxes on low skilled labor. However, lowering taxes on
thee unskilled, thereby making the tax system more progressive, harms incentivess to acquire skills. We show that the government may want to move
thee tax burden from the labor market towards the capital market or to introducee education subsidies to offset tax distortions on human capital formation
withoutt heavily burdening the employment prospects of the unskilled.
Thee rest of this Chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the
model.. The optimal tax problem is set up in section 3. Section 4 defines
distributionall characteristics of various tax bases and shows that differences
inn learning behavior drive heterogeneity in behavior. We study optimal redistributivee policies in three steps. First, section 5 investigates optimal labor
incomee taxation if capital income taxes and education subsidies are exogenouslyy given. Subsequently, section 6 turns to optimal dual income taxation
byy also allowing the government to optimally set capital income taxation. Finally,, section 7 introduces education subsidies as an additional instrument.
Thiss section investigates how the availability of the instrument of education
subsidiess affects optimal tax structures. Section 8 investigates to what extent
ourr model can explain existing education subsidies in several OECD countries.. Section 9 concludes. The appendix contains several technical proofs.

4.22

Private behavior

Wee consider a two-period life-cycle model. Before-tax wage rates and interest
ratess are exogenously given.9 A mass of agents with unit measure lives for
twoo periods. In the first period, agents devote their time endowment to
supplyingg unskilled labor, learning, or enjoying leisure. In the second period,
thee agents spend their time on leisure, which can be interpreted as retirement,
9

Thee model can thus be viewed either as a partial equilibrium model of a closed economy
orr a model of a small open economy in which the international capital market fixes the
interestt rate.
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andd supplying skilled labor. Income can be transferred across the two periods
throughh the accumulation of both financial assets (i.e. financial saving) and
humann capital (i.e. learning). Capital markets are perfect, so that agents do
nott suffer from liquidity constraints. Agents are heterogeneous with respect
too their ability to learn. The cumulative distribution of the ability to learn a
iss denoted by F(a). F has support [a, oo). The government knows only the
distributionn of these abilities, but cannot observe the type of each individual.
Accordingly,, the government can not levy individual-specific lump-sum taxes,
butt has to rely on distortionary taxes to redistribute incomes.
Inn each period of their lives, agents are endowed with one unit of time.
Theyy start their lives with one efficiency unit of labor. In the first period,
aa fraction ea of the time endowment is spent on education and a fraction
hihinn on leisure, so that a fraction / l Q = 1 — ea — folQ is left for (unskilled)
work.. The accumulation of human capital requires not only time, but also
commodities.. Unit costs of goods per unit of time spent learning amount
too k.w Education is subsidized at rate s per unit of time spent on learning.
Thee before-tax wage rates per efficiency unit of human capital, as well as the
pricee of consumption, are normalized at unity in both periods. 11
Followingg Nielsen and S0rensen (1997), we model a labor tax schedule
withh two brackets. Below an exogenous threshold \-> labor income is subject
too a tax rate t\. Above this threshold, a tax rate t 2 applies. In addition, each
agentt collects a non-individualized lump-sum transfer, or negative income
tax,, g. If t-2 > ti the tax system features increasing marginal tax rates on
laborr income. We assume that first-period labor income (i.e. income from
unskilledd work) falls only in the first tax bracket. First-period labor income
ll]a]a — 1 — ea — h\a < x i y thus taxed at a marginal rate of t\. Goods invested
inn education are not deductible from the labor income tax. 1 2 Savings aa are
givenn by after-tax labor income in the first period, minus consumption and
thee goods invested in learning (net of subsidies):
aaaa = (1 - ti)(l - ea - hia) - cla - {k - s)ea.
10

(4.1)

Wee thus do not allow for substitution between goods and time in the accumulation
off human capital. Introducing substitution would merely complicate the analysis without
generatingg additional insights.
111
Workers earn the same gross wage per unit of human capital, so that workers with
differentt skills are perfect substitutes on the labor market. See Dur and Teulings (2001)
forr optimal education policies and redistribution in a general equilibrium model in which
variouss skills are imperfect substitutes in demand.
12
Taxx deductible expenses can be modelled by setting s — t\k.
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Inn the second period, human capital is supplied to the labor market in the
formm of skilled labor. </>(a; ea) is the production function for human capital
andd measures the number of efficiency units of human capital resulting from
learningg efforts in the first period ea. The production function is given by
thee following functional form:
<P(a;e<P(a;eaa)) = ael

(4.2)

Thiss production function features positive but diminishing returns to time
investedd in education (i.e. 4>e > 0 and 0 ee < 0). Furthermore, ability facilitatess learning (i.e. <f)a > 0), while high ability agents are relatively more
efficientt in the production of human capital (i.e. 4>ea > 0). In the second
period,, a fraction h2a of the time endowment is devoted to leisure, while the
restt (i.e. l2a = 1 — h2a) is spent working. Before-tax labor income (from
skilledd work) l2a<t>{&\ ea) exceeds the tax threshold \i s o that it is subject to
aa marginal tax rate of t2> i.e. l2a4>(a; ea) > x Va.13 Income from skilled work
cann thus be taxed at a different marginal rate than income from unskilled
workk (if ti y^ t2).
Incomee derived from accumulation of financial assets is (1 + r ( l — r))aa,
wheree r stands for the exogenous real interest rate and r denotes the tax
ratee on capital income. All income from human and financial sources is
spentt on consumption c2. Second-period consumption is untaxed.14 Hence,
thee second-period budget constraint amounts to:
C2aC2a = (1 - t2)l2a<f>{<x; ea) + Raa + (t2 -ti)x

+ 5,

(4.3)

wheree R = 1 + (1 — r)r.
Householdss derive utility from consumption and leisure according to the
followingg quasi-linear utility function:

u(cu(clala,h,hlala,c,c2a2a,h,h2a2a))

= (1 + p) - V -

1

"7

(11 - M 1 + 1 / * 2
133
This assumption puts a lower bound on ability a to avoid bunching induced by the kink
inn the private budget constraint if the second-period income tax ti exceeds the first-period
incomee tax t\ (i.e. t2 > £i)- See below.
144
The tax system can be normalized in a different way, but this does not affect the
optimall allocation.
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wheree p represents the pure rate of time-preference and ec, £1,^2 > 0 are
parameters.. The specific utility function implies that income effects in labor
supplyy and first-period consumption are absent. 15 Furthermore, our additivee structure implies that various cross-substitution effects drop out. This
particularr specification of utility does not affect our main results but is used
forr ease of exposition. Indeed, the appendix shows that the result that educationn subsidies eliminate learning distortions (derived in section 7) does
nott depend on the specific utility function (4.4), but holds also with a generall utility function u(cia, h\a, C2Q, /12a) that allows for cross-substitution and
incomee effects.16
Agentss maximize utility by choosing e Q , ci Q , /i Q , c2ai ha and aa, taking
thee instruments of the government as given. Indeed, the government is assumedd to set policy before agents determine their behavior. 17 The first-order
conditionn for optimal learning of the private household amounts to:
(11 - t2)l2M-)

= (1 + r(l - r ) ) ( l -h+k-s).

(4.5)

Thee condition states that marginal benefits of an hour's learning, i.e. the
marginall increments in after-tax second-period income (see the left-hand side
off (4.5)), should be equal to the marginal costs of learning (i.e. the secondperiodd value of foregone earnings plus out-of-pocket education expenses (net
off subsidies) in the first period, see the right-hand side of (4.5)). The positive
crosss derivative (f>ea implies t h a t high-ability agents choose to learn more than
low-abilityy households do.
Thee first-order condition for learning can also be interpreted as an arbitragee condition between the returns on investing a unit of time in learning
(i.e.. the left-hand side of (4.5)) and the returns on investing a unit of time
inn financial capital (by working and investing the rewards
including the
15

Whenn studying optimal non-linear income taxation in a static model of labor supply,
Diamondd (1998) adopts a similar approach by assuming that income effects are absent in
laborr supply.
16
Inn contrast to Heekman (1976), this specification of the utility function implies that
humann capital is not productive in leisure time. Human capital is an investment rather
thann a consumption good.
17
Inn view of its distributional preferences, the government faces an incentive to renege on
itss promises after the private sector has accumulated human and financial capital. We thus
havee to assume that the government has access to a commitment technology (e.g. due to
reputationall considerations). For the case for education subsidies in case the government
cannott commit, see Boadway et al. (1996) and Ansersson and Konrad (2000).
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savedd out-of-pocket expenditures on education (net of subsidies) A; — s - in
thee capital market, i.e. the right-hand side of (4.5)).
Thee first-order conditions for consumption and leisure yield the following
solutionss for first-period consumption and leisure in both periods:

klkl__11_^_^

+ r(l-rMl-tl)yt

(4?)

hh2a2a = l - ( ( l - t 2 ) c t > ( . ) y 2 .

(4.8)

Demandd for first-period consumption increases with the capital income tax
r,, as the intertemporal substitution effect of the lower after-tax interest rate
dominatess the absent income effect. Similar intertemporal substitution effectss cause a higher capital income tax to boost the demand for first-period
leisure.. This demand is also increased by a substitution effect on account of
aa higher marginal tax rate on first-period labor income t\. In the absence
off income effects, all agents demand the same amount of consumption and
leisuree in the first period, since everybody faces the same net interest rate
andd first-period wages. Second-period leisure, in contrast, is lowest for highabilityy agents, who benefit from higher second-period wage rates (1 — t2) (/)(.)
onn account of their higher learning efforts in the first period.
Solvingg (4.5) and (4.8) for learning eQ and second-period labor-supply
ll2a2a = 1 — h2a by using the functional form (4.2) for the production function
forr human capital, we arrive at closed-form solutions for ea and /2a:18
__
fa1+**p(l-t2)1+e'\m~'3il+e3))
-[R(l--[R(l-tltl
+ k-s))

eaea

(4 9)

'

haha = (1 - t2f* (aeiY2.

'

(4.10)

Second-periodd labor income l2a<fi(-) rises with ability. Indeed, this income
*Wee assume that the parameters are such that ea < 1 — h\ — I ( 1 + r ( 1 ^JJt1 *0 j
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fromm skilled labor is proportional to learning: 19
kkaa<t>{)<t>{) = V>ea,

(4.11)

wheree the proportionality factor // =
^J^)
does not depend on skill a.
Thesee solutions imply also t h a t the elasticities of learning and second-period
laborr supply with respect t o the policy instruments are the same for all
agents.. In contrast to second-period labor supply (i.e. skilled labor supply),
first-periodfirst-period labor supply lla = \ — ea~h\ (i.e. unskilled labor supply) dec
withh ability - as all agents demand the same leisure h\ but high ability agents
spendd more time on learning ea. Whereas able agents tend to concentrate
laborr supply at the end of their lives, less able agents work relatively more
inn the beginning of their lives. The proportionality factor between aftertaxx labor income (from unskilled labor) in the first period, (1 — £i)/ i a , and
learningg ea is given by —(1 — ti) and thus also independent of skill.
Thee second-order condition for a maximum requires (see appendix):
/3(ll + e 2 ) < l ,

(4-12)

soo that learning and second-period labor supply decline with the secondperiodd tax rate. The second-order condition guarantees an interior solution
forr learning by ensuring that the returns to learning decline if more time is
devotedd to learning. The positive feedback effects between human capital and
second-periodd labor supply imply that decreasing returns in the production
functionn of human capital (i.e. (5 < 1) are not sufficient for this second-order
conditionn to be met. In particular, more learning raises second period labor
supplyy (if £2 > 0), which in turn makes learning more attractive. This positivee feedback effect, which depends on the wage elasticity of second-period
laborr supply £2, should be offset by sufficiently strong decreasing returns in
thee production function of human capital to prevent corner solutions.
Thee positive feedback effects between learning and labor supply makes
bothh the learning decision and the labor supply response more elastic. In
particular,, the interaction between the quality and quantity of second-period
19

Thiss linear relationship follows immediately from (4.5) and the Cobb-Douglas learningg function (4.2) and thus does not depend on the specification of utility (see also the
appendix).. (4.11) together with (4.9) implies that the no-bunching constraint ha&O > X
//

cann be written as fi [
boundd on a.

1+E2m

,l + z2\

Rn_tl+k-s)

l/(l-/3(l+£2))

)

> X- This constraint implies a lower
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laborr supply raises the absolute value of the after-tax wage elasticity of
second-periodd labor supply from e2 in a model without learning (i.e. f3 = 0) to
y20 Similarly, endogenous second-period labor supply makes learning
ll_Jh_Jh££
moree sensitive to the second-period wage rate (the wage elasticity of learning
''lsls —i-lui+l ) compared to an elasticity of only f^ in a model with exogenous
laborr supply (i.e. in which e2 = 0)).
Second-periodd leisure can be interpreted as retirement. The solutions
thuss reveal an important interaction between human capital accumulation
andd retirement behavior. On the one hand, early retirement discourages the
accumulationn of human capital because it reduces the returns on learning.
Onn the other hand, a lack of schooling encourages early retirement on account
off low labor productivity. Indeed, the quantity and quality of labor supply
aree closely related.

4.33

Government

Thee government collects taxes to finance exogenously given expenditures in
thee second period, A, the education subsidy s, and the uniform lump-sum
transferr g. The government budget constraint therefore reads as:
OO

//

[*!(1 + r ) ( l - e

a

- h l ) + t2(l

- h2a)<f>(a; ea)] dF(a)

(4.13)

JJ a_
oo

4--

/

/>oo

rraadF{a)

=

[(1 + r)sea + (*2 - h)x + 9 + A] dF{a).

Employingg the definition of private savings (4.1), we can rewrite the governmentt budget constraint in terms of the bases of the labor taxes:
4°°° [tx (R(l -e0-h1)

+ X)+t2

((1 - h2a)<f>(a; ea) - X)] dF(a)(4.14)

++ £ ° r r ( l - cx - (1 + k)ea - hJdFfa)

= ƒ * [Rse* + g + A] dF(a).

Forr each generation, the government's budget is fully funded. In contrast to
ann approach that maximizes steady-state social utility subject to a steadystatee government budget constraint (see e.g. King (1980) and Sandmo (1985)),
20
Hence,, if in the absence of learning the wage elasticities of labor supply are the same
inn both periods (ie. e = E\ = £2)1 endogenous learning increases the wage elasticity of
laborr supply in the second period above the corresponding elasticity in the first period.
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thiss procedure does not ignore the welfare effects of generations living through
thee transition to a new tax system. Our specification of the government
budgett constraint implies that the government can not raise the welfare of
steady-statee generations by transferring resources away from generations livingg through the transition. We thus not only clearly isolate efficiency impactss from effects on the intergenerational distribution of resources, but also
modell grandfathering schemes in actual tax reforms protecting agents that
havee not been able to anticipate the change in the tax rules (see also Nielsen
andd S0rensen (1997)). 21
Thee government maximizes a social welfare function T:
T ==

/

V(vQ)dF(a),

#'>0,

*"<0,

(4.15)

JJ a

wheree va stands for the indirect utility function of an agent with skill a. The
concavityy of ^ reflects the strength of the redistributive preferences of the
government.. If \£ is linear, the government maximizes a utilitarian social
welfaree function. Together with the quasi-linear private preferences (4.4),
thiss implies t h a t the government features no distributional concerns.

4.44

Distributional characteristics

Thee interpretation of the optimal policy rules is facilitated by defining distributionall characteristics of the various tax (and subsidy) bases. The distributionall characteristic of a tax base is given by the negative normalized
covariancee between the welfare weight the government attaches to life-time
incomee of a particular skill ba (which is non-increasing with the skill level
a)a) and the marginal contribution of agent a to the tax base t/Q(see, e.g.,
Atkinsonn and Stiglitz (1980)):
( X ^^ y0badF(a)
&

~~

- 4°° yadF(a)

CyadF{a)j-badF(a)

J Q °°

badF{a))
'

(4 16)

"

AA positive distributional characteristic thus implies that the tax base is larger
forr high skills (which feature low welfare weights) than for low skills, so that
211

Indeed, the government is assumed to have access to enough instruments to insulate
thee current generations from the reform. Debt policy suffices for this purpose in our twoperiodd life cycle model. However, if generations would live for more than two periods, the
governmentt would have to levy age-specific taxes to be able to protect current generations.
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taxingg this base generates positive distributional benefits. The magnitude
off a distributional characteristic depends both on the correlation between
skillss and the tax base and the strength of the redistributive preferences as
reflectedd in the negative correlation between skills and the welfare weights.22
Indeed,, a distributional characteristic of zero may indicate either that the
governmentt is not interested in redistribution (so that all skills feature the
samee welfare weight) or that the marginal contribution to the tax base is the
samee for all skills.
Thee distributional characteristics are closely related because the tax (and
subsidy)) bases are all linearly related to learning ea. In particular, first-period
laborr income (which is subject to ti) is given by 1 — hi — ea, second-period
laborr income (which is subject to £2) by /jTi^V a ( s e e (^-H)), anc ^ s a v m ê s
(whichh is subject to r) by (1 - ti)(l — hi) - c\ — (1 - t\ + k — s)ea. Hence,
inn the second period, more able agents enjoy higher labor income than less
ablee agents do because they earn higher wages and work more hours. In
thee first period, in contrast, the least able agents earn the highest labor
incomes,, and therefore save most, because they spend less time learning
(andd all agents enjoy the same amount of consumption Ciand leisure hi).
Usingg these relationships, we arrive at the following lemma describing the
relationshipss between the various distributional characteristics. Here, the
subscriptss 1, 2, e and a represent first-period labor income (i.e. income from
unskilledd labor), second-period labor income (i.e. income from skilled labor),
learningg and savings, respectively.
J^(l-eJ^(l-eaa-h-h11)dF(a))dF(a)

Lemmaa £ = & - Fe _ - ^ — j - E a d F { a )
Proof:: see appendix.

_

u

- (1 _ t| % fc _ B) f~eadF{a)

J^aadF{a)

> 0.

Thee distributional characteristics of learning and second-period labor incomee (i.e. £2 and £e respectively) are positive because the richest agents (i.e.
thee most able) learn more and earn more second-period labor income. Since
thesee agents save less and earn less first-period labor income, the correspond222
The strength of this negative correlation depends not only on the concavity of the
functionn * , but in general also on inequality in life-time incomes. In particular, the
governmentt attaches a higher priority to redistributing incomes if life-time incomes become
moree unequal, since marginal utility of income declines with income. However, in the
currentt set-up, all distributional motives enter through \P since marginal utility is constant
andd equal to unity for all agents because of the quasi-linear utility specification.
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ingg characteristics for financial savings 23 and first-period labor income (i.e.
£QQ and £1 respectively) are negative.

4.55

Optimal labor income taxation

Thee Lagrangian for maximization of social welfare is given by:
CC

C=C=

V(va)dF(a)

JJ a
/-oc c

++ 77 ƒ

[h {R{1 - eQ - hi) 4 x) + h ((1 - h2a)(f>{a; ea) - *)] dF{
a] a]

roc roc

++ 77 I

r r ( l — ci — (14- k)ea -

hia)dF(a)

JJ a_
/>oo o

-7?? ƒ

[JRseQ4^4A]o?F(a),

wheree 77 represents the Lagrange multiplier associated with the government
budgett constraint. This section explores the case in which the government
cann freely set the parameters of the labor-income tax (i.e. 5, ti and t2) for a
givenn capital income tax. r. and a given learning subsidy s.

4.5.11

Optimal lump-sum transfer

Thee first-order condition for the optimal lump-sum element g amounts to: 24
bb dFdF
ƒƒ
aa

= \.

(4.17)

a

T

w heree ba = ^'/r/ stands for the welfare weight of marginal life-time income of
eachh of the agents normalized by the marginal value of government revenue.
Inn deriving (4.17), we used dva/dg = 1 (i.e. Roy's identity) and the fact
thatt income effects are absent in first-period consumption, leisure demands
andd learning so that these variables do not depend on the lump-sum transfer
23

Thiss assumes that economy-wide saving is positive. If saving is negative, the distributionall characteristic is positive - even though the negative covariance is negative because
thee denominator of the normalized covariance is negative.
24
Thee rest of this Chapter drops the index a whenever convenient.
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(i.e.. dci/dg = dhx/dg = dh2/dg = de/dg = 0, see also (4.6), (4.7), (4.8),
(4.9)).. Expression (4.17) shows that in the optimum the benefits of higher
uniformm lump-sum transfers (averaged over all agents, see the left-hand side
off (4.17)) should equal the costs in terms of additional government spending
(i.e.. the right-hand side of (4.17)).25

4.5.22

Optimal tax on unskilled labor

Thee first-order condition for the optimal labor tax in the first period (i.e.
thee marginal tax rate on unskilled labor), ii, amounts to (using ff1 — 0 (see
(4.6)) and dvajdtl = -R{\ - ea - h) - x ( R °y' s identity)):

ƒ ƒ(b(b

aa

- 1) ((1 -ea-

/n) + | ) dF

JJ a

AA
RR
wheree (ti + rr/R) stands for the subsidy wedge on first-period leisure and
AA = (i-fr+fc-*)** — (1 + r)(l + k) represents the tax wedge on learning (i.e.
thee first-order effect of learning eQ on the government budget constraint).
Substitutingg (4.17), we arrive at:

wheree we have used the fact that the following elasticities do not depend on

( the l a s t e q u a l i t y follows frora
skill:: eetl = 1 * - ^ = ^M^lt^+k-,)
(4.9)),, e(i_hl)ti = t f o f f o = £l ( t h e l a s t ec l ualit y follows f r o m ( 4J ))> a n d
eiei2tl2tl = g j ^ = (i-^ifgga-lx^) (the last ^™l*y follows from (4-8))'
Employingg (4.11) to eliminate economy-wide skilled labor income, we arrive
at t
££ _L. ft

+

i

1+

^^ v

T T

\

E

^

-

A

£

^

-R) jn~) ~ R^TT)

I

t2

+

^2*1

R(ï^iö'

(AIR)

(

8)

25
Inn the absence of income effects, the marginal costs of public funds, which can be
dennedd by l/[fbadF],
thus equals unity.
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wheree E\tl = e^_}ll)tl r°o ^ = g i r ^ e 1JF > ^- Intuitively, raising the tax
onn unskilled labor, t\, imposes distributional losses (the first term on the
left-handd side of (4.18)) and yields a first-order welfare loss by worsening the
distortionss in first-period leisure demand (assuming that (ti + rr/R) > 0; see
thee second term on the left-hand side of (4.18)). At the optimal tax rate, the
distributionall and efficiency costs should be equal to the efficiency benefits
off raising the tax rate on unskilled labor. These benefits consist of first-order
welfaree gains due to more learning (assuming that A > 0; see the first term
onn the right-hand side of (4.18)) and to higher skilled labor supply (assuming
thatt t2 > 0; see the second term at the right-hand side of (4.18)). Intuitively,
skilledd and unskilled labor supply are substitutes. Hence, by acting as a
subsidyy on skilled labor, a tax on unskilled labor alleviates distortions in the
markett for skilled labor by boosting learning and the supply of skilled labor.
Inn the absence of other taxes (i.e. t2 = r — 0) and with tax deductible
educationn expenses (i.e. s = tik): unskilled labor is subsidized:

11 - ti

**
r
[Eltl + j r ^ i ^ y ]

(4-19)

Thee reason for this subsidy on unskilled labor is that it helps to alleviate
thee inequities in lifetime incomes. The subsidy rises with the distributional
characteristicc £ and falls with the elasticities in labor supply Eitl and learning
ll
1-/3(1+62)' '

4.5.33

Optimal tax on skilled labor

Thee first-order condition for the second-period labor tax rate (i.e. the marginall tax rate on skilled labor), i 2 , is given by (using ff1 = ^ = 0 (see (4.6)
andd (4.7), respectively) and Roy's identity dva/dt2 — —l2a4>{&; ea) + x))'-

JJ

K

+l)M(ö;ea)-x)^ +A/
tt22(f){a;e(f){a;eaa)~j)~j
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Substitutingg (4.17), we arrive at:
oo

6 //

roo

ha<f>(a-,ea)dF-A--^—

eadF

== * 2 7 ^ ^ j ƒ 0 0 l2a<Kcr,ea)dF.
wheree we have used the fact that eet2 = ~§r ~e — ï-ali+s ) (^ne I85* equalityy follows from (4.9)) and Ei2t2 = —^i
= 1_^f12+e } (the last equality
followss from (4.9) and (4.10)) do not depend on skill a. Employing (4.11) to
eliminatee economy-wide learning f™ eadF, we find:

(4 20)

«-tö^VV^rr

-

Thee distributional benefits of a higher tax rate (i.e. the left-hand side of
(4.20))) should correspond to the additional first-order welfare losses as a
resultt of the high tax rate (i.e. the right-hand side of (4.20)). These welfare
lossess are the sum of the impact on the learning distortion A (A > 0 if
additionall learning yields a first-order gain in welfare) and the distortion in
second-periodd labor supply t2. In case other tax and subsidies are absent (i.e.
t\t\ = T = s = 0, so that — = Pt2), we can employ (4.20) to solve for t2 (by
usingg the definitions of the elasticities eet2 = Y-~&(\+E ) an<^ £ht2 = l-an+e
hh

11 - t2

^

(4.21)

t

wheree ë = ^gn^)
denotes the combined elasticity of learning and skilled
laborr supply with respect to the reward of supplying skilled labor. In accordancee with the standard Ramsey intuition, the optimal tax rate on skilled
laborr declines with this combined elasticity ë and rises with the effectivenesss of the tax on skilled labor in alleviating life-time income inequality (as
capturedd by the distributional characteristic £).

4.5.44

Optimal labor tax schedule

Substitutionn of (4.18) into (4.20) to eliminate the distributional characteris= fgfaftl
+ e2)) yields:
ticss 6 = £e (and using ffifc = ^ a n d ^
Tzf)Tzf)EE^^

= R{i-tl
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Substitutingg this back in (4.20) to eliminate the learning wedge A. we arrive
at: :

Togetherr with (4.22), (4.23) determines the optimal tax structure. In the
specificc case that education expenses are tax deductible (i.e. s — tik), we
cann solve for t\, t2, and the learning wedge A/(R(l
— t\)(l + k)) (see the
appendix): :
t2t2
S
(4.24) )
l - t 22
e*''

*ii + ?

i - * ii

h

(

l

i - * 2 ( i + ^rtl)

(i +

^ y

(4.25) )

(4.26) )
w h e r ee £.

= ^ d ^ E ^ E u , )

and E k

= EitJ{1

+

k)m

Inn interpreting the optimal labor tax structure, we first turn to the case
inn wThich first-period leisure demand is fixed (i.e. E{tl — 0) and the capital
incomee tax is absent (i.e. r = 0). 2 6 In this case, a flat tax is optimal (i.e.
tjj = t2). Such a flat tax acts like a pure cash-flow tax on human capital
investment.. The inframarginal returns on skill are taxed without distorting
thee incentives to accumulate human capital. Indeed, in the presence of such
aa pure profit tax on skill, learning is not distorted (i.e. A = 0). As a
directt consequence, ceteris paribus the distributional characteristic £, the
taxx rate on skilled labor can be higher than in the absence of an instrument
too offset learning distortions (compare (4.21) and (4.24) and note that e >
£*£* = i_/?n +£ ) if l e a r n m g is endogenous (i.e. (3 > 0)).
Unskilledd labor is taxed (i.e. ti > 0) even though it is subsidized in
thee absence of other taxes (compare (4.19) and (4.25)) Indeed, unskilled
laborr is taxed although this hurts equity. The reason is that the tax rate
onn skilled labor ti is a more efficient instrument to even out the lifetime
incomee distribution, while the tax rate on unskilled labor is most efficient
att alleviating the learning distortions induced by the redistributive tax on
skilledd labor. In line with the targeting principle, therefore, the skilled tax
26
Thee interpretation of the optimal labor tax schedule is equivalent when education
expensess are not deductible, even though there is not a closed form solution.
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iss aimed at correcting the income distribution, while the unskilled tax deals
withh offsetting the learning distortion.
Thee presence of a positive capital income tax (i.e. r > 0) affects neither
thee optimal tax on skilled labor t2 nor the result of a zero learning distortion
R(i-tf)(i+k)'R(i-tf)(i+k)' However, it reduces the optimal tax on unskilled labor t\ below
thee tax rate on skilled labor, so that marginal taxes rise with income (i.e.
£22 > t\). Intuitively, the capital income tax favors human capital investment
overr other types of saving. A progressive labor income tax 27 that taxes
skilledd labor relatively heavily offsets this distortion in favor of learning. In
thee context of a model with homogeneous households, Nielsen and S0rensen
(1997)) employ this argument to argue in favor of a dual income tax in which
laborr income is taxed at progressive marginal rates if the government is
committedd to taxing capital income at positive rates. We show that this
argumentt holds also in a setting with heterogenous households (implying
verticall equity considerations) and relatively elastic skilled labor supply.
Ourr results both strengthen and weaken the results of Nielsen and S0rensen
(1997).. We weaken their results by showing that progressive taxation is called
forr only if households are heterogeneous and the government features redistributionall preferences (so that the distributional characteristic £ is positive).28
Withh homogeneous households, the government does not have to employ the
distortionaryy labor income tax to change the income distribution, but can
relyy only on the non-distortionary lump-sum tax (i.e. the instrument g) to
financee all its expenditures.
Nielsenn and S0rensen (1997) can establish their main result that labor
taxationn should be progressive only of unskilled labor supply is more elastic
thann skilled labor supply (in terms of the parameters of our model this implies
thatt £1 is large compared to e2). We strengthen their result by demonstrating
thatt the result holds true even if the elasticity of unskilled labor supply £1
iss small compared to the elasticity of skilled labor supply e2. In the context
277

A progressive tax is often defined as a tax under which average tax rates rise with
taxablee income. We, in contrast, use the term to mean that marginal tax rates increase
withh taxable income.
28
Alsoo non deductable education expenses (i.e. k > 0, s — 0) weaken the case for
progressivee taxation as an instrument to offset the excessive learning incentives on account
off the capital income tax. The reason is that these non-deductable expenses already
helpp to reduce the incentives to accumulate human capital. Education subsidies (s >
hk),hk), in contrast, encourage agents to train themselves, thereby strengthening the case for
progressivee labor taxation.
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off the model developed by Nielsen and S0rensen (1997), inelastic unskilled
laborr supply would provide an argument for levying a relatively heavy tax
onn unskilled labor (i.e. first-period labor supply). In our model, in contrast,
thee tax rate on unskilled labor does not exceed the tax rate on skilled labor
iff unskilled labor supply is relatively less elastic because not only efficiency
butt also distributional considerations determine optimal tax policy. In particular,, whereas a high tax on unskilled labor imposes less distortions on
laborr supply, it also widens inequities in life-time incomes. Our model thus
providess stronger arguments for progressive taxation.
Educationn subsidies (i.e. s > 0) have similar effects as the capital income
taxx on the optimal progression of the labor income tax. In particular, with
exogenouss first-period leisure demand, learning is not distorted and the optimall tax system is progressive (i.e. t\ = t2 — s if r = k = 0, see (4.22) and use
thee definition of A = ( 1 ~*i!*~* ) f i -(l + r ) ( l + fc) with r - A: = 0) as the educationn subsidy takes over the role of the tax on unskilled labor in offsetting the
learningg distortion imposed by the tax on skilled labor. If education expenses
kk are not tax deductible, the optimal labor income tax may be regressive.
Indeed,, in the absence of a capital income tax, the tax rate on skilled labor
iss given by t\ = (1 + k) t2 — s if first-period leisure demand is exogenous
(seee (4.22) and use the definition of A = ( 1 ~ * i ^ ~ s ) H - (1 + r ) ( l + k) with
rr = s — 0). Accordingly, the optimal labor tax is regressive if education subsidiess are small, non-deductible expenses are important, and distributional
considerationss are important (so that the optimal tax on skilled labor is
large).. Intuitively, if the labor tax does not allow deductibility of education
expenses,, the tax on unskilled labor becomes a less effective instrument to
boostt learning. Hence, the tax on unskilled labor needs to be raised more to
offsett the learning distortions on account of the redistributive tax on skilled
labor. .

Evenn in the absence of capital income taxes and education subsidies, the
laborr income tax is progressive if first-period leisure demand is endogenous
{Ei{Eitltl,El,Eltt
> 0). Elastic first-period leisure demand models the concern
off many policymakers that taxes on unskilled labor harm the incentives of
unskilledd workers to seek employment. These concerns strengthen the case
forr progressive labor taxes. The reason is that with endogenous first-period
leisuree demand a tax on unskilled labor induces agents to spend more time
nott only learning but also enjoying leisure. In this way, the tax not only
correctss for inadequate incentives to accumulate human capital, but also in112 2
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ducess excessive leisure demand so that the tax implies both favorable and
unfavorablee substitution effects. As a direct consequence, the government
noo longer has access to a non-distortionary instrument to offset the learning
distortionn implied by the tax on skilled labor. It thus has to trade off distortionss in learning against distortions in first-period leisure demand. This
impliess that human capital accumulation is distorted in the optimum (see
(4.26)) with E{tl > 0). Moreover, ceteris paribus the distributional characteristicc £, the government optimally sets a smaller tax rate on skilled labor
tt22 than with exogenous leisure demand because it no longer can costlessly
offsett the learning distortions implied by this tax (see (4.24) and note that e*
risess with £* tl ). Indeed, (4.24) implies that the optimal tax on skilled labor
decliness with the learning elasticity (3 and the elasticities of leisure demands
inn both periods (i.e. E\ and e2).

Propositionn 1 (Optimal labor income taxation) The optimal labor tax is
progressiveprogressive (t2 > t\) if first-period leisure demand is elastic (e\ > 0),
thethe capital income tax is positive (r > 0), or education subsidies are
positivepositive (s > 0). The tax system is flat (t\ = t2) if first-period leisure
demanddemand is inelastic (e\ — 0), the capital income tax is zero (r = 0),
andand if direct costs are deductible (s = t\k). The optimal labor tax
structurestructure eliminates tax distortions in learning (A — 0) only if firstperiodperiod leisure demand is exogenous (s\ — 0) or redistributional motives
areare absent (£ — 0).

4.66

Optimal dual income taxation

Untill now we have assumed that the capital income tax r was exogenously
fixed.fixed. This section allows the government to freely employ this tax to optimizee social welfare. This allows us to investigate the optimal mix between
capitall income taxation and a labor income schedule with two brackets.
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Optimal capital income tax

Thee first-order condition for the optimal tax on capital income r is given by
(usingg Roy's identity dva/dr = raa =
r[(l-t1)(l-hi)-Ci-(l-ti+k-s)eQ}):
rocroc

ƒƒ

roc

pocpoc

==

~rr

Qe

(ba-l)aQdF-Aj

—dF
poo

a

^-dF-{t,R
JaJa rdr

+ rr)
Ja

poo

QI

^dF
rdr

fit

+ /

t24>(a;ea)^-dF.
rdr

J^

Substitutingg (4.1) to eliminate aQ and (4.11) to eliminate l2a<>{^'-ea) while
usingg (4.17). we arrive at:
U l - hh + k-s)!

eadF + — eCirCl
AA

==

~(ti

+ ^ J £(i-hr)r(l -hi)

(4.27)
pOC

+ —seT ƒ

pOC

J.

eadF + ^£i2r

/

eadF,

sincee the following elasticities are independent of skill: eeT = ^ f = l_fj(\+£2)
(thee second equality follows from (4.9)), eClT = § ^ = ec (the second
equalityy follows from (4.6), £{i-hl)T = ^ j r ^
= £u and ehT = fj£^ =
. Expression (4.27) shows that, at the optimum capital income tax,
ii__ ^
thee marginal costs of raising the tax should equal the benefits of doing so.
Thee three terms at the left-hand side of the expression stand for the costs:
distributionall losses (as the lifetime poor save more because they learn less
andd thus concentrate more of their work effort in the beginning of their lives)
andd the worsening of distortions in the intertemporal allocation of consumptionn (assuming that r > 0) and first-period leisure demand (assuming that
(ti(ti + rr/R) > 0). The two terms on the right-hand side of (4.27) represent
thee benefits of raising the capital income tax, namely first-order welfare gains
duee to more learning (assuming that A > 0) and higher skilled labor supply
(assumingg that ti > 0).
Inn the absence of other taxes and subsidies (i.e. t\ — t<i = s = 0 so that
AA = — (1 + k)rr), capital income is subsidized:
^^

= 7

++ c
,dF ,dF

-??
—
l-hi l-hi

dF 1( i + * ) C CeeaadF ++
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Thiss subsidy helps to alleviate the inequities in lifetime incomes. Indeed,
thee subsidy rises with the distributional characteristic £. The three terms
inn the denominator of (4.28) correspond to the three decision margins that
aree distorted by the capital income tax: first-period leisure and consumption
demandss and learning.

4.6.22

Optimal taxes on capital and unskilled labor

Iff the government can freely set r and t\, we can substitute (4.18) into (4.27)
too eliminate the distributional characteristic £ to arrive at (by using EUl —
ee

(i-h-,)r(l-hi)(i-h-,)r(l-hi)
J™J™ eadF
' (1-ti+k-s)

,
^r
_ ehH
_ eetl
~ ( l - i i ) ' d l l U (1-ii+fc-s)
(1-ti)/ -

e„

(k(k - s) ( y ^ f ) £^1 ~ M = T ^ C L

y

^2Q)

Iff non-deductible expenses and education subsidies are absent (i.e. k = s —
0),, first-period leisure demand is inelastic (i.e. E\ = 0) and taxes on skilled
laborr are not available to pursue distributional objectives (i.e. t<i — 0),
unskilledd labor is subsidized (see (4.19)) while capital remains untaxed. If not
alll education expenses are deductible to determine the base of the unskilled
laborr subsidy (i.e. k > 0 while 5 — 0), the capital subsidy becomes a
moree efficient instrument to redistribute in favor of the poor as the higher
educationall expenses of the able no longer narrow the base of the labor
subsidy.. This distributional benefit of the capital income subsidy has to be
weightedd against the additional distortion of the capital income subsidy on
thee intertemporal allocation of consumption.

4.6.33

Optimal dual income tax

Iff the government can freely determine all parameters of a dual income tax
(i.e.. g, t\, t2, and r), we can combine (4.22) and (4.29). The optimal tax on
capitall income is zero if first-period leisure demand is exogenous (see (4.29)
withh £\ = 0) or all education expenses are deductible from the labor-income
taxx in the first period.29 With exogenous first-period leisure demand, the
optimall labor tax is flat (i.e. t\ — £2)- Hence, the learning decision is not
29

Withh deductable expenses, (4.24), (4.25), and (4.26) determine the optimal tax structuree with r = 0 (see the appendix).
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distorted,, so that there is no role for capital income taxation in offsetting
thiss distortion. With endogenous first-period leisure demand, the optimal
laborr tax is progressive, thereby discouraging agents to accumulate human
capital.. If all education expenses are deductible, however, the capital income
taxx still plays no role in offsetting the learning distortion. The reason is that
thee first-period tax rate on labor is a more efficient instrument to stimulate
learning.. Compared to the capital income tax, the tax on unskilled labor
imposess the same distortions on first-period leisure demand but, in contrast
too the capital income tax, it does not distort the intertemporal allocation of
consumption. 3 0 0
Thee optimal capital income tax is positive if not all education expenses
aree deductible from the labor income tax (i.e. k > 0, s = 0) and firstperiodd leisure demand is endogenous (see (4.29) with k — s > 0 and E\ > 0).
Intuitively,, if the labor tax does not allow education expenses to be deducted,
thee first-period labor tax becomes a less effective instrument to stimulate
learning.. As a direct consequence, the tax on unskilled labor would have
too be raised substantially to offset the learning distortion due to the tax
onn skilled labor t2 > 0. Such a large first-period labor tax would impose
seriouss distortions in the first-period labor market by encouraging agents to
substitutee leisure for working time. To contain these distortions in the labor
market,, the government relies on the capital income tax to offset the learning
distortionss on account of the redistributive tax on skilled labor. In contrast
too the tax on unskilled labor, however, the capital income tax distorts the
intertemporall allocation of consumption. Hence, the optimal mix of taxes
onn unskilled labor and capital income balance distortions in the labor and
capitall markets.
Wee thus find conditions for a dual income tax with a positive capital incomee tax and a progressive labor tax to be optimal as a redistributive tax
system. 311 The tax on capital income plays an important role in the optimal
30

Thee result that the optimal capital income tax is zero if all education expenses are
taxx deductible depends on the specific utility function (4.4) in which leisure demands are
weaklyy separable from consumption. If leisure demands would not be separable from the
intertemporall allocation of consumption, the government would like to employ the capital
incomee tax to reduce distortions in the labor market.
311
The optimal capital income tax eliminates learning distortions if first-period consumptionn demand is inelastic (i.e. ec — 0). A subsidy on unskilled labor then offsets the
distortionss on first-period labor supply: t\ — —rr/R. If ec,£i > 0, the learning distortion
iss positive in equilibrium (if s = 0).
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taxx system and the labor tax becomes more progressive if the capital income
taxx is a relatively efficient instrument to boost learning (because it does not
distortt the intertemporal allocation of consumption much, i.e. ec is small)
whilee the tax on unskilled labor is relatively inefficient (because it encouragess the unskilled to substantially raise leisure demand, i.e. e\ is large, and
itt does not allow substantial education expenses to be deducted). The tax
onn capital also becomes a more important tax instrument if distributional
considerationss become more prominent. This may seem counterintuitive becausee the capital income tax is actually a regressive tax since the low skilled
savee more than the high skilled do. The reason why this regressive tax is
neverthelesss used more intensively if the government wants to redistribute
moree is that the tax on skilled labor is a more efficient instrument for redistributionn than the capital income tax, which is targeted solely at offsetting
thee learning distortions from the redistributive tax on skilled labor. Indeed,
aa positive capital income tax allows for a more progressive labor tax system.
Educationn subsidies reduce the potential role of capital taxes in offsetting
learningg decisions, but also make the labor tax system more progressive.

Propositionn 2 (Optimal dual income taxation) The optimal tax on capitaltal income is zero (r = 0) if first-period leisure demand is exogenous
(E\(E\ = 0) or all education expenses are deductible from the labor-income
taxtax in the first period (s = t\k). If not all education expenses are deductibleductible from the labor income tax (s < t\k) and first-period leisure
demanddemand is endogenous (s\ > 0), the optimal tax on capital income is
positivepositive (r > 0). The capital income tax becomes larger and the labor
taxtax schedule becomes more progressive if the intertemporal substitution
effectseffects in consumption are small (ec small), unskilled labor supply is
elasticelastic (s\ large), and education subsidies are low (s small).

4.77

Education subsidies

Thiss section allows the government to employ the instrument of education
subsidiess to optimize social welfare. This allows us to investigate the impact
off this additional policy instrument on the optimal tax structure.
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Optimal education subsidies

Thee first-order condition for education subsidies s amounts to (using ^ =
^^ = 0 (see (4.6) and (4.7). respectively) and Roy's identity dvQ/ds = Rea):

Employingg (4.17) and using (4.11) to eliminate economy-wide labor income
inn the second period, we find:

RR (1 — s)

R{\ — s)

wheree we have used ees = | ^ = {l_0{1+e%$_tl+k_a)
(the last equality followss from (4.9)) and Ehs = f ^
= {1_0{l£$-°X+k-a)
(the last equality
followss from (4.8)), which do not depend on skill. The distributional costs
off higher educational benefits (i.e. the left-hand side of (4.30)) should correspondd to the additional first-order welfare benefits of the higher subsidies
(i.e.. the right-hand side of (4.30)). These welfare benefits consist of the
impactt on the learning distortion A (assuming A > 0) and the distortion
inn second-period labor supply t2 (assuming t2 > 0). In case taxes are absent
(i.e.. tx = t2 = T = 0 so that A/R = -s). we can employ (4.30) to solve for
ss (by using the definitions of the elasticities ees):
== -ai-P(l+e2)).
11 +k - s

(4.31)

Withoutt any other instruments to tax skill, taxes on education (i.e. s < 0)
aree used to reduce inequities in lifetime incomes.

4.7.22

Optimal tax on unskilled labor

Iff the government can freely set not only the education subsidies but also the
taxx on unskilled labor £i, we can substitute (4.30) into (4.18) to eliminate the
distributionall characteristic £ e to find that (using jf^ = ]jzf^ and ^ ^ y =
^^
) the distortion in first-period leisure demand is zero (i.e. ti+rr/R
= 0).
Ann optimal subsidy on unskilled labor:
rr rr
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thuss corrects for the impact of a positive capital income tax on the consumptionn of first-period leisure. Without an education subsidy, the tax on
unskilledd labor could not be aimed solely at offsetting the distortions on firstperiodd labor supply since this tax must be used also to offset the learning
distortionss implied by the redistributive tax on skill. An optimal education
subsidyy takes care of the second task so that the first-period tax can be
targetedd at removing distortions in the labor market in the first period.

4.7.33

Optimal taxes on unskilled labor and capital

Iff the government can also set the capital income tax optimally, expression
(4.29)) implies that both the capital income tax and the tax on unskilled labor
aree absent, i.e.:
rr = tl=0.
Intuitively,, a tax on education is a more efficient instrument to tax skill
thann subsidies on capital income or unskilled labor are because a tax on
educationn does not distort first-period leisure demand. In this case, the
optimall education subsidy is given from (4.30) (with r = t\ — 0):

TXTT

=T ^

11 + K — S

1+

^ ~ &1 ~ W + £^'

1 — <2

Despitee their adverse distributional consequences, education subsidies may
bee used to offset the adverse impact of second-period taxes (i.e. t2 > 0) on
learningg and on skilled labor supply. Indeed, ceteris paribus the distributional
characteristicc £, education subsidies rise with the elasticities of learning (3 and
second-periodd leisure demand £2 (assuming that t2 > 0).

4.7.44

Optimal tax on skilled labor

Iff the government can simultaneously tax skilled labor supply and provide
educationn subsidies, we find (from substituting (4.30) into (4.20) to eliminate
thee distribution characteristic £e = £2 and using that ^ r ^ y = nl^) an<^
99
f,et\ J that education subsidies are set so that the learning wedge
nnf?f?
x >
R(l-s)R(l-s)

/i(l-t2)/

_

_

.

AA is zero. Taxes on skill are aimed at reducing inequities, while the education
subsidiess eliminate distortions in learning. Irrespective of the income taxes
inn the first period t\ and r, the optimal tax on skill is given by:
tt22
C
£ ( ! - / ? ( ! + £2))
(4.32) )
11 — ^2

£

£l2t2
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Comparingg (4.32) with (4.21). we observe that the additional instrument of
thee education subsidy (ceteris paribus the distributional characteristic £) allowss for a higher tax on skilled labor. Intuitively, education subsidies offset
thee learning distortions implied by the tax on skill, so that the tax on skilled
laborr distorts only second-period labor supply. In this way, the combination
off the tax on skilled labor and the education subsidy allows the government to
taxx the inframarginal rents (i.e. pure profits) from learning without distortingg the marginal incentives t o learn. 32 This improves the trade-off between
equityy and efficiency considerations. Indeed, in equilibrium, the presence of
optimall education subsidies allows the government to be more successful in
combattingg inequities, which reduces the distributional characteristic £.
Inn order to ensure that learning is not distorted (i.e. A = 0), the optimal
educationn subsidy amounts to:

-wheree t2 is given from (4.32), while the other taxes r and t\ are exogenously
given. 333 In order t o interpret this expression, we consider several special
casess in turn.
Thee first case assumes that the capital income tax is zero ( r = 0), while
directt costs of education are absent (k — 0). In that case, the optimal educationn subsidy corrects for learning distortions on account of the progression
inn the labor income t a x (i.e. s = t2 — t\). If the t a x system is flat (i.e.
tt = t2 = ti) and the capital income tax is zero ( r = 0), the optimal subsidy
offsetss the impact of non-deductible education expenses on the incentive to
learnn (i.e. s — tk). This implies that these expenses have effectively become
deductiblee against the labor income tax. A third special case is when educationn expenses are absent (k — 0) while the tax system is flat (i.e. t = t2 = t\).
Inn that case, a positive capital income tax implies that, in addition to financiall saving, also human capital accumulation must be taxed on a net basis
(i.e.. 5 = — jr}(ï~^)
< 0) i n order t o prevent a distortion in the portfolio
choicee between human and financial capital.
32

Notee that endogenous learning (i.e. 8 > 0) still reduces the optimal tax on skilled
laborr by raising the elasticity of second-period labor supply £2/(1 — 8(1 + £2))33
Thiss expression continues to hold if r and t\ are set optimally in the presence of
generall preferences (see the appendix).
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4.7.55

Optimal dual income tax

Iff the government can optimally set all tax instruments and education subsidies,, the tax in skill t2 is given (4.32), while unskilled labor and capital
incomee remain untaxed. Hence, a special dual tax system emerges: labor incomee is taxed at a rate t2 with a large tax-free allowance
whereas capital
incomee is tax free. The labor tax thus resembles an earned income tax credit
(EITC),, where labor income of unskilled labor goes largely untaxed.
Thee instrument of education subsidies thus has important effects on the
optimall dual income tax. In particular, it makes the labor tax more progressivee by raising t2 and reducing t\. The elasticity of first-period leisure
demandd determines the contributions of a higher t2 and a lower t\ to the more
progressivee labor tax. Elastic first-period labor demand tends to raise the
positivee response of the tax on skilled labor to the availability of education
subsidiess (compare (4.32) with (4.24)). Intuitively, education subsidies are
moree efficient than taxes on unskilled labor in ensuring that inframarginal
rentss on learning are taxed because they do not distort the demand of leisure
byy unskilled workers. The tax on unskilled labor is thus reduced, thereby
makingg the tax system more progressive. A more sensitive leisure margin
inn the first period reduces the drop in the unskilled tax rate in response to
thee availability of education subsidies because it makes the unskilled tax rate
ann unattractive instrument to correct the learning margin even if education
subsidiess are absent.
Withh seperable preferences, the presence of education subsidies eliminatess the case for a positive capital income tax as an instrument to stimulate
learningg in the presence of non-deductible education expenses and endogenouss first-period leisure. The reason is that education subsidies are a more
efficientt instrument to deal with the learning distortion than capital income
taxes,, which distort also first-period consumption of leisure and commodities.. In the presence of additively separable preferences, we thus no longer
havee a case for a positive capital income tax. The education subsidies ensure
thatt neither human capital investment nor financial investment are distorted,
evenn though the labor tax is progressive.34
Inn the absence of first-period income and capital taxes, the optimal edu34
Thee optimal zero capital income, however, tax depends crucially on the assumed
additivee preference structure and the availability of government debt as an instrument to
correctt the intergenerational distribution of resources (see Bernheim (1999)).
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cationn subsidy is given by:

ss

= (l+*)«,=

£2 + i(1_:}{1

+ E2)y

(4.34)

Thiss expression reveals that education subsidies become more important if
distributionall concerns become more prominent, as indicated by a larger distributionall characteristic £. Clearly, education subsidies and redistribution
aree Siamese twins since the government employs education subsidies to offset
thee adverse impact of taxes on the incentives to accumulate human capital.
Indeed,, education subsidies are zero if redistributional considerations are absentt (i.e. 4 = 0).

P r o p o s i t i o nn 3 (Optimal education subsidies) Optimal education subsidies
ensureensure that investment in human capital is efficient in a world wher
distortionarydistortionary taxes are used to generate revenues and to redis
incomes.incomes.
The optimal subsidy increases with distributional
conce
(£(£ large) and non-deductible direct costs of education (k large). It
decreasesdecreases with the elasticity of skilled labor supply £2 and learning
IfIf preferences are separable, optimal education subsidies allow capital
incomeincome and unskilled labor income to go untaxed (i.e. r = t\ = 0 ) whil
skilledskilled labor income is taxed (t2 > 0).

4.88

Are education subsidies optimally set?

Thiss section explores whether the current levels of education subsidies in
severall OECD countries are efficient. To compute optimal education subsidies,, we employ (4.33) and use observed values of the tax parameters ii,
£2.. and r. We then compare these optimal subsidies with the actually observedd education subsidies in several OECD countries. We confine ourselves
too subsidies to higher education because compulsory schooling laws ensure
thatt progressive taxes do not reduce participation in basic education.
Tablee A l in the Appendix contains the required data. 3 5 Since the data
sourcess do not fully cover all OECD countries, we limit our calculations
3 55

Our measures for wages and subsides apply to 1997 and 1995 while the tax figures
applyy to 1997 and 2000. Since education policies and tax schedules are rather stable over
time,, this should not cause serious problems.
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too eight countries: Canada, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Italy, the Netherlandss and the United States. We employ the marginal rate in the tax bracket
containingg foregone earnings (minus general exemptions) and including local
taxess as a measure for t\. Similarly, the marginal tax rate in the tax bracket
containingg the income of a college educated worker (minus exemptions) and
includingg local taxes is used as a measure for t2. As a proxy for foregone earnings,, we take the average yearly gross wage of a male worker with less than
155 years of education. The wage of an educated worker is the average yearly
grosss wage of a male worker with more than 15 years of education. With this
definition,, 20% of the overall sample consists of higher educated workers.36
Internationallyy comparable data on earnings are taken from the International
Adultt Literacy Survey by OECD/Statistics Canada (1995). Data from the
Internationall Bureau for Fiscal Documentation (IFBD, 1997; IFBD, 2000)
providee the required information on statutory income tax structures.
Ass regards the effective tax rate on capital income, countries tax various
sourcess of capital income in a non-uniform fashion. In order to capture the
potentiall influence of capital income taxes on learning decisions, we employ
thee average effective rate on capital income as reported in OECD (2000b).
Inn addition, we present calculations in which capital taxes are set at zero.
Thee term ( 1 + ^_ r ) x in (4.33) from our two-period model is derived from the
effectivee yearly interest rate 5 by assuming that students are enrolled for five
yearss in education between ages a0 — 18 and a' = 23 and then enter the
laborr market until the age of a* = 65. Hence, the first-order condition for
optimall learning reads as follows:
pa* pa*

(11 - t2)hM-)

/ exp[-5(l - r)v]dv
Ja' Ja'

r' r'
—— (1 — t\ + k — s) I

exp[—5(1 — r)v]dv,

JJ a"

wheree the left-hand side corresponds to the marginal return from the humann capital investment (assumed to be constant over time). The right-hand
sidee measures the discounted value of the learning costs. Straightforward
36

Wee thus assume that income differences between skilled and unskilled workers are
attributablee to education. Table Al in the Appendix reveals that the returns on education
impliedd by our assumption are close to micro-econometric estimates correcting for ability
biass (see e.g. Ashenfelter et al. (2000)).
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manipulationn yields the following:
1 + rr
_ / exp[6(a' - a°)] - l \ f\ - exp[<5(l - r){a' - a*)] \
l + r ( l - r )) ~ V l - e x p [ ( 5 ( a ' - a + ) ] 7 Vexp[ó(l - r ) ( a ' - a 0 )] - l ) '
Ourr calculations assume an effective interest rate of 2% per annum (i.e.
S=S= .02).
Iff the first-period wage rate (measuring foregone earnings) are wi rather
thann unity (as assumed in the theoretical model), the optimal subsidy formula
readss as: 3 7
—— = ( 1 + —

1 - 1 - t2)

—,

^-r

- *1-

Wee measure the subsidy £- as total public expenditure per student per year
dividedd by gross foregone earnings. Direct costs — are total (i.e. public and
private)) direct expenditures on education divided by gross foregone earnings.. Actual subsidies and expenditures on higher education are provided
byy OECD (2000a). The wage data are denominated in the various currencies.. Therefore, we used the OECD PPP-defiator to transform the education
expendituress and subsidies back to original currencies.
Tablee 4.1 contains the actual and optimal education subsidies as a percentagee of foregone earnings. Actual subsidies are relatively low in Denmark
becausee foregone earnings are high due to a compressed wage distribution.
Thee reverse holds true for the United States and Canada, where low-skilled
wagess are relatively low. Even if we employ the positive average effective
ratess on capital income as reported in OECD (2000b), optimal education
subsidiess are positive and range from 6-27%. Hence, a significant part of actuall education subsidies can be justified on pure efficiency grounds. Without
anyy positive capital income taxes 3 8 , optimal education subsidies are considerablyy larger. In fact, for most countries, the optimal subsidies are close to
thee actually observed subsidies. In view of the problematic measurement of
37

Thiss expression, which contains only policy variables without any preference parameters,, requires only that s and t-i are set optimally. Indeed, the appendix shows that this
expressionn holds for a general utility function with arbitrary (i.e. not necessarily optimal)
valuess for the other policy parameters t\ and r.
38
Gordonn and Slemrod (1988) argue that this is in fact the relevant case. In their
view,, observed tax revenues from capital income taxes are in fact taxes on rents. With
preferencess that are intertempor ally separable, zero capital income taxes would actually
bee optimal in our model.
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Tablee 4.1: Actual and optimal subsidies (% of foregone earnings)
Canada a
Denmark k
Finland d
Germany y
Italy y
Netherlands s
Sweden n
Unitedd States

actual l

optimal l

50
25
37
39
29
40
75
43

25 5
25 5
10 0
13 3
6 6
27 7
7 7
23 3

0
5
7
9
9
0
5
3

op
42
32
16
23
18
35
24
40

p
2
2
6
3
8
5
4
0

capitall income tax, the two alternative calculations of optimal subsidies serve
ass lower and upper bounds for the optimal subsidies.

4.99

Conclusion

Thiss Chapter has studied the optimal setting of a progressive labor tax, a
flatflat capital income tax and education subsidies. We showed that education
subsidiess are a powerful instrument to eliminate distortions in the accumulationn of human capital associated with redistributive policies favoring the
unskilled.. Education subsidies and redistribution of incomes are thus like
Siamesee twins - even though the ones who benefit from the subsidies enjoy
relativelyy high lifetime incomes. The more the government desires to help
thee unable, the more it should employ education subsidies to offset the learningg distortions associated with redistribution. We showed that a substantial
partt of existing education subsidies in some important OECD countries can
bee justified on these grounds.
Inn the absence of education subsidies, we demonstrated that the capital
incomee tax component of a dual income tax may be positive, even if preferencess are separable. With these preferences, however, a positive capital
incomee tax requires the presence of non-deductible education expenses. We
showedd also that the labor income tax component of a dual income tax is
progressive,, even if skilled labor supply is relatively elastic compared to unskilledd labor supply. The introduction of education subsidies reduces the case
forr a positive capital income tax, but increases the optimal progression of the
laborr income tax.
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Inn future research we would like to introduce non-tax distortions, such as
positivee externalities from human capital accumulation, liquidity constraints,
wagee rigidities, and other labor-market distortions (such as union power and
efficiencyy wages). Since these non-tax distortions can be viewed as implicit
taxx wedges, the results in this Chapter provide already some insights. In
particular,, positive externalities from human capital accumulation can be
viewedd as an implicit tax on learning, liquidity constraints as an implicit
subsidyy on capital income, and downward wage rigidities and union power
ass an implicit tax on labor. Furthermore, following van Ewijk and Tang
(2000a).. we may introduce non-verifiable training efforts so that education
subsidiess are no longer a costless instrument to alleviate learning distortions.
Thee results in this Chapter in which education subsidies are exogenously
givenn rather than optimally set provide already some insights in this case. In
particular,, if training efforts are completely non-verifiable, the cases without
anyy education subsidies become relevant.

Appendix x
Second-orderr conditions
Substitutingg (4.1) and (4.3) into (4.4). we find the following unconstrained
optimizationn problem - suppressing the indices a:

maxx K = (i + p) - £ l — - -K
e,hi.le,hi.l22.ci.ci

^l-l/c

+ (1-*2)W)

l

1 + l/£l

c

J

+#[(l-f1)(l-e-/ii)-c1-(A:-s)e]]
// i + i / e 2

Thee first-order conditions are given by:
j -- = (1 - t2)kM-)
oe oe

-R(l-tl

^L^L = (i + p)(i-h1)ï-R(i-t1)
oh\ oh\
dudu

+ k-s)

= o,
J

-

^-- = ( l - ^ ( . ) - ^ = 0 .
olol2 2
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dudu

--

-J= {

l+

p)Cl«-R

= 0.

Manipulationn of these first-order conditions (and using (4.2)) yields (4.5),
(4.6),, (4.7), and (4.8).
Thee second-order partial derivatives of the optimization are ordered in
thee Hessian matrix:
(11 - t2)l2<j)ee
0
00
-^(l-Zn)^HH =

(l-t(l-t22)<p)<pee
00

(1 - t2)<f>e
o

1

-Mp~l

0
0

0

(l+p). (l+p).

Thee four leading principal minors of H are respectively:
{1{1 - t2)l24>ee < 0 ,

i _ ^o^"-1 > o,

-(ii - ^2)z20ee
(11 - t2)l2

- h^-iP'1
£i £i

+ ^ - ^ ( 1 - h^'1

£2 £2

(11 + P)

((1 - t2)4>ef

£i i

^ 1 ^ - 1 ( 11 + ^) - i - i

>0. .

-(l-*2)/2&&

Inn order to guarantee a maximum, the Hessian matrix should be negative definite.. Hence, the third leading principal minor must be negative. Therefore,
wee have:

- ( ii - t2)i2<t>ee~i\/e2-1
£2 £2

- ((i - t2)<f>e)2 > o & - - < M K 0 - (<Pe)2 > o,
£2 £2

wheree we substituted /2 = ((1 — t2)(f>)£2 (see (4.8)). Using the Cobb-Douglas
specificationn (4.2) of the production function of human capital, we rewrite
thee last inequality as (4.12) in the main text.
DD
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Prooff l e m m a
Too prove this lemma, we write the bases of the tax on unskilled labor, capital
income,, and skilled labor in terms of learning (i.e. in the form of (4.9)) as
follows: :
haha — 1 - hi — eQ,
aaaa = (l-

*i)(l - /ii) - cL + (1 - h + k -

s)ea.

<P{-)ha<P{-)ha = A*eQ,

wheree the last two expressions follow from (4.1) and (4.11). Hence, the three
taxx bases (for the taxes on on unskilled labor, capital income, and skilled
labor)) are related to learning eQ in a linear fashion:
VaVa = 7 + 7rea,
wheree ya stands for the tax base and 7 and IT do not depend on type a.
Substitutingg this linear relationship in (4.16), we find:

(XTT y ^ d F - XT y«dF XT h<*dF)
&&

=
==

=

gyadFf?badF

^ ( C eabadF - C e*dF ƒ " badF)

CC y«dF XT b°dF

=

^ J~ eadF
€

XT y«dF

Notee that if 7 = 0, we have f™yadF
= TT f™ eadF so that £y = £ e . The
lemmaa follows from substituting the specific linear relationships for each of
thee three tax bases.

DD

Generalizingg t h e utility function
Wee show that the result of a zero learning wedge is robust to a general
specificationn of the utility function that allows for income effects and cross
substitutionn between consumption and leisure.
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Privatee behavior
Utilityy is general, and given by function w(clQ, hla, c2a,h2a) with standard
properties.. The private household maximizes utility with respect to the
intertemporall private budget constraint:
cc2a2a + RciQ + (1 - t2)h2a(j)(a; ea) + R(l - h)hla
+ g - R(l -h
== (1 - t2)(f>{a- ea) + R(l - h) + (t2-ti)x

+ k - s)ea.

Thiss budget constraint implies that the normal (Marshallian) demand functionss for ci, c2, /ii, and h2 are functions of the relative prices R, R(l - ^ ) ,
(11 - t2)(p(a] ea) and an income term (t2 - ti)x + g-R(\-t\
+ k- s)ea. The
compensatedd (Hicksian) demand functions depend only on the three relative
prices.. The compensated demand function for y be can thus be written as:
VaVa =

ya{R,'w1,w2),

wheree ya = c*la, h*la, /i*a, wY = (1 - tj, w2 = (1 - t2)<j)(a; ea). We employ asteriskss to denote compensated demands. The compensated demand function
impliess that s affects y through the impact of learning e* on w2:
dydy

d

y

ei

dSdS =

+ \A

de

*

du72{1-t2)^

andd that t2 impacts y through two channels, namely not only directly but
alsoo indirectly through its impact on learning e:
dydy _ dy_
dtdt22
dw2

atat2 2

Wee now show that the relationship between | j and Jk is independent of
aa if the learning function is given by the Cobb Douglas form (f>(a; ea) = ae%.
Combiningg the two equations above, we arrive at:
de* de*
dsds _
ds ds
dy dy
de* de*
Ctt.2 Ctt.2 0t2 0t2 ( l - * 2 ) ^ e e

(Al) )

Wee find expressions for °£- and | ~ from the private first-order condition
forr learning:
+ k- s),
(A2)
(11 - t2)r2<{>e{.) = R(l-ti
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wheree l2a = 1 — h2a(R. wi.ir2) = 1 — h*2a(R.Wi. (1 —£2)0(0; e Q )). By differentiatingg this private first-order condition with respect to s and t2 respectively,
wee find:
de*de*
R
,4„,
n
(A3)
ds ds ( l - t 2 ^^^ - ( i - * 2 ) / L ^ ^ >> 0.
and. .
~dt22
~dt

-l*-l*2n2n<p<pee + {I - t2)({>{.)0
du.'2 du.'2 (
<0. .
dhl
dhl
(l-*2)2fö-(l-*2)*Sa<fc

(A4) )

Second-orderr conditions require that the numerator in these equations be
positivee while the compensated demand derivative -^ is negative.
Wee subsequently substitute (A3) and (A4) into (Al) to eliminate -£^ and
dc'dc' .
dtdt22' '
ös ös
dy dy
dto dto

RR
'2a^e e

\-t\-t2 2

4>ee0{-) 4>ee0{-)

- 11

11

-s) -s)0 fe 0(.) ) -- 1
(1---U+k--U+k-

wheree the second equality follows from the first-order condition for learning
(A2)) by eliminating l2ée{-)- In case of a Cobb-Douglas learning function, the
termm between square brackets <t>ee4>(-<t>ee4>(-1 1 amountss to —1//3 so that:

ds ds
dy dy
dtdt2 2

0(1-t0(1-t22) )
{1-ti+h {1-ti+h

(A5) )

Optimall l u m p - s u m transfer
Thee first-order condition for maximizing social welfare with respect the lumpsumm transfer is given by:
ffxx

/^'A

\
F+A

LL (-f-y L
22è{.)^dFè{.)^dF
+ + Jartrt
dgdg
"
Ja

f°° de

dF {t R+Tr)r dhi dhi
ö-9 - ' l dF dF

de, de,
~ TT== 0,
Ja dg

wheree Aa is the private marginal utility of income. By defining ba as:

bbaa

^'A QQ
=
777

. de
. „
. dh\
+ A - - (hR +
dg
dg
130 0
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dc\
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wee can write this first-order condition as:
/"OO O

//

badF = 1.

(A6)

Optimall tax on skilled labor
Thee first-order condition for the second-period labor tax rate (i.e. the marginal
taxx rate on skilled labor), t2, is given by (using Roy's identity dva/dt2 —
-Aa(/2Q0(-)) - X))-

wheree A =
^f~
(1 + r)(l + fc) represents the tax wedge on learning
(i.e.. the first-order effect of learning e on the government budget constraint).
Substitutingg the definition of ba to eliminate ^ - ^ w e arrive at:
/*oo o

//

(1 - b) (/ 2a 0(.) - x)dF
f00

f°°f°° de

+A+A

LL

-{hR-{hR + Tr)j

+

(A7)

lR

de

w2dF+Ai^-*wF
+ Tr)J

(/2a0(.) -

Xh^dF

[[ itM)S)dF+f (^()('20(o - x) l) dF
--TTTTLL £dF-TrL

C-«-)-X)^F = 0.

Wee substitute the Slutsky equations:

dhidhi

dh\

dhi
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dhdh _ dl*2

dïdï22

=

dl2

{2aK) x)

dT.~

~ W

deidei _ dc[
intoo (A7) to arrive at:
°°°

dcl

f°° dp*

f^ dh*

/

(l-b(l-bQQ)l)l2a2a<P(.)dF+Aj<P(.)dF+Aj

—dF-(txR

++ f(^g)^fg^0,

+ TT)J

-

wheree we have employed (A6) to get rid of the term containing \Optimall education subsidy
Thee first-order condition for education subsidies s amounts to (using Roy's
identityy dva/ds — XaeaR):

RR£(^.,y£(^.,yadF+AadF+A£f£fsdFsdF..{tlR+Tr){t
Wee substitute the definition of ba to eliminate ^-^*- and substitute the Slutsky
equations: :
dede
osos

Wee find:

de*
os

de
og

osos
os
og
dhdh
dl*2
„dl2
—— = jr + e<*R7T'
osos
os
og
dc\dc\
dc*
dci
osos
os
og

ff ft.-1)^*| f | > - („ • =)£* fW m,

rp&sy-u rp&sy-u

++ / i^^^)dF--
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Productionn efficiency
Thee first-order condition for learning implies:
(11 - t2)l2acf>eea = (1 - t2)l2a<t>(.) far ] = fl(l - h + p - s)ea.
Withh a Cobb-Douglas learning function, we have <f)eea/4>(.) = (3 so that:
fl(l-tfl(l-t1+p1+p--aa))
(

" -

) ==

0(1-fc)

_

^

^

Thiss proportional relationship between l2a4>{-) and eQ (which does not depend
onn a) implies that:

# 4 ° °° (&a " 1) eadF

~

0(1-t2)

•

(A10)

Substitutingg (A5) and (A 10) into (A9), and combining the result with
(A8)) to solve for A, we arrive at:

JaJa

(l-(l-tltl
+ k-s)de*
P(l-tP(l-t22))
dt2

'
ds \

== a 0.

Byy combining (Al) and (A5) to eliminate §^/J^, we find that the term
betweenn square brackets can be written as J^° f l - t ' u dF > 0. Thus, the
learningg wedge A has to equal zero. A zero learning wedge A = t1-**^*-*)* _
(11 + r)(l + fc) = 0 implies that expression (4.33) continues to hold.
DD

Solutionn labor tax schedule with tax deductible expenses
Wee derive the closed for solutions (4.24), (4.25), and (4.26) for the specific
casee that education expenses are tax deductible (i.e. s = ijfc) in the followingg way. If education expenses are tax deductible, one needs to take into
accountt of the fact that the government simultaneously changes s if t\ is affectedd according to ds = kdt\. To find the optimal level of tx (and s — Jjfc),
wee combine the first-order condition for the optimal tax on unskilled labor
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(iff education expenses are not tax-deductible) (4.18) and the first-order conditionn for optimal education subsidies (4.30) to arrive at:

^^ + C1 + ^J (1^77) - 1 ? (T^TÖ + ^ (i - i x )'
wheree we have used ^ y

= — ^ and ^-}

= ^ ^

(A11)

and where E\tl

=

EEuuJ(lJ(l + k).
Substitutionn of (All) into (4.20) to eliminate the distributional characteristicss 6 = Ze (and using ^
= (ft^nd ^
= ^ / 3 ( 1 + e2))
yields: :
11

fiA

Et, =Ul „ , .

1-hJ1-hJ

Ril-U

, ,

r.

+ k-s)'

(A12)

Usingg A = (1 ~ tl 1 ^~ s)fl - (1 + r)(l + fc), we can write the second right-hand
sidee of this equation as (if s — t\k\.
AA
R{l-ti)(lR{l-ti)(l

1

1 + (rr/R)
l-t2
1-ti

+ k)

(A13) )

Byy substituting this expression into (A12) to eliminate A, we find:
RR
- 1 E* Ul =
11 — *i
J

R

l-t2

1-ti

Solvingg this expression for -yzf-, we arrive at:

11 + —

Substitutionn of this result in (A13) to eliminate j ^ - yields:
AA
R(l-h)(lR(l-h)(l

t
+ k)

Elu Elu
11l-t+2 ETf

(A14) )

Usingg this expression to eliminate (1^t2) = R{i-tf)(i+k)& ^ s = ^ i ) fr°m
(4.20),, we arrive at (4.24) (by using the definitions of the elasticities eet2 =
!_£(!%,)) a n d £ht3 = i - f l i W ' Substituting (4.24) into (A14), we establish
(4.26).. (4.25) is found by using (A12), (A14), and (4.24).
DD
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Optimall capital income tax with tax deductible expenses
Iff costs are deductible we have s = t\k. Substituting (All) into (4.27), (using
E

kk = (1+fc) 1 }" 1 ^' (ft*) = e*>
rrrr

and

(?S) = %A

we find:

£ClTCi

== 0.
RR f°°edF

soo that r = 0.
DD
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Tablee 4.2: Data
Taxess {%)
Country y
Canada a
Denmark k
Finland d
Germany y
Italy y
Netherlands s
Sweden n

38.6 6
29,1 1
19.6 6
19.9 9
31.0 0
24.7 7
30.5 5

46 c c
44' '
29» »

61ff
32

99

31" "
21.5 d d

Unitedd State
Educationn expenditures
Exp.. i USS $'
14809 9

Proporti i
82 2

7294 4

Finland d
Germany y
Italy y
Netherlands s
Sweden n
Unitedd States

7145 5
9466 6
5972 2
9989 9
12981 1

pubiitt

(%y

uss PPP $*
1.1692 2
8.33 3
5.9 9
2.Ü03 3

1594.82 2
2.0515 5
9.6172 2
11

17466 6
Gr r

Highh skilled"
Loww skilled
36588 8
23453 3
Canada a
291126 6
223242 2
Denmark k
137918 8
112808 8
Finland d
44740p p
30220 p p
Germany y
41188
8
29891
1
Italyy (*1000)
57319 9
43805 5
Netherlands s
205887
7
160089 9
Sweden n
41579 9
.17 7
22688 8
Unitedd States
Sources:: O E C D / S t a t i s t i c s Canada (1995). O E C D (2000a, 2000b), IFBD (1997, 2000). Notes:
"" Average nation-wide tax on capital income in 1997 Source O E C D (2000b).
Marginall personal income tax rate on skilled labor income net of general exemptions excluding surcharges, including
locall taxes. Source IFBD (1997).
'' Marginal personal income tax rate on unskilled labor income net of general exemptions excluding surcharges, including
locall taxes. Source IFBD (1997).
'''' For Canada and the US. figures apply to 2000 and are taken from IFBD (2000) since IBFD (1997) does not report
figuress for the US and Canada. We included unweighed averages of state taxes (Canada: 19%; US: 6.5%).
'' Including average municipality tax (297c).
11
Including municipality tax (17%).
-I-I Based on single households without dependents.
Includingg municipality tax (31%),
'' Source O E C D (2000a). Figures apply to 1997.
JJ
Source O E C D (2000a), Figures apply to 1997.
kk
P P P deflator by O E C D is used to transform educatie
xpendituress in local currency.
Noo figures for the share of education expenditures we
publicc education expenditures from OECD (1996).
vailablee in OECD (2000a). We therefore employed the value of
'"" Average yearlv gross wages of male workers with 1
(1995). .
thann 15 years of education. Source O E C D / S t a t i s t i c s Canada
"" Average yearly gross wages of male workers with m
thann 15 years of education. Source OECD/Statistics Canada
(1995). .
r>>
Approximation of the average return to higher education
uredd as the percentage increase in wages (assuming that
educationn takes 5 years).
"" For Germany wages are reported only in after-tax terms (unskilled DM 24950; skilled DM 35180). We computed gro:
wagess by linearly approximating the tax schedule taking into account the general income exemption for single household
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Chapterr 5
Optimall Financing of
Educationn with Capital and
Insurancee Market
Imperfections s
5.11

Introduction

Higherr education is heavily subsidized by the government in most countries
off the Western world.1 Apart from paternalistic motives and the presumed
presencee of externalities of education2 the main argument in favor of these
subsidiess is that capital and insurance markets are imperfect so that underinvestmentt in human capital results.
Under-investmentt occurs if banks ration credit to investors. An increase
inn the interest rate, in order to meet excess demand for credit, causes large
shiftss in the overall riskiness of borrowers due to adverse selection effects
(loww risk borrowers drop out of the credit market) or moral hazard effects
(investorss undertake riskier investments). Some investments in socially profitablee projects are not undertaken due to credit rationing effects, see e.g.
1

Thiss Chapter is based on Jacobs and Van Wijnbergen (2002). Comments by Lans
Bovenberg,, Casper van Ewijk, and seminar participants of the CEPR Economics of Educationn Conference, May 11-12 2001, Bergen, Norway are gratefully acknowledged.
2
Positivee externalities of education are hard to detect empirically, see for example
Heekmann and Klenow (1997), Acemoglu and Angrist (1999), Krueger and Lindahl (2002),
amongstt others.
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Stiglitzz and Weiss (1981). Mankiw (1986). and Hellman and Stiglitz (2000). 3
Underinvestmentt also results if risk averse investors cannot insure the
incomee risks associated with investments in human capital. Investors require
aa risk premium on their investments if returns are indeed uncertain, cf. the
standardd portfolio model. If risks are idiosyncratic, however, private partiess would offer standard insurance contracts that would take away income
uncertainty.. Clearly, insurance contracts cannot be executed by private partiess because contracts cannot be made contingent upon the returns of the
investmentt for legal reasons (non-slavery). 4 Since income risks cannot be
pooled,, under-invest ment results. Therefore, some form of income insurance
iss optimal, see also Eaton and Rosen (1980), Varian (1980), and Sinn (1995).
Asymmetricc information also plays a role here. Individual earnings capacitiess and abilities are generally well known before income insurance contracts
cann be written so that adverse selection occurs and the 'good risks1 separate
themselvess from the 'bad risks' and the market for insurance contracts may
breakk down, cf. Rothshield and Stiglitz (1976).
Ann important implication of capital and insurance market imperfections
iss that investments in human capital are dependent on initial conditions.
Poorerr individuals cannot afford the optimal levels of education since they
sufferr more from the imperfect functioning of capital markets because they
havee to borrow more. If relative risk aversion declines with income, poor
graduatess also require a larger risk premium on their investments in human
capital. .
Underinvestmentt in human capital due to capital market failures can
potentiallyy have adverse effects as some recent studies suggest. 5 Capital and
3

Dee Meza and Webb (1987) on the contrary argue that asymmetric information causes
over-investment.. This is because banks cannot observe the expected returns of the investments,, rather than the risks of the investments.
4
Iff one believes that these type of contracts can be traded in private markets, they are
likelyy to be subject to large transaction costs due to monitoring and enforcing problems
thatt private parties face with respect to earned incomes of graduates.
5
Thee verdict is not out whether capital market failures are of significant empirical importance.. Many would argue that capital markets are highly imperfect based on the significantt and positive association between socioeconomic status and enrollment in (higher)
education.. On the other hand, this positive relation may be due to unobserved characteristicss such as parental education and abilities. After instrumenting for this, Shea (2000) finds
weakk evidence for the unimportance of credit constraints. Cameron and Taber (2000) also
arguee that credit constraints are unimportant empirically. Plug and Vijverberg (2001), on
thee other hand, find strong evidence for the importance of capital market failures while
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insurancee market imperfections reduce the inter generational mobility of humann capital if parents do not invest optimally in education of their children
(Beckerr and Tomes, 1979, 1986; Loury, 1981). Output or economic growth
iss lowered as the stock of human capital is below its potential level (Galor
andd Zeira, 1993; Perotti, 1993). And the segregation of communities is enhanced,, because the poorest people cannot escape poor communities. Local
externalitiess and feedback effects add to the persistence of income inequality
andd (Bénabou 1996a, 1996b; Durlauf, 1996; Fernandez and Rogerson, 1998).
Manyy countries give substantial subsidies (below cost tuition rates and
grants)) to students in order to resolve problems with the absence of insurance
andd well-functioning capital markets. The unfortunate by-product of subsidiess on education is that they imply reverse redistribution. The incidence
off the costs is born mostly by the average tax-payer, whereas the benefits
accruee to the most talented part of the nation. Additionally, the larger part
off graduates belong to the most wealthy families. In this Chapter we questionn whether education subsidies really tackle the problems associated with
failingg capital and insurance markets.
Economistss have often advocated some more equitable forms of education
financefinance of loans with insurance elements such as income contingent loans or
graduatee taxes. The idea is that both capital and insurance market failures
aree directly addressed, see Nerlove (1972, 1975), Barr (1991, 1993), Chapman
(1997),, Oosterbeek (1998), and Garcia-Penalosa and Walde (2000). Friedmann (1962) and Van Wijnbergen (1998) argue that government should allow
graduatess to issue equity to finance their investments in human capital.6
Exceptt for Garcia-Penalosa and Walde (2000), none of these studies has
yett applied formal analysis to the problem of optimal financing of education
andd to the proposed solutions. Although Garcia-Penalosa and Walde (2000)
analyzee the optimal design of education financing, they do not pay attention
too the underlying micro-economic causes of market failures, i.e. asymmetric
correctingg for unobserved characteristics.
6
Priedraann actually made explicit reference to equity: [...] The device to meet the correspondingg problem for other risky investments is equity investment plus limited liability
onn the part of shareholders. The counterpart for education would be to "buy" a share in
ann individual's earning prospects; to advance him the funds needed to finance his training
onn condition that he agree to pay the lender a specified fraction of his future earnings. In
thiss way, a lender would get back more than his initial investment from relatively successfull individuals, which would compensate for the failure to recoup his original investment
fromm the unsuccessful. Friedman (1962, p.103).
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informationn in credit and insurance markets. There are clear similarities
betweenn financing investments in human capital and, for example, financing
firms.. Blaug has remarked on this lack of theoretical foundations: "The
applicationn of standard welfare economics to education is never given its
properr due" (1989, p.334).
Thee purpose of this Chapter is to show that an equity participation model
iss indeed the optimal way of financing education. Our analysis builds on
thee credit rationing literature as pioneered by Stiglitz and Weiss (1981).
Creditt markets fail due to asymmetric information when investments are
debtt financed and under-investment in human capital results. Furthermore,
riskk aversion reduces investment in human capital below the optimal level.
Wee contribute in various ways to the existing literature.
First,, we contribute to the literature on credit rationing by allowing for
riskk averse investors. Stiglitz and Weiss (1981), Mankiw (1986) and De Meza
andd Webb (1987), and others have generally analyzed risk neutral investors.
However,, risk aversion of investors is a real life issue and we show that the
introductionn of risk aversion has non-trivial consequences. Credit rationing
iss much less likely to occur, and may even disappear when investors are sufficientlyy risk averse. T h e intuition is that high-risk investors also require large
risk-premiaa on their investments, therefore the risk of the marginal investor
decreasess when risk aversion is more important. When banks increase interestt rates, a positive selection effect occurs because high risk investors drop
outt of the credit market first due to higher required risk premia on their
investments.. This positive selection effect may dominate adverse selection
effectss arising from limited liability that increase the risk of the marginal
investor.. Consequently, the Stiglitz-Weiss mechanism whereby increasing
interestt rates give rise to drop-out's of low-risk investors, is reversed and increasingg interest rates results in the drop-out of high risk investors. Credit
rationingg cannot occur when the positive selection effects dominate the adversee selection effects. As such, the conclusions reached by Stiglitz and Weiss
(1981)) and their successors are weakened. 7
7
Stiglitzz and Weiss (1981) analyze effects of collateral requirements in a model with
riskk averse investors with differing levels of initial wealth. Absolute risk aversion declines
withh income, so that more wealthy investors are able to bear more risks and invest in more
riskyy projects accordingly. However, also in Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) there is a positive
selectionn effect from increasing collateral requirements, since increasing collateral increases
thee number of wealthy investors opting for self-financing, thereby reducing aggregate defaultt risks, see also Stiglitz and Weiss (1981, p.405, footnote 12). Stiglitz and Weiss (1992)
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Second,, we show that the optimal contract is not a debt contract but an
equityy contract in markets where debt is rationed and under-investment due
too risk aversion is important. For the case of risk neutral investors Cho (1986)
andd De Meza and Webb (1987) have shown that equity contracts are indeed
optimall in the Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) setup. 8 Loosely speaking, a bank
offeringg a debt contract only attracts the high risk investors, while an equity
contractt attracts only the low risk investors. Therefore only equity contracts
aree offered. However, with risk averse investors, this is less obvious. If the
positivee selection effect of higher interest rates always dominates the adverse
selectionn effect of limited liability, one would expect that debt contracts are
thee equilibrium contracts and not equity contracts, because debt contracts
attractt the low risk investors and equity the high risk investors. We show
thatt this does not occur and an equity contract is always preferred to a debt
contractt no matter how risky the investors are. The reason is that equity
contractt offer more income insurance than debt contracts. This makes that
alsoo the low risk investors apply for equity rather than debt. 9
Third,, government intervention in financing education is warranted, becausee only the government can finance education through equity, in contrast
too private parties.10 The reason is that the government can monitor and
enforcee claims on all returns from human capital through the tax system.
Thee government may provide students with the funds to finance education
(costss of living and tuition) in exchange for a claim on the students' future
incomess through a tax on the returns of the investment. Equity contracts to
financee investments in human capital are not executable by private parties
furtherr elaborate on these matters.
8
Dee Meza and Webb (1990) analyze similar issues in a similar model with risk averse
investors.. However, they only look at investments that differ in mean returns, and not in
thee risks of the investments. Consequently, credit rationing does not occur and investment
iss suboptimally high, because high return investments cross subsidize low return investments.. We, in contrast, analyze investments that differ in their risks and not mean returns,
andd investment is sub-optimally low if capital and insurance market fail. We think that
thiss is a more relevant case for education.
9
Inn their model with different mean returns and constant spreads, De Meza and Webb
(1990)) show the possibility of pooling equilibria - where all investors chose the same
contractt - and separating equilibria - where investors with different mean returns chose
differentt packages of debt, equity and insurance.
10
Thiss is somewhat related to Cho (1986) who argues that the absence of well developedd equity markets causes large inefficiencies in debt markets, especially in developing
countries. .
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duee to non-slavery considerations. Even if trade in claims on human capitall is possible, transaction costs are likely to be prohibitively high because
off monitoring and enforcement problems. Due to these (legal) restrictions
financiall contracts cannot be made contingent upon the outcomes of the investmentt in human capital. This implies that both equity-type insurance
contractss cannot be offered by private parties and only debt contracts can
bee executed.

Fourth,, we show that solving the capital market imperfection with equity
contractss is not sufficient to attain the optimal level of investment in humann capital, since risk aversion of graduates implies that they under-invcst.
Althoughh both equity and debt contracts feature insurance elements, they
typicallyy do not take away all income risks, so that some under-investment
duee to risk aversion remains. Therefore, some additional income insurance
iss optimal. The government may restore social efficiency by insuring income
riskss through the income tax. As such, this proves the optimality of equity
participationn schemes with insurance elements to finance education.

Fifth,, we further show that education subsidies are second-best instrumentss to restore social efficiency in investment in human capital. We find
thatt efficiency in investment in human capital can only be restored, by giving
infinitelyy large education subsidies (on educational costs or interest costs), so
thatt also the most risk averse student opts for investment in education. Generally,, social efficiency cannot be achieved because subsidies have to financed
throughh distortionary taxes. A trade-off emerges between restoring efficiency
inn investments in human capital and avoiding welfare losses associated with
financingg education subsidies. This contrasts with Mankiw (1986) and De
Mezaa and Webb (1987) who show that in general finite subsidies on interest
ratess charged by banks may restore social efficiency.

Thee setup of the Chapter is as follows. In section 2 we set out our model
andd analyze the role of capital market imperfections and risk on decisions
too invest in learning. Optimal finance of education is analyzed in section 3.
Inn section 4 we discuss sub-optimal ways of financing education. Section 5
concludes. .
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5.22
5.2.11

Investment in human capital with capital
andd insurance market imperfections
Students

Thee benchmark model is the simplest possible model with capital and insurancee market imperfections. We extend Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) by allowing
forr risk averse investors. Consider a mass of graduates of unit measure indexedd i. Each graduate decides whether to enroll in higher education which
requiress an investment of K. K can be thought of as tuition costs and foregonee earnings. The return to the investment in human capital is random.
Wee only consider two-outcome projects and denote the return in the successfull outcome Rf and R{ if the investment in human capital fails. Expected
returnss for all graduates are the same so that:
RR = Ri= piRl + (1 -

Pi)R{

= const. Vi,

(5.1)

wheree pi G [0,1] is the probability of a success for graduate i.
Wee consider a model where investments in human capital only differ in
thee spread of returns (not the mean returns). The latter assumption results
inn under-investment in human capital as a consequence of imperfect capital
markets,, see below. We think that that this is the relevant case to analyze,
becausee otherwise there is no problem with under-investment arising from
capitall market failures. If mean returns differ, and not the spread of returns,
investmentt in human capital would inefficiently high because the high returnn graduates subsidize low return graduates, see also De Meza and Webb
(1987).11 1
Wee assume, without loss of generality, that R{ = R*. We say that graduatee i is riskier than graduate j if p{ < pj.12 All graduates have identical
111

If graduates differ in both mean returns and the spread of returns, there may be under
orr over-investment depending on the joint distribution of means and spreads in returns
overr the student body. In this case the analysis is generally not tractable however. See
Hellmann and Stiglitz (2000) for some very stylized examples.
12
Generallyy speaking one cannot say that graduate i has higher risk than graduate j if
PiPi < pj because the variance of returns first increases and then decreases with p because
thee returns are bi-modally distributed. However, with mean returns restricted to be equal
acrosss all i, and R* fixed, it is easily shown that the variance decreases with />,. The
variancee of graduate i is var(Ri) = p{(l - Pi)(Rf - Rf)2, substitution of (5.1) for R* and
differentiatingg gives: dvar(Ri)/dpi — —(R - R^)2/p2 < 0, Vi.
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initiall wealth W( — W which is insufficient to cover all costs of education, so
thatt W < K. Therefore, additional finance is required.
Wee make the following important 'non-slavery' assumption. Financial
contractss between students and financial institutions cannot be made contingentt upon the returns to the investment in human capital. Only debt
financefinance is therefore allowed, since a debt contract {r, B) that specifies th
principall B and interest rate r is independent on the returns of the investment.. Furthermore, income insurance is impossible since this requires also
contractss dependent on the returns.
Iff graduates decide to invest in education they borrow B — K — W
att interest rate r. In case the investment in education fails, banks receive
thee return from the investment, i.e. banks receive R*. In case education
iss indeed successful banks receive principal plus interest. We assume that
RfRf > (1 + r)B > Rf.13 Since graduates have limited liability the return nx
forr graduate i is given by:
7r7rii = max[Rai-

(l + r)fi,0].

(5.2)

Riskk averse graduates have an expected utility function EU{Tti) with
U(0)U(0) = 0, U' > 0, U" < 0. U'" > 0, U'{0) = oo , and U'{oo) = 0. Graduates
aree willing to invest in risky education financed with debt as long as:
EUim)EUim)

= EUfa)

= PtU(Rt

- (1 + r)B) > U{{\ + p)W),

(5.3

wheree p is the safe real return on non-human investments (savings).
Expectedd utility is potentially first increasing, then reaches a maximum
andd then decreases with the probability of a success pl. To see this, differentiatee (5.3) while substituting (5.1):
d E U

^^
apt apt

=

U{R°~{l+r)B)-U'{R°-{l

+ r)B)(R°-Rf)<

U(RtU(Rt - (1 + r)B) - U'(R° - (1 + r)B)(R°
wheree the last line equals zero for
riskk averse investors. The sign of
investors.. The sign of (5.5) cannot
ates.. We know that the second line

(5.4)
- (1 +

r)B).

risk neutral investors and is positive for
(5.5) is strictly negative for risk neutral
be determined in general for all graduis always positive for any concave utility

13

Wee assume that Rf is always low enough so as to meet the inequality, since r is
endogenous. .
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function.. Therefore, the first line may be either positive or negative, since
(R*(R* - Rf) > (R* - (l + r)B). Whether (5.5) is positive or not depends on the
sizee of (1 + r)B — Rf and the amount of risk aversion. If borrowing costs are
largee (large (l+r)B), returns in the bad outcome (low Rf) are small, and risk
aversionn is small, then dEU(pi)/dpi may be negative, and vice versa. This
casee has a clear economic intuition. Large borrowing costs due to high interestt rates and low returns in cases of bad outcomes are typically encountered
inn risky economic environments.
Graphically,, we can sketch the graph of EU(pi). We know that EU(0) =
0,, and EU(l) = U(R - (1 + r)B) > 0. The graph of EU(pi)is either always
monotonicallyy increasing, or first increasing and then decreasing to reach
EU(l),EU(l), see for example figures 5.1 and 5.2. The intuition for the shape
off EU(7Ti) can be understood most easily by also plotting U(E-Ki), which
denotess utility from the certainty equivalent. This line corresponds to the
Stiglitzz and Weiss (1981) case.
Ass we move along the horizontal axis from pi = 1 to Pi = 0 (from right
too left), we know that investments become more risky. If graduates could
eliminatee income risks so as to obtain the certainty equivalent of income,
utilityy (of expected income) increases for graduates with higher p^. Equation
(5.5)) is always negative for risk neutral graduates (U linear), since only the
limitedd liability effect is present.
Iff graduates are risk averse, expected utility is lowered due to the fact
thatt they require a risk premium on their investments in human capital.
Expectedd utility may initially increase if pi is lowered due to the positive
effectt of having limited liability. This limited liability effect is more important
whenn risk aversion is small, incomes in the bad state of nature are lower (Rf
lower)) or if interest rates are higher so that debt costs are higher ((1 + r)B
larger),, since then the welfare gain of being able to shift default costs to
bankss increases.
Eventually,, however, expected utility must become decreasing if pi decreases,, because risk aversion becomes dominant in lowering expected utility.
Thee reason that the utility cost of being risk averse increases 'quadratically'
withh lower piy whereas the utility benefit of having limited liability only increasess 'linearly'.
Iff risk aversion is large, incomes in the bad state are high or borrowing
costss low, expected utility can be decreasing for all pi. The negative effect
off risk aversion on expected utility always dominates the positive effect on
expectedd utility of having limited liability.
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Figuree 5.1: Investment decision debt financing with high and low risk aversion
{Rf{Rf = .5,R = 3,W = .6,B = l,p = 0,r= .5).
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Forr example, if utility is CRRA {EU{itl) = Pi(Rf - (l + r ) S ) 1 _ V ( l -0)),
thenn (5.5) may be always positive (low interest rate, high return in bad
outcome)) for risk averse graduates, i.e. when 0 < 9 < 1, see figure 5.1.
Strongerr risk aversion (higher 9) makes the EU line more negatively sloping.
Wee plotted the case for which the interest rate is higher (r = 1.5) in figure
5.2.. Hence, for high pt the positive effect of limited liability dominates the
negativee risk aversion effect on risk taking, so that EU{-Ki) is first increasing
andd then decreasing.
Riskk aversion may have important consequences for the equilibrium of
thee model. For the marginal graduate, i.e. the graduate who is just indifferentt between investing in education or putting money in the bank, (5.3)
holdss with equality. The success probability of a marginal student pm decliness or increases if banks increase interest rates. This follows from totally
differentiatingg pmU((R - Rf)/pm - ((1 + r)B - Rf)) = U((l + p)W):
dpm dpm
dr dr

PmU'(.)B PmU'(.)B

(5.5) )

u(.)-u'(.){wu(.)-u'(.){wmm-wy -wy

i.e.. dpmjdr

> 0 when (5.5) > 0 and vice versa. In case graduates are risk
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Figuree 5.2: Investment decision debt financing with low risk aversion and
highh interest rates (Rf = .5, R "= 3, W = .6, B = 1, p = 0, r = 1.5).

probabilityy of succes

neutrall we have pm = (R — Rf — (1 4- p)W)/{{\ + r)B — Rf), and therefore,
dpm/drdpm/dr < 0 for risk neutral graduates.
Iff dpi/dr < 0 Vi, high-risk graduates (with low pt) are willing to pay higher
interestt rates on loans. This is the source of adverse selection in Stiglitz and
Weisss (1981), since banks cannot observe pi. If bank increase interest rates
chargedd to students, the average risk in the pool of loan applicants increases.
However,, if dpi/dr > 0 Vi, the high risk graduates drop out of the credit
markett first, and increasing the interest rate creates a positive selection effect
onn the loan applicants.
Inn the intermediate case, dpi/dr switches in sign if risk aversion is small,
interestt rates are not sufficiently low ((1 + r)B high) or incomes in the bad
statee of nature are not sufficiently high {Rf low). I.e. when dpi/dr > 0 for
loww pi and dpl/dr < 0 for high Pi. Then, there are in fact two 'marginal
graduates'' p and p, because the EU{iri) line cuts the U{{\ + p)W) line twice
onn the interval [0,1], see figure 5.2. p corresponds to the marginal graduate
withh the lowest probability of success, who is ing to invest, where dp/dr > 0.
pp corresponds to the marginal graduate with the highest probability of success
whoo is ing to invest, with dp/dr < 0. Graduates with pt < p or p, > p, do
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nott invest.

5.2.22

Banks

Identicall and risk neutral banks offer debt services to graduates so as to
maximizee expected profits. The credit market is competitive in the sense that
theree is free entry and exit. Crucial for our exposition is that banks suffer
fromm an information problem. Graduates know the probability of success
PiPi whereas banks cannot observe pi. Banks do know the common expected
returnn R to investments in human capital and the distribution of success
probabilitiess denoted f(pi). One may say that the banks have classified all
graduatess in groups with different mean returns.
Bankss obtain funds at real safe (deposit) rate p. For simplicity we assumee that the supply of funds to banks is totally elastic. Further, let
PPmm stand for the average probability that graduates apply for a loan, i.e.
PPmm = E\pi\EU{.) - U((l+p)W)
> 0] = f?f(j>i)dPi. Expected profits II for
thee banks are then given by:
nn = (1 + r)B

fPplf(pi)dPl
JJ P

+ Rf

f (1 - Pi)f{pi)dpi

- (1 + P)BPm.

(5.6)

Jp

Inn equilibrium, perfect competition between banks drives expected profits
downn to zero.

5.2.33

Equilibrium

Inn equilibrium banks offer debt contract such that no equilibrium contract
makess negative expected profits and there is no other debt contract such
thatt this can make non-negative expected profits. From Stiglitz and Weiss
(1981),, and others we know that credit may be rationed in equilibrium. The
importantt assumption driving these results is that dpm/dr < 0 which always
holdss true if we assume that graduates are risk neutral. The intuition is
thatt even though there may be an excess demand for credit, banks are not
willingg to increase the interest rate to choke off excess demand for credit,
sincee the good risk graduates (high pi) drop out of the market and do not
investt (adverse selection). The average default risk on loans may increase so
muchh that this causes losses that are larger than the increased revenues from
higherr interest rates.
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Thee intuition for the credit rationing result can also be derived from
differentiationn of (5.6) with respect to the interest rate - note that in this
casee p — 0, and pm — p, since all high risk graduates apply for credit:
(JU(JU

An

p

~^~^ = B J

^ / ( ^ ) ^ + [(l + 0^ m /(p m ) + ^ ( l - ^ m ) / ( p m ) ] ^ . (5.7)

Thee first term measures the increase in repayments of those graduates who
doo in fact repay their debts. The second term yields the adverse selection
effectt of increases in the interest rate on the average risk of borrowers. Higher
interestt rates cause the probability of the marginal graduate who repays debts
inn full to decline if dpm/dr < 0. Maximum profits occur at the interest rate
att which (5.7) is equal to zero.
Propositionn 1 (Stiglitz and Weiss) A credit rationing equilibrium exists if
dpdpmm/dr/dr < 0 Vi, which always for holds risk neutral investors.
Prooff - (See also De Meza and Webb (1987)) Suppose that the equilibriumm interest rate is r', such that some graduates with socially profitable
investmentss do not get credit, i.e. for investors where piU((R — R*)/pi —
((11 + r')B - Rf)) > U{{\ + p)W). A necessary condition is that dli/dr = 0
forr r' to be an equilibrium interest rate. Consequently, higher interest rates
inn order to meet excess demand for credit results in losses. The reason is
thatt if r is increased banks get more revenues from successful graduates, but
alsoo relatively more risky graduates apply for credit since dpm/dr < 0, pm
falls.. Therefore, dïl/dr ^ 0 depends on whether the revenue effect is larger
orr smaller than the adverse selection effect. If at r' the adverse selection
effectt equals the revenue effect, dli/dr — 0, and credit is rationed.
DD
However,, we have just seen that dpm/dr < 0 does not hold in general.
Thee reason is that debt contracts allow the graduate to take more risks
becausee banks absorb the downside risks. This positive insurance effect on
risk-taking,risk-taking, may actually be such that probability of success of the marginal
graduatee increases when banks increase interest rates. This creates a positive
selectionn effect and credit rationing may not occur anymore. In case risk
aversionn is large, interest rates remain sufficiently low, or Rf is sufficiently
high,, dpi/dr > 0 Vi, and therefore also for pi — pm.
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P r o p o s i t i o nn 2 (Non-rationing with sufficient risk aversion)
tioningg equilibrium cannot exist if dpi/dr > 0 VI

A credit ra-

Proof-- Suppose t h a t the interest rate is set at r', such that some graduates
withh profitable investments, i.e. PiU((R - Rf)/Pi ~ (il + r')B ~ Rf)) >
E/((ll + p)W), do not obtain credit. If this is so, then the bank can keep its
initiall volume of outstanding loans if it makes a small increase in the interest
charged.. A necessary condition for credit rationing to occur at r' is then that
dli/drdli/dr — 0. However, this is not the case. If r' is increased, the probability of
successs of the marginal graduate increases because dpm/dr > 0, consequently
andd we have from (5.7) that dR/dr > 0. The reason is that banks receive
moree revenues from successful graduates and make less losses because there
aree less unsuccessful graduates if interest rates are increased. Therefore, a
creditt rationing equilibrium does not exist if dpm/dr > 0. Furthermore,
iff the interest rate were above the market clearing level, profit maximizing
bankss would offer loan contracts generating profits at lower interest rate until
markett equilibrium with zero profits is restored.

DD
Thee last proposition contrasts with Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) since the
creditt rationing equilibrium is not robust to the introduction of risk averse
investors. .
Inn the intermediate case, if risk aversion is small, interest rates are not
sufficientlyy low ((1 + r)B high) or incomes in the bad state of nature are
nott sufficiently high (Rf low), and dpi/dr switches in sign, a credit rationing
equilibriumm may occur. 14 Graduates with Pi < p or pi > p, do not invest.
Seee also figure 5.3.
Clearly,, increasing the interest rate has both a positive selection effect,
becausee the probability of the graduate with the lowest probability of success
pp increases, and an adverse selection effect, because the probability of success
off the graduate with the highest probability of success p decreases. This can
14

AA second condition for credit rationing to occur is that U((l + p)W)EU(ir) for Pi = 1,
i.e.. expected utility of investment for the safest graduate is always lower than expected
utilityy from alternative investments for the safest graduate. If this was not the case, EU(.)
cutss U((\ + p)W) only once on domain [0,1] so that there is exactlyy one marginal graduate
forr whom dpm/dr > 0, so that credit rationing cannot occur.
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Figuree 5.3: Investment decision debt financing. Effects of increasing interest
ratess [Rf = .5, R = 3, W = .6, B = 1, p = 0).
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bee seen as well by differentiating the bank's profit function:
dU dU
dr dr

BB JPPlf{pl)dPi + [(1 + r)Bpf(p) + R}{1 ~ P)f(p)}dP
dr dr

dp dp
+[(l+[(l + r)Bpf(p) + Rf(l-p)f(p)]
dr dr

(5. .

Thee first-term is the standard term denoting increased revenue on all outstandingg loans, the second term measures the positive selection effect because
thee bad risks drop out of the credit market (dp/dr > 0) , whereas the third
termm measures the negative adverse selection effect because also some good
riskk graduates drop out of the market (dp/dr < 0). Only if the third effect
dominatess the first two effects, there can be a credit rationing equilibrium.
Thiss depends on the number of good risk graduates dropping out of the markett relative to the number of bad risks dropping out of the market.15 Due
too the presence of the third positive selection effect, credit rationing is less
likelyy to occur, than in Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) with risk neutral investors.
155

In case p = p, increasing the interest rate drives all projects out of the market and no
onee invests.
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P r o p o s i t i o nn 3 (Credit rationing with small risk aversion) A credit rationing
equilibriumm may exist if for some low pit dpi/dr > 0, and for some
highh pi with dpi/dr < 0. The positive effects of higher revenues on
outstandingg debts, and positive selection effects must be outweighed
byy the adverse selection effects.

Prooff - By similar reasoning as in proposition 1. Suppose that the equilibriumm interest rate is r', such that some graduates with socially profitable
investmentss do not get credit, i.e. for investors where piU((R — R^)/p, —
((11 + r')B - Rf)) > U((l + p)W). A necessary condition is that dïl/dr = 0
forr r' to be an equilibrium interest rate. Consequently, higher interest rates
inn order to meet excess demand results in losses. The reason is that if r is
increasedd banks get more revenues from successful graduates, and some risky
graduatess may drop out of the market since dp/dr > 0, but also relatively
moree risky graduates apply for credit since dp/dr < 0. p falls. Therefore.
dU/drdU/dr ^ 0 depends on whether the revenue and positive selection effects
aree larger or smaller than the adverse selection effect. If at r' the adverse
selectionn effect equals the revenue and positive selection effects, dU/dr — 0,
andd credit is rationed.

DD

5.2.44

Efficiency market equilibrium

Wee can show that investment in human capital is below its socially optimal
level,, whether credit is rationed or not. This is the consequence of both the
under-investmentt resulting from risk aversion due to non-insurable income
riskss and due to the information problem between banks and graduates. Investmentt in human capital is socially efficient when graduates with expected
'gross'' returns on investment in human capital that larger than costs of investmentss should indeed invest in human capital, i.e.:
p,R*p,R* + (l~pt)Rf

>(l + p)K,

Vi.

(5.9)

Sincee all projects have the same mean gross return, (5.9) should hold with
equalityy for all projects. To determine whether there is under-investment we
needd to determine whether (5.9) holds.
P r o p o s i t i o nn 4 (Under-investment) Under-investment in human capital resultss whether credit is rationed or not.
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Prooff - For every graduate we have U((l + p)W) < El/fa) < U(Eiïi),
i.e.,, Pi{R\ — (1 + T)B) > (1 4- p)W. Summing over all graduates we have:
(11 + p)W fP f(pi)dPi < [plRlf{Pi)dpl
JpJp

Jp

- (1 + r)B ( Pif(Pi)dPi.

(5.10)

Jp

Whenn we add J?(l — Pi)R* f{pi)dpt to both sides and substitute the zero
profitt condition for banks we arrive at: R = piR* + (1 - Pi)Rf > (1 + p)K,
Vi.. So under-investment in human capital obtains.
Iff graduates are risk neutral, the same derivation holds, except for the
factt that we integrate over f£m rather than ƒ?, since pm = p and p = 0 for
riskk neutral investors. The information problem results in drop outs of the
'good'' risk graduates, for whom investments in human capital are socially
efficient.. Therefore, there is under-investment in equilibrium on account of
asymmetricc information and risk aversion of graduates.
DD

5.33

Optimal education policy

Itt is not clear whether debt contracts are the optimal type of contracts in the
modell presented above, as for example Cho (1986) and De Meza and Webb
(1987)) have shown. They argued that equity financing is optimal rather than
debtt financing in the Stiglitz and Weiss model with risk neutral investors.
Wee show below that equity financing of investments is indeed optimal even
whenn graduates are risk averse, but the reason is not trivial and importantly
differingg from Cho (1986) and De Meza and Webb (1987).
Equityy and insurance contracts are impossible for legal reasons. Therefore,, only debt contracts can be written by private parties. This is likely to
bee an important constraint for the financing of investments in human capital.. The point of this Chapter is that the government can in fact buy shares
inn graduates' earnings prospects because the government can secure claims
onn human capital. The reason is that the government is the only authority
thatt is legally allowed to tax individual members of society. Consequently,
byy being able to tax incomes, it has an effective claim on all human capital
stockss in society. Therefore, the government is actually able to circumvent
thee barriers to writing optimal contracts that private parties face.16
16

Further,, the tax authority is able to claim human capital embodied in members of soci-
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Equity financing of education

Supposee that the government buys shares in graduates' human capital. It
providess equity E — K — W to all graduates obtaining an education in
exchangee for a claim on the returns from human capital. We assume that
thiss claim is executed through a proportional tax t on the returns of the
investmentt in human capital. The expected utility of a graduate who finances
educationn with the equity stake of the government is now given by:
EUfc)EUfc)

=

PlU{{\

- t)Rl) + (1 -

Pi)U((l

- t)&).

(5.11)

Wee assume that if the government finances education, graduates cannot use
debtt at the same time. We establish later that is never occurs.
Wee repeat the argument by De Meza and Webb (1987) that establishes
thee optimality of equity financing when graduates are risk neutral (U linear).
Thee intuition is that when banks offer equity contracts, they attract the low
riskk investors, whereas the debt contract would only attract the high risk
investors. .
P r o p o s i t i o nn 5 (Optimal finance risk neutral graduates) The optimal contractt for risk neutral investors is an equity contract for financing education. .
Prooff - Assume that the government acts as if it was a profit maximizing
bankk offering both debt and equity contracts. Let the probability of success
off the marginal graduate that is indifferent between debt and equity financing
off education be denoted p0. We derive the expected returns for the indifferent
graduatee with p t = p0:
(11 - t)(PoRl

+ (1 -

Po)Rf)

=

s
Po(R 0

- (1 + r)B).

(5.12)

= {tR - Rf)/{(1 + r)B - Rf), so that
Usingg (5.1) yields p0 = p0(t,r)
dpo/dtdpo/dt > 0, dp0/dr < 0. Due to the constancy of expected returns, the
etyy without making the (huge) transaction costs involved by going to court to enforce these
claimss which would occur if private parties actually engaged in equity finance. Marginal
transactionn costs of enforcing the claims on stocks of human capital are essentially be zero
ass we assume here. Available evidence suggests that this is not a bad approximation.
Administrativee costs were as low as 1% of the total loans repaid in the income contingent
loann system in Australia, see Chapman (1997, p. 747). This is low given the complexity
off the contract created by link to income.
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leftt hand side of (5.12) is independent from pi7 however, the right hand side
iss decreasing in Pi. The government knows therefore that graduates obtainingg debt finance have lower probabilities of success than the graduate who is
indifferent,, i.e. pi < p0. Similarly, graduates obtaining equity finance have
pipi > p0. Expected profits from equity contracts are always higher than the
profitss on the indifferent investor whereas expected profits from debt contractss are always lower than on the debt contract offered to the indifferent
investor.. Therefore, an equilibrium with both debt and equity contracts is
impossible. .
Wee can show that, for the indifferent graduate, expected profits on equity
contractss are equal to expected profits on debt contracts:
t(pt(pooRRss00 + (1 - PoW) = Po(l + r)B + (1 - p0)Rf.

(5.13)

wheree the left hand side gives expected profits from equity and the right hand
sidee gives expected profits from debt contracts. Since expected profits on
equityy financed investments in human capital for the indifferent (marginal)
graduatee are equal than to expected profits on debt financed investments,
alll debt financed investments in human capital are worse than the equity
financedd investments since the first type of contracts only attract the worst
riskss and make losses. Consequently, all investments are equity financed.
DD
Withh risk averse graduates and dp0/dr > 0 one could expect that exactlyy the other contract, namely the debt contract is optimal. By similar
argumentss as above, one can argue that the equilibrium type of contract is
aa debt contract due to the positive selection effects of offering debt, whereas
equityy contracts only attract the worst risks. This is not the case however.
Thee reason is that there is no graduate indifferent between debt and equity
financingg and all graduates prefer equity.
Inn order to determine whether graduates would prefer debt or equity
too finance their investments in human capital, we plotted expected utility
off education financed with both equity and debt in 5.4. We substituted
thee government budget constraint for the tax rate and set the interest rate
chargedd to graduates equal to the safe rate p. (If no default risks existed,
graduatess would obtain funds at rate p.)
Wee see that equity financing of education always yields larger expected
utilityy than debt financing of education. This can be established by notingg that default risks increase the interest rate above the risk free rate, i.e.,
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rr > p, and then expected utility for debt financing lies always below expected
utilityy with equity financing. The intuition is that debt financing features
'insurancee premiums' that are not actuarially fair, since debt financing entailss redistribution from low risk to high risk graduates. Equity financing of
educationn does not feature this property since every graduate has the same
expectedd returns and no distortionary redistribution occurs.
Moreover,, the variance of incomes with debt financed contracts (<re) increasess faster compared to the variance of equity financed projects (<re) when
thee probability of success falls:
d(<yfM)d(<yfM)==
ddPiPi

{(l + r)B-Rf)

((1 - t)(R! - Rf))*

dRj
dPi

< U

'

l

°

j

w h e r e f f ? = ( p , ( l - p O ) 1 / 2 W - ( ll + r)B],r7f = ( f t ( l - p O ) 1 / 2 [ ( l - i ) W - ^ ) ] ,
andd dRs/dpt < 0 follows from (5.1). At lower p{ the variance of debt contracts
iss therefore higher than for equity contracts. Consequently, in the normal
casee when absolute risk aversion does not increase with income, required
riskk premia on investments are lower with equity financing compared to debt
financingfinancing because mean incomes are lower and the variance of incomes
higher. .
Sincee EUequity > EUdebt V?', it is trivially established that it is optimal to
financefinance all investments in human capital with equity when graduates are ris
averse. .
P r o p o s i t i o nn 6 (Optimal education finance) All investments in human capitall are financed with an equity stake of the government.

Prooff - For the case that dpt/dr > 0 Vz, the proof is simple. Equity
financedfinanced investments have lower variances compared to debt financed inve
mentss which have higher variance, but the latter feature limited liability.
However,, since the negative risk-aversion effect always dominates the positivee limited liability effect on investments if dpxfdr > 0 Vz, and thereby on
expectedd utility, equity financed projects are therefore preferred over debt
financedfinanced projects.
Inn case dpi/dr switches in sign, the positive limited liability effect dominatess the risk negative risk aversion effect for high p{ and vice versa for low pt.
Lett p* denote the probability of success of the graduate for whom dpi/dr = 0.
Wee know from proposition 5 that expected utility for low risk graduates with
pptt > p* (and dpi/dr < 0) is higher if they choose equity contracts that do
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Figuree 5.4: Investment decision debt or equity financing (R*
WW = .6, ,o = 0).
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nott redistribute incomes to high risk graduates rather than debt financed
contracts.. With dpi/dr < 0 Vi equity contracts are preferred. The corollary
too risk averse agents is straightforward and all agents with pt > p* prefer
equity. .
Fromm the first part in this proposition we know that expected utility
forr high risk graduates with pt < p* (and dp^/dr > 0) is higher if they
choosee equity contracts because the limited liability effect is dominated by
thee insurance effect, since with dpt/dr > 0 \/i equity contracts are preferred.
Consequently,, all graduates, both with pt < p* and pt > p*, prefer equity
financingfinancing over debt financing.
DD

5.3.22

Efficiency of equity

financing

Evenn with equity financing, there remains under-investment in human capital
sincee graduates are risk averse. Although both debt and equity contracts also
providee income insurance, not all income risks are taken away. Therefore,
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thee marginal graduate requires a risk premium on the investments in human
capitall as a compensation for risk.
P r o p o s i t i o nn 7 ( Underinvestment
with equity financing) Social efficiency in
investmentt in human capital is not achieved even with equity financing
becausee graduates are risk averse and under-invest in human capital.
Prooff - The graduate has expected utility from equity financed investmentss in human capital at least equal to utility from non-human investments:: EU(7Ti) = PiU((l - t)R?) + (1 - Pi)U((l - t)Rf) > U{{\ + p)W).
Wee can derive that U{Pl{\ - t)R* + (1 - p-){\ - t)Rf) > ptU{{l - t)R() +
(11 —pi)U((l —t)Rf) > U((l + p)W): from Jensen's inequality. Consequently,
> (l-\-p)W. Combine this with the government
Pi(lPi(l — t)Rf + (l—pi)(l—t)Rf
budgett constraint, so that, R > (1 + p)K, which is exactly the condition for
sociall sub-optimality of investments in human capital, i.e. the social returns
onn investments in human capital are larger than social costs.

DD
Thiss is in contrast with De Meza and Webb's (1987) finding that with risk
neutrall firms, equity financing of investments differing only in the spreads of
returns,, equity financing yields the socially optimal level of investment.

5.3.33

Optimal insurance

Givenn t h a t there is under-investment in human capital due to risk aversion,
somee form of income insurance is optimal. Eaton and Rosen (1980), Varian
(1980),, and Sinn (1995), amongst other have shown, that a redistributive
incomee tax is optimal if insurance markets are absent, even if this income
taxx distorts incentives to invest in human capital (or to supply labor).
Inn the current set-up the government may provide graduates with some
incomee insurance, by increasing the graduate tax and rebating the revenues
throughh a higher level of equity (E) provided. This enhances the social
efficiencyy of investments in human capital. Not only the capital market
imperfectt is solved by sufficient levels of E, but income risks are insured as
well. .
P r o p o s i t i o nn 8 {Optimal income insurance) Optimal government interventionn requires that all income uncertainty is eliminated and the governmentt takes a 100% equity stake on the returns to human capital, i.e.

tt = ltmdE

= R.
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Prooff - The government's budget constraint can be written down as:
tPR=(ltPR=(l + p)PE,

(5.15)

wheree where P is the average probability (= 1) of graduates applying for
equityy finance. The proportional income tax redistributes income from successfull states of nature to unsuccessful states. If t — 1 and E — R, there
iss full insurance and no income uncertainty. It is easily verified that in this
casee social efficiency results, i.e. ptRf + (1 — Pi)R^ — (1 + p)K, Vi. If t < 1
(andd E < R) it is easily shown that p%Rl + (1 — Pi)Rf < (1 + p)K, Vz, so
thatt only t — 1 yields social optimality.
DD
Ann equity participation model combined with income insurance solves the
under-investmentt problem associated with imperfect capital and insurance
markets.. Therefore, the authors mentioned in the introduction were generally
correctt in their pleads for an income contingent loan system or a graduate
tax. .

5.3.44

Moral hazard

Inn the current setup, we do not allow for moral hazard effects or other (tax)
distortions,, so that full insurance can be achieved. Generally, the presence
off moral hazard reduces the optimal insurance cover. There is a trade-off
betweenn incentives and risk-sharing, see also Eaton and Rosen (1980), Varian
(1980),, and Sinn (1995).
Therefore,, apart from the decision whether to invest or not in education,
graduatess may optimally choose their success probabilities through costly
efforts.. However, nothing critical changes in the analysis carried out above
iff graduates choose their success probabilities. The reason is that expected
returnss to investments are constant. If students chose Pi to be lower, their
incomee in the successful state goes up leaving expected income unaffected.
Morall hazard is not a problem exactly because no distortionary redistribution
occurs:: graduates cannot shift costs in terms of lower expected incomes, due
too having a low probability of success, to others. This is the analogue to the
resultt that there is no adverse selection with equity financing.
Inn reality, however, expected returns to education do differ between graduates.. Then, there is generally a trade-off between income insurance and
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incentivess (to supply labor, effort, or invest in human capital), as the aforementionedd studies have shown. When the current model is extended with
non-constantt expected returns this trade-off certainly appears. Furthermore,
itt is conceivable that combinations of debt and equity financing are optimal
withh asymmetric information on both the means and spread of returns to
investmentss in human capital. However, allowing for two-dimensional asymmetricc information on means, spreads and the introduction of moral hazard
wouldd make the analysis very complex and hardly tractable. For example.
Hellmann and Stiglitz (2000) are only able to give some very stylized exampless in a model with asymmetric information on both means and spreads of
returns. .

5.44

Sub-optimal education policy

Educationn subsidies are widely used, rather than using an income contingent
equityy participation scheme. These education subsidies are often defended by
appealss to failing capital and insurance markets. In this section we analyze
howw optimal subsidies are set in the absence of equity and insurance. In case
thee government does not finance education with equity, but rather employs
ann interest subsidy, what is the efficient interest subsidy on loans?
Lett sr denote the subsidy on the interest costs charged by banks, so that
graduatess only pay (1 -f- (1 — sr)r)B. In figure 5.5 we plotted the effects of an
interestt rate subsidy on expected utility for the graduate. Interest subsidies
shiftt the expected utility line upwards. This upward shift is large for high
pptt graduates and small (approaching zero) for low pt graduates. As a consequencee of the education subsidy, the probability of success corresponding
too the marginal graduate who invests in education is lowered. The reason is
thatt interest costs associated with investment in human capital falls, so that
investmentt in human capital becomes more profitable.
Evidently,, education subsidies should be increased to infinity in order to
inducee the graduate with the lowest probability of success to invest in human
capital.. The reason is that expected utility goes to zero whatever the level
off income in the successful state is. 17 Therefore, social efficiency where all
17

Thiss can be established by taking the limit of expected utility under debt financing as
-*
0: lim P i _o ^ g ^ j " ^ w h e r e a = R-Rf,0
= (l + r)B-Rf,
and gfa) EE l/pt. Since
PlPl
=
thee limit is indeterminate, i.e. ^ , we apply L' Hópital's rule to find: limp,-,^
qh>')
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Figuree 5.5: Investment decision with debt financing and education subsidies
(R(Rff = .5, R = 3, W = .6, p = O; r = .5).
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graduatess invest in education can only be attained if education subsidies are
infinity. .
AA similar story holds for subsidies on the direct costs of education. If the
governmentt subsidizes the cost of education K at rate Sk, so that graduates
onlyy face (1 — s/.)K as costs, then expected utility for all graduates also
increasess and the probability of success of the marginal graduate falls, see
alsoo figure 5.5. Clearly, education subsidies are a very indirect means of
restoringg efficiency in investments in human capital. The reason is that
educationn subsidies are not very effective in reducing income risks.
Further,, all graduates who would invest in education even in the absence
off subsidies now receive education subsidies. Generally, this comes along with
deadd weight losses because education subsidies need to be financed by means
off distortionary taxation. Due to the distortionary costs of revenue raising,
thee use of education subsidies is restricted. The presence of deadweightlosss in revenue raising implies that the government faces a trade-off between
restoringg efficiency in learning by providing education subsidies creating efficiencyficiency losses when financing these subsidies. Consequently, with less than
lim Pi _, 000 —aU'(a/pi — /?) = 0, since U'(oo) = 0.
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infinitee education subsidies, it is impossible to achieve the socially desirable
levell of investment in human capital if graduates are risk averse, only income
insurancee can do so. Since first-best can never be achieved, under-invest ment
inn human capital due to capital market imperfections and absent insurance
remains. .
P r o p o s i t i o nn 9 (Inefficient education policy) Social efficiency in investments
inn human capital cannot be achieved by means of education subsidies
sincee this requires infinite subsidies which can never be financed if costs
off revenue raising are positive.
Thee last proposition contrasts with Mankiw (1986) and De Meza and
Webbb (1987). These authors argued that social efficiency in investment can
bee restored in imperfect capital markets with debt contracts by letting the
governmentt employ less than infinite (interest) subsidies on education loans.
Wee have shown that due to risk aversion, the government cannot solve the
capitall market failure arising from asymmetric information by means of interestt subsidies, because only infinitely large subsidies would restore social
efficiencyy in investments in human capital.

5.55

Conclusion

Systemss of equity participation to finance education are directed to solve
problemss with imperfectly functioning debt markets and the absence of incomee insurance that yield under-investment in human capital. We have
shownn that equity financing of human capital coupled to income insurance is
optimall and restores social efficiency in investments in human capital. Educationn subsidies, on the contrary, cannot solve the under-investment problem
perfectly. .
Thiss Chapter has concentrated solely on the efficiency properties of the
variouss financing regimes. The analysis of distributional concerns may add
additionall support for an equity participation model, because generally the
subsidiess are financed by the average tax-payer. We have shown that subsidiess are inefficient, but then one can show that subsidies are also inequitable,
seee also Garcia-Penalosa and Walde (2000).
Further,, one may like to introduce non-constant expected returns in the
accumulationn of human capital. De Meza and Webb (1990) have analyzed the
optimall mix of debt, equity and income insurance in case that investments
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differr in their means, not the spreads. They show that in equilibrium differentt investors may choose different combinations of debt, equity and income
insurance.. However, there is no under-investment in this model because there
iss no asymmetric information on the spreads of the investment. Allowing for
twoo dimensional asymmetric information is likely to yield a complex mixture
off the results obtained in this paper and in De Meza and Webb (1990).
Moreover,, when mean returns of education differ across graduates and
theree is moral hazard it is likely that some combination of equity and debt
iss needed to provide proper incentives. Recall that debt is generally riskier
thann equity and may therefore reduce moral hazard problems. Perfect income
insurancee probably generates too much adverse incentives so that a trade off
emergess between providing incentives and insurance, see also Sinn (1995).
Under-investmentt due to risk aversion may not be perfectly solved then.
Further,, it is generally not clear whether there is under-investment in human
capitall when both means and spreads differ and there is moral hazard.
Finally,Finally, one may wonder why education subsidies are so common if equityy participation systems are apparently optimal. Some political economy
aspectss may add further insights to the current analysis. As Fernandez and
Rogersonn (1996) have shown, inequity may result as an outcome of a political
processs where heterogeneous agents vote over education expenditures.
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Loanss in the Netherlands
"[...]] Existing loan or loan guarantee programs are too restrictedd in their terms, length of repayment period, and size of
thee loan, to offer many lower- and middle-class young people an
opportunityy to borrow against future earnings to the extent necessaryy to achieve adequate levels of demand even for the educationall services of virtually free public institutions." (Nerlove,
1972,, p. S185).

6.11

Introduction

Inn this Chapter we analyze the consequences of replacing education subsidies
onn higher education with an equity participation scheme of financing higher
education.. We analyze various financing schemes - graduate taxes (GT)
andd income contingent loans (ICL) - in order to channel private resources
intoo higher education without harming accessibility. Our focus is fourfold.
First,, we study the financial consequences for students/graduates of these
neww financing schemes. To that end we try to quantify the (re)payment
conditions.. Second, we analyze the insurance characteristics of the equity
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participationn schemes. Third, we address the potential gains in terms of
savedd government revenue of these policy switches. Fourth, we discuss the
qualitativee consequences for the distribution of incomes.
Wee think that the subject is relevant for the following reasons. First of all,
mostt governments in Western countries spend a lot of resources on higher education.. Nevertheless, government budgets for education are under pressure
forr various reasons, such as the ageing of the population and the EMU-criteria
forr deficits and debt. At the same time, enrollment in higher education has
beenn steadily increasing in recent decades. This has caused a crisis in the
fundingg of higher education, see for example Kane (1997). Barr (1998) and
Barrr and Crawford (1998). Policy interest in alternative ways of financing
educationn has increased as governments seek ways to control outlays. In
particular,, policymakers may look for ways to increase private contributions
sincee subsidizing education while enrollment rates remain increasing does not
resolvee funding problems. Indeed, the only way to circumvent pressures on
governmentt budgets is to increase private contributions to higher education,
givenn that there are limitations on the amount of tax revenues that can be
spendd on subsidies for higher education. However, a major concern with
raisingg private contributions is that accessibility to higher education needs
too be warranted.
Inn addition, it is argued that current higher education finance is inequitable. 11 The unfortunate by-product of subsidies on education is that
theyy imply reverse redistribution. The incidence of the costs is born by the
averagee taxpayer, whereas the benefits accrue to the most talented part of
thee nation. To put it in Arrow's (1971) terms, subsidies for higher educationn are 'input 1 regressive, since only the students with the highest abilities
withinn a cohort benefit from these subsidies because they learn most. As a
consequence,, socioeconomic outcomes are more regressive as well. The reasonn is that initial differences in abilities become more pronounced because
thee highest ability students can increase their ability to earn income through
education.. Additionally, the larger part of students enrolled in higher educationn already belong to the most wealthy families. The Social and Cultural
Planningg Office in the Netherlands has shown that the 50% wealthiest familiess receive 80% of education expenditures on higher education (SCP, 1994).
Finally,, one may argue whether giving subsidies on a large scale, as curlr

Thiss is a long standing debate, see e.g. Friedman (1962), Nerlove (1972, 1975), or
Schultzz (1972) for early contributions.
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rentt policy practice shows, is really an optimal policy. Clearly, some argumentss justify education positive education subsidies, see also the introductoryy Chapter. However, not all arguments are equally valid. Probably the
mostt important reason for education subsidies is the failing of capital and
insurancee markets. These market failures are the roots of inequality of opportunity.. I.e., not all students can obtain an education at the same financial
conditions.. Failing capital and insurance markets hamper access for students
fromfrom lower socioeconomic backgrounds. Disadvantaged students suffer more
fromm liquidity constraints because they cannot finance education themselves.
And,, because they are less wealthy, require larger returns on their investmentss in human capital because they are typically more risk averse. Both
capitall and insurance market failures result in under-investment in human
capitall from a social perspective.
However,, education subsidies do not tackle the real problems with capitall and insurance market imperfections. In principle, an equity participationn model where the government buys shares in graduates' human capital
inn exchange for funds (to cover costs of living and tuition) while enrolled
inn education is sufficient to overcome credit and insurance market failures.
Studentss obtain funds independently from background conditions so that liquidityy constraints are avoided. Income insurance by means of pooling income
riskss solves the under-investment problem due to risk (or debt) aversion. An
equityy participation scheme does therefore not require external subsidies, see
alsoo Jacobs and Van Wijnbergen (2002).
Ann equity participation scheme has two potential disadvantages, however.. First, the insurance of income risks may cause problems with adverse
selectionn and moral hazard. This is the case if the system attracts too many
highh risk - low return graduates and the low risk high return graduates do
nott want to participate. One may then opt for a debt-remittance scheme
wherebyy the government shares in the income risks as suggested by Kane
(1997).. This is the case in Australia. Then, education subsidies enter in ex
postpost fashion (after graduation), but the incidence is much more equal than
exex ante subsidies (while studying) because only the graduates with very low
life-timee incomes receive income protection rather than all graduates. Second,, the equity participation model potentially distorts education choices
andd labor supply decisions because income insurance and redistribution of
incomess cannot be completely separated. One could also say that redistributionn causes a moral hazard problem because it reduces labor supply and
distortss education choices. In order to mitigate the adverse consequences
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off redistribution of incomes, the government may again limit the repayment
burdenn on graduates, e.g. through an opting out provision, see also Nerlove
(1972). .
AA subsidy is a second-best means to resolve the capital market imperfection.tion. Giving grants that are independent of financial needs, is not an efficient
policy.. Students without funding problems, because they have sufficiently
highhigh (parental) incomes, or can obtain finance themselves in the capital market,, also receive education subsidies, see Oosterbeek (1998). More targeted
educationn subsidies may partially resolve this issue. But, this is not free either.. Income dependent grants distort incentives for parents to save for their
children'ss education, see Edlin (1993) and Feldstein (1995). Further, subsidiess may result in enrollment of too many 'marginal students', i.e., students
withh insufficient academic abilities.
Educationn subsidies are also a second-best means to resolve the insuranceance market imperfection. Subsidies are an highly ineffective instrument to
combatt risk aversion, because subsidies do not reduce the spread in future
earnings.. Subsidies should therefore be very large in order to induce risk
aversee graduates (with sufficiently high returns) to enroll in education, see
alsoo Jacobs and Van Wijnbergen (2002). Second, also the graduates that
doo not need income protection (because they have sufficiently safe incomes)
receivee education subsidies.
Furthermore,, since in principle no additional subsidies are needed for an
equityy participation scheme, some other general advantages of an equity participationn scheme over subsidies exist. First, subsidies cause welfare losses
becausee the government has to rely on distortionary taxation to finance subsidies.. Second, education subsidies redistribute incomes from poor to rich.
Manyy authors have advocated education finance based on loans with insurancee elements like an ICL system or an equity participation scheme such
ass a GT, see e.g. Friedman (1962), Nerlove (1972, 1975), Barr (1991, 1993),
Chapmann (1997), Oosterbeek (1994, 1998) and Van Wijnbergen (1998). The
advantagess compared to education subsidies are summarized as follows:
•• Students receive funds on the basis of their needs without distorting
savingss decisions of parents;
•• Student are confronted more with the real costs of education so that
'marginall students' do not enroll;
•• Government resources are allocated more efficiently because resources
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aree not transferred to students that have no funding problems or do
nott encounter problems in repaying their debts;
•• Deadweight losses of financing education subsidies are avoided;
•• Redistribution of incomes in the wrong direction is avoided. All redistributionss go from either the lucky graduates or the average tax payer
too unlucky graduates;
•• Equality of opportunity is warranted since everyone can obtain funds
too finance education at the same conditions independently from backgroundd conditions;
•• Risk aversion is largely avoided because graduates do not need to repay
anythingg when they are not able to do so.
Ass we noted before there are two disadvantages of ICL and GT's to be
takenn into account:
•• Asymmetric information between students and the government may
causee problems with moral hazard and adverse selection.
•• Any pooling system of income risks also entails redistribution which
impliess that there are potential efficiency losses since labor supply of
graduatess and education choices are distorted.
Wee analyze the financial consequences of a switch to an GT/ICL system
thatt (partially) replaces education subsidies. We derive the repayment conditionss for individual students, the distributional consequences and the effects
onn public expenditures. The general motivation is that education subsidies
aree inefficient in resolving capital and insurance market imperfections and
thatt the financing system of higher education can be more efficient. I.e.,
whateverr the level of education subsidies, accessibility of education can be
warrantedd at lower public costs. Clearly, there is also an equity gain if the
regimee switch is accompanied by an increase in private contributions or if ex
antee subsidies are replaced by ex post subsidies. We take into account the
disadvantagess on labor supply behavior. We can only qualitatively analyze
thee role of moral hazard and adverse selection effects. Lacking empirical
evidencee on these matters impedes a thorough quantitative assessment.
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Att the outset we remark t h a t this analysis does not discuss differentiation
off educational costs. I.e.. we do not allow for differentiation in repayment
conditionss according to field of study. There can be advantages of tuition
feee differentiation, however, see Nerlove (1972) and CPB (2002) for a more
elaboratee discussion on these matters.
Wee compute the repayment conditions and the insurance aspects of these
financingfinancing schemes. To that end we estimate the life-time earning capac
off graduates. Only by knowing the earning capacity of graduates we can
assesss to what extent graduates are able to bear some of the costs of higher
education.. Additionally, we construct risk classes in incomes so as to incorporatee the uncertainties of future wages. These risk classes are derived from
estimatedd standard deviations of the wage profiles. This allows us to assess
thee insurance aspects of the proposed education finance regimes.
Thiss Chapter is related to some studies that attempt to quantify the consequencess of increases in private contributions to higher education. First,
theree is a policy report by Rinnooy Kan. Moerland and Kapteyn (1988)
(RMK).. The purpose of that policy analysis was to investigate the consequencess of replacing the (income dependent) grants by annuity type of loans
providedd by banks in the private sector. In this proposal, banks are compensatedd for the costs of default, the so called social risk, in order to make such
aa policy shift attractive to the private sector. The main focus of this analysiss was to estimate the amount of compensation that private banks would
receive.. They found that the fraction of debt that would not be repaid was
aboutt 6%. This policy proposal was never implemented. Strange enough,
thiss well documented study disappeared from policy discussions on education
financee reform.
Althoughh we follow largely the same lines as RMK, our analysis differs
inn some important aspects. First of all. we analyze the consequences of
raisingg private contributions that are possibly much larger than studied by
RMK.. This has important consequences for the risks of default, and thereby
onn repayment conditions. Second, RMK only analyze increases in private
contributionss with the annuity type of loan system that we currently have
andd do not consider ICL's or GT's. They do investigate the option however
too increase the repayment period to 25 years, and they find that the fraction
off debt that is not repaid falls about 50%. Further, they raise the option to
includee a solidarity premium on interest rates for loans so as to increase the
insurancee characteristics of the loan system. We investigate the consequences
off such a solidarity premium.
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Second,, Barr and Falkingham (1994) analyze the consequences of an
ICL/GTT system in the UK on the basis of a numerical model (LIFEMOD)
withh heterogeneous agents. Their main contribution is to show the various
wayss how increases in private contributions can be achieved. They find that
ann ICL/GT system protects individuals from high repayment burdens and
aboutt 90% of total borrowing is repaid under an ICL compared with 80%
underr a mortgage type of loan scheme. The drawback of their analysis is that
theyy only consider loans of limited size (1000 UK pounds). Consequently,
wee do not gain insight in the tax burdens that individuals face if they paid
fulll (or partly subsidized) tuition. Repayment behavior changes when larger
loanss are needed to finance education.

Third,, experiences with the Australian Higher Education Contribution
Schemee (HECS) provide information on the consequences of increasing privatee contributions. Chapman (1997), and CPB (2001a) extensively discuss
thee effects of HECS. In HECS graduates pay around 23% of the direct costs
off education. Students have to option to pay (differentiated) tuition fees
up-frontt or to defer fees. In the latter case graduates repay a (increasing)
fractionn of their incomes while working. The government, i.e., the averagee tax payer bears the costs of default. The introduction of HECS had
noo important effects upon enrollment even for students with disadvantaged
backgrounds.. Furthermore, almost all outstanding debts were repaid, so that
costss of default were minor.

Thee setup of this Chapter is as follows. We start with a discussion of ICL
andd GT schemes of education finance in sections 2 and 3. Sections 4 and 5 are
devotedd to the derivation of the present value of the earnings of graduates
andd to the costs of education, respectively. In section 6 we describe our
measuress for income uncertainty. In section 7 we discuss some consequences
off an GT/ICL for redistribution and its associated dead weight losses. In
sectionss 8, 9, and 10 we discuss the consequences of introducing a pure loan
system,, a GT and an ICL system, respectively. In section 11 we discuss some
economicc aspects of ICL's or GT's. In section 12 we conclude. An appendix
att the end contains a description of the data used in the Chapter and the
empiricall analysis underlying the simulation model.
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Defining graduate taxes and income contingentt loans

Too start our discussion we introduce some background definitions. There
seemss to be a lot of confusion on what an ICL system really is, and the same
holdss for a G T system. To avoid this confusion we precisely define what is
andd what is not an ICL or GT system. As becomes clear later on, the G T can
bee seen as a special case of an ICL system. There are two essential elements
inn both systems, as explained in the introduction: the loan or equity element
andd the insurance element to insure income risks.
Thee basic idea of an ICL is that students borrow the funds from the
governmentt to cover the costs of tuition and (partly) the costs of living while
enrolledd in education. Costs education are deferred to the stage in life where
graduatess start to earn income. When graduates start to work they repay a
(potentiallyy differentiated) fraction of earned incomes to cover the costs of
theirr loan including interest. This repayment rate may differ according to
thee length of the study, costs of the study, et cetera.
Forr a proper working of any G T or ICL the repayment rate should be
differentiatedd according to length of enrollment. Clearly, also students that
doo not graduate earn a positive return on the years enrolled in education, see
alsoo Groot and Oosterbeek (1994). 2 Making repayment obligations dependent
onn whether graduates receive their diploma or not will for sure give problems
withh moral hazard. E.g. students may actually do the entire curriculum
neededd to graduate, but never collect their diplomas. In our analysis, we
doo not consider differentiation of repayment rates according to enrollment
duration,, because all graduates are assumed to be enrolled for the same time.
Thee costs of drop-outs are taken into account in indirect fashion because
graduatess are assumed to be enrolled for a longer time than the nominal
durationn of their education.
Somee of the graduates may not repay the complete principal and interest,
soo that default occurs. The crucial difference with an ordinary loan is that
thee risks of non-repayment are bounded for student. This is the insurance
element.. There are in general two ways of protecting students against default:
riskrisk pooling among students and risk shifting to society.
First,, risk pooling is an insurance system, where risks of default are shared
2

Groott and Oosterbeek (1994) interpret the positive returns to education of drop-outs
ass evidence against the screening hypothesis.
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amongamong graduates. The interest rate on the loans contains a premium to cover
thee costs of 'default' of those who are not able to repay. Therefore, students
whoo succeed in repaying their loan are paying the costs of nonrepayment of
thosee who fail. Consequently, there is redistribution from the lucky students
too the unlucky students after graduation. Individuals who cannot repay their
loann because they have insufficient incomes are not obliged to repay the loan.
Second,, under risk shifting, the default risks are borne by society as a
wholee as in the Australian HECS system. In that case there is in principle
noo redistribution from the lucky to the unlucky students, except for the fact
thatt the lucky students contribute via their tax payments to the government
budgett from which the costs of default are funded. Note that now tax financedd education subsidies are still entering the education system, but in an
exex post fashion. These subsidies are not given when students are studying
{ex{ex ante), but only after graduation when they are not able to repay their
debts. .
Underr a GT system every graduate receives an amount of resources, equity.. Graduates retain a (potentially differentiated) fraction of their incomes
andd pay a fraction of their life-time incomes to the government as dividends:
thee graduate tax. Repayments under a GT may (far) exceed initial funds (includingg interest). Therefore, contributions by graduates with high incomes
underr a GT system are relatively larger than under an ICL scheme and there
iss more insurance and redistribution. Prom the individual perspective, there
iss therefore no link between the amount of equity received and the total
repayments.. This is not the case with an ICL system.
Inn our opinion, the crucial difference between a GT and an ICL system
iss related to the amount of insurance and/or income protection. The GT
offerss relatively more insurance (or redistribution) than the ICL. In an ICL
system,, the graduates with high enough incomes stop their repayments when
theyy have repaid their debts including interest and default premiums. This
iss not so under a graduate tax.
AA semantic confusion may also arise to what extent an ICL or GT may
bee called equity participation models. Friedman and Kuznetz (1945) were
thee first to express the problem of financing education with explicit reference
too equity:
"Investmentt in professional training will not necessarily be pushed
too the margin because earning power is seldom explicitly treated
ass an asset to be capitalized and sold to others by the issuance
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off "stock". [...] if individuals sold "stock" in themselves, i.e..
obligatedd themselves to pay a fixed proportion of future earnings,
investorss could "diversify" their holdings and balance capital appreciationss against capital losses." Friedman and Kuznets (1945.
p.90). 3 3
Withh an equity contract there is no limit on the dividends that graduates
payy out to the government similar to stocks. Since there is an upward limit
onn contributions to an ICL system, as with ordinary loan contracts, only
systemss of a graduate tax can be called equity participation models. However,, an ICL is not exactly like an ordinary loan, because it also has equity
elementss when income risks are pooled, solidarity premiums are included and
defaultt risks are not shifted to society. One can say that an ICL is a hybrid
contract:: a combination of an ordinary debt contract and an equity contract.
Consequently,, the Australian HECS is, strictly speaking, not an equity participationn model, first of all because default risks are borne by society rather
thann shared amongst graduates. Second, repayment obligations in HECS are
limitedd and there is no insurance/solidarity aspect involved.
Confusionn may also arise about other characteristics of the education financee regimes. First, throughout we only consider so called fully funded
schemess of education finance. That is, we assume that the education finance
schemee does not imply income redistribution between age-cohorts. The governmentt provides funds to students by issuing government debt. With the
repaymentss of the graduates the government repays it's debt in full. This
iss analogue to a fully funded pension system. Occasionally, proponents of a
graduatee system have suggested a 'pay-as-you-work' system where the currentlyy working graduates finance costs of the currently studying. In our
opinionn this intergenerational link is not essential for a GT system. However,, this way of financing education generally implies income redistribution
fromm the older to the younger generations if the real interest rate is higher
thann the growth rate of students enrolling in higher education. Only in case
thee real interest rate is equal to the growth rate of enrollment in education,
thiss system is intergenerationally neutral. We do not see convincing argumentss to incorporate elements of obligatory intergenerational redistribution
inn the system of education finance.
Second,, most proposals of an ICL system seem to be based on voluntary
participationn by students, whereas most proposals of GT's seem to be based
3

Laterr Friedman restated this in similar words, see footnote 6 in the previous Chapter.
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onn obligatory participation. However, one can easily implement voluntary
GT'ss and obligatory ICL's, so this is not a vital difference. We shall initiallyy assume that participation in both an ICL system and the GT system
iss voluntary. Later we discuss the economic motivations (notably adverse
selection)) to make the system of education finance obligatory.
Third,, the size of the loan or the amount of equity, may be chosen by
graduatess themselves or may be determined by the government. In our analysiss we initially assume that the size of the amount of resources available to
graduatess is set by the government for every student at the current levels of
supportt for students, i.e., the level that is determined by the size of the basic
grant,, the average level of the income dependent grant, travelling subsidies
(OV-kaart)) and the institutional costs of education. However, we also present
somee analyses where the size of funds made available to students is increased
orr decreased. Later we also discuss the economic reasons for restricting the
amountt of funds made available to students.

6.33

A mathematical model

Inn order to clarify the important mechanisms at work we now set up a model
off education finance that serves as the basis of the analysis in this Chapter.
Thiss allows us to highlight the consequences of the financing regimes.

6.3.11

Income contingent loans

Lett the principal for graduate n of the loan in an ICL be denoted Dn (in thousandss of euros). Students repay a constant fraction of income when working.
Inn this study, we take into account that medical and technical studies have
longerr duration, so that Dn is larger for those who have longer education
tracks.. We also differentiate between higher vocational and university education.. However, within each education type we assume that Dn is equal for
alll graduates. This assumption corresponds to the flat tuition fees that we
currentlyy have in higher education in the Netherlands. For the theoretical
exposition,, we assume that D is equal for all graduates.4
4

Theree are clear economic arguments to differentiate tuition costs, and therefore the
repaymentt rates, between the various subjects, see for example Nerlove (1972). Egalitarian
motivess seem to be at the heart of the arguments against differentiation of tuition costs.
Wee do not want to get involved here in a discussion on the advantages and disadvantages
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Inn an ICL, the principal including interest is repaid in income contingent
fashion.. When working, graduates pay a constant fraction r of their income
w,w, for the repayment of interest and principal. A flat repayment rate implies
thatt repayments of all graduates are treated the same whatever the type
off education they pursued. The important difference between the two is
thatt potentially not only cross-subsidies are introduced between graduates of
differentt subjects (as with flat tuition fees), but also cross subsidies from high
too low return studies if interest rates contain a default/solidarity premium,
whichh contributes to the insurance of risks.
Thee repayment RT in year T equals TWT.5
Repayments start in year
tt and continue to year T*. r is the real interest rate. When the present
valuee of repayments in year T, rWT = S 0 = t (i+ffi-t i exceeds a level of 1+
55 times the value of the loan, repayments are stopped. This is the opting
outt provision that limits the amount of insurance and redistributions which
mayy be introduced to avoid moral hazard or adverse selection effects, see also
Nerlovee (1972). An opting out provision implies that there is a maximum on
thee contributions by graduates.
Hence,, in mathematical terms the repayment scheme can be expressed as
follows: :
RRTT =
RRTT==

TWT,

0,

rWT < (1 + ö)D
rWT>

(1 + S)D.

(6.1)

Thesee equations state formally that the graduate makes a repayment as long
ass the present value of repayments is below the present value of debts includingg the opting out parameter 6. One could also allow for a lower bound
onn income below which graduates do not have repay anything. We abstract
fromm the possibility that graduates repay their debt quicker than necessary.
Wee can say that 6 is a measure for the default or insurance premium for
thee certainty that students do not have to repay debts when they cannot
doo so because their incomes are too low. This can be seen as follows. The
off differentiation of tuition costs.
5
Thee repayment rate r may depend on actual income earned r = r(w). If repayment
ratee increases with income we have that dr/dw > 0. This is the case in the Australian
system.. In the remainder we assume that the repayment rate is flat.
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repaymentt scheme can be written in (almost) equivalent form as:6
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wheree p is the so called default premium on loans. The default premium
onn top of the interest rate makes the effective interest rate higher, so that
itt takes longer to repay the loan. The graduates who do repay fully, pay
moree than loan plus interest, so that costs of default can be covered. Consequently,, including a default premium in an ICL is economically the inverse
off an opting-out provision. The lower is 6 the quicker high income earning
graduatess leave the system and the less insurance/redistribution takes place
soo that p is effectively lower.
Ass mentioned already in the introduction, income redistribution and insurancee of default risks cannot be separated. The reason is that ex ante
insurancee requires ex post redistribution of incomes from lucky to unlucky
graduates.. This inevitably also causes redistribution from high ability graduatess to low ability graduates, but also redistribution from graduates that
pursuedd high earning types of education (e.g. law and economics) to graduatess that have chosen low earning subjects (e.g. arts, languages).
pp can also be interpreted as a 'solidarity' premium. Apart from the risks
off default that are covered by p, there is also income redistribution. Rinnooy
Kann et al. (1988) suggest to investigate the consequences of such a solidarity
premiumm on loans by students. This can be done by analyzing the effects of
increasess in p for repayment rates, social risks and so on.
Inn the numerical calculations later on we use this last representation of
thee repayment scheme with a default premium p, since p has a more intuitive
economicc interpretation than S. For the theoretical exposition, however, the
formulationn in terms of Ö is more easy. We note that there is a strictly
positivee relation between 5 and p
Ass a theoretical benchmark we can construct a pure loan system if 6 — 0
(p(p = 0) and if the repayment rate rn can be varied for each student the
system.. Then only the principal (including interest) is repaid. This is an
6
Notee that differences in repayments in these systems emerge because the timing matters. .
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artificiall construct, however, since in reality repayment rates r cannot be
madee contingent on individual incomes. This construct allows us to estimate
thee repayment burden (as a fraction of life-time incomes) on graduates when
privatee contributions are increased and have to be self financed. The insurancee element is completely absent because there is no redistribution from
thee graduates that succeed to repay their loan, to the graduates who do not
succeedd to do so. Nor is there an aggregate loss of default if the government
cann vary the repayment schedule, i.e., the tax rate, for each student, provided
thatt life-time earnings are always higher than outstanding loans.
Thee notable difference with the annuity-type of loan system, which we
currentlyy have in the Netherlands, is that the repayment schedule is different.
Inn the annuity system repayments are a constant amount during a fixed
periodd of time (15 years). In our repayment schedule the repayments are a
constantt fraction of income ( r ) during a fixed period of time.
Wee have an ICL system with full risk-shifting
if ö = 0 (p = 0) and the
repaymentt rate r is set at some arbitrary level and is equal for all students.
Then,, only the principal (including interest) is repaid. If the students cannot
repayy the costs of their education the system makes a loss that is borne by
society-- Suppose that we have N students and they borrow amounts D, but
differr in their wage incomes w™. The students that are not able to repay their
loann in full are indexed 1...7V. The present value of the loss of the system C
iss then given by:

CC = [TJ2WU -N° J + (rJ2wn-(N-N)D

)

NN

== r ^ M / n - 7 V D ,

(6.3)

n=l l

wheree Wn

= V _, ,. w?n_, is the discounted value of life-time earnings of
I—JU,I—JU,—t—t

11

+rj

graduatee n. The first term in the first line measures the total costs of default
forr those who are not able to repay in full. The second term gives the
contributionss for the graduates who do repay in full. This term is equal to
zero. .
Forr given repayment rate r and earnings Wn, savings on government
expendituress diminish if private contributions are increased. On the one
handd increasing private contributions increases the average level of debts D
sincee students are confronted more with the costs. However, this also implies
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thatt the loss of the system C increases since more students are not able to
repayy their debts in full, i.e., N increases.7 (The first term in in the first
linee becomes larger). Although there is always a gain by raising private
contributions,, this gain is lowered at higher levels of private funding because
loweringg ex ante subsidies (higher D) increases ex post subsidies (lower C)
onn education.
Replacingg ex ante subsidies with ex post subsidies makes the resulting
distributionn of incomes more equal. Ex ante subsidies are given to all students,, whether they have high incomes or not during their working lives.
However,, only graduates who are not able to repay their debts see their debt
remittedd so only the 'poor' graduates benefit from ex post subsidies.
Iff 5 (p) is in an intermediate range, 5 > 0 (p > 0), we speak of an ICL
systemsystem with (partial) risk pooling. Repayments for graduates who have paid
11 + 6 times the value of debt during their working lives are stopped. If, after
thee repayment period some graduates have not repaid 1 + Ö times their debt,
thee outstanding debt is remitted. As those who succeed to repay their loan,
payy more than principal plus interest, funds are raised so as to cover for the
costss of those graduates whose outstanding debts are remitted.
Forr a full risk pooling system, both the opting out parameter 6 (p) and the
taxx rate r must simultaneously keep the books of the ICL system balanced.
Thiss is the case if total repayments of those who are able to repay debts,
pluss the repayments of those who eventually fail, equal the value of total
outstandingg debts:
TV V

(11 + 6){N - N)D + T Y^ Wn = ND.

(6.4)

n=l l

Inn order to illustrate the relation between the opting out parameter and
thee tax-rate we normalize debt at unity, D — 1. The repayment rate then
satisfies: :
(6.5) )
TVV L^n=\

yy

Thee repayment rate is lower if there are more graduates repaying their debts,
i.e.,, when N/N is higher. The repayment rate is higher if the average incomes
off the defaulters decrease, i.e., when the denominator is lower. The effect of
7

Wee assume that there are no positive or adverse selection effects that changes the
numberr of students N.
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aa increase in the opting out parameter 6 is that the graduates pay relatively
moree of their incomes to repay their debt. Therefore, the tax rate must
decrease.. However, a decrease in 5 has the additional composition effect
thatt there are more costs of default because the number of defaulters also
decreasess for given N.8 Repayment obligations are more strict. Therefore,
thee repayment rate increases because of this composition effect. Finally,
thee average incomes of the remaining defaulters are higher, if more agents
default,, so that the repayment rate must decrease on that account.
AA combination of risk pooling and risk shifting occurs where 6 > 0 (p > 0)
andd the tax rate parameter r are set such that the books of the system do
nott balance and part of the default losses are borne by society. In that case
thee total loss is given by:
NN

CC = ND - (1 + 5)(N - N)D -r^2

w n

,

(6-6)

n=i i

wheree the first term is the present value of outstanding debts, the second term
givess the repayments of those who do not default, and the last term denotes
thee repayments of those who cannot repay in full. Similarly to the system
withh full risk-shifting, in a system with partial risk-shifting raising private
contributionss will only yield savings on government outlays at diminishing
ratee because reducing ex ante subsidies (higher D) increase ex post subsidies
(lowerr £). Notwithstanding that ex post subsidies are more equitable since
thesee are only given to graduates with low incomes.

6.3.22

Graduate taxes

Similarlyy as in an ICL, let the amount of equity be denoted D (in thousands
off euros). Students repay a constant fraction of income when working. In an
GT,, graduates pay a constant fraction r of their income w. The government
mayy balance the books of the graduate tax by choosing r so that no costs
off default occur. The repayment scheme is now somewhat simpler than an
ICL,, i.e., RT in year T equals TWT for all T. Repayments are never stopped.
Hence,, in mathematical terms the repayment scheme can be expressed as
follows: :
RTRT = TWT(6.7)
8

Again,, potential behavioral responses are induced such as positive and adverse selectionn effects, and moral hazard. This changes JV and the risk-characteristics in the system.
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Clearly,, exactly a graduate tax repayment scheme results if we let 5 (p)
goo to infinity in the ICL scheme. In that case, graduates have to repay a fractionn of their incomes during their whole lives because they never reach the
thresholdd when the repayments are stopped. Therefore, the graduate tax is
aa special case of the income contingent loan system where the solidarity premiumm is very high. A graduate tax entails more insurance/redistribution than
ann income contingent loan where the default/solidarity premium is bounded.
Inn case of a GT with full risk pooling, the tax rate in a graduate tax
systemm r is determined simply so as to equate the total repayments to the
totall costs of government debts that were created to proceed the graduates
withh equity D, i.e., C = 0 and
TV V

r^Wr^Wnn

= ND.

(6.8)

n=\ n=\

Soo that the graduate tax rate equals:
TT

=

ND ND
„,_•

^TV

(6-9)

Fromm the last equation follows that the larger is the average value of life
timee income of a graduate - the denominator -, the lower is the graduate tax
neededd to balance the books.
Iff T is not set so as to balance the books of the system, there is always
aa combination of risk pooling and risk shifting, i.e., a GT with (partial) risk
shifting.shifting. Similarly as before, we derive that the social loss is given by:
TV V

££ = ND-rJ2wn-

( 61 °)

n=l l

Forr given repayment rate and life-time earnings, increasing private contributionss yield diminishing savings on government expenditures, because they
increasee the total loss of the graduate tax system if D gets higher.

6.44

Earning capacities of graduates

Too analyze various policy options to raise individual contributions to higher
education,, we need to determine the earning capacity of graduated students.
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Thee reason for doing so is that we want to compute tax and repayment rates
forr various financing models. Therefore, we need to relate the costs of educationn to the life-time incomes of graduates later on. We measure earning
capacityy by the present value of life-time labor earnings (PV). Only by knowingg how much students earn after graduation we can assess the consequences
off various systems of education finance.
Wee base our calculations of life-time earnings on empirically estimated
earningss profiles of graduates. We estimated standard OLS regressions of 4-th
orderr polynomial age-earnings profiles with fixed effects for every education
type,, separately for men, women, higher vocational and university training.
Basedd on our estimated coefficients we are able to simulate an age earnings
profilee for a male or female worker with a particular type and subject of
education.. We use the estimated coefficients to predict the yearly incomes
off graduates as follows:
8 - 11

Z

\nw\nwee — \n(wag~ee) = const + \ . ®jdumj + j . & e 2 .

(6.11)

wheree a hat denotes an estimate. a3 is the estimated fixed effect for education
typee j and j3z is the estimated coefficient for the 2-th power of experience.
Ass such, we obtain predicted wages for an individual with experience e. We
thenn transformed the predicted wages at experience e to predicted wages at
agee a using the relations between experience and age. 9
Inn figures 6.1 and 6.2 we plot the estimated wage profiles for the various
educationn categories. Estimated coefficients are such that the familiar ageearningss profiles follow. Profiles are consistent with the literature, see e.g.
Beckerr (1993), Murphy and Welch (1992). I.e., profiles are roughly concave:
earningss increase over time at decreasing rates. Details of the estimations
andd the data that are used can be found in the appendix at the end.
Theree are differences between the different types of education, between
menn and women, and between higher vocational and university education.
First,, between the various types of education we can see a pattern. From
thee constants in our estimations follows that economics law and technical
educationn types have higher earnings for both men and women. Then follow
thee other subjects with cultural and languages and arts studies at the bottom.
9
E.g.. a = e ++ 22 if graduates have higher vocational education. Similar transformations
applyy to university educated graduates: a = e + 24 for /3-types of education, a = e + 25
forr medical types of education and a = e + 23 for other types of education.
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Figuree 6.1: Wage profiles higher vocational studies
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Second,, the differences between men and women are quite striking. Men have
systematicallyy steeper earnings profiles. Women experience that their wage
increasess level off earlier over the life-cycle. Third, the shapes of the wage
profiless differ importantly between higher vocational and university training,
becausee the latter are much steeper. Average wages are therefore lower for
higherr vocational compared to university education.
Soo far we assumed that graduates worked full-time over the entire lifecycle.. In reality this is not the case. We therefore have to correct the estimatedd life-time earnings for these labor supply effects. Since some graduates
doo not work full-time or do not participate, their present value of life-time
earningss falls.
Wee adjust the PV of earnings evaluated at age a for labor supply effects
byy simply correcting earnings in each year with a factor A i > s j a in year a. We
definee this correction factor as follows:
^H,s,j,a^H,s,j,a

— ^i,sj^-'2,s,aP^*i,s,a-'P^*a'

(6.12) )

Iff a graduate participates in the labor market, LitSj denotes an index of labor
supplyy of a worker with education level i, gender s and education type j . If
Li,Li,ssjj — 1 people work full-time. Similarly, L^SA denotes an index of labor
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Figuree 6.2: Wage profiles university studies

supplyy of a worker with education level i of gender s as of age a.10 Not
alll graduates participate in the labor market however. We correct for this
byy multiplying with pritSta which denotes the participation rate in the labor
forcee (lies between 0 and 1) of a worker with education type i, which is only
disaggregatedd in higher vocational and university education as of age a. Ipra
iss the index of labor force participation as of age a. We use this index (1997
== 1) to correct for projected growth in participation rates in the next 20
years.. The last index is also only dependent on age and not differentiated
betweenn the various types and levels of education. Tables of the data that
weree used and more details can be found in the appendix. 1 1
Wee make two important assumptions with respect to the index of labor
forcee participation. First, if agents are younger than 25 years old, we assume
thatt the index takes the value of a 26 year old agent. The reason is that in our
10

Wee can only use the averages over each group (age/or education type) because of data
restrictions.. This procedure is valid if life-cycle effects in hours worked are independent
fromm the education type j .
111
In a previous version of this Chapter we also corrected for mortality, but this correction
didd not affect any of our results because mortality rates are simply too low to have any
significantt effects.
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numericall calculations later on we assume that higher vocational graduates
enterr the labor force at age 22, and university graduates at 23 years of age.
Applyingg official statistics at these ages is inappropriate since statistics on
laborr force participation rates suggest very low participation rates at these
ages,, but this is exactly because many young people are still in college, i.e.,
nott all graduates leave higher education at 22 or 23 years of age.
Thee second assumption is that the participation index remains constant
afterr age 55 at the level of age 55. Clearly, by all measures labor force
attachmentt of the older workers falls sharply after 55 years of age. This does
nott imply that incomes of these workers incomes decrease in the same way as
theirr labor supply and participation rates. The reason is that older workers
participatee in retire early schemes, disability benefits, take up their pensions,
etc.. Incomes remain therefore fairly high - presumably at levels comparable
too a worker of 55 years old. We assume that incomes until the age of 65 are
inn principle subject to the GT or that repayment obligations under an ICL
systemm continue even when some kind of social benefit is collected.12
Wee further assume that participation decisions do not affect the slopes
off the age-earnings profiles. This is correct if age-earnings profiles are not
affectedd by labor supply decisions. However, these profiles are expected to
differr as a consequence labor supply decisions. The earnings profiles have
beenn 'corrected' for life-cycle labor supply effects as a result of the experiencee terms (age). The profiles are not corrected for differences in hourly
laborr supply and participation rates. We cannot easily correct the wage profiless for labor supply and participation decisions because labor supply and
participationn rates are endogenous regressors in an estimation with the wage
ass dependent variable. In general it is only possible to correct for this by
estimatingg of a more structural model where this endogeneity is taken into
account.. This is beyond the scope of this research.
AA number of assumptions must be made before turning to the calculations
off the PV of life-time earnings. Given the fact that our estimates are based
onn a cross-section of wages we have to be careful in transforming the crosssectionall profiles into time-series profiles. The most important reason why
cross-sectionss differ from time-series is the fact that there is wage growth due
too technological progress (amongst other things), see also Becker (1993).13
12

Inn principle, also pension incomes may be subject to the GT/ICL schemes, because
pensionn incomes are dependent on earned labor incomes.
13
Beckerr (1993) also mentions business cycles, trends in supply of educated workers, and
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Theree is a stable increase in real wages over time of about 2% per annum. A
calculationn of the PV solely based on the cross-sectional estimates neglects
thiss exogenous wage growth and will therefore under estimate the true PV.
Inn the remainder we present calculations based on various assumptions
onn the growth of wTages. For the base calculations we use a rate of growth g
== .02. This is approximately the real long-run wage growth. 14 Skill biased
technologicall progress, for example due to the ICT-revolution, may further
increasee real wage growth for higher educated workers so that higher wage
growthh is a possibility to investigate. We consider cases of g = .01 and
gg = .03 as robustness checks.
AA similar problem arises concerning the real discount factor that is used
inn the PV calculations. As is well known, the discount factor influences the
outcomess to considerable extent. One may use a real risk free discount rate
off r = .04 according to the official guidelines for government investments in
thee Netherlands. However, the real long-run return on government bonds in
thee 20th century is about 2-3% per year, see also table 6.1. In recent years,
reall returns have increased way beyond the centuries' average to about 4%
orr more, depending on the various sources. The question is whether a real
interestt rate equal to 4% is appropriate in light of the relatively low long-run
reall return on government bonds. For our base-line calculations we use a
valuee equal to r = .03. However, we also present robustness checks for lower
andd higher real discount rates.
Furthermore,, we possibly need to apply a risk-premium on top of the
risk-freee discount rate. The reason is that the government buys 'shares' in
graduates'' human capital. Since the returns on these shares are not riskfreee due to macroeconomic shocks, the average tax-payer is confronted with
uncertaintyy in revenues from the education financing system. In principle this
occupationn or life-cycle employment changes (p.231).
14
Annuall wage growth in the post-war years was around 3%, but this caused a steady
increasee in the labor income share. We do not expect that wage growth will increase at this
pace.. Statistics Netherlands (1998) gives a gross hourly wage rate for the private sector
equall to EUR 0.5 in 1950 and EUR 10.0 in 1993. The consumer price indices in these
yearss were 19 and 109 respectively (base year = 1990). Real exponential wage growth
followss from:
==
99

^(tf/S)
93-50

=

l°g(^W%^90)
93-50
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Tablee 6.1: Real returns on government bonds
Fase,, 1997 (1952-1973)
Fase,, 1997 (1974-1995)
Fase,, 1997 (1952-1995)
Eicholtzz et al., 2000 (1960-1980)
Eicholtzz et al., 2000 (1980-2000)
Eicholtzz et al., 2000 (1900-2000)
Vann Ewijk et al., 2002 (1900-2000)
Vann Ewijk et al., 2002 (1951-2000)
Vann Ewijk et al., 2002 (1981-2000)

00
.033 3
.016 6
-.017 7
.059 9
.013 3
.033 3
.026 6
.048 8

uncertaintyy government revenues needs to be valued, see also Van Ewijk and
Tangg (2000b). If all individual income risks can be diversified (pooled) at the
nationall level, there is no macro-economic uncertainty so that the required
risk-premiumm is zero. However, the presence of macro-economic shocks that
cannott be diversified at the national level requires a positive risk-premium.
Wee present robustness calculations with a positive risk-premium.
Onn the other hand one may argue that there is a negative covariance
betweenn tax revenues (or government expenditures) and education. I.e., the
variabilityy in tax revenues or government expenditures is reduced when peoplee become more educated, see also Gould et al. (2000). The reason is that
higherr education are typically less dependent on social benefits, have shorter
spellss of unemployment, and so on. This implies that a shift in tax revenuess from low-skilled workers, towards investments in high skilled workers
reducess the average risk of total tax revenues. Therefore, one may question
thee appropriateness of using a risk-premium in our calculations to value the
uncertaintiess associated with the revenues from the financing scheme.
Forr our base-case scenario we do not use a risk-premium on the real
interest.. I.e., we assume that the two effects described above cancel out
(i.e.,, systematic risks due to macroeconomic shocks and less variation in
taxx revenues or government expenditures). We also present calculations for
thee case in which we apply a risk premia of ir = .01 and IT = .02. An
obviouss candidate for the value of the discount rate is the real return on
equity.. However, the equity-premium on equity is around 6% or more for the
postwarr period, see also Fase (1997) or Eicholtz et al. (2000). In our opinion,
thiss is way too high for a number of reasons. First, the government is able to
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smoothh intergenerational risks associated with macroeconomic shocks, which
thee private sector cannot, Second, non-diversifiable risks on the stock market
aree arguably much larger for stocks than for labor incomes in view of the
relativelyy stable labor income share. A real risk-premium equal to TT — .02
seemss therefore reasonable as an upper bound.
Wee assume further that inflation does not erode real wages and thereby
thee present value of life-time earnings. That is, we assume that nominal
wagess are indexed to inflation. Since we estimated the age-earnings profiles
onn the basis of a cross-section of wages we do not need to correct further for
thee effects of inflation if we assume that the CPI's for every age cohort are
thee same.
Finallyy we assume that each graduate enters the labor market directly
afterr graduation and remains in the labor market until 65 years. We also
presentt some calculations in which the retirement age is increased to 70
years. .
Givenn the assumptions made so far, we compute the expected PV of
earningss of workers with education level i, of gender s, with education type
jj evaluated at age t. This is done according to the following formula:

*-^*-^

(1 +r + 7r)a-*

a=a*a=a*

y

v

'

wheree w^isj
= wa^sJAad<sj.
Note that a one percentage change in the
growthh rate g, or interest rate r (risk-premium it) has an almost identical
effectt on the PV.
Tablee 6.2 presents the computed PV's of earnings as of age 25, i.e., t = 25,
forr the different types of education, gender and whether a higher vocational
orr university type of education is followed. For all assumptions used in this
andd all other calculations, we refer the reader to the list in the appendix.
First,, from table 6.2 can be seen that the different subjects earn different
streamss of incomes. 15 Clearly, economics, technical, and law education have
thee highest present value of life-time earnings for both higher vocational and
universityy education. Behavioral, social, arts and cultural types of education
aree at the lowest end of the present value of earnings.
15

Notee that we do not make a social cost-benefit analysis here. This requires additional
estimationss on foregone earnings that should be taken into account. Furthermore, we
potentiallyy have to take into account of ability biases, the role of the tax system to evaluate
thee private returns, et cetera. This is left for future research.
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Tablee 6.2: Present value of
Men n
Higherr voc.
Agriculture e
899 9
Science e
Technical l
1017 7
Medical l
792 2
Economics s
1053 3
Law w
868 8
Beh.. & soc.
794 4
Arts s
546 6
Lang,, h cult.
Teachers s
770 0

life-time earnings in thousands
Women n
University y Higherr voc.
1209 9
446 6
1121 1
1296 6
415 5
1133 3
336 6
1357 7
443 3
367 7
1289 9
360 0
905 5
285 5
811 1
365 5

of euros
University y
676 6
612 2
863 3
640 0
798 8
736 6
545 5
519 9

Itt is apparent that differences in the present values of education can be
large,, certainly for the behavioral, social, arts and cultural types of education
comparedd to economics and law. The differences between higher vocational
andd university education are also large. University education pays off in
termss of income generally hundreds of thousands euros more than higher
vocationall education. Men also seem to profit relatively more from doing a
universityy education than women. Further, the differences of the PV of lifetimee earnings for men and women echo the estimation results that women
havee less steep earnings profiles in addition to lower participation rates than
men.. Differences between men and women are quite large reflecting mainly
laborr force participation characteristics.

6.55

Costs of education

Wee need to compute the present value of the costs of education. As stated
before,, we assume that all costs of tuition are evenly shared among graduates.. We do however distinguish between graduates from higher vocational/universityy education and graduates with longer durations of their
education.. Generally, students in low-cost education types cross-subsidize
studentss in high-cost education types. This is also the case in the current
systemm with flat tuition rates.
Wee confine the analysis solely to the direct costs for education and the
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Tablee 6.3: Yearly costs of education in thousands of euros

Higherr vocational
Universityy

Costaa
4.5
3.9

Grant6
3.384
3.554

Tuitionc c
1.0 0
1.1 1

Sources:: Ministry of Education (2000. 2001b).
a)) Average institutional cost per student, based on average costs per student (Ministry of Education. 2001b, pp. Gl, 71).
b)) Average outlays on basic grants, income dependent grants, travelling card (OV-kaart). partner and one-parent refunds,
andd some other minor expenses (Ministry of Education. 2000b. p. 83).
c)) Statutory tuition rates (Ministry of Education. 2000b, pp. 63, 73).

grantss that are currently given to students to compensate for costs of living
andd foregone earnings. We thus ignore the opportunity costs of education
thatt students incur while learning. Our purpose here is to relate current governmentt outlays to future incomes of students. It is therefore not necessary
too derive opportunity costs for this calculation.
Further,, we exclude costs of health care in university education, e.g. the
medicall hospitals, that render the medical studies expensive. We do the
samee for the expenditures on scientific research at universities, and arts at
higherr vocational schools, e.g. arts academies, conservatories, acting schools,
etc.. These types of education are heavily subsidized in addition to the standardd government contributions. The reason for giving these subsidies are
presumedd consumption and production externalities. In this research we do
nott discuss the validity of subsidies to these subjects and assume that these
subsidiess are also given when students pay a substantial fraction of the costs
off their education.
Inn order to relate the benefits of education to the costs of education we
havee to assign present values of costs to various education types. Because
menn and women are treated equally we only need to consider the present
valuee of the government expenditures per type of education, per student.
Costss of grants are evenly distributed among the various types of education,
andd among higher vocational and university students.
Thee government provides students with (income dependent) grants, educationn services that are below the cost price and pays for the student's travellingg expenses, and some other relatively minor things. Table 6.3 summarizes
thee costs per student per year for higher vocational studies and university
education. .
Wee further estimate the average number of years that students are en190 0
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rolledd in higher education. Both university and higher vocational education
havee a nominal length of 4 years. In practice however students are enrolled
forr a longer time. We assume that students are enrolled 5 years in higher education.. Data from Statistics Netherlands (2000c, p. 19) indicate that these
figuresfigures are a little too low for the cohorts t h a t graduated in 1996/1997. However,, the same figures show a clear trend that average duration of education
iss falling over time.
Apartt from the opportunity costs of education, students have to pay upfrontt tuition fees. As such, students contribute to the financing of education.
However,, we use a benchmark in our calculations where all costs are deferred
too later stages in life and tuition rates upon enrollment are zero. This is
similarr to the Australian system if students choose to defer tuition fees. Furthermore,, we assume that all (income dependent) grants that are currently
givenn to students are replaced by loans/equity.
Noo external subsidies in the form of grants or below cost pricing of educationn are given in the baseline scenario and all costs, both tuition and the
grants,, are paid for by the students themselves in the future. The reason
forr choosing this reference point is that it facilitates the comparisons of the
currentt system of education finance and income contingent systems of educationn finance, where subsidies possibly enter in an ex post fashion, as was
explainedd before.
Wee calculated different financing schedules for various levels of education
subsidiess s per student per year. The reason is that there is no need to
abolishh all education subsidies. In the introduction we presented a number
off arguments in favor of education subsidies. We use 4 categories of education
subsidiess as given in table 6.4. The zero subsidy regime corresponds to the
casee where all current outlays on education (grants and institutional costs)
aree replaced by loans/equity. The low, middle and high subsidy scenarios
correspondd to 25%, 50% and 75% of current total outlays. In the current
systemm where the contribution on the part of students is 12% and 13% of the
directt outlays on education for higher vocational and university education
respectively. 16 6
Forr the various subsidy regimes we have computed the yearly savings in
16
Thesee figures are derived as follows. We take the sum of grants and institutional
costss minus the own contributions by the students and divide this through the sum of
grantss and institutional costs. For the share of government expenditures in total costs at
higherr vocational education we get (4.5+3.884-1.0)/{4.5+3.884)—.88, and for university
educationn we get (3.9+3.554-1.l)/(3.9+3.554)=.87, see also table 6.3.
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Tablee 6.4: Education subsidies and level of funds (thousands of euros)
Averagee sa
Loan/equityy D
Subsidy ylevell s
H.voc. . Univ. .
H.voc. . Univ. .
8.421 1 8.569 9 0 0
Zero o
00
00
Loww (25%)
2.105 5 2.142 2 6.325 5 6.426 6 2.119 9
Middlee (50%)
4.210 0 4.285 5 4.210 0 4.285 5 4.237 7
Highh (75%)
6.315 5 6.426 6 2.105 5 2.142 2 6.355 5
00
7.398 8
Currentt system (88%) ) 7.377 7 7.434 4 0 0
a)) Average subsidy computed using the relative number of students in higher vocational and university educati
weights. .

Tablee 6.5: Savings on government outlays (EUR mln)
Totall savings
Av.. level
Savings s
Subsidy y
H.vocc + Univ.
H.voc. .
Univ. .
(xlOOO O
EUR) )
00
00
7.398 8
Current t
00
459
9
High h
239 9
213 3
6.355 5
771 1
607 7
1393 3
4.237 7
Middle e
Low w
1304 4
1000 0
2327 7
2.119 9
1393 3
3261 1
Zero o
00
1837 7
Note:: Number of students enrolled: Higher vocational 282,000. University 158,800. Average cost per student: higher
vocationall EUR 8,420 university EUR 8,569

governmentt expenditures on education. In the remainder of the analysis we
doo not consider various options to spend the free resources. The government
mayy want to use the proceeds for lower taxes or higher government expenditures,, or reduce government debt. A discussion on these matters is beyond
thee scope of this research.
Tablee 6.5 shows the savings in government expenditure per year for the
variouss subsidy levels. Savings on government expenditures per year amount
too 459 million euros if the subsidies are lowered to EUR 6,355, and increase to
32611 million euros if students have to pay for everything and the government
stopss subsidizing education.
Wee can derive the present value of costs (PVC) of a student with educationn type i and subject j analogously to the present value of future earnings:
PVCPVCtlJtlJ

= Y

(^-g')(1+g)a"t,
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Tablee 6.6: Present value of costs of education in thousands of euros
Higherr voc.
University y
Agriculture e
45 5
45 5
Science e
54 4
Technical l
45 5
54 4
Medical l
45 5
62 2
Economics s
45 5
45 5
Law w
45 5
45 5
Beh.. & soc.
45 5
45 5
Arts s
45 5
Lang,, h cult.
45 5
Teachers s
45 5
wheree the present value of costs is denoted in values as of age t. a0 denotes
thee year in which the education is started and a* is the year in which the
educationn is ended. In our calculations we set a0 for higher vocational studies
att aa = 17 years of age, and for university education at a0 = 18 years of age.
Ass already discussed, we set a* — 22 for higher vocational education, a* = 24
forr technical university education, a* — 25 for medical university education
andd a* — 23 for other university education, s is the subsidy percentage on
totall costs of education, assumed to be equal across the board.
Wee assume that costs also increase at a rate of g% per year. The reason is
thatt the main costs of education are wage payments to teachers, researchers,
andd so on. Also a risk-premium in the costs may be included. Main costs
aree wage costs in education that may be subject to similar risks as wages of
educatedd workers, which is the reason for including a risk-premium in the
calculationss of the present value of earnings. Table 6.6 shows the present
valuess of costs per type of education. (Note that all present values are based
onn discounting to age 25).

6.66

Income uncertainty

Thee crux of the proposed education finance regimes is that they provide insurancee (at least partly) to graduates against the possibility that they cannot
payy back their loans. To analyze this uncertainty we have to know to what
extentt uncertainty influences the expected earnings when graduated. In order
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too proxy for the effects of uncertainty we employ the standard deviation of the
residualss from the estimations to measure the spread of incomes around the
estimatedd wage-profile. A larger standard deviation in the residuals implies
thatt there is more unexplained variation in wages. Therefore, the standard
deviationn is a potentially suited measure for income uncertainty. However,
deviationss from mean incomes are of course also attributable to all factors we
omittedd in the estimations, such as labor market conditions, personal characteristics,, etc. For our analysis this is not a problem because, in general,
thee financing schemes cannot be conditioned on the omitted characteristics
suchh as individual abilities, or industries where people work, etc. 1 7
Thiss is a relatively crude method to cope with uncertainty in earnings.
Ideallyy one would like to employ panel data to determine income uncertaintyy and income mobility effects. With the data at hand this is not doable.
Therefore,, we cannot capture differences in earnings-profiles over the lifecyclee for various risk-classes, since this requires measures of income mobility
overr time in the income distribution. One may correct for heterogeneity betweenn different risk classes by employing, for example, quantile regressions
too capture differences in life-time wage profiles. 18 However, a priori it is not
clearr whether this is a correct procedure in light of the unmeasured mobility
effects. .
Rinnooyy Kan et al. (1988) compare the outcomes of an analysis based
onn panel data and on a cross-section - as we employ here. They conclude
thatt both approaches yields quantitatively very similar results. So we do not
expectt to bias the results to a great extent with our method.
AA log-normal income distribution is a widely used approximation to the
reall income distribution. Under the assumption that these residuals from our
estimationss are normally distributed with mean zero and standard deviation
aaee around the mean income along the estimated income profiles we generate
incomee classes depending on the distance from mean incomes. We divide
17

Again,, these deviations from the estimated age-earnings profiles are potentially endogenous.. The reason is that the slopes of the earnings profiles are affected by occupational
choices,, abilities of graduates and so on. Only more sophisticated econometric techniques
cann correct for this. We do not do this. The reason is that our wage profiles will still
onn average reflect the wage profile of the graduates, which is the relevant variable in our
calculations.. And, as already noted in the text, repayment schedules cannot be made
contingentt on ability, occupation and so on.
18
Wee did estimate quantile regressions for the five income categories used, but this only
marginallyy affected our results.
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ourr estimated profiles of each of our 32 profiles in quintiles. Each of which
containss 20% of the students. The lowest quintile has the 20% of the students
withh the lowest incomes, the highest quintile contains the 20% of the students
withh the highest incomes. In order to define the mean incomes in each of these
classess we make use of the properties of the standard normal distribution.
Thee mean income of the k-th, k = 1,...,5 class of students is defined as omittingg education type and gender subscripts:
\nw\nwakak = \nwa + aE^-\{2k

- 1)/10),

(6.15)

wheree \nwak is the mean of predicted income at age a in class k, lnwa is
meann predicted income, and $ _ 1 is the inverse of the cumulative standard
normall distribution with mean zero and unit variance.
Thee total number of categories of students has by now increased from 32
too 160. We therefore allow for heterogeneity between the sexes, higher vocationall and university education, and the various education types and within
alll these categories due to uncertainty. In figure 6.3 we plotted estimated
wagee profiles for the various classes for the economics education category.
Wee could also have taken any other education type, but this does not add
too our understanding because the fixed effects would only shift the profiles
off log(wages) linearly upwards or downwards so that the qualitative effects
remainn the same.

6.77

Redistribution and tax distortions

Theree is potentially redistribution from high earning graduates towards low
earningg graduates. Therefore, the distribution of the student body over the
differentt subjects matters. To capture these effects, we employ the number
off students enrolled in each education category. It happens to be the case
thatt the high earning types of education for men, economics, law, and technicall studies, are very popular. For women we find that medical, social and
behavioral,, economics, and law studies are the most popular. These numbers
suggestt that students tend to choose the financially most beneficial subjects.
Ann exception is the teacher category that is relatively popular, but teachers
doess not have very high life-time earnings. Table 6.7 shows the number of
studentss in the various education categories.
Wee take into account the potentially distortionary effect of both the GT
(andd ICL) on life-time labor supply, which comprises hours worked and par195 5
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Figuree 6.3: Wage profiles for different income quintiles
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Tablee 6.7: Number of students enrolled in 1997/98.
Women n
Men n
University y
University y
Higherr voc.
Higherr voc.
1700 0
3200 0
Agriculture e
2200 0
6100 0
4400
0
8400 0
Science e
3900 0
7900 0
19100 0
Technical l
44400 0
10800 0
20100 0
Medical l
5200 0
7700 0
6300 0
11603 a a
17800 0
Economics s
29691 a a
13100 0
24097 a a
20209 a a
12100 0
Law w
30100 0
19400 0
10200 0
9200 0
Beh.. & soc.
9500 0
7900 0
Arts s
14000 0
7700 0
Lang,, h cult.
35900 0
Teachers s
16900 0
Source:: Statistics Netherlands (1999, p.9, p.12)
aa

Numbers of students enrolled in law and economics at the higher vocational level are calculated by weightingg the total

numberr of students in these areas with the corresponding ratios of law (economics) to total number of studentss in law and
economicss at t h e university level.
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ticipationn effects. The graduate tax may also reduce post-initial schooling
effortss which result in a smaller effective tax base. Similarly, student may
increasee tax avoidance activities by shifting income to the black circuit. All
thesee effects reduce the base of the income tax and thereby the base from
whichh repayments are funded. As a consequence, the government looses tax
revenues. .
Wee have to note here that, from a welfare perspective, not the whole increasee in the tax burden can be viewed as a purely distortionary loss since the
systemm has insurance elements that cannot be fully regarded as an increase
inn the average tax burden. If the repayment conditions were actuarially
fair,, i.e., for every graduate there is no increase in the expected tax burden,
behaviorr does not change. Tax distortions only arise as a consequence of
inevitablee redistribution. Therefore, one may interpret the welfare losses of
taxess computed here as a conservative upper-bound.
Wee assume that the effective marginal rate (0) without the graduate tax
repaymentt equals 50%. This is the marginal rate in the second tax bracket
inn the old tax system and corresponds closely to the top bracket in the new
taxx system (52%). The marginal tax burden increases in the GT (and ICL)
systems,, since students contribute to their education through the tax system.
Forr the computations of the revenue loss we assume an average tax rate equal
too 40%. Bovenberg and Cnossen (1998) estimate the effective average rate
onn labor income equal to about 45%. Caminada et al. (1996) find a much
lowerr average of about 35% rate when deductions for mortgage payments
andd pension premiums are taken into account. CPB (2001b) finds average
taxx wedges on income equal to about 40% for workers with modal incomes.
Empiricall evidence suggests that (uncompensated) labor supply elasticitiess are small to negligible for men and small but positive for women, see e.g.
Pencavell (1986), Killingsworth and Heekman (1986), Hanssen and Stuart
(1985).. However, taxable income may respond more elastically to the increasedd repayment rates. Gruber and Saez (2001) find that the average tax
elasticityy of labor income is .4. Feldstein (1999) finds very high elasticities
off taxable income around 1.
Ass base-line values we take for men an uncompensated wage elasticity of
laborr supply E = .1 and for women E = .5. This gives an average elasticity
off taxable income equal to .3, which is in line with Gruber and Saez (2001).
Basedd on these elasticities we compute the life-time labor supply adjusted
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forr the tax increase (A*) as follows:
A** = A ( I - ^ )

?

(6-16)

wheree we used E = f f ^ T = I T ^ T - ^ ° c a l c l u a t e the change in the tax
burdenn under a graduate tax regime, we used an (first-order) approximation,
sincee the tax is endogenous. First, we derived r ° which equals the graduate
taxx computed in the absence of a change in labor supply. Based on this
increasee in the tax-burden we adjusted life-time labor supply to calculate
thee new graduate tax adjusted for labor supply effects. As it turns out.
laborr supply effects are very modest, so that this approximation is fairly
accurate.. For the ICL scheme, we choose repayment rates in advance, i.e.,
T°T° = r. Since the repayment rate is exogenous, the change in labor supply
iss precisely measured under an ICL scheme.

6.88

Loan system as a benchmark

Wee assume in all the calculations that follow, that the whole system as
itt currently operates remains in place with the difference that tuition fees
aree abolished and grants are replaced by loans. The major change is that
thee government finances the costs in advance and collects repayments from
studentss after graduation through the tax system. We assume that there is
inn principle no differentiation in costs between the subjects, only as regards
too the level of education (higher vocational and university) and to the length
off education. So there is a cross subsidy from cheap to expensive subjects
(thiss is also the case in the current system).
Thee government borrows the funds to provide students with the 'grants'
andd the institutional costs of education. It does so by means of the issue
off government bonds and repays its debt with the repayments received from
thee students as they work. We assume further that the income of (full-time)
workingg partners is not included in the repayment scheme, i.e., there is no
incomee check on family income.
Inn our artificial benchmark of a loan system no individual default occurs,
becausee the government simply varies the repayment conditions for every
studentstudent exactly so as to cover principal plus interest. Our only purpose he
iss to calculate the life-time repayment burden with an ordinary loan and
comparee this with an GT/ICL later on. As noted before, this is a purely
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Tablee 6.8: Fractions of life-time incomes repaid under pure loan system
Subject t
quintile e
Agriculture e

Science e

Technical l

Medical l

Economics s

11
22
33
44
55
11
22
33
44
55
11
22
33
44
55
11
22
33
44
55

11
22
33
44
55

University y
menn
women
6.44
12.3
4.66
8.5
3.77
6.6
33
5.2
2.11
3.6
8.33
16.2
66
11.3
4.88
8.8
3.88
6.8
2,88
4.7
7.22
11.5
5.22
8
4.11
6.2
3.33
4.8
2.44
3.4
9.55
18
6.99
12.5
5.55
9.7
4.44
7.6
3.22
5.3
5.77
10.4
4.11
7.2
3.33
6.6
2.66
4.4
1.99
3

Higher rvoc. .
men n
women n
8.8 8
19.7 7
6.3 3
13.2 2
55
3.9 9
2.8 8

t
S i abject
i
quintile e
L, ,

10 0
7.6 6
5.1 1

Beh.. ic soc.

7.8 8
5.6 6
4.44
3.5 5
2.5 5
10 0
7.1 1
5.6 6
4.5 5
3.2 2

7.5 5
5.4 4
4.2 2
3.4 4
2.4 4

21.1 1
14.2 2
10.8 8

Artss ie lang.

8.2 2
5.5 5

26.1 1
17.5 5
13.3 3
10.1 1

Teacher r

6.8 8

11
22
33
44
55
11
22
33
44
55
11
22
33
44
55
11
22
33
44
55

University y
menn
women
66
11.3
4.44
7.8
3.55
6.1
2.88
4.7
22
3.3
8.66
15.2
6.22
10.6
55
8.2
44
6.4
2.99
4.5
9.66
16
6.99
11.1
5.55
8.7
4.44
6.7
3.22
4.7

Higher rvoc. .
worn n
23.9 9

men n
9.1 1
6.5 5
5.1 1
4.1 1
2.9 9
10 0
7.1 1
5.6 6
4.4 4
3.2 2

14.5 5
10.3 3
8.2 2
6.5 5
4.6 6

16 6

12.2 2
9.2 2
6.2 2

24.3 3
16.3 3
12.4 4
9.4 4
6.3 3

30.7 7
20.6 6
15.7 7
11.9 9

10.3 3

88
24 4

7.3 3
5.8 8
4.6 6
3.3 3

9.3 3
6.2 2

16.1 1
12.2 2

19.8 8
13.3 3
10.1 1
7.6 6
5.1 1

Note:: Higher vocational students borrow EUR 8,420 per year and university students borrow EUR 8,569 per year. This
iss equal to total current educational expenditures per student, including tuition fees from students.

theoreticall construct. Table 6.8 shows the average fractions of income per
yearr that the students in each category have to repay under a loan system
whenn subsidies are zero (5 — 0 euro) and the yearly loan (D) given to studentss equals EUR 8,420 for higher vocational students and EUR 8,569 for
universityy students. 19 This implies that yearly private costs increase. For
higherr vocational students this is EUR 8,420 - 1.0 = EUR 7,377, and for
universityy students the increase equals EUR 8,569 - 1.1 = EUR 7,434.
First,, we concentrate on the means - indicated by the bold numbers in the
thirdd category. For men with university education, the fraction of life-time
incomee repaid varies from 3.5% for economics, law, technical, agricultural
andd medical studies to 5% for behavioral and social studies and arts and
languages.. For women we see that repayment burdens are higher than for
men.. At the university level the repayment rates are in the order of 6%
forr technical subjects, economics and law education, to more than 8% for
behaviorall and social studies and arts and languages. This is due to their
lowerr life-time present value of incomes, and, more importantly, their lower
laborr supply.
Repaymentt burdens for men with higher vocational types of education are
19

Tabless for the other subsidy regimes are available upon request.
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comparable,, although slightly higher than men with university education,
varyingg from 4-8%. For women at the higher vocational level repayments
aree substantial and higher compared to women with university education,
rangingg from 10-15%. This is mainly the consequence of lower labor supply
figuresfigures at higher vocational education. Clearly, women with higher vocationa
educationn are the first to get into repayment problems under a loan regime.
Thee general picture is that economics, law, technical and behavioral subjectss have the lowest repayment rates. Intermediate repayment rates are
foundd in agriculture and languages at the university levels. High repayment
burdenss are found in sciences, health, arts and teacher education. This is
duee to the fact that in first group of studies present values of earnings are
relativelyy higher, whereas in the last group the opposite holds.
Second,, we concentrate on the difference in repayment burdens within
thee various education types. We see that there is substantial heterogeneity in
fractionss of income repaid within education groups. For men with university
education,, the repayments are roughly 75% higher if graduates belong to the
firstfirst quintile compared to the mean - the third quintile. Repayment burdens
falll to about half of the mean for the highest quintiles. For women and men
att higher vocational education the lowest income quintile has repayments
thatt are about two times higher than the mean in each category.
Thiss picture is roughly the same for the various subjects, higher vocationall and university education. We can see that especially women in lower
incomee quintiles get into repayment problems, because they have to repay
sometimess 20% or more of their incomes in order to repay their debts. The
variationss in earnings follow the general pattern of the standard deviation of
thee residuals in the estimations.

6.99

Graduate taxes

Underr a GT system all students are treated equally and they have to repay a
constantt fraction of their incomes during their whole lives. According to the
formulaa (6.9), we can compute the repayment rate to cover all outstanding
debts,, so that no aggregate default occurs and all risks are borne by the studentss themselves. This also entails redistribution from high income earners
too low income earners.
Tablee 6.9 shows the graduate taxes required to cover all outstanding governmentt debt. We first concentrate on the base line case in which no subsidies
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Baseline e
gg = .01 (« r = .04)
gg = .03 ( » r = .03)
7TT = .01 / r = .04
7TT = .02 / r - .05
Ret.. age = 70
Elasticityy high
Elasticityy zero
+25%% funds
-25%% funds
Nominall duration

Tablee 6.9:
55 = 0
5.9 9
7.6 6
4.4 4
7.6 6
9.7 7
5.3 3
6.1 1
5.7 7
7.4 4
4.4 4
4.0 0

Graduate taxes (%)
ss = 2.119
ss = 4,237
4.4 4
2.9 9
5.7 7
3.8 8
3.4 4
2.2 2
5.7 7
3.7 7
7.2 2
4.7 7
4.0 0
2.6 6
4.4 4
2.9 9
4.3 3
2.9 9
5.5 5
3.6 6
2.2 2
3.3 3
2.8 8
1.6 6

ss = 6,355
1.4 4
1.9 9
1.1 1
1.9 9
2.3 3
1.3 3
1.5 5
1.4 4
1.8 8
1.1 1
0.4 4

aree given. In that case the repayment rate, or GT, equals 5.9%. When we
comparee this rate with the various rates we encountered in table 6.8, it becomess clear that there is a lot of redistribution involved. The reason is that
withh a graduate tax all elements in table 6.8 are equal to 5.9. Thus, there is a
veryy strong compression in repayment obligations. As such our calculations
showw that income insurance is substantial. There is insurance/redistribution
inn particular from men to women, from high earning subjects to low earning
subjects,, and from university to higher vocational education.
Wee can at least conclude that pooling of risks is highly beneficial in order
too reduce the uncertainties involved of doing a particular type of education.
Moreover,, on average the absolute increases in the tax rates for the high
earningg subjects are relatively modest compared with the decreases - in absolutee terms - in tax rates for the subjects that are relatively less financially
beneficial.. This effect can be attributed mainly to the fact that there is a
relativelyy large number of male students in the high earning subjects.
GTT is reduced when the government increases subsidies. The reason is
thatt graduates obtain fewer funds. With a low average subsidy of EUR
2,1199 the graduate tax equals about 4.4%, with subsidies in the middle it
fallss to 2.9% and with a high subsidy of EUR 6,355 the tax rate is only 1.4%.
However,, government savings on education expenditures also decrease when
subsidiess are brought in line with current levels, see below.
Inn the rest of the table we have computed the consequences for the GT
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whenn the crucial parameters of the model are changed. First, we looked at a
1%-pointt lower rate of wage growth. This corresponds as well with a higher
reall interest rate of 1%-point.20 Clearly, lower wage growth or higher real
interestt rates has important consequences for the GT. for is has to increase
withh more than 1%-point for every %-point reduction in the growth rate of
wages. .
Similarly,, a positive value of the required risk premium of 2% increases
thee graduate tax to 9.79c in the base-line scenario. This also corresponds
too an increase in the real interest rate of 2% per year. Clearly, unfavorable
conditionss with regards to the interest rate are importantly affecting the
repaymentt conditions. In the case the real interest rate equals 2%, a graduate
taxx of about 4.5% is sufficient to let the graduates pay for all the costs of
education. .
Thee statutory retirement age may increase in years to in come. We calculatedd the consequences of increasing the retirement age to 70 years. Only
modestt decreases in repayment rates are found when retirement age increases.
Thiss is caused by the fact that revenues further away in the future are heavier
discounted. .
Interestingly,, repayment rates are not very sensitive with respect to labor
supplyy elasticities. We calculated cases in which labor supply effects are
absent,, i.e., E = 0, for both men and women, and where labor supply is
moree elastic, that is, E - .25 for men and E = 1 for women. These are
upperr bounds that are found in the literature. Very modest increases are
foundd when labor supply elasticities are set at levels that can be considered
veryy high. Based on these figures we may say that moral hazard in labor
supplyy after graduation is potentially not a very important factor that drives
repaymentt conditions.
Underr a graduate tax system, students may wish to have more funds than
inn the current system, because the capital market imperfection is tackled
andd students may suffer less from risk aversion. We compute the levels of
thee graduate tax in case the government increases the funds available to
students.. We compute the consequences of an increase of 25% in total funds,
thiss corresponds to an increase in (average) grants from EUR 2,884 per year
too EUR 4,989 per year for higher vocational students and from EUR 3,554 to
EURR 5,719 per year for university students in the base-line scenario. In the
20

Thee approximation follows from the fact that, at low interest and growth rates on
mayy write for the discount factor: , | + f « r-,—} .
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otherr scenarios the increase in the level of funds is smaller because the initial
sizee of equity/loan is smaller. This figure is picked somewhat arbitrarily and
mayy be at the high end. On the other hand, the graduate tax may also
reducee the amount of funds that students wish to have since total costs of
educationn increase. We also analyze the effects of a decrease in the funds
madee available by the government with 25%.
Thee latter calculation approximately corresponds as well to the total eliminationn of drop-outs in higher education. The overall drop-out rate in higher
educationn is 19% and university education has a drop-out rate of 28%, see
Statisticss Netherlands (1995, p.32). Accordingly, a decrease in average costs
off education of about 25% results if all drop-outs are eliminated. The governmentt may want to avoid moral hazard and adverse selection under a GT/ICL
scheme.. It can do so by means of selection procedures or allow universities
too expel non functioning students, the so called 'binding study advice'.
Linearr effects on the levels of the repayment rates are found when the
amountss borrowed are increased (decreased) with 25%. The corresponding
GTT also increases (decreases) with 25%. The reduction in average duration of
thee study to nominal length has similar effects as a reduction of the total costs
withh 25%. The latter findings imply that moral hazard effects while enrolling
inn education are important for the repayment conditions. If the government
wishess to make the financing system more attractive, reducing drop outs and
shorteningg enrollment duration is potentially effective to reduce the costs of
education. .
Wee also compute the consequences of a shorter average duration of enrollmentt in higher education. We compute the GT in case all students study
forr the nominal length of their education. In order to avoid moral hazard
andd adverse selection, the government may also want to set stricter norms
withh respect to the duration at which students are allowed to be enrolled in
higherr education.
Alll the consequences of changing parameters turn out to become more
modestt at higher education subsidies. All said, we have to be careful to draw
conclusionss about the exact size of the repayment rate, since it turns out to
bee sensitive to the assumptions made as regards the rate of wage growth,
thee interest rate and the required risk-premium, but not with regard to the
laborr supply effects.
Finally,, we computed the loss in tax revenues per year as a consequence
off increasing the effective tax burden. To that end, we first determined the
totall present value of lost life-time tax revenues per student. By making the
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steadyy state assumption, we convert the loss in tax revenues to an equivalent
increasee in costs per student per year. Finally, we computed the total yearly
taxx loss by summing all average revenue losses per student over the whole
studentt population currently enrolled. In mathematical terms this can be
expressedd as:

** = „.yS^V'-

(6J7

wheree qj, jVr-, Lun. a0, a* denote the yearly equivalent of the total tax loss
perr student of education level j , the number of students in education level j ,
thee present value of the life-time revenue loss per student of education level
j .. the age at which education is started, and the age at which education is
ended,, respectively. 21 In table 6.10 we computed for the base-line values the
yearlyy revenue losses for the different values of the graduate tax.
Fromm table 6.10 can be concluded that losses in tax revenues with a
graduatee tax can be substantial compared to the savings on government
outlays.. This critically hinges on the presumed labor supply elasticities.
Thee revenue losses due to lower labor supply must be subtracted from the
reductionss in government outlays on education to arrive at the net savings
onn government outlays. For the most reasonable values of the labor supply
elasticitiess (base-line scenario) we see that the loss of tax revenues is about
1/44 of the total reduction in government outlays. We calculate that net yearly
savingss on government outlays with a graduate tax are ranging from EUR
.33 to 2.5 bin if the subsidies on higher education are decreased from EUR
6,3555 on average per student to EUR 0 per student. In the case where labor
supplyy elasticities are zero, full gross savings are realized as net savings,
sincee there are no revenue losses. However, if the labor supply elasticities
aree set at upper bounds found in the literature, net savings on government
expendituress are very much reduced due to lower tax revenues. Clearly,
reductionss in government outlays are sensitive to the presumed elasticities of
laborr supply.
^ e r e ,, we make an approximation by assuming that students in medical and technical
subjectss are 5 years enrolled. We do not expect that this approximation has large effects
onn the estimated tax losses, since the fraction of students enrolled in these studies is
relativelyy low compared with the total number of students. In any case, in this procedure
taxx losses will be over-estimated, because these medical and technical students typically
havee shorter working lives because they study for a longer time.
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Tablee 6.10: Yearly equivalent of lost tax revenues and net savings (bin. euros)
baseline e
££ = 0
EE is high
ss — 0 euros
rr - 5.9%
rr - 5.7%
rr - 6.1%
3.2 2
3.2 2
Grosss savings
3.2 2
Lostt revenues
0.7 7
00
1.6 6
Nett savings
2.5 5
3.2 2
1.6 6
ss — 2,119 euros
rr = 4.4%
rr = 4.3%
rr = 4.4%
Grosss savings
2.3 3
2.3 3
2.3 3
Lostt revenues
0.5 5
00
1.1 1
Nett savings
1.8 8
1.2 2
2.3 3
ss = 4,237 euros
rr = 2.9%
rr = 2.9%
rr = 2.9%
Grosss savings
1.4 4
1.4 4
1.4 4
0.2 2
Lostt revenues
00
0.7 7
1.4 4
Nett savings
1.2 2
0.7 7
ss = 6,355 euros
rr = 1.5%
rr = 1.4%
rr = 1.5%
Grosss savings
0.5 5
0.5 5
0.5 5
Lostt Revenues
0.2 2
00
.4 4
Nett savings
0.3 3
0.5 5
.1 1

6.100

An income contingent loan system

6.10.11

ICL with full risk pooling

Inn an ICL system with full risk pooling all costs of default are shared amongst
graduatess - as in the GT system. The only notable difference is that there
iss a limit on the amount that graduates repay after graduation. This limit
iss determined by the default premium p see also section 3. Under an ICL
system,, p determines how long graduates remain in the program. The lower
iss p, the quicker they have repaid their debts. For effective insurance to
occurr p must take some positive value. As the default premium increases an
ICLL with full risk pooling is in the limit equal to the graduate tax system.
Then,, redistributional aspects enter more and more in the default premium
ass in the GT. p should then be denoted more appropriately as a solidarity
premium. .
Inn table 6.11 we have computed the repayment rates for the various subsidyy regimes and for varying the default/solidarity premiums p. We have
usedd the baseline values of the other parameters. The values of the repay205 5
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Tablee 6.11: Repayment rates r (%) in ICL with full risk pooling.
55 = 0 euros
ss — 2,119 euros
55 = 4,237 euros
ss = 6,355 euros

= )
PP = 01 1 PP =.02 2 PP =.03 3 PP =.04 4 GT(pGT(poo)
6.4 4
10.3 3
7.8 8
6.9 9
5.9 9
7.5 5
4.9 9
2.4 4

5.8 8
3.8 8
1.9 9

5.1 1
3.4 4
1.7 7

4.8 8
3.2 2
1.6 6

4.4 4
2.9 9
1.4 4

mentt rates are obtained by solving the budget constraint for r of the system
ass given in equation (6.4). The risk premium and the repayment rate must
simultaneouslyy keep the books of the system balanced.
Wee see that the repayment rates increase relative to the repayment rates
encounteredd under a graduate tax. The reason is that the high-earning graduatess are leaving the system earlier so that the low-earning graduates have
too pay more of their incomes to repay their debts. Again we can see that the
spreadd in repayment rates in the various subsidy regimes is reduced, when
wee compare the repayment rates in table 6.11 with those encountered in tablee 6.9. However, at very low levels of p (p = .01), the effective insurance
againstt the bad states of nature has importantly diminished compared to the
graduatee tax system. The reason is that high income earners contribute little
too solidarity. Only women with higher vocational education benefit from the
insurancee characteristics, i.e., transfers from high income earners.
Furthermore,, we see relatively large reductions in repayment rates when
pp is increased at low initial levels of the default premium. An increase in the
default/solidarityy premium implies that high earning graduates repay more
andd remain repaying for a longer period of their lives. This improves the
insurance/redistributionall characteristics of the system, so that repayment
ratess can be lower. The reductions in r level off when p gets higher. The
repaymentt rates converge to the values of the graduate tax when the default
premiumm is increased to about 12%. The reduction in government expendituress for the various subsidy regimes are assumed to be equal to that of the
graduatee tax as no external losses of default are present. 22
22

Thiss depends on the timing of tax revenues and the elasticities of labor supply over
thee life-cycle. Tax losses with an ICL are generally larger compared to a GT because tax
smoothingg over the life-cycle is optimal as the GT does, rather than concentrating it at
thee young ages in an ICL. However, tax losses may be smaller if the elasticity of labor
supplyy is smaller at young ages, the period to which the tax burden is shifted. Given that
repaymentt periods are generally very long, we are inclined to think that the difference is
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6.10.22

Reform

ICL with (partial) risk shifting

Onee may also design the ICL system where costs of default are (partly) shifted
too society at large. In the Australian system, students never repay more than
thee principal (the real interest rate is zero). That implies that there is no
exx post redistribution from lucky students to unlucky students. Subsidies
onn education now enter in an ex post fashion, however, rather than ex ante,
sincee the costs of default are funded from government budget. Still there can
bee reductions in total government expenditures on education. The reason is
t h a tt subsidies are also given to successful graduates, whereas in a risk-shifting
arrangementt only subsidies are given only to unsuccessful students. In that
case,, replacing ex ante subsidies for every student by ex post subsidies - only
givenn to unlucky graduates - makes the education system more egalitarian,
sincee the unlucky graduates have lower incomes than the average graduates.
Wee present calculations for various (exogenous) values of the default premiumm and the repayment rate. The problem here is to pick some reasonable
valuess in order to illustrate the important mechanisms. The reason is t h a t
thee number of possible ICL-schemes that one can think of is infinitely large.
Inn the Australian system there is no risk-pooling so that p = 0. This is a
naturall lower bound. Rinnooy Kan et al. (1998) use a default-premium p
equall to 1.3% to cover costs of default and early mortality. They do discuss
alsoo the possibility of a solidarity premium. As a benchmark we take p — .02.
Thiss figure implies that the effective interest rate for students increases to
rr + p — .05 in the base line case. We also present calculations for a default
premiumm of p = .04 which is our upper bound and p gets more the character
off a solidarity premium. We finally calculate the consequences if we let p go
too infinity. These calculations then correspond to a graduate tax with partial
risk-shifting. .
Forr the repayment rates we take values r = .02, r = .03, and r =
.04.. These values are somewhat arbitrarily chosen, but probably represent
thee politically feasible range. Finally, we restrict our subsidy regimes to
ss = 2,199 euros, and s — 4, 237 euros. The high and zero subsidy regimes
(ss = 0 euro and 5 = 6,355 euros) are probably not very interesting from a
policyy perspective. For these 24 combinations of repayment rates, solidarity
premiumss and education subsidies we present calculations below.
Inn order to assess the behavior of the ICL scheme we also present some
additionall statistics. First, we calculate the so called debt-gap. This is the
relativelyy minor.
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fractionn of total outstanding debt that has been repaid. The remaining fractionn is the social loss as a fraction of outstanding debts. The latter is what
Rinnooyy Kan et al. (1988) d u b the social risk of loans. Second, we calculate
thee fraction of students that are able to repay their debts in full. This is
denotedd the debt-count. Third, we computed the average number of years
itt takes to repay debt, for those who do pay back in full, see also Barr and
Faulkinghamm (1993).
Wee also compute the average costs of default for graduates with higher
vocationall and university education. The costs of default are derived in similarr fashion as the losses in tax revenues. First we calculated - for given
repaymentt rate r and default premium p - the net present value of default
costs.. Then we transformed the present value of default costs to the equivalentt yearly rise in education expenditures per student that generates the same
presentt value of default costs. In mathematical terms this can be expressed
as: :

v^'' nr
didi =

,°

a

t-

(6-18)

wheree dt, and DLi denote the yearly equivalent increase in costs of education
off education type i, and the default loss per student of education type i.
Thee other variables are defined above. Here we make an approximation by
assumingg that students in medical and technical subjects are 5 years enrolled.
23 3

Tablee 6.12 and table 6.13 present the results for the s = 2,119 euros
andd 4, 237 euros regimes where students pay 75% and 50% of total current
costss respectively. For the low subsidy regime we see that the debt gap is
substantial.. Large fractions of outstanding debts are not repaid with the
repaymentt rates and default premiums chosen here. Even with a repayment
ratee equal to 4% of total life-time income and a default premium of p — .04
aboutt 11% of outstanding debt is not repaid. This is less so in the high
subsidyy regime, where the debt gap may be close to 100% or more if the
repaymentt rate is 4% and the default premium is 2% or higher. Furthermore,
wee see that a substantial fraction of students in all scenario's does not repay
inn full. Of course, the number of students that repays falls if the default
premiumm increases, since it takes longer to repay debts for given repayment
23

Again,, we do not expect that this approximation has large effects on the estimated
costss of default, since the fraction of students enrolled in these studies is relatively low
comparedd with the total number of students.
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rates.. The average duration of of repayment is long, i.e., about 30 years or
more. .
Iff one regards the base-line parameters and tax and default rates as plausible,, it is not surprising that the private sector is reluctant to provide students
withh substantial loans. The low debt gaps require substantial risk premia and
repaymentt rates. The very low fractions of students that repays in full and
thee long periods of repayment make education loans very costly from an administrativee point of view. As such, the role for government intervention
seemss vindicated.
Yearlyy costs of default decrease if the government increases subsidy rates.
Studentss have to borrow less if the government is financing larger parts of the
costss of education. Reducing ex ante subsidies on education by increasing
privatee contributions yield marginally decreasing savings on government outlayss because ex post subsidies on education increase. Given the repayment
schemee (r, p), lowering education subsidies ex ante, implies that more costs
off default that are shifted to society at large, so that education subsidies
exx post increase. Prom the figures on the government savings we can see
thatt the reductions in government outlays are almost similar in both regimes
forr identical repayments schemes (r, p). More generally, only by increasing
thee repayment rate or the default/solidarity premium, substantial savings
onn aggregate government outlays can be achieved. If the repayment rate or
riskk premium increases, we can see that costs of default decrease substantially.. The reason is that students now have to repay a larger fraction of
theirr incomes to repay their debts, so that less default occurs. Consequently,
savingss on government outlays are increasing. We see in the middle subsidyy regime that aggregate costs of default eventually become negative. Due
too high default /solidarity premiums, graduates repay more than they have
borrowed. .
Replacingg ex ante with ex post subsidies has of course distributional effects.. Whereas everyone benefits from ex ante subsidies, only the graduates
withh incomes insufficient to repay their debts benefit from the insurance aspectss of the ICL. Consequently, replacing ex ante with ex post subsidies
resultss in a more equal distribution of income across graduates. This is the
insurancee element in an GT/ICL system, that is absent in schemes with educationn subsidies. Moreover, we can say that, more generally, ex post subsidies
aree more equitable than ex ante subsidies.
Iff p —> oo results converge to that of a GT (with partial risk-shifting).
Inn the low subsidy regime a repayment rate of 4% is too low to cover all
209 9
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Tablee 6.12: ICL with (partial) risk shifting (s = 2,119 euros)
Grosss sav. Rev.. loss
Gap p Count t Av. . Def. . costs s
repay y H.. voc. Univ. (EURR bin) (EURR bin)
rr
(%) ) (%) )
0.2 2
0.7 7
44 4
3.3 3
3.7 7
.02 2 45 5 6 6
0.2 2
-0.8 8
3.2 2
3.7 7
.02 2 46 6 -0.2 2
-0.8 8
3.2 2
3.7 7
.02 2 46 6 -0.2 2
-0.8 8
3.2 2
3.7 7
.02 2 46 6 -0.4 4
1.2 2
2.0 0
2.8 8
39 9
.03 3 62 2 19 9
0.4 4
1.4 4
42 2
1.5 5
2.5 5
.03 3 67 7 6 6
0.4 4
1.4 4
1.4 4
2.5 5
.03 3 69 9 1 1
48 8
-0.4 4
1.4 4
1.4 4
2.5 5
.03 3 69 9 -0.5 5
1.5 5
1.2 2
2.0 0
.04 4 73 3 34 4
37 7
0.4 4
0.5 5
1.8 8
1.6 6
.04 4 82 2 18 8
39 9
0.5 5
-0.2 2 2.0 0
41 1
1.3 3
.04 4 89 9 6 6
-1.2 2
0.5 5
-0.5 5 2.1 1
.04 4 91 1 --

Nett sav
(EURb
0.5 5
0.5 5
0.5 5
0.5 5
0.9 9
1.0 0
1.0 0
1.0 0
1.0 0
1.3 3
1.5 5
1.6 6

outstandingg debts since the debt-gap is 91%. From table 6.11 we can see
thatt a tax of 4.4% is sufficient to get the debt gap at 100%. Similarly, for the
highh subsidy regime, we see t h a t the debt gap is 118%, so that the repayment
ratee covers more than all outstanding debts. From table 6.11 follows that a
repaymentt rate of 2.9% is sufficient to cover debts.
Inn table 6.14 we did some sensitivity analysis for the ICL scheme for differentt assumptions of the parameter values used in the base-line calculations.
Heree we use the middle subsidy regime. The low subsidy regime has qualitativelyy similar effects. Again, the results show large sensitivity with respect
too the growth rate of wages and the (macro) risk-premium chosen. A 1%
pointt change in the 'good' direction in either one these parameters ensures
thatt the debt gap is about 100% or even higher. Similar effects are found if
thee amount borrowed is 25% lower (no drop-outs) or students are enrolled
forr the nominal duration of their study. However, a change in the 'wrong
direction'' makes the system vulnerable to non-repayment. This also holds for
25%% more funds. The labor supply effects (elasticities and retirement ages)
havee again relatively modest effects. From the figures for government savings
wee see that it ranges from E U R 0.5 to 1.6 billion. So the earlier conclusion
thatt one needs to be careful with drawing inferences is also confirmed here.
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Tablee 6.13: ICL with (partial) risk shifting (s = 4, 237 euros)
Gapp Count Av.
Def. costs
Gross sav. Rev.loss
repay y H.. voc. Univ. . (EURR bin) (EURR bin)
r r (%) ) (%) )
1.4 4
1.8 8
0.2 2
39 9
.02 2 62 2 19 9
0.7 7
42 2
1.7 7
0.2 2
.02 2 67 7 6 6
1.0 0
0.8 8
0.2 2
48 8
.02 2 69 9 1 1
0.9 9 0.8 8
1.4 4
-1.4 4
.02 2 69 9 -0.2 2
0.9 9 0.8 8
1.1 1
0.4 4
36 6
.03 3 78 8 42 2
0.6 6
1.0 0
36 6
-0.1 1 1.2 2
0.8 8
0.4 4
.03 3 89 9 20 0
0.5 5
39 9
-0.6 6 1.4 4
0.4 4
.03 3 97 7 9 9
-0.3 3
.03 3 103 3 -0.8 8
-1.0 0 1.5 5
34 4
.04 4 87 7 91 1
0.7 7
1.1 1
0.3 3
0.5 5
34 4
.04 4 102 2 36 6
0. .
-0.6 6 1.5 5
0.5 5
-0.2 2
.04 4 116 6 18 8
-1.5 5 1.8 8
33 3
0.5 5
-.04 4 137 7 --2.8 8 2.1 1
0.5 5
-1.0 0

Net sav.
(EI I
0.5 5
0.5 5
0.6 6
0.6 6
0.6 6
0.8 8
1.0 0
1.1 1
0.6 6
1.0 0
1.2 2
1.6 6

Tablee 6.14: Sensitivity analysis ICL (p = .02, s = 4, 237 euros, r = .03)
Gapp

Baseline e
55 = .01 ( a r = .04)
gg = .03(ss r = .02)
TtTt = .02 / r = .05
•K•K — .01 / r = .04
Ret.. age = 70
Elasticityy high
Elasticityy low
++ 25% funds
-25%% funds
Nominall duration

Count t

(%)0 )
(%) ) 20

89 9
75 5
103 3
62 2
75 5
95 5
88 8
90 0
77 7
103 3
99 9

10 0
34 4
66
11 1
24 4
19 9
20 0
11 1
36 6
34 4

Av. .

repay y
36 6
37 7
36 6
40 0
38 8
38 8
36 6
36 6
39 9
34 4
35 5

Def. . costs s
H.vc c..
c
Univ.
0.8 8
-0.1 1
1.4 4
0.2 2
2.1 1
1.4 4
0.6 6
0.8 8
0.7 7
1.6 6
0.1 1
0.3 3
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0.6 6

-0.7 7
1.4 4
0.6 6

-0.4 4
00

-0.1 1
0.6 6

-0.5 5
-0.4 4

Reform

Gross ssav. .
(EURR bin)

Rev v

loss s
(EURR bin)

Nett sav.
(EURR bin)

1.2 2
0.9 9
1.5 5
0.6 6
0.9 9
1.3 3
1.2 2
1.2 2
0.9 9
1.5 5
1.4 4

0.3 3
0.3 3
0.5 5
0.2 2
0.3 3
0.4 4
0.8 8
00
0.4 4
0.4 4
0.4 4

0.8 8
0.6 6
1.0 0
0.4 4
0.6 6
0.9 9
0.4 4
1.2 2
0.5 5
1.1 1
1.0 0
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Tablee 6.15: Enrollment (quasi) elasticities

Kodde,, 1986, NL
Oosterbeekk and Webbink. 1995. NL
Kane.. 1994. US
Kane,, 1995, US
Lesliee and Brinkman, 1987 (various)
Hilmer,, 1998

6.111

Discussion

6.11.11

Enrollment effects

dq dq dp dp
.5 5 EURR 272
-00
55
$1000 0
3.5 5 $1000 0
.6-.8 8 $100 0
11
$100 0

pp
EURR 545
-$1200 0
$753 3
$3420 0
$3576 6

ee
.01 1
00
.06 6
.03 3
.21-.36 6

Althoughh we have taken into account various possibilities that may affect behaviorr it is possible that other effects are important. Decreasing the subsidy
ratess and increasing the repayment obligations through the tax after graduationn may cause a drop in enrollment in higher education because students
aree confronted with lower returns on their investment in education. On the
otherr hand, since there is effective insurance of repayment risks, enrollment
iss expected to increase. A priori, we cannot quantify the combined effect
sincee both effects work in opposite direction.
Empirically,, evidence on the effects of reducing future earnings on enrollmentt is mixed. Estimates for the Netherlands by Kodde (1986) suggest
thatt enrollment is hardly price-responsive. Oosterbeek and Webbink (1995)
findd no effects in a similar study for the Netherlands. Empirical evidence
forr other countries - notably the US - suggests that increasing tuition rates
couldd reduce enrollment in higher education, however, empirical evidence is
mixedd in the US as well.
Lesliee and Brinkman (1987) and Hilmer (1998) find a substantial impact
off lowering tuition prices upon enrollment. Kane's (1994, 1995) findings
suggestt that this effect is substantially lower. In table 6.15 we summarize
thee enrollment elasticities found in the literature. The elasticity is defined
ass the absolute change in enrollment in %-point.s (dq) with respect to an
increasee in tuition prices with 1% (dp/p), i.e., e = -dq/(dp/p).
It is therefore
moree correctly denoted a quasi-elasticity. We computed the elasticities using
informationn on the average prices of college/university education and the
estimatedd effects upon enrollment in university or college.
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Tablee 6.15 shows for the US studies that increases in the tuition rates with
equall amounts resulted in roughly equal decreases in enrollment. However,
thee quasi-elasticities turn out to be very different since the mean levels of
tuitionn - given in the third column - vary heavily. Kane's findings are about
tenn times lower than Leslie and Brinkman's findings. This suggests a highly
non-linearr relationship between tuition prices and enrollment: the higher is
thee tuition, the more enrollment is affected by increases in tuition.
Thee level of tuition fees in the Netherlands corresponds more to the
Kane'ss (1994, 1995) analysis where effects on college enrollment are estimated.. Hilmer (1998) and Leslie and Brinkman (1987) look at university
enrollment.. Based on the low elasticities of enrollment in the Netherlands,
combinedd with the tuition levels in the Netherlands that are comparable
too Kane's studies, we are inclined to think that the enrollment elasticity is
somewheree between zero and .03. The latter corresponds to a drop in enrollmentt of 3% points if current tuition levels are doubled. Additional evidence
basedd on subjective evaluation by students also suggests that effects upon
enrollmentt are not very large, see also SEO (2000).
Wee present some suggestive calculations of the consequences for enrollmentt for the various subsidy regimes in table 6.16 based on elasticities in
thee interval (.01;.03). In the regimes where students are confronted with
alll costs, an average price increase of 687% occurs. Based on the presumed
elasticities,, a drop in enrollment occurs of 7%-points to 21%-points in the
regimee with the highest elasticity of enrollment. For the regimes s = 2,119
euross changes in enrollment are 5-15%-points whereas the s — 4,237 euros
regimee features drops in enrollment ranging from 3-9%-points. Increasing
thee private contributions for students to 25% of current total outlays gives
smalll effects on enrollment. Clearly, potential effects on enrollment can be
important. .
Givenn that there are potential repercussions on enrollment, also savings
onn government outlays may be larger than presumed. When considering
aa policy switch towards more private contributions in higher education, it
wouldd therefore be wise to increase private contributions only slowly and,
att the same time, monitor the development of enrollment rates, especially
amongg the disadvantaged groups.
Chapmann (1997) shows that the introduction of the Australian HECS systemm did not produce negative effects on the enrollment of the lower income
groups,, see also CPB (2001a) for a more detailed discussion. Furthermore,
inn the Netherlands we have seen that enrollment has been steadily increasing
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Tablee 6.16: Potential effects on enrollment

dp/p dp/p
55 — 0 euro
ss = 2,119 euros
55 = 4,237 euros
55 = 6,355 euros

6.87 7
4.90 0
2.94 4
0.67 7

dq dq
ee =.01 1
6.9 9
4.9 9
2.9 9
.7 7

e == .02
13.7 7
9.8 8
5.9 9
1.3 3

e-.03 3
20.6 6
14.7 7
8.8 8
2.0 0

inn recent years despite lower grants and higher tuition rates. Other factors
seemm to be more relevant to explain this observation. Hereby one can think
off increases in real incomes by parents and students (working while studying)
whichh may have caused relaxations of credit constraints, an increased preferencee for education as a consumption good, or an anticipated future increase
inn real returns on education, see also Leslie and Brinkman (1987) for more
arguments. .
Clearlyy enrollment of students in higher education may fall. Whether this
iss a social disadvantage or not depends on both positive and adverse selection
effects.. A positive selection effect occurs because enrollment of marginal
studentss falls since they are confronted more heavily with the real costs of
education.. Adverse selection/moral hazard occurs if low-risk students do not
wantt to participate anymore and if students choose more risky education
types. .

6.11.22

General equilibrium effects

Iff enrollment effects are important, then general equilibrium repercussions on
wagess and interest rates could be important as well. With respect to general
equilibriumm effects on the interest rate there is not an issue because the
Netherlandss is a small open economy in which the interest rate is determined
onn world capital markets.
Underr perfect factor price equalization, the relative wages of skilled viz a
vizz unskilled workers are determined on world factor markets, see also Topel
(1999).. Consequently, in a small-open economy with perfectly integrated
capitall a n d / o r goods markets there are in principle no effects on relative
wages.. However, one can be sceptical about the strength of factor price
equalizationn from an empirical point of view. The work by for example
Hartogg et al. (1993) suggests that relative wage differences are importantly
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determinedd by (local) demand and supply factors.
Hence,, changes in relative wages, and therefore wage profiles, might occur
ass a consequence of different enrollment decisions of students, see e.g. Katz
andd Murphy (1992), Heekman et al. (1998a). This changes the income
distributionn and the incentives to acquire skills. More research with general
equilibriumm models as in Heekman et al. (1998a) is needed to address this
issue.. However, we do not think that general equilibrium effects are very
largee in view of the low price elasticity of enrollment.

6.11.33

Adverse selection and moral hazard effects

Withh the risk pooling arrangements in the financing system, the standard
problemss of adverse selection and moral hazard with providing an insurance
mayy arise. If the government cannot observe the riskiness of the type of
student,, adverse selection might occur if the good risk students do not want
participatee in the program, see also Nerlove (1975) and Oosterbeek (1998).
Thee good risks can be better off by not participating since they have to
payy a part of their incomes as a premium to cover to costs of default of the
badd risks. The consequence is that the proportion of risky students in the
totall pool of students increases and the repayment rates increase accordingly.
Ass the 'insurance' premium increases, the attractiveness of the GT or ICL
systemm is reduced for the bad risks. Investment in human capital is reduced
becausee the low risk students voluntarily under-insure themselves.
Iff the government cannot perfectly observe the actions of students and
graduatess moral hazard occurs. We may distinguish between a number of
typess of moral hazard. First, there is moral hazard relating to the risks of
nott earning a high enough income after graduation. Graduates may reduce
theirr labor supply or work effort, even stop participating in the labor market,, or switch to the black circuit in order to reduce or avoid the income
contingentt repayments. We take these effects into account in this Chapter,
byy considering effects of the repayment rate on life-time labor supply. Moral
hazardd could also be relevant for partners who want to raise children after
theyy graduated rather than work. Based on our calculations we do not expect
thatt this second form of moral hazard is of quantitative importance for repaymentt conditions. (Moral hazard in labor supply is important for savings
onn government outlays, however).
Second,, students are better informed about their capabilities and efforts
too graduate than the government. Moral hazard occurs if the system with
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insurancee of repayment risks induces students to reduce their learning efforts.. Since students know that the costs of default are borne by their fellow
students,, there is a reduced incentive to study and there is too much risky
borrowingg accordingly. This drives up default premiums, and. consequently
makee the G T / I C L system less attractive. In turn, lower learning efforts may
inducee or worsen adverse selection problems, since worsening repayment conditionss induce the low risks to opt out.
Third,, a form of moral hazard occurs if the repayment rate is not properly
differentiatedd according to length of study. If repayments are not differentiatedd the graduates who are enrolled shortly, subsidize those who are enrolled
longer.. For a proper functioning of an ICL or GT, the repayment conditions
shouldd be dependent on length of enrollment to avoid distortions in educationn choices. Similarly, there is a case for differentiating costs of education for
variouss education types to avoid implicit subsidies from cheap to expensive
studies. .
Fourth,, education is not only a pure investment good but also a consumptionn good, see also Lazear (1977) and Kodde and Ritzen (1985). Students
withh more consumption motives are perhaps also the students in more risky
educationn types. If this is so. then financing education with full risk pooling
impliess that the agents with more preference for the consumption aspects of
educationn are implicitly subsidized by the agents with more investment motives.. Education choices are distorted then and enrollment of consumption
orientedd students is inefficiently high.
Thee importance of adverse selection and moral hazard problems is hard
too assess empirically. No real empirical evidence exists on the impact of the
termss of the loan system on the risk-characteristics of the students involved
inn the system. The fact that no well developed capital market for education
investmentss exists can be taken as an indication for the importance of asymmetricc information. For example Rothshield and Stiglitz (1976) have shown
thatt competitive markets may fail to exist under conditions of asymmetric
information.. If the government attempts to correct this market distortion, it
cann be confronted with similar information problems as the private market.
Onn the other hand, there are legal restrictions that prevent the proper
functioningg of private markets. In a non-slave state, claims on human capital
cannott be traded. However, if there were no legal barriers, private markets
wouldd probably offer equity contracts rather than debt contracts for financing
education,, see Jacobs and Van Wijnbergen (2002). Since the government is
thee only legal authority to execute claims on human capital through the tax
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system,, it can in fact resolve private market failures by financing investment
inn human capital through an equity participation scheme and recoup returns
off the investment through the tax system. For similar reasons, insurance
contractss cannot be executed by private parties. In addition, large transactionn costs are involved in providing loans for education purposes since there
iss no collateral and enforcement of repayments is costly. Furthermore, these
contractss may be costly from an administrative point of view given their long
durationn as indicated by our calculations. The government is arguably more
efficientt in enforcing and monitoring the repayments of the loan through the
taxx system. Monitoring and enforcement systems are already in place anyhow,, so marginal costs of collecting repayments through the tax system go
too zero.
Thee government may alleviate problems with asymmetric information in
variouss ways. First, and most important is to generate more information
onn the risk characteristics, abilities and motivations of students. In general,
thee government is confronted with similar moral hazard problems as the privatee sector, unless it can gather the information on the 'rotten apples' in
thee system more efficiently that private parties. As stated above, repayment
conditionss should be dependent on easily observable characteristics such as
lengthh of enrollment and potentially also on the costs of education. Further,
thee government could select student upon enrollment and track them thereafter.. The tracking is already a part of government policies ('temponorm').
Therebyy the government circumvents the information problem that lies at the
heartt of the moral hazard mechanism. This may reduce problems with adversee selection as well. If the government can get the high risk students out of
thee student population, the low risk students voluntary participate, see also
Oosterbeekk (1998). Also, the repayments my be differentiated for graduates
withh different expected life-time earnings to avoid pure income redistribution,
whilee at the same time maintaining income insurance for graduates within
thee same income categories. This requires that there is a sufficient number
off graduates within each income category to make risk pooling possible.
Second,, the effective insurance of the ICL can be reduced. The type of
contractt with adverse selection is that the low risk (high ability) students
voluntarilyy under-insure themselves, or, in other words, they bear more risk.
Similarly,, the solution to moral hazard problems is to provide less insurancee in order to strengthen economic incentives. Nerlove (1975) proposes a
fixedd limit on the default premium, so that repayments are never larger than
principall plus interest plus the default premium. This is a so called opting217 7
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outout provision. The possibility of opting out. provides incentives to the low
riskk students to participate in the program, so that adverse selection can be
avoidedd to some extent. Further, moral hazard problems are mitigated since
thee benefits of loss preventing efforts are increased. An opting out provisionn is not a free solution because it has a price in terms of less effective
insurance.. Therefore, the under-investment problem due to lacking insurance,, which the government attempted to solve in the first place, reappears
iff insurance is reduced.
Thee government may also offer multiple 'loan-insurance'-packages to differentt students. Then students can voluntarily choose the package that suits
themm best. Again, low-risk students want a package with less insurance and
loww default and solidarity premiums, whereas the high risk students want to
havee more insurance. This is similar to the opting-out provision. With multiplee contracts potential problems may arise with horizontal equity. Some
mayy regard multiple contracts as unjust if the type of contracts that studentss choose is potentially dependent on background characteristics. These
mayy determine, for example, risk-aversion, and thereby the type of contract
chosen.. Principles of equality of opportunity are violated then.
Third,, if the costs of default are borne by society, repayment conditions
aree independent of the risk-characteristics, preferences and abilities of the
students.. Low risk/high ability consumption students are not confronted
withh the costs of default of high risk/low ability students. This is the case in
thee Australian HECS system. Note however that this is not a real 'solution',
sincee the average tax payer is confronted with the risks of default and the
problemm is simply shifted to other parties than students. There might be
casee for subsidies on education if moral hazard problems are reduced if peoplee become more educated. For example, supplying less labor to avoid the
repayment,, has larger utility costs if one is higher educated and wage rates
perr hour are higher. Therefore, subsidizing education may help to boost
laborr supply, and thereby reduce the moral hazard problem of low labor supply.. This is what Arnott and Stiglitz (1990) call a 'non-pecuniary markets
externality'. .
Fourth,, participation may be obligatory so that low risk students have no
choicee of opting out and adverse selection does not occur. Most proposals of
GTT seem to assume that participation is indeed obligatory. This eliminates
thee adverse selection problem because the low risk students are obliged to
participate,, but introduces inefficiencies of obligatory redistribution from low
riskk - high return to high risk - low return students. These cross-subsidies
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mayy exacerbate the moral hazard problems - enrollment of too many high
riskk - low return students.

6.11.44

Positive selection effects

Somee types of education clearly have higher monetary benefits than others,
seee also table 6.2. If private contributions are increased, not only the low
riskk graduates drop out of the system (adverse selection), but also the studentss with the lowest mean returns. This is what we call positive selection.
Thesee are the 'marginal students'. Since these students are confronted more
withh the real costs, enrollment of these groups tends to fall. If this is true,
thee average return to education in the student population increases, so that
repaymentt conditions in the system become more attractive.
Again,, consumption motives may matter. Students with more consumptionn motives are probably also the students in low return education types, see
alsoo table 6.2. One cannot explain why students pursue a low return study if
theree is no apparent non-economic benefit instead. We observe lower incomes
off workers with particular types of education (say, art historians) compared to
otherr workers with other education types (say, economists). Thus, incentives
too enroll in types of education with more consumption motives are reduced
iff private contributions are increased, because students with consumption
motivess are confronted with larger costs. If there are no convincing other
reasonss to subsidize education of consumption oriented students, social efficiencyy is enhanced. Again, given the absence of any empirical evidence on
thesee matters we cannot assess the potential strength of positive selection
effects. .

6.11.55

Accessibility effects

Thee question is whether lowering the subsidies and replacing these with incomee contingent repayments harms accessibility for students. At least theoreticallyy there hardly seems to be a case for this mechanism to be relevant.
Thee reason is threefold. First, the capital market imperfection is resolved
soo that every student with sufficient talents is able to obtain the necessary
fundss to enroll in education, independently of background conditions. Liquidityy constraints for the poor are therefore avoided.
Second,, enrollment of students in education types with low returns may
bee reduced in view of the larger private contributions. Low return education
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typess are typically encountered in the 'softer' subjects (arts, languages, etc).
Iff there are no other convincing reasons for subsidizing low return education
types,, this drop in enrollment, creates a positive selection effects and actuallyy improves social efficiency. The reason is that education in low earning
subjectss with a system of education subsidies is apparently too cheap from
aa private perspective and over-investment occurs with subsidies.
Third,, large risk aversion, as a consequence of low initial wealth, ceases
too be a serious problem, since all downside risks are eliminated. All redistributionn of incomes goes in the direction of graduates with the most risky
educationn types with the largest downside income risks. This runs counter
thee idea that providing ICL's or G T s for the financing of education imposes
seriouss risks on students in the riskier education types. In fact, the graduatess with little income risks are the ones who bear the costs in a risk-pooling
system.. These students may drop out of the system and have to self-finance
theirr investments, cf. Rothshield and Stiglitz (1976). Lowr risk graduates
optingg for self-financing suffer from problems with imperfect capital markets
andd absent insurance, social inefficiencies may occur if the lowr risk students
under-invest. under-invest.

6.11.66

Administration

Wee did not pay attention to the administrative costs associated with the
differentt proposals for education finance reform. Available evidence on the
incomee contingent loan system in Australia suggests that administrative costs
weree as low as 1% of the total loans repaid, see Chapman (1997, p. 747).
Thiss is low given the complexity of the system. Furthermore, we expect that
savingss on administration costs can be made since the (ex ante) income check
forr income dependent grants can be abolished, see also Kane (1997, p.347).
Additionally,, integrating the repayments of education loans in the tax system
makess it possible to save on collection costs. Marginal costs of including the
repaymentt structure in the income tax are approximately zero. Furthermore,
psychologicall barriers and compliance costs are lower when repayments are
integratedd in the tax system, so we expect that collection costs are low.

6.11.77

International environment

Somee have expressed fears of an outflow of (potentially) high skilled workers
too foreign countries if costs of higher education are increased in the Nether220 0
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lands.. Again this is a question related to the price-elasticity of demand for
education.. If the price-elasticity of demand for higher education is indeed
ratherr low, one should be surprised to find large outflows of potential students.. Currently, the fraction of higher education workers that works abroad
iss only very low (about 2.5% for higher vocational graduates and about 4%
forr university graduates, see HBO Raad (1999) and VSNU (2000). Arguably,
otherr factors, such as career opportunities, are more important than the tuitionn prices to explain international movements of graduates.
AA moral hazard effect may also apply to academics who leave the country
afterr graduation if the repayment rate in a GT or ICL is a residence based
taxx that can be avoided by moving to foreign countries. This drives up tax
ratess for those who remain within the country, thereby inducing agents to
leavee the country more quickly. It is however a matter of political choice to
lett the repayments in a GT/ICL take the form of a residence based tax. One
mayy also opt for a source based GT or ICL in similar fashion as an income
contingentt loan to avoid the problem. Recall that also under the current loan
schemee the government is confronted with problems with graduates leaving
thee country. Alternatively, a so called 'exit tax' can be applied for graduates
thatt leave the country.

6.122

Conclusions

Inn this Chapter we have analyzed the consequences of replacing government
subsidiess on education with a graduate tax (GT) or income contingent loan
(ICL)) system for the financing of higher education. GT's and ICL's are directlyy directed towards solving the problems with imperfect capital markets
andd the absence of insurance to cover the financial risks of pursuing higher
education.. Government resources are therefore directed towards those studentss facing problems in financing their education and being confronted with
riskss of low incomes after graduation, i.e., the potentially disadvantaged students/graduates.. This is less costly than giving subsidies across the board.
Further,, an increase in private contributions by students can be defended
onn grounds of achieving a more equal distribution of incomes, to circumvent
pressuress on government budgets, and to increase the allocative efficiency of
thee educational system.
Inn both GT and ICL systems graduates obtain funds by the government
too cover tuition and costs of living. Graduates pay a fraction of their incomes
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too the government in return for the funds received. With an ICL the amount
off repayments has a maximum that is determined by the amount borrowed,
whereass with a G T payments never stop. If a mark-up on the interest rate,
aa so called default or solidarity premium, covers the social losses in an ICL
system,, there is risk-pooling of income risks amongst graduates. We showed
thatt the G T is therefore a special case of an ICL system with a large default/solidarityy premium. The reason is that with higher default/solidarity
premiums,, the high-earning graduates remain in the system for a longer time
andd thereby contribute more to solidarity. The crucial difference between
ICL'ss and GT's is that under a GT. the amount of income insurance and
redistributionn of incomes is larger because there is no ceiling on repayments.
Withh an ICL the social risks may also be borne by society rather than the
graduates.. In that case default risks are shifted, which comes at the cost
off achieving less savings on government outlays because (ex post) education
subsidiess still enter the system.
Too analyze the consequences of a policy switch towards increased private
contributions,, we constructed a simulation model to analyze loans, GT's and
ICLL systems of education finance. We differentiated the financing regimes
withh full pooling, or (partial) risk shifting of default risks. We based our
simulationss on empirical estimates of the wage profiles of graduates where we
differentiatedd the graduates according to their gender, whether they pursued
higherr vocational or university education, what type of education they did
andd we allowed for income uncertainty. Additionally, we adjusted the ageearningss profiles for labor supply and participation effects.
Wee analyzed increases in private contributions by students from the currentt system to the abolition of all current education subsidies. A pure loan
systemm served as a benchmark. Especially women run into repayment problemss in a loan system if education subsidies are low. Also graduates in the
loww earning subjects would run risks of default. We have shown that the
switchh to a G T or ICL system can significantly reduce the default risks that
graduatess would experience if they had to finance their education under an
ordinaryy loan system. This implies that the insurance element in an G T / I C L
schemess is crucial. Notwithstanding that also redistribution of incomes takes
place. .
Too get a quantitative idea of the effects, a net reduction in yearly governmentt outlays on education of about EUR 2.5 billion would result if education
currentt subsidies are dropped to zero. The repayment rate in an GT is then
aboutt 6%. In an ICL system with full risk pooling - with a maximum of
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repaymentss by students - the repayment rate is higher depending on the ceilingg of the repayments. The range varies from 6-10% depending on the size
off the default /solidarity premium. If default risks are shifted to society the
repaymentt rate may be lower, but this goes at a costs of a smaller reductionn in government outlays. Increasing the contribution by students to about
50%% of the costs would result in a GT of about 3%, and somewhat higher
repaymentt rates in an ICL system with full risk pooling. Still a reduction in
governmentt outlays results of about EUR 1.1 billion.
Underr a risk-shifting regime, the government faces a trade-off between
reducingg ex ante subsidies on education subsidies on the one hand, and financingg the costs of non-repayment (ex post subsidies) on the other hand.
Nevertheless,, replacing ex ante subsidies with ex post subsidies makes the
resultingg distribution of incomes more equal than in the current system since
onlyy graduates with insufficient incomes to repay their debts in full receive
subsidies,, whereas in the current system also graduates with potentially high
enoughh incomes to repay their debts receive subsidies. Whether the governmentt wants to give ex ante or ex post subsidies depends on the trade-off
betweenn equity/insurance and efficiency /incentives. Ex post subsidies are
moree equal, but less efficient because education and labor supply choices are
distorted. .
Ourr calculations of an income contingent loan system with repayment
ratess of 3% indicate that repayment periods are generally long (about 30
yearss or more) and that a substantial fraction of the graduates may not repayy their debts in full. This is circumstantial evidence that the private sector
iss reluctant to provide education loans since administration and enforcement
costss are high, whereas these problems are arguably less severe for the governmentt when the repayment schedule is integrated in the tax system.
Wee took into account potential effects of the repayment rate on life-time
laborr supply and considered changes in the retirement age. These turned
outt not to be very important for the repayment conditions. Consequently,
morall hazard effects regarding labor supply are not very important quantitatively.. Nevertheless, net savings on government expenditures are importantly
determinedd by the sensitivity of taxable labor income with respect to the repaymentt rate. The reason is that the government also looses tax revenues
whenn labor supply is reduced.
Further,, we investigated the potential effects of reducing the average durationn of enrollment and the reduction of drop-out rates. These turned out
too make the system substantially more attractive in terms of repayment con223 3
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ditt ions. This is important in light of avoiding moral hazard and adverse
selectionn effects. We have also shown that the results are sensitive with
respectt to the assumptions regarding interest rates, default and risk premiumss and growth rates of wages. So one has to be careful in drawing firm
conclusionss about the exact size of the repayment rates.
Wee discussed potential effects of raising private contributions upon enrollmentt in higher education and concluded that enrollment may decrease. We
doo not expect that enrollment of students with sufficient talents will decrease,
butt the 'marginal' students may choose not to pursue higher education. The
enrollmentt effects are probably not very large, but empirical evidence is not
veryy robust to vindicate this conclusion. Therefore, it seems most practicall to increase private contributions only gradually while at the same time
monitoringg enrollment.
Finally,, when a policy switch is made, a choice must be made with regards
too who bears the costs of default: graduates (risk-pooling), the government
(risk-shifting),, or a mixture of both? If moral hazard, adverse selection
andd adverse incentive effects (arising from redistribution) can be avoided by
meanss of selection and tracking mechanisms, making the repayment rates
dependentt on length of enrollment, the type of study and expected life-time
earnings,, there seems to be no need for the government to share the costs of
defaultt with the students.
However,, if adverse selection/incentives and moral hazard are indeed important,, the government can avoid the repercussions on repayment conditions
byy bearing (partially) the costs of default. This has the advantage that repaymentt conditions are independent from the risk-characteristics of the student
populationn so that adverse selection is avoided, but may exacerbate moral
hazardd problems (high drop-out, long duration of enrollment). However, savingss on government outlays are less since education subsidies still enter the
systemm in ex post fashion. Obligatory participation by students may also
mitigatee adverse selection effects. Adverse incentives can also be avoided by
givingg less insurance/income redistribution.
Problemss with adverse incentives and asymmetric information are potentiallyy more important in a G T system than an ICL system, because there is
moree insurance/redistribution in a GT compared to an ICL. More generally,
thee ICL features more degrees of freedom than a GT, so that policy targets
aree achieved more efficiently under an ICL.
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Appendix x
Listt of assumptions
•• Growth rate of wages g = .02. Robustness checks for g — .01 and
gg = .03.
•• Real risk free interest rate r = .03 per year. Robustness checks for
rr = .01, r = .02, r = .04, and r = .05.
•• No risk premium in base-line calculations. Robustness checks for IT =
.011 and 7T = .02.

•• Default/solidarity premiums ICL p = 0, p = .02, p = 04, p = oc (latter
iss equivalent to graduate tax with risk-shifting).
•• No differentiation according tot differences in educational costs. Differentiationn according to level of education (higher vocational/university)
andd length of education (/3 and medical education tracks).
•• Flat repayment rate. Repayments not differentiated according to type
off education, subject of education or sex. We do not allow for faster
repaymentss than necessary. No income checks in general and no specific
incomee checks for non-participants or part-time workers.
•• Students receive funds equal to the current education expenditures on
institutionss and grants per student per year minus exogenously given
educationn subsidies at level s euros. We vary average subsidy levels
betweenn s = 0 euro, s = 2,119 euros, s = 4,237 euros, and s — 6,355
euros.. The current average subsidy level equals s = 7, 398 euros.
•• Amount of funds exogenous. Robustness checks for +25% or -25% in
totall funds made available to students.
•• Average duration higher vocational education 5 years. Average durationn university education sciences and technical subjects 6 years, medicall 7 years and other 5 years.
•• Slopes earnings profiles invariant to education subject and labor supply
effects.. Slopes differ for men and women and higher vocational and
universityy education.
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•• Risk classes based on estimated standard errors of residuals of wage
profiles.. Wages are assumed to be log-normally distributed.
•• Participation index takes into account hours worked (differentiated
byy age and higher vocational or university education) participation
ratess {differentiated by higher vocational or university education), and
growthh in participation rates.
•• Participation index A = A ase = 2 6 if a ê e < 26. A = A a9e = 55 if age > 55.
Retirementt age 65. Robustness checks for a retirement age of 70 years.
•• All calculations based on 1997 figures except corrections for growth in
participationn rates.
•• The model is assumed to be in the steady state and no general equilibriumm effects are present (small open economy).
•• 9 — .5 is the average marginal tax rate which is assumed to be constant.
Averagee tax rate is assumed to be constant at .40.
•• Uncompensated elasticity of life-time labor supply in base scenario:
menn E — .1, women E = .5. High scenario: men E — .25, women
EE = 1. Low scenario: men E = 0 women E = 0.

Data a
Too estimate the earnings profiles we use data from 1997 on wages and educationn provided by the Statistics Netherlands (2000b) in the Wage Structure
Surveyy 1997 (Statistics Netherlands, Loonstructuur Onderzoek (LSO) 1997).
Thiss data set contains information on earnings, education levels, work experience,, job characteristics, etc. for working males and females. The total
numberr of observations is about 150.000. We only use data on higher educatedd workers, which leaves us with about 35.000 observations. 24
Wagess are gross monthly earnings. For the estimation of the earnings
profiless we computed hourly wages based on reported hours of work. Then
hourlyy wages are converted into yearly wages by multiplying hourly wage
ratess with a measure of total hours worked in a year based on full-time
employment.. We take for this measure 1600 hours which is derived from a
24

Wee excluded post-doctoral workers.
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workingg year consisting of 40 weeks of 40 hours of work.25 We use the log of
thee yearly wage in our estimations in conformity with the literature, see e.g.
Beckerr (1993).
Statisticss Netherlands provides data on education levels that are based
onn the standard education classification (Standaard Onderwijs Indeling), see
alsoo Statistics Netherlands (1993). For our purposes we transform the educationn classification to the so called HOOP classification used by the Dutch
Ministryy of Education (HOOP is an abbreviation of the Higher Education
andd Research Plan). This classification consists of eight aggregate subjects
forr university education: agriculture, sciences, technics, health, economics,
law,, behavioral and social subjects, and languages and culture. For higher
vocationall education essentially the same categories are used. For higher
vocationall education we use an extra category for education to become a
teacherr and we drop the sciences category.26
Next,, we adjust the estimated earnings profiles for differences in labor
supply.. To that end we employ additional data. First, we use data from the
Laborr Force Survey 1997 (Statistics Netherlands, Enquête Beroepsbevolkingg (EBB) 1997) conducted by Statistics Netherlands (2000c) on labor force
participation.. Participation rates are defined as the fraction of the (random)
samplee that belongs to the working population, i.e., persons that are either
working,, or planning to be working, or actively searching for work for at least
122 hours a week. We were not able to disentangle the effects further to the
variouss types of education as the EBB only uses a classification of technical,
economic,, health and other types of education.
Second,, we use data on hours worked. These are also taken from the
LSO'977 data provided by Statistics Netherlands (2000b). We take as a measuree of labor supply the total hours worked in a year. Third, we adjust
thee earnings profiles for increases in labor force participation. An update of
thee data provided by the Statistics Netherlands/CPB Netherlands Bureau of
Economicc Policy Research (1997) is used to project growth in participation
rates. .
Forr the computations of the various policy experiments we use data on
enrollmentt in higher education by type of education, HOOP-classification
25

Averagee labor supply for males at the university (higher vocational level) equals 1566
(1551)) hours per year, see table 6.18. Therefore, we think that 1600 hours is a good
approximationn for a full-time job.
26
Wee constructed a concordance between both classifications that is available upon
requestt from the author.
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andd gender from Statistics Netherlands (1999). Further we added data on
thee costs of education per student (grants, cost prices of education, and
tuitionn rates) in various HOOP area's provided by the Dutch Ministry of
Educationn (2000, 2001b).

Estimationn earnings profiles
Wee estimate earnings profiles of graduates separately for men and women,
andd for higher vocational and university education. We adjust these wage
profiless by taking into account labor supply decisions, participation rates,
andd the growth in participation rates, to correct the future earnings streams
off graduates. In our analysis we differentiate between various types of education.. It is expected that earnings profiles differ for the various subjects
thatt students have chosen.
Wee estimate standard OLS regressions of Z-th order polynomial ageearningss profiles with fixed effects for every education type. Our estimating
equationn reads as follows:
8-11

z
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wheree the dependent variable is the log of yearly gross wage income. 27 dunij
iss a dummy variable equal to 1 if education type is j = 1,..., 8. (Note that
wee drop one dummy for the last category in the estimations), expj is years
off working experience, a and 3 are the parameter vectors to be estimated.
ee is an error term.
Murphyy and Welch (1992) argue that a quadratic wage profile misses some
essentiall aspects of the age earnings profile. Therefore, we estimate a more
flexibleflexible functional form with higher order terms. In order to determine t
degreee of the polynomial function we first estimated a age-earnings profile
overr the whole sample with age-dummies for every age. On the basis of this
estimationn we computed the predicted wage profile. Next we estimated a Zthh order polynomial profile and computed the predicted wages. We compared
thee predictions of both wage profiles and found that after the fourth order
onlyy marginal improvements in predictions were found. Lower order wage
27

Notee that the yearly gross wage is a linear transformation of hourly wage rates (based
onn 1600 hours per year) so that labor supply effects do not enter here.
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profiless turned to miss essential characteristics at the tails, i.e., at low or
highh levels of experience.
Wee do not estimate separate slope coefficients on experience for each
educationn type since the number of observations in each 'age-type' cell is too
loww to obtain precise estimates on the experience terms. Only by reducing
thee number of estimated coefficients for experience to a quadratic wage profile
onee can obtain relatively precise estimates. This procedure has a large cost
becausee a quadratic wage profile does not represent the actual pattern of
life-cyclee incomes very well. Consequently, we chose to do a fixed effects
estimation. .
Wee define the experience variable as follows. We subtracted from age,
thee approximate age at which the labor market is entered. We assumed that
eachh higher vocational graduate starts to work at the age of 22. This is based
onn the notion that secondary education to enter higher vocational education
(HAVO)) ends at age 17 and the presumed duration of higher vocational
educationn is 5 years. University graduates start one year later at the age
off 23, since secondary education to enter university takes one year longer
(VWO).. We maintain the assumption that it takes 5 years to complete an
universityy education except for three education types. University graduates
withh a beta-education (science or technical) start to work at the age of 24 and
universityy graduates with a medical education start working at age 25. The
latterr exceptions reflect the respective longer durations of their education.
Tablee 6.17 gives the estimation results for men and women with higher
vocationall and university education types respectively. In general, our variabless of interest are highly significant at conventional confidence levels.

Laborr supply effects
Wee correct the wage profiles for differences in working time, participation
rates,, and growth in participation rates.
Hourlyy labor supply
Tablee 6.18 shows the average number of hours worked per year ordered by
educationn type for men and women respectively. The first thing to notice is
thatt labor supply for males is by and large the same for various subjects at
thee higher vocational levels. Inspection of the figures reveals that men work
approximatelyy full-time. The only exception is the category 'arts' where
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Tablee 6.17: Estimation results. Dependent variable is log yearly wage.

Agriculture e

Higherr vocational
men n
women n
0.052 2
0.119 9
-0.051 1
(0.023)*** *

Sciences s
Technics s
Medical l
Economics s
Law w
Soc.. beh.
Teacher r
Exp p
Exp 2 /100 0
Exp 3 /10000 0
Exp 4 /1000000 0
Constant t
s.e.e. .
Observations s
R-squared d

0.207 7
(0.012)*** *
0.075 5
(0.018)*** *
0.251 1
(0.011)*** *
0.126 6
(0.023)*** *
0.057 7
(0.014)*** *
-0.066 6
(0.025)*** *
0.157 7
(0.006)*** *
-0.856 6
(0.061)*** *
2.297 7
(0.241)*** *
-2.300 0
(0.315)*** *
2.865 5
(0.020)*** *
.448 8
13560 0
0.33 3

0.006 6
-0.031 1
-0.064 4
(0.014)*** *
-0.011 1
-0.016 6
-0.023 3
-0.038 8
-0.066 6
(0.014)*** *
-0.143 3
(0.033)*** *
0.163 3
(0.006)*** *
-1.157 7
(0.069)*** *
3.499 9
(0.297)*** *
-3.695 5
(0.414)*** *
3.072 2
(0.019)*** *
.526 6
11113 3
0.19 9

University y
men n
0.27 7
(0.034)*** *
0.245 5
(0.027)*** *
0.365 5
(0.024)*** *
0.335 5
(0.033)*** *
0.383 3
(0.024)*** *
0.351 1
(0.028)*** *
0.088 8
(0.023)*** *

women n
0.166 6
(0.057)*** *
0.165 5
(0.046)*** *
0.288 8
(0.051)*** *
0.219 9
(0.035)*** *
0.225 5
(0.039)*** *
0.186 6
(0.034)*** *
0.077 7
(0.025)*** *

0.135 5
(0.011)*** *
-0.669 9
(0.108)*** *
1.748 8
(0.418)*** *
-1.727 7
(0.541)*** *
2.992 2
(0.039)*** *
.428 8
5664 4
0.36 6

0.146 6
(0.014)*** *
-0.912 2
(0.165)*** *
2.618 8
(0.715)*** *
-2.675 5
(1.020)*** *
3.089 9
(0.043)*** *
.48 8
3050 0
0.22 2

Standardd errors in parentheses. .
** significant atlO%; **significantt at 5%; ***sign fiefie ant at 1%.
i the reference subject
Note:: Teacher is the referencee subject for higher vocationall education. Arts culturee and languages ss
forr university education
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Tablee 6.18: Yearly labor
Men n
Higherr voc.
1569 9
Agriculture e
Science e
Technical l
1625 5
1444 4
Medical l
Economics s
1610 0
1502 2
Law w
Beh.. &; soc.
1473 3
Arts s
1146 6
Lang.. & cult.
Teachers s
1512 2
1551 1
Average e

supply in hours by type of education.
Women n
University y Higherr voc
University y
1626 6
1308 8
1359 9
1606 6
1273 3
1275 5
1646 6
1586 6
1542 2
1106 6
1305 5
1384 4
1630 0
1513 3
1599 9
1161 1
1449 9
1459 9
1189 9
1199 9
1016 6
1428 8
1231 1
1129 9
1185 5
1566 6
1288 8

Source:: Statistics Netherlands (LSO, 1997)

laborr supply is substantially lower. A similar pattern for men can be found
att the university levels of education.
Ass expected, women work less hours than men both at the university
andd the higher vocational education levels. At higher vocational level labor
supplyy is about 15-20%-points lower, whereas somewhat smaller differences
withh men are found at the university levels of education. Again, labor supplyy is the lowest in the arts category. Female labor supply for the classes
agriculture,, sciences, technical, economics and law is systematically higher
thann for the 'softer' categories health, behavioral and social, arts, languages
andd culture and teachers.

Hourlyy labor supply over the life-cycle
Tablee 6.19 shows labor supply for various age-classes. These figures are not
surprisingg either. Male labor supply increases at the beginning of the lifecycle,, and drops after the age of 55 for both higher vocational and university
education.. Figures for female hourly labor supply show that the drop in
laborr supply occurs around the age of 35 years, whereas it remains relatively
constantt thereafter.
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Tablee 6.19: Yearly labor supply in hours by age.
Women n
Men n
University y Higherr voc.
Higherr voc.
1132 2
1447 7
1122 2
agee < 25
1292 2
1613 3
1581 1
255 < age < 35
1117 7
1597 7
1591 1
355 < age < 45
1160 0
1550 0
1594 4
455 < age < 55
1008 8
1435 5
1484 4
agee > 55
1185 5
1566 6
1551 1
average e

University y
1222 2
1382 2
1218 8
1166 6
1231 1
1288 8

Statisticss Netherlands (LSO, 1997)

agee < 25
255 < age < 35
355 < age < 45
455 < age < 55
agee > 55
average e

Tablee 6.20: Participation rates by age.
Women n
Men n
University y Higherr voc.
Higherr voc.
.71 1
.80 0
.60 0
.80 0
.93 3
.93 3
.69 9
.96 6
.97 7
.64 4
.93 3
.92 2
.54 4
.23 3
.39 9
.67 7
.89
9
.85 5

University y
.77 7
.85 5
.80 0
.75 5
.45 5
.79 9

Statisticss Netherlands (EBB, 1997)

Participation n
Thee labor supply figures were based on working individuals only. However,
wee have to correct for labor force participation as well, since not everyone
iss working after graduation due to voluntary exit from the labor market or
unemployment.. Table 6.20 shows participation rates for men and women at
higherr vocational and university education for various age classes.
Thee pattern in table 6.20 is well known. Labor force participation first
increasess and then decreases with age. For men the substantial drop in
participationn rates occurs after the age of 55, whereas for women a first drop
occurss at the age of 35, and then a second drop in participation can be seen
att the age of 55. Labor force participation rates for men at higher vocational
andd university education are roughly comparable. The differences lie in the
factt t h a t men at university levels of education start to participate earlier and
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Figuree 6.4: Participation rates 1998-2020

remainn to participate at higher rates when they are old.
Thee latter observation also holds for women. University educated women
participatee more when young and older. The major reason for the relatively
loww participation rate of women with higher vocational education is due to
thee fact that the first drop in labor force participation (at the age of 35) is
muchh larger than for women with university education.
Projectionss for the future reveal that labor force participation rates increase.. Only modest increases in labor supply of men are expected in the
earlyy years of the 21th century that level off, later on. For women the increasess are more substantial. Figure 6.4, based on Statistics Netherlands/CPB
(1997),, shows these trends.
Inn order to relate the trend in labor supply to our figures of labor force
participationn we construct an index (1997=1) of labor force participation. We
aree not able to differentiate the aggregate trends in labor force participation
betweenn the various education levels, only age classes. As such, we cannot
comparee aggregate participation rates with participation rates of higher educatedd workers as the latter are much higher than the former. By using an
indexx we attempt to correct for this trend. This procedure could generate
ann upward bias in participation growth because the participation rates of
higherr educated workers is already high and therefore probably less likely to
increasee at the same rate as the aggregate participation rate.
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Conclusion n
Inn this last Chapter, I will draw some conclusions. I start with a summary
off the most important results. Then I discuss how these results can shed
somee light on practical policy issues. And, finally, I sketch some potentially
interestingg avenues for future research.

7.11

Summary of theoretical results

Optimall taxation in the absence of education subsidies
Thee analyses of Chapters 2, 3, and 4 and 5 shed light on the setting of the
optimall tax system in the absence of education subsidies. This corresponds
too the (extreme) case where learning efforts are completely unobservable by
thee government. In Chapter 4 we also analyze the case where education subsidiess are allowed for and subsidies are a perfect instrument in the sense that
learningg efforts are perfectly observable, see also below. In reality education
subsidiess are neither completely imperfect nor completely perfect, so that all
analysess contribute to our understanding of the setting of the optimal tax
system. .
Inn Chapter 2 we extended to standard optimal linear taxation model
off labor supply with endogenous human capital formation. Chapter 2 shows
thatt positive feedback effects between labor supply and investments in human
capitall importantly increase the elasticity of the tax base with respect to the
taxx rate on labor income. Consequently, the optimal linear tax rate is reduced
whenn human capital formation is endogenous. This accords to standard
Ramseyy intuition. Numerical evidence shows that reductions in optimal taxes
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aree indeed substantial when human capital formation is endogenized.
Inn Chapter 3 we analyze the consequences of imperfect capital markets
forr the setting of the optimal tax linear tax schedule. The most important
differencee with Chapter 2 is that borrowing is impossible. Credit constraints
preventt (poor) individuals from to investing optimally in human capital. We
showw that the optimal tax on labor is progressive from a pure efficiency
pointt of view. i.e. in the absence of distributional concerns. A progressive
taxx schedule redistributes incomes from the old to the young so that the
liquidityy constraints of the young are relaxed. Numerical simulations show
thatt optimal taxes substantially increase due to capital market failures even
iff credit constraints are binding for only 25% of the population.
Inn Chapter 5 we analyze non-insurable idiosyncratic income risks. These
resultt in under-invest ment in human capital if students are risk averse. Also
here,, a progressive income tax is optimal from a pure efficiency point, of view,
sincee a redistributive graduate tax insures graduates against future income
riskss so that under-investment in human capital is mitigated.
Inn Chapter 4 we extend the model of Chapter 2 to allow for a two-bracket
ratherr than a linear labor income tax. Furthermore, we allow for capital
incomee taxes. We do not discuss credit constraints and uncertainty in this
Chapter.. We find that the optimal labor features increasing marginal rates.
Thee tax schedule is more progressive in the presence of elastic unskilled labor
supplyy or capital taxes. The tax on skilled labor is used to reduce income
inequalities,, whereas the tax on unskilled labor is used to boost investment
inn human capital. The reason for the stimulation of skill formation is that
thee tax on skilled labor distorts education choices. Only if capital taxes are
zeroo and unskilled labor supply is exogenous the labor tax is flat. In that
case,, the tax on unskilled labor is sufficient to off-set tax distortions arising
fromm redistribution (if costs of education are deductible). The labor tax is
moree progressive if unskilled labor becomes more elastic (so that the tax
onn unskilled labor features larger distortionary costs) and capital taxes are
higher,, so that skill formation is stimulated by discouraging financial savings.
Wee find t h a t a dual income tax with a positive capital tax and a progressivee labor tax is optimal if costs of education are not deductible for the labor
tax.. The capital tax complements the tax on unskilled labor to stimulate
incentivess to acquire human capital. A trade-off emerges between distorting
thee labor market for unskilled labor and distorting the capital market. The
moree important labor market distortions become, the more the government
reliess on capital taxes to stimulate investment in human capital rather than
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burdeningg the employment prospects on the unskilled. Note that this tradeofff disappears when costs of education are in fact made tax deductible, which
iss a more direct way to address this issue.

Optimall taxation and education subsidies
Chapterr 4 allows for education subsidies as well and analyzes to what extent
educationn subsidies change the optimal tax structure. Education subsidies
aree now a perfect instrument to offset learning distortions, since all learning
effortss can be perfectly observed.
Wee find that the government relies neither on taxes on unskilled labor, nor
taxess on capital to reduce tax distortions on investments in human capital.
Inn contrast to education subsidies, the latter instruments cause distortions
inn labor and capital markets. So the government can do better by employing
educationn subsidies that avoid these distortions. Education subsidies ensure
efficiencyy in human capital formation. Consequently, the tax system does
nott distort investment decisions and all distortions (of redistribution) are
locatedd at the consumption side of the economy (Diamond and Mirrlees,
1971).. Finally, the labor tax is more progressive if education subsidies are
allowedd for. Therefore, efficiency losses of more progressive income taxation
aree lowered and the government sets a more progressive tax accordingly.
Thee reason that the government sets a more progressive tax system when
itt has education subsidies as an instrument is as follows. The combination of
educationn subsidies and the tax on skilled labor creates a non-distortionary
taxx on ability rents. I.e., all income is subject to the labor tax, including the
rentss from having higher ability, but subsidies are only given to compensate
forr the loss in returns from human capital formation arising from taxation.
Ass such, education subsidies serve a similar role as an investment credits
underr the corporate tax.
Evenn though education subsidies are regressive, they allow the governmentt to set a more progressive tax schedule so that the combination of
progressivee taxes and education subsidies yields more equality. Numerical
calculationss reveal that tax distortions go a long way in explaining the currentt level of education subsidies.
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O p t i m a ll e d u c a t i o n finance
Chapterr 5 studies how education should be financed when capital markets
faill and income risks of investments in human capital cannot be insured.
Capitall and insurance markets fail due to adverse selection effects and the
impossibilityy to write income contingent contracts. We have shown that an
equityy participation model implemented by the government tackles both the
capitall market imperfection and the insurance market imperfection. The
reasonn is that the government, can in contrast to the private sector, write
andd enforce the income contingent contracts that would result when private
partiess were allowed to do so.
Educationn subsidies are not an efficient instrument to restore inefficiencies
causedd by capital and insurance market failures. The reason is that education
subsidiess are not effective in reducing income risks. Furthermore, education
subsidiess have to be financed from general tax revenues. This is costly due
too tax-distortions arising from revenue raising.
Chapterr 6 illustrates the theory of Chapter 5 by analyzing a reform of
higherr education financing. We studied the switch from a system with mainly
subsidiess to education to a system where graduates pay part of the costs of
educationn through a graduate tax (GT) or an income contingent loan system
(ICL).. We showed that substantial reductions in government outlays can be
achieved.. There seems to be a Lfree lunch' since costs of protecting the studentss from lower socioeconomic groups can be substantially lowered without
erectingg barriers to students from these groups. The reason is twofold. First,
noo subsidies are directed to graduates who have sufficiently high incomes over
thee life-cycle to finance the costs themselves. Second, no external subsidies to
coverr the default risks from those with insufficient incomes are needed if the
riskss of default on loans are pooled amongst graduates. If the costs of default
aree not shared amongst graduates, but financed from general tax revenue,
thee savings on government outlays are less, since ex ante subsidies to every
studentt are replaced by ex post subsidies to the graduates who default.

7.22

Policy implications

Whatt can policy makers learn from this book? In the introduction we discussedd a number of trends and policy changes in recent years. With the
insightss of this book we can touch upon some issues that are of practical
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importance. .
AA less progressive labor tax?
Shouldd the progressivity of the labor tax increase or not? Less tax progression
iss often defended on grounds of increased mobility of skilled labor, internationalization,, supply-side policies in general and the growing importance of
humann capital in modern economies. All these trends increase the effective
elasticityy of skilled labor supply.
Thiss book only partially vindicates the concerns about progressive taxes.
Indeed,, given the inter-dependence of labor supply decisions and investments
inn human capital, we showed that elasticities of taxable incomes increase
andd that the optimal tax system should become less progressive. The tradeofff between equity and efficiency is worsened if human capital formation,
inn addition to labor supply, is important. Further, if the government would
replacee education subsidies by a less costly system of equity participation, the
capitall and insurance market imperfections are of less practical importance.
Then,, the scope for progressive labor taxation to correct failing capital and
insurancee markets is reduced.
Att the same time, one observes large increases in income inequality betweenn skilled and unskilled workers, but also within these groups, due to e.g.
skilll biased technological change, increased internationalization and capital
skilll complementarities. Hence, the demand for redistribution has increased.
Further,, many European countries adopted labor market policies to foster
laborr supply of the unskilled, in view of the low participation rates of these
groups,, by means of EITC-type of tax reliefs for the low income earners,
notablyy the low skilled. By increasing the income gap between work and
(unemployment)) benefits, labor supply of the low skilled is stimulated.
However,, by increasing the progressivity of the labor tax, by e.g. an
EITC,, incentives to acquire skills are harmed. We have shown that these
typee of policies are optimally combined by the introduction of education
subsidiess to offset tax distortions on human capital formation. Also shiftingg the tax burden from the labor market towards the capital market may
restoree incentives to acquire skills if education subsidies are not a perfect instrumentt to off-set tax distortions on learning. The trade-off between equity
andd efficiency is importantly improved if education subsidies are allowed for.
Progressivee labor taxation still distorts the labor market, however. These
distortionaryy costs need to be balanced against the distributional gains.
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Inn any case, the Dutch government would therefore have done better by
combiningg an EITC including a phase out range with increased education
subsidies.. Instead, it adopted an EITC without a phase out range and withoutt education subsidies. With education subsidies and a more progressive
EITC,, the same amount of redistribution would have occurred at lower efficiencyficiency costs. Similarly, more incentives for low skilled workers could ha
beenn achieved while keeping income equality the same.

R e d u c ee capital t a x e s ?
Shouldd capital taxes be reduced? Again, internationalization is important
sincee it boosts mobility of tax bases and increases welfare losses of taxation.
Alsoo important is the upcoming ageing of the population which puts pressure
onn governments budgets to finance costs of public pensions. Governments
mayy stimulate private (pension) savings by means of reducing taxes on capital
(pension)) incomes in order t o relax the burden on public finances.

Wee have shown that higher (residence based) capital taxes increase investmentss in human capital. When education subsidies are restricted, capital
taxess can be employed to reduce the need to tax unskilled labor in order to
fosterr human capital formation. Indeed, if the objective is to stimulate investmentss in human capital, discouraging investments in non-human assets
iss an option. Clearly, lowering marginal taxes on capital income - as we
havee seen in the last major tax reform in the Netherlands - does not help
too stimulate human capital formation. Furthermore, one could expect that
fiscalfiscal subsidies on, for example, pensions and owner occupied housing may
causee a serious disincentives to acquire skills, especially among the older
workerss (who supply less labor and therefore already have low returns to
skilll acquisition).
Alsoo here, much depends on the use of education subsidies. If education
subsidiess are an effective instrument, there is no need to rely on capital taxes
too stimulate skill-acquisition. Compared to capital taxes education subsidies
aree a more efficient instrument to stimulate investments in human capital
thann capital income taxes. Therefore, capital taxes may indeed be reduced,
iff education subsidies are simultaneously increased. Clearly, the progressiva
ityy of the labor tax should increase as well since the costs of redistributing
incomess decreases.
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Introducee an equity participation model for financing education?
Governmentss may increase private contributions in order to loosen fiscal
constraintss or to achieve more equality in the income distribution. Also
privatee contributions are generally associated with individualization tendenciess where benefit principles become more important. One way to do so
iss through increasing private contributions with a graduate tax (GT) or an
incomee contingent loan (ICL) for the financing of higher education.
Thiss thesis has shown that a graduate tax or income contingent loan systemm to raise private contributions has the character of a 'free lunch'. Capital
andd insurance market failures are directly tackled by providing (poor) graduatess with funds and protecting graduates against income uncertainty and
highh default risks through income contingent repayments. Guaranteeing accessibilityy is much cheaper with an equity participation model compared to
educationn subsidies. This holds irrespective of the level of education subsidies.. The reason is that no subsidies are directed towards people without
liquidityy constraints and without income risks. This reduces the deadweight
lossess of financing subsidies. Furthermore, we have shown that using educationn subsidies is an highly imperfect substitute for providing income insurance,, because (future) income risks are not insured.
Incomee risks can be (partly) pooled (insurance) so that costs of default
aree shared amongst graduates, rather than shifted to society at large. Risk
aversee individuals are willing to pay a premium for reductions in future incomee uncertainty. Further, the average graduate earns, in view of the high
returnn on education, in general such a high income that private financing of
(partt of) the costs of education is no problem at all. Calculations for the
Netherlandss have been presented which these suggest that a graduate tax of
6%% is sufficient to recoup all costs of education.
Thee amount of income insurance is restricted by considerations of adverse
selectionn or moral hazard. The more important these considerations become,
thee less insurance can be offered without jeopardizing work and learning effortss of graduates. If moral hazard or adverse selection are important, the
ICLL therefore becomes more attractive relative to GT because income risks
aree less well insured. Not much is known on the importance of moral hazard
andd adverse selection problems. On the one hand one may argue that moral
hazardd and adverse selection are important because private markets do not
exist.. On the other hand one may claim that these problems are less relevant
becausee the government does not even allow an effective market to emerge
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duee to legal restrictions. Furthermore, the government may restrict informationn problems by screening and selecting students, reducing drop-out rates,
makingg repayments dependent on costs of education, length of enrollment
andd future earnings, and integrate the repayment scheme in the tax system.
Arguably,, the government suffers less from asymmetric information than the
privatee market.
R e d u c ee e d u c a t i o n subsidies?
Shouldd education subsidies be reduced? Many proposals to increase privatee contributions are based on notions of equity ('benefit principle') and
efficiency.. In addition, fiscal pressures as a consequence of the EMU criteria
andd the ageing of the population also play a role. The introduction presented
aa number of arguments that justify education subsidies on the basis of capitall and insurance market failures, externalities, non-economic arguments and
taxx distortions.
Wee show that a GT/ICL rather than education subsidies is the optimal
responsee to failing capital and insurance markets. Furthermore, we are scepticall about the externalities argument. However, education subsidies can
helpp to reduce adverse consequences of a redistributive tax system on educationn choices. Although a large part of education subsidies can be justified
onn these grounds, still subsidies are larger than necessary to offset tax distortions.. If one believes that consumption motives are important as well,
thee scope to justify education subsidies on the basis of tax distortions diminishes.. The reason is that the true tax wedge on investments in human
capitall is lowered because the consumption benefits escape the income tax.
AA cut in education subsidies (on higher education) can therefore be defended
onn grounds of efficiency and equity.

7.33

Future research

Thiss thesis has abstracted from potentially important aspects that may deservee further research. I only mention a view topics that are interesting for
furtherr research.
•• Understanding student behavior This thesis employs the human capitall model to guide behavior of agents. We took the view that educationn is an investment good. However, the theory of human capital
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cann be criticized. Clearly some results would change if, for example,
consumptionn motives are allowed for. If there are non-taxed benefits of
education,, education subsidies might not be needed to restore efficiency
inn human capital formation. Also, non-taxed benefits of education may
makee the instrument of education subsidies less effective in restoring
efficiencyy in learning. Furthermore, imperfectly verifiable education efforts,, as in Van Ewijk and Tang (2000a), provide an interesting case for
futuree research. The cases in which education subsidies are restricted
too be zero already provide some intuition on the setting of the optimal
taxx system. However, further research on the setting of the optimal
taxx system in the presence of imperfectly observable education efforts
andd consumption motives of education is needed.
Onlyy 15% of Dutch students borrow to finance investments in higher
education,, see Ministry of Education (2000). Instead, they seem to
workk more and consume less leisure. At closer inspection this behavior
iss inconsistent with the human capital model. The average returns on
humann capital are in the range of the returns on equity. One may argue
that,, borrowing money at the safe real interest rate and investing the
samee money in education with a way larger return yields a 'money
machine'.. This is a version of the 'human capital premium puzzle', see
alsoo Judd (2000). Moreover, adding consumption motives would make
thee returns to education even larger so that the equity premium puzzle
becomess more puzzling. Although we think that risk-aversion is very
importantt for graduates, it could be that risk-aversion arguments may
nott be sufficient in explaining a real rate of return to human capital
inn the order of 8-9%. One may ask: "Why are returns to education
soo large compared to other investments with similar risks?", "Why
aree there apparently unexploited arbitrage possibilities in education?",
"Whyy choose graduates borrow so little?". Clearly, future research may
shedd some light on this topic.
•• Political economy aspects - A neglected issue in this book is the political
system.. Political economy may help to understand current government
policies.. Intriguingly, there are apparently possibilities to improve the
efficiencyy of government policies, but these aren't put in place. For example,, the switch to a GT/ICL, or combining an EITC with education
subsidies.. Apparently, policy prescriptions should not only be based on
considerationss of (second-best) optimality from welfare economics, but
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policiess need also be politically feasible. An interesting contribution
byy Fernandez and Rogerson (1996) shows that perverse redistribution
(fromm poor to rich) may actually be the outcome of the political process.
Evenn Pareto improving policies may be blocked in the political process.
Thesee policies are such that at least some people gain, whereas others
aree not being hurt by the policy. For example, it may be the case that a
policyy proposal to reform education finance, actually informs the larger
publicc about the total amount of education subsidies that are actually
goingg to the most wealthy part of the nation. Now these subsidies are
'hidden'' in grants, free-travelling (OV-kaart), tuition fees that are beloww cost-price of education, etc. Although, average subsidy levels may
remainn at current levels when the policy is enacted, the beneficiaries
(graduatess especially with more wealthy backgrounds) may fear that,
inn the future, political demand for lower subsidies may be increased.
Iff these stake-holders can organize their interests more effectively than
thee average tax-payer Pareto improving polices are not put into place,
cf.. Stiglitz (1998). At a deeper level, this reflects the inability of the
governmentt to commit to anncounced policies. For future research, attentionn has to be paid to the political feasibility of tax and education
policies. .
•• Time consistent policies - We assumed that all policies were timeconsistent,, but in general there is a problem with the time-consistency
off government policies. In a promising new line of theoretical research,
somee authors have begun to argue that the setting of second-best policiess is not possible since the government cannot pre-commit to the
announcedd policies, such as the setting of the tax, see e.g. Boadway et
al.. (1996) and Andersson and Konrad (2001). In the case of the setting
off the optimal tax, a hold-up problem emerges: people know that the
governmentt engages in excessive taxation after the investments in humann capital have been made. Based on this expectation of government
intervention,, people reduce investments in human capital. The governmentt should take this behavioral response into account when setting
optimall taxes. Due to the time-inconsistency of its policies the optimal
taxx structure has become 'third-best'. The government can (partly)
escapee this problem by means of education subsidies. This may be an
additionall explanation for the use of education subsidies.
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Wee think that education policies are a potentially effective device to
addresss other time-inconsistency problems. For example, the governmentt enforces minimum wage laws for poor workers, and protects the
poorr from social exclusion and poverty by means of social insurance
andd social benefits. This creates a so called Samaritan dilemma for
thee government, since the government cannot credibly announce that
itt denies social benefits to those who are deliberately opting for a career
onn the dole. The result is an excessive demand for social insurance and
benefitss and under-investments in human capital. Education policies
mayy potentially be suited to soften this Samaritan dilemma. By giving
incentivess to invest in human capital, especially for the people with low
abilities,, the risk of excessive demand for social insurance and benefits
iss reduced. The reason is that, for skilled workers opting for a social
benefitt becomes less attractive since their wages are higher relative to
thee benefit. Future research is needed also in this area because the
Samaritann dilemma and other time-consistency problems may yield a
puree economic underpinning of paternalistic or Marxian notions to 'lift'
thee lower social economic classes.
•• Dynamic aspects and the intergenerational distribution - We only studiedd the intragenerational distribution of welfare. However, as Heekman
ett al. (1998a) and Heekman (2000) have pointed out, learning and humann capital formation are by their very nature activities taking place
overr the entire life-cycle. In order to get a better understanding on the
effectss on tax and education policies it is only a natural extension of
thiss book to look at the intergenerational distribution of welfare as well
inn a multi-period model with human capital formation.
Withh large changes in life-cycle patterns of individuals and family compositionss in recent decades, a natural extension is to add within the
familyy formation of human capital. Most analyses have generally neglectedd intergenerational transfers of human capital. But, as Heckmann (2000) forcefully argues, these intergenerational effects are importantt ingredients for incentives to acquire skill over the life-cycle
('skill-begets-skiH'' and 'learning-begets-learning').
Anotherr important extension is a more elaborate analysis on the role
off credit constraints. This thesis analyzed a very stylized model of
humann capital formation with credit constraints. It is of interest to
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includee more decision margins, such as an endogenous labor supply decision.. Indeed, people may respond to credit constraints by supplying
moree labor when they are credit constrained. Observation suggests that
studentss indeed respond to increased tuition fees and lower grants by
consumingg less leisure rather than borrowing more. Therefore, the potentiall efficiency gains of progressive taxation to correct capital market
distortionss may be decreased.
Inn addition, credit constraints not only affect the amount of resources
parentss can devote to investments in human capital of their children,
butt also time devoted to human capital formation of children, especiallyy at pre-school ages. Credit constraints not only hamper the
inter-temporall smoothing of consumption, but also the inter-temporal
smoothingg of leisure time. Credit constraints preventing smoothing
off leisure time may become more important, especially for households
wheree both partners work. Further research on the role of credit constraintss may therefore be of interest.
•• General equilibrium and open economy considerations - We did not pay
attentionn to general equilibrium effects on wages and interest rates by
fixingg factor prices by resorting to small open economy assumptions.
Factorr price equalization, however, is difficult to observe in practice
andd general equilibrium effects on wages and interest rates are likely
too play a role even in open economies. Heekman et al. (1998a, 1998b,
1998c)) developed a closed economy dynamic general equilibrium model
off human capital formation with heterogeneous households. The main
messagee of these papers is that general equilibrium effects of tax and
educationn policies are so strong that the initial incentives of policies are
'washedd out' through general equilibrium effects on the interest rate
andd wages. For example, reducing tuition rates stimulates investment
inn human capital. Consequently, skilled labor becomes less scarce, and
thee returns to human capital fall accordingly. This reduces incentives to
investt in human capital. Therefore, the potency of government policies
mayy be greatly exaggerated.
Inn Heekman et al. (1999) an open economy version of this model is
developed.. But I think that more research to analyze open economy
versionss of similar models is needed. The latter authors find that the
capitall stock falls in response to policies that stimulate skill formation.
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ChapterChapter 7 Conclusion
Inn a small open economy one would expect exactly the reverse. Further,
theree is no apparent tendency for factor price equalization. Relative
wagee differentials are independent of trade and therefore determined on
nationall markets only. One may extend the model with trade in various
commoditiess differing in their skill contents, to analyze the effects of
taxx and education policies. Furthermore, these models are potentially
veryy well suited to study both the inter- as well as intragenerational
distributionn of welfare.
Withh the upcoming ageing of the population in many Western countriess it is of importance not only to look at the financial sustainability
off public finances, but also labor market attachment, especially of the
old.. Ageing has also consequences for human capital formation. Policiess to improve upon labor force participation and skill-format ion are
especiallyespecially important in this respect. Furthermore, if one may approximatee the EU as a closed economy, one can also expect important effects
off ageing, which occurs simultaneously in most EU countries, on factor
pricess such as interest and wage rates. As a result of changing interest
andd wage rates, ageing may not only have important consequences for
thee sustainability government finances, but also for the sustainability
off private pension funds, the incentives to acquire human capital, the
distributionn of incomes between skilled and unskilled workers, and the
intergenerationall distribution of welfare.
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Summaryy in Dutch
(Samenvatting) )
Ditt proefschrift gaat over openbare financiën en menselijk kapitaal. Investeringenn in menselijk kapitaal zoals onderwijs en 'on-the-job training'
hebbenn kosten. Er zijn indirecte kosten omdat men niet kan werken: het
ge-derfdee inkomen. Daarnaast zijn er directe scholingskosten zoals boeken,
collegegeld,, computers, en dergelijke. De baten van investeringen in menselijk
kapitaall zijn in belangrijk opzicht materieel in de vorm van hogere lonen.
Daarnaastt zijn er ook immateriële baten zoals een prettig studentenleven,
maatschappelijkee status en leukere banen. In dit proefschrift blijven de immateriëlee baten buiten beschouwing. De overheid beïnvloedt via het belastingstelsell en het onderwijsbeleid zowel de kosten als de baten van investeringenn in menselijk kapitaal: studiebeurzen verlagen de gederfde arbeidsinkomstenn tijdens het volgen van onderwijs; (progressieve) belastingen verlagen
dee financiële opbrengsten van het volgen van onderwijs, maar beïnvloeden
ookk de kosten omdat ze het gederfde inkomen tijdens de studie ook verlagen;; niet-kostendekkende collegelden vormen een subsidie op investeringen in
menselijkk kapitaal; kapitaalbelastingen ontmoedigen besparingen in de vorm
vann financieel kapitaal zodat substitutie naar besparingen in menselijk kapitaall optreedt.
Inn dit proefschrift wordt geanalyseerd hoe de overheid het belastingstelsell en onderwijsbeleid zo optimaal mogelijk kan inrichten. Een belangrijke
redenn voor overheidsingrijpen in het onderwijs vindt zijn oorsprong in het
falenn van kapitaal- en verzekeringsmarkten. Daarnaast poogt de overheid
viaa het belastingstelsel de inkomensverdeling met economisch verstorende
instrumentenn te beïnvloeden.
Wee beschouwen deze vragen vanuit het perspectief van de moderne openbaree financiën. Het belang van de benadering is dat ze rekening houdt met
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dee onmogelijkheid om 'first-best' te bereiken. Dat is de situatie waarin de
overheidd gelijktijdig al haar doelstellingen kan realiseren. Echter, de overheid
heeftt geen perfecte controle over de economie. Daardoor ontstaan afruilen,
zoalss de afruil tussen doelmatigheid en rechtvaardigheid. Daar waar 'firstbest'' overwegingen geen soulaas bieden, kunnen 'second-best' overwegingen
verklaringenn bieden voor in de praktijk geobserveerd beleid. Er worden verscheidenee theoretische modellen ontwikkeld die licht werpen op de optimale
structuurr van belastingen, onderwijssubsidies en optimale financiering van
(hoger)) onderwijs.

Samenvattingg resultaten
O p t i m a l ee b e l a s t i n g e n bij afwezigheid van onderwijssubsidies
Inn hoofdstukken 2, 3 en 4 wordt geanalyseerd hoe de overheid het belastingstelsell zou moeten inrichten indien haar instrumentarium beperkt is en ze
niett beschikt over onderwijssubsidies. Dit geval komt overeen met het (extreme)) geval dat de overheid niet kan observeren hoe veel en hoe hard mensen
studeren.. In hoofdstuk 4 bespreken we ook het geval dat de overheid wel de
beschikkingg heeft over onderwijssubsidies. In dat geval zijn onderwijssubsidiess een perfect instrument om de leerbeslissing te beïnvloeden aangezien
dee overheid perfect de leerinspanningen van mensen kan observeren. In de
werkelijkheidd zijn leerinspanningen echter imperfect observeerbaar. Daarom
dragenn alle hoofdstukken bij aan een beter begrip van het optimale belastingstelsel. .
Inn hoofdstuk 2 breiden we het standaard model van optimale lineaire belastingenn (vlaktaks) uit door de leerbeslissing, naast de arbeidsaanbodbeslissing,, mee te nemen in de analyse. In het standaard, neoklassieke model is de
verdiencapaciteitt van mensen een exogeen gegeven. Door uitbreiding met een
leerbeslissingg wordt de verdiencapaciteit en daarmee de mate van inkomensongelijkheidd endogeen. Arbeidsaanbod heeft nu zowel een kwantiteitsdimensiee (aantal gewerkte uren) als een kwaliteitsdimensie (hoeveelheid menselijk
kapitaal).. Beide dimensies van arbeidsaanbod hangen in belangrijke mate
samen.. Hoe meer men werkt gedurende het leven, hoe hoger de opbrengsten
wordenn van investeringen in menselijk kapitaal. De reden is dat het geaccumuleerdee menselijk kapitaal een hogere 'bezettingsgraad' heeft. Omgekeerd
geldtt hetzelfde. Hoe meer menselijk kapitaal er is vergaard, hoe duurder de
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consumptiee van vrije tijd wordt. Loonvoeten per gewerkt uur stijgen indien
menn meer is geschoold. De positieve terugkoppeling tussen leren en werken
verhoogtt in belangrijke mate de belast ingelast iciteit van het inkomen. Met
anderee woorden, het belastbaar inkomen daalt sterker in reactie op een verhogingg van belastingen. De efficiëntiekosten van belastingheffing worden dus
onderschatt indien men de endogeniteit van de leerbeslissing negeert. Door
dee hogere efficiëntiekosten van belastingheffing verslechtert de afruil tussen
rechtvaardigheidd en doelmatigheid en de overheid moet dus het belastingstelsell minder progressief maken. Indien rekening wordt gehouden met de
endogeniteitt van de leerbeslissing laten numerieke calculaties zien dat het
optimalee belastingstelsel aanmerkelijk minder progressief is.
Inn hoofdstuk 3 bespreken we de gevolgen van imperfecte kapitaalmarktenn voor de optimale vlaktaks. Het belangrijkste verschil met hoofdstuk
22 is dat mensen geen geld kunnen lenen als ze jong zijn om hun investeringg in menselijk kapitaal te financieren. De kapitaalmarktimperfectie leidt
tott onderinvesteringen in menselijk kapitaal, met name voor mensen van
armee afkomst. We leiden af dat het optimale belastingstelsel progressief is
uitt pure efficiëntie overwegingen, dus zelfs als de overheid geen inkomens
will nivelleren. Dit is contra-intuïtief omdat de gangbare mening is dat
progressievee belastingen verstorend zijn en in het algemeen leiden tot efficiëntieficiëntie verliezen. De intuïtie voor dit resultaat is dat progressieve belastingenn inkomens herverdelen van oude, rijke mensen, naar jonge, arme mensen.
Doorr deze herverdeling van inkomen over de levenscyclus zijn jongeren minderr gerantsoeneerd in hun inkomen en worden de averechtse gevolgen van
dee kapitaalmarktimperfectie ondervangen. Zonder progressieve belastingen
iss de leerbeslissing niet verstoord door het belastingstelsel, maar wel door de
kapitaalmarktimperfectie.. Het heffen van progressieve belastingen zorgt voor
eenn balans tussen beide verstoringen. Het verminderen van de verstoring in
dee kapitaalmarkt, wordt afgewogen tegen de toenemende verstoring van de
belastingheffing.. Numerieke berekeningen tonen aan dat de progressie in het
optimalee belastingstelsel aanzienlijk toeneemt, zelfs als slechts de armste 25%
vann de bevolking gerantsoeneerd is bij de leer beslissing.
Inn hoofdstuk 5 is de opbrengst van investeringen in menselijk kapitaal
onzekerr en is de verzekeringsmarkt imperfect. Diversificeerbare risico's die
verbondenn zijn aan de investering in menselijk kapitaal zijn daardoor niet
verzekerbaar.. Risicomijdende studenten eisen dan een hoger rendement op
hunn investering in menselijk kapitaal als vergoeding voor de inkomensrisico's.
Ditt resulteert in een maatschappelijke onderinvestering in menselijk kapitaal
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omdatt de risico's op maatschappelijk niveau gedeeld kunnen worden. Ook
hierr is in tegenstelling met de gangbare intuïtie een progressief belastingstelsell optimaal. Een herverdelend belastingstelsel is een substituut voor de
verzekeringg en ondervangt daarmee de verzekeringsmarktimperfectie. Progressievee belastingen herverdelen inkomens van geluksvogels naar pechvogels
hetgeenn precies is wat een verzekering beoogt. Doordat de spreiding van
toekomstigee inkomens met progressieve belastingen kleiner wordt, nemen investeringenn in menselijk kapitaal toe omdat de vereiste risicopremie op de
investeringg daalt. Het ondervangen van de verzekeringsmarktimperfectie met
progressievee belastingen geeft daarom
net als bij de kapitaalmarktimperfectiee een welvaart s winst.
Inn hoofdstuk 4 breiden we het model van hoofdstuk 2 uit met een nietlinearee belastingstructuur met twee schijven (twee-traps taks). Bovendien
latenn we nu ook kap itaalbel ast ingen toe als overheidsinstrument. naast de belastingg op arbeidsinkomen. Dit stelt ons in staat om de optimale duale inkomstenbelastingg te bepalen. Tevens is het arbeidsaanbod van ongeschoolde arbeidd endogeen, in plaats van exogeen. We laten evenwel geen imperfecte
kapitaal-- en verzekeringsmarkten toe. We laten zien dat de optimale belastingstructuurr op arbeidsinkomen oplopende marginale tarieven kent. De belastingg op geschoolde arbeid, de hoogste schijf, heeft als functie om inkomensongelijkheidd te verminderen, terwijl de belasting op laaggeschoolde arbeid,
dee eerste schijf, wordt gebruikt om de verstorende effecten van belastingenn op de leerbeslissing te verminderen. Immers, hogere belastingen op
laaggeschooldee arbeid verminderen gederfde inkomens tijdens het studeren
waardoorr het aantrekkelijker wordt om te gaan leren.
Dee belastingstructuur kent sterker stijgende marginale tarieven als het
arbeidsaanbodd van ongeschoolde arbeid elastischer is. De reden is dat de
overheidd met een afruil wordt geconfronteerd tussen enerzijds het elimineren
vann belastingdistorsies op de leerbeslissing en anderzijds het verminderen
distorsiess in het arbeidsaanbod van laaggeschoolden. Alleen als de kapitaalbelastingg nul is, kosten van onderwijs volledig aftrekbaar zijn voor de arbeidsbelastingg en het arbeidsaanbod van laaggeschoolden compleet inelastisch
is.. dan is een vlaktaks met constante marginale tarieven optimaal. Dan
verstoortt alleen het tarief op geschoolde arbeid de leerbeslissing en is de
belastingg op ongeschoolde arbeid een perfect instrument geworden om belastingverstoringenn op de leerbeslissing als gevolg van inkomensherverdeling
tee elimineren.
Alss belastingen op kapitaal hoger zijn, dan moet het tarief op arbeid ook
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sterkerr oplopen. Door kapitaal te belasten wordt leren impliciet gesubsidieerdd en zal er onder een vlaktaks (en aftrekbare scholingskosten) inefficiënt
veell geïnvesteerd worden in menselijk kapitaal. Door opbrengsten van investeringenn in menselijk kapitaal zwaarder te belasten worden de leerinspanningenn ontmoedigd en de distorsie in de portfoliokeuze tussen besparingen in
financiëlefinanciële en menselijke vormen weggenomen.
Alss scholingsuitgaven niet aftrekbaar zijn dan is een duale inkomstenbelastingg met positieve kapitaalbelastingen en oplopende tarieven in de arbeidsbelastingg optimaal. De reden is dat de kapitaalbelasting, de belasting op
ongeschooldee arbeid complementeert bij het reduceren van de verstorende
effectenn van herverdeling op investeringen in menselijk kapitaal. Door inzet
vann kapitaalbelastingen wordt de druk om ongeschoolde arbeid te belasten
minderr en worden distorsies van herverdelende belastingen over zowel de arbeidsmarktt en de kapitaalmarkt uitgesmeerd.
Optimalee belastingen en onderwijssubsidies
Inn hoofdstuk 4 laten we ook onderwijssubsidies toe als overheidsinstrument.
Onderwijssubsidiess zijn nu een perfect instrument in de handen van de overheidd om distorsies op de leerbeslissing te elimineren. Dit is tevens equivalentt aan het toelaten van aftrekbare scholingskosten. Beiden veronderstellen
namelijkk dat leerinspanningen perfect observeerbaar zijn. We stellen ons de
vraagg in hoeverre onderwijssubsidies, de optimale belastingstructuur van de
twee-trapss taks op arbeid en kapitaalbelastingen beïnvloeden.
Alss de overheid de beschikking heeft over onderwijssubsidies dan zal ze
nochh ongeschoolde arbeid, noch kapitaal belasten om de belastingdistorsies
opp de leerbeslissing te elimineren. Onderwijssubsidies hebben, in tegenstellingg tot belastingen op laaggeschoolde arbeid en kapitaalbeslatingen geen
verstorendee effecten op arbeids- en kapitaalmarkten. Alle verstoringen van
herverdelingg worden dus aan de consumptiezijde van de economie gelegd en
allee productiebeslissingen zijn efficiënt. Tevens kent de twee-traps taks op
arbeidd zeer stijl oplopende marginale tarieven. Het tarief in de eerste schijf
iss nul. Dit is een speciale variant van een EITC (Earned Income Tax Credit)
waarbijwaarbij ongeschoolde arbeid niet wordt belast.
Dee economische intuïtie voor de een veel steilere twee-traps taks is dat niet
allee inkomen het gevolg is van leerinspanningen maar ook van aangeboren
talent.. De combinatie van onderwijssubsidies en progressieve belastingen
ervoorr zorgt dat de overheid alle inkomen belast, inclusief de 'rents' van een
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groterr aangeboren talent, terwijl alleen de inkomstenderving als gevolg van
verminderdee leerinspanningen wordt gecompenseerd via onderwijssubsidies.
Hoewell onderwijssubsidies regressief zijn. omdat diegenen met een groter
talentt en hoger levensinkomen meer leren, stellen ze de overheid in staat om
veell progressiever arbeid te belasten om zo uiteindelijke inkomensverschillen
kleinerr te maken. Herverdeling van inkomens en onderwijssubsidies zijn dus
Siamesee tweelingen. Berekeningen laten zien dat belastingverstoringen een
aanzienlijkk deel van het huidige peil van onderwijssubsidies in veel OESO
landenn kan rechtvaardigen.
O p t i m a l ee studiefinanciering
Inn hoofdstuk 5 wordt de vraag gesteld hoe de studiefinanciering er idealiter
uitt zou zien. De meest gangbare rechtvaardiging voor onderwijssubsidies aan
deelnemerss van hoger onderwijs is dat met name arme mensen geen toegang
hebbenn tot de kapitaalmarkt om hun opleiding te financieren. Daarnaast
eisenn risicomijdende studenten een hoger rendement op hun opleiding als er
niet-verzekerbaree risico's van investeringen in menselijk kapitaal zijn. Ook
hierr zijn met name mensen uit armere milieus de dupe omdat zij een hogere
risicopremiee verlangen in het gangbare geval dat risico-aversie afneemt met
hett inkomen. Falende kapitaal- en verzekeringsmarkten hebben twee hoofdoorzaken. .
Inn de eerste plaats is het vrijwel ondoenlijk om financiële contracten
afhankelijkk te maken van het toekomstig inkomen vanwege juridische restricties.. Slavernij is afgeschaft en banken en verzekeringsmaatschappijen kunnenn moeilijk tot geen beslag leggen op iemands verdiencapaciteit. Studenten
kunnenn geen aandelen op hun menselijk kapitaal uitschrijven om zo aan de
benodigdee financiering van hun studie te komen. Ook is het verzekeren van
inkomensrisico'ss niet mogelijk omdat verzekeringscontracten vereisen dat er
inkomensafhankelijkee contracten geschreven worden. De geluksvogels moeten
eenn verzekeringspremie betalen om de inkomensrisico's van de pechvogels
tee dekken. Alleen onderwijsfinanciering door schuldcontracten is mogelijk
omdatt deze niet afhankelijk zijn van de opbrengsten van de investering in
menselijkk kapitaal.
Schuldfinancieringg geeft aanleiding tot de tweede oorzaak voor falende
kapitaalmarkten.. Banken verkeren in het ongewisse over de risico's die studentenn nemen bij de keuze van hun opleiding. Van een kale kip kun je
niett plukken en daarom moeten banken de neerwaartse risico's van oninbare
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schuldenn verhalen op diegenen die wel terugbetalen. Banken bereiken dit
doorr middel van het in rekening brengen van een hogere rente. Dit heeft
averechtsee selectie tot gevolg omdat de laag-risico studenten zich niet meer
meldenn voor krediet bij banken als de rente te hoog wordt. Het gemiddelde
risicorisico in de kredietportfolio van de banken stijgt en banken kunnen besluiten
omm kredietkraan dicht te draaien.
Inn hoofdstuk 5 laten we zien dat de overheid in belangrijke mate deze
tweee hoofdoorzaken van falende kapitaal- en verzekeringsmarkten kan ondervangenn door studenten in staat te stellen hun opleiding te financieren door
aandelenn op hun toekomstig inkomen te verkopen aan de overheid: een 'equityy participation' model. De reden is dat de overheid, in tegenstelling tot
dee private sector, wel inkomensafhankelijke financiële contracten kan schrijvenn via het belastingstelsel. De overheid kan via het belastingstelsel een
claimm leggen op het toekomstige arbeidsinkomen van studenten. In essentie
kann de overheid dankzij haar geweldsmonopolie de marktverstoring opheffen.. Bovendien kan dan ook het inkomensrisico in toekomstige inkomens van
studentenn verzekerd worden. Risicoselectie treedt niet op indien de overheidd groepen studenten weet te categoriseren in groepen studenten die een
gelijkee verwachte opbrengst op hun investering hebben, maar wel een verschillendd risico hebben. De reden is dat een 'equity participation' model
geenn verstorende herverdeling inhoudt van laag- naar hoog-risico studenten,
waardoorr de laag-risico studenten niet uitstappen.
Aangetoondd wordt dat onderwijssubsidies ter ondervanging van kapitaalenn verzekeringsmarktimperfecties een zeer indirect instrument zijn om de onderinvesteringenn als gevolg van falende kapitaalmarkten en risico-aversie te
ondervangen.. De reden is dat onder wij ssubsidies de spreiding in toekomstigee inkomens niet reduceren. Daarom kennen onderwij ssubsidies een groot
doodd gewicht (misallocatie) omdat ook studenten met een voldoende veilig
toekomstigg inkomen ervan profiteren. Onderwij ssubsidies moeten daarnaast
gefinancierdd worden uit verstorende belastingheffing, hetgeen het instrument
nogg kostbaarder maakt.
Inn hoofdstuk 6 illustreren we de theorie van hoofdstuk 5. We analyseren
eenn hervorming van het huidige studiefinancieringsstelsel naar een sociaal
leenstelsell of academicusbelasting waarin studenten aanzienlijke delen van de
kostenn van onderwijs zelf financieren. Een academicusbelasting is een puur
'equityy participation' model waarin ex-studenten gedurende hun werkzame
levenn een hogere (constante) extra belasting over hun arbeidsinkomen betalen,, zonder dat terugbetalingen ooit stoppen. We nemen aan dat deel277 7
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namee aan het stelsel van de academicibelasting vrijwillig is. In een sociaal
leenstelsell betalen ex-studenten ook een constante extra belasting over hun
inkomen,, maar de terugbetalingen worden gestaakt op het moment dat de
leningg inclusief rente en risico/solidariteitsopslag zijn terugbetaald. Uit de
risico/solidariteitsopslagg worden de kosten gefinancierd van die ex-studenten
die.. gezien hun lage levensinkomen, niet voldoende kunnen aflossen. Een
sociaall leenstelsel is daarom een hybride financieel contract dat het midden
houdtt tussen een schuldcontract en aandelencontract.
Wee laten zien dat aanzienlijke besparingen op onderwijssubsidies mogelijkk zijn terwijl de terugbetalinglasten in beide stelsels beperkt blijven.
Hett garanderen van de toegankelijkheid voor armere studenten kan dus tegen
aanzienlijkk lagere kosten. De reden hiervoor is tweeledig. In de eerste plaats
wordenn er geen subsidies gegeven aan ex-studenten die. gezien hun hoge levensinkomen,, prima in staat zijn om een deel van de kosten zelf te financieren.
Tenn tweede, indien de risico's van het hebben van onvoldoende inkomen door
studentenn onderling verzekerd worden, dan zijn subsidies overbodig geworden
omm het onderinvesteringsprobleem vanwege risico-aversie op te lossen.
Eenn optie om de risico's van niet-terugbetalen uit de algemene middelenn te financieren is ook onderzocht. Dan worden er nog steeds subsidies op
onderwijss gegeven, maar die komen dan alleen terecht bij diegenen met een
laagg levensinkomen en niet kunnen terugbetalen. De neerslag van onderwijssubsidiess ex post is dus rechtvaardiger dan van subsidies ex ante.
Berekeningenn zijn uitgevoerd voor Nederland en we vinden dat een acad e m i c i b e l a s t i n gg van circa 6% nodig is om alle onder wij ssubsidies af te schaffenn en volledig private financiering van hoger onderwijs te krijgen. Een sociaal
leenstelsell kent hogere terugbetalingstarieven dan 6% omdat de veelverdienendee afgestudeerden hun terugbetalingen staken indien hun schulden inclusieff rente, risco- en solidariteitsopslag zijn terugbetaald.
Hett belangrijkste onderscheid tussen een academicusbelasting en sociaal
leenstelsell is de mate van inkomenssolidariteit in het stelsel. We hebben
latenn zien dat een academicusbelasting een speciaal geval is van een sociaal
leenstelsell met perfecte inkomenssolidariteit. Het onderscheid tussen beide
stelselss blijkt in berekeningen echter tamelijk gradueel van aard. Een sociaal
leenstelsell convergeert bij relatief lage solidariteitspremies al snel naar een
academicusbelasting. .
Aangezienn de mate van inkomenssolidariteit in een academicusbelasting
groterr is dan bij een sociaal leenstelsel, is er bij de academicusbelasting meer
verzekeringg van inkomensrisico's. De hogere mate van inkomensverzeker278 8
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ingg kan aanleiding zijn tot averechtse selectie waardoor de laag-risco hooginkomenn studenten niet mee willen doen met het stelsel. Ook moreel gevaar
iss een potentieel groter probleem: meer verzekering maakt studenten onvoorzichtigerr bij hun studiekeuzen omdat de negatieve consequenties afgewenteldd worden op prudentere studenten.

Beleidsimplicaties s
Watt kunnen beleidsmakers van dit boek leren? Met behulp van de inzichten
uitt dit proefschrift kan op een aantal praktische beleidsvragen een antwoord
wordenn gegeven.
Minderr progressieve arbeidsbelastingen?
Minderr belastingprogressie wordt vaak verdedigd met argumenten die verwijzenn naar de toegenomen internationale mobiliteit van hooggeschoolden, de
internationaliseringg van de economie en het toegenomen belang van menselijk
kapitaall in de post-industriële economie. Al deze trends verhogen de facto
dee effectieve belastingelasticiteit van geschoold arbeidsinkomen, waardoor
dee afruil tussen doelmatigheid en rechtvaardigheid verslechtert en er minder
inkomenn kan worden herverdeeld.
Ditt boek ondersteunt pleidooien voor minder belastingprogressie echter
maarr gedeeltelijk. Inderdaad is het zo dat de optimale belastingprogressie
vermindertt indien men rekening houdt met de interdependentie van de kwantiteitt van het arbeidsaanbod (gewerkte uren) en de kwaliteit van het arbeidsaanbodd (hoeveelheid shcoling en training). De reden is dat door deze interdependentiee de efficiëntiekosten van belastingheffing stijgen.
Indienn de overheid onderwijssubsidies bovendien (gedeeltelijk) zou vervangenn door een 'equity participation' model van onderwijsfinanciering, dan
vervallenn ook de argumenten voor progressieve belastingen om door middel
vann belastingprogressie de economische verstoringen van falende kapitaal- en
verzekeringsmarktenn op te heffen.
Tegelijkertijdd neemt ook de vraag naar herverdeling toe. Inkomensongelijkheidd tussen geschoolde en ongeschoolde groepen van werknemers neemt toe
doorr 'skill biased' technologische ontwikkeling, toegenomen internationaliseringg en vrijhandel en complementariteit van kapitaal een hooggeschoolden
inn productie. De vraag naar herverdeling zou dus moeten zijn toegenomen,
hetgeenn pleit voor progressievere belastingen.
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Tevenss willen veel Europese landen de benarde arbeidsmarktpositie van
veell laaggeschoolden verbeteren door vergroting van het inkomensverschil
tussenn uitkeringen en laagbetaald werk via fiscale arbeidstoeslagen (EITC).
Ditt heeft de onvermijdelijke prijs dat de prikkels verminderen om menselijk
kapitaall te vergaren omdat het belastingstelsel progressiever wordt. Deze
negatievee prikkels op leerinspanningen dienen dan gecompenseerd te wordenn met hogere onderwijssubsidies om zo de verstorende effecten van sterker
stijgendee marginale tarieven te mitigeren. Indien dit maar ten dele mogelijkk is. omdat onderwij ssubsidies geen perfect over heidsinstrument zijn om
leerinspanningenn te sturen, dan moeten belastingen op kapitaalinkomen toenemenn om de belastingdruk op laaggeschoolden te verlichten en tevens de
prikkelss tot vergaring van menselijk kapitaal in stand te houden.
Inn ieder geval had de Nederlandse overheid het bij de laatste grote belastingherzieningg beter kunnen doen door een EITC met afbouwtraject te
combinerenn met onderwijssubsidies. Nu bevat het belastingstelsel een vlakke
arbeidstoeslagg die niet wordt afgebouwd met het inkomen. De arbeidstoeslagg heeft een groot dood gewicht omdat niet alleen het arbeidsaanbod van
laaggeschooldee arbeid wordt gestimuleerd, maar ook van hooggeschoolde arbeid,, wat onmiddellijk ten koste gaat van de herverdelende taak van het
belastingstelsel.. Door onderwijssubsidies met een EITC te combineren, kan
inn beginsel dezelfde vergroting tussen inkomen uit werk en een uitkering gerealiseerdd worden, tegen lagere efficiëntiekosten. Analoog kan gesteld worden
datt er een groter inkomensverschil gerealiseerd had kunnen worden bij gelijkblijvendee distorsies van belastingprogressie.
Lageree b e l a s t i n g e n o p kapitaal?
Nogg veel sterker dan voor arbeid geldt dat belastinggrondslagen voor kapitaall steeds mobieler worden door de ineternationalisering van de economie.
Ditt vergroot de efficiëntieverliezen van het belasten van kapitaal. Tevens
proberenn overheden met de opkomende vergrijzing private pensioenbesparingenn aan te moedigen. Dit beleid komt neer op lagere belastingen op kapitaalinkomen. .
Wee hebben laten zien dat kapitaalbelastingen de prikkels versterken om
menselijkk kapitaal te vergaren. Kapitaalbelastingen zijn een noodzakelijk
kwaadd indien de distorsies van herverdeling door belastingen op hooggeschoolde
arbeidd niet perfect kunnen worden weggenomen met onderwijssubsidies.
Alss het doel inderdaad is om investeringen in menselijk kapitaal aan te
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moedigenn dan is het ontmoedigen van investeringen in financieel kapitaal een
optie.. Lagere marginale tarieven op kapitaalinkomen, zoals we bij de laatste
belastinghervormingg in Nederland hebben gezien, levert in ieder geval geen
bijdragee aan het verbeteren van de prikkels om te investeren in menselijk
kapitaal. .
Verderr kan worden verwacht dat de fiscale subsidies op het eigen huis en de
pensioenenn een serieuze distorsie veroorzaken in de prikkels om menselijk kapitaall te vergaren, met name voor werknemers in de latere fasen van hun levenscyclus.. Door stimulering van financiële besparingen worden besparingen
inn menselijk kapitaal onaantrekkelijker. Tevens hebben oudere werknemers
all een relatief laag arbeidsaanbod, waardoor het rendement op investeringen
inn menselijk kapitaal al lager is omdat menselijk kapitaal minder goed wordt
benut. .
Inn beginsel is er geen reden om kapitaalbelastingen in te zetten om vormingg van menselijk kapitaal aan te moedigen als de overheid perfecte onderwijssubsidiess tot haar beschikking heeft. Onderwijssubsidies verstoren het
spaargedragg niet terwijl kapitaalbelastingen dat wel doen. Kapitaalbelastingenn zouden inderdaad verlaagd kunnen indien onder wij ssubsidies simultaan
wordenn verhoogd. Echter, indien onderwijs- en trainingsinspanningen maar
beperktt gestuurd kunnen worden met subsidies dan verdient het geen aanbevelingg om kapitaalbelastingen te verlagen.
Hervormm de studiefinanciering?
Overhedenn kunnen budgettaire beperkingen bij de financiering van het hoger
onderwijss verlichten door private contributies toe te staan. Ook zal kan verminderingg van onderwijssubsidies bijdragen aan vergroting van de inkomensgelijkheidd omdat de verdeling de subsidies zeer ongelijk is. Hogere private
bijdragenn worden ook veelal geassocieerd met het profijtbeginsel dat meer
opgeldd doet in een samenleving die sterk individualiseert. Een manier om
privatee contributies te verhogen is om een sociaal leenstelsel of academicibelastingg in te voeren die ex-studenten betalen gedurende hun leven.
Ditt proefschrift laat zien dat verhoging van private contributies via een
sociaall leenstelsel of academicusbelasting direct de bron van falende kapitaalenn verzekeringsmarkten aanpakt door liquiditeitsbeperkingen (voor arme studenten)) op te heffen en de risico's bij terugbetaling af te dekken door inkomensafhankelijkee betalingen.
Err zijn in beginsel geen onderwijssubsidies nodig om deze marktfalens op
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tee heffen. De toegankelijkheid, met name voor studenten uit lage inkomenscategorieën,, kan dus gewaarborgd worden tegen lagere publieke kosten.
Ditt geldt voor ieder niveau van onderwijssubsidies. De reden is dat dood
gewichtt wordt vermeden door geen subsidies te geven aan studenten met een
voldoendee hoog inkomen en voldoende laag risico in hun inkomen om zelf
eenn aanzienlijk deel van de onderwijskosten te kunnen financieren. Daarom
zijnn onderwijssubsidies een zeer imperfect instrument om falende kapitaal en
verzekeringsmarkt-enn te corrigeren.
Dee mate van inkomensverzekering bij een academicusbelasting is groter
dann bij een sociaal leenstelsel. Daarom zijn problemen met averechtse selectiee en moreel gevaar ook relatief groter bij een academicusbelasting dan bij
eenn sociaal leenstelsel. De hoeveelheid inkomensverzekering die geboden kan
wordenn hangt dus af van de mate waarin de verzekering aanleiding geeft tot
uitvretersgedragg bij studenten en de mate waarin de laag-risco hoog-inkomen
studentenn geneigd zijn om uit te stelsel te stappen. Als deze effecten belangrijkk zijn, wordt een sociaal leenstelsel een aantrekkelijker alternatief dan
eenn academicusbelasting. Empirisch is weinig bekend van de importantie
vann moreel gevaar en averechtse selectie. De overheid kan de informatieachterstandd die aan deze problemen ten grondslag liggen beperken door selectiee aan de poort, temponormen, vermindering van drop-outs, terugbetalingstarievenn die afhankelijk zijn van de studierichting (collegegeld differentiatie)) en het integreren van de terugbetalingen in het belastingstelsel.
V e r m i n d e rr de subsidies a a n hoger onderwijs?
Pleidooienn voor vermindering van publieke subsidies aan hoger onderwijs en
vergrotingg van de private bijdragen zijn veelal gebaseerd op het profijtbeginsell rechtvaardigheidsoverwegingen en grotere doelmatigheid. Bovendien
staann de publieke uitgaven aan hoger onderwijs onder druk vanwege de uitgavenplafondss en EMU criteria, terwijl de instroom blijft toenemen. Onderwijssubsidiess worden echter meestal gerechtvaardigd op basis van toegankelijkheidsoverwegingenn (kapitaal- en verzekeringsmarktimperfecties), positieve
externee effecten, niet-economische overwegingen ('merit good' argumenten)
enn belastingdistorsies op leerinspanningen.
Wee hebben laten zien dat onderwijssubsidies niet gerechtvaardigd kunnen
wordenn op basis van kapitaal- en verzekeringsmarkt imperfecties. Daarvoor
iss een academicusbelasting of sociaal leenstelsel het meest geëigende instrument.. Bovendien kan men sceptisch zijn over het bestaan van grote positieve
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externee effecten van hoger onderwijs. Desalniettemin kunnen onder wijssubsidiess wel bijdragen aan het verminderen van de negatieve prikkels van het
belastingstelsell op de leerbeslissing. Hoewel een aanzienlijk deel van de onderwijj ssubsidies gerechtvaardigd kan worden op basis van dit laatste argument,, zijn onderwij ssubsidies in de praktijk veel groter. Uit doelmatigheidsenn rechtvaardigheidsoverwegingen kan dus een reductie van onderwij ssubsidiess aan het hoger onderwijs gerechtvaardigd worden.
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Thee central question of this thesis deals with the optimal design of tax
andd education policies. How progressive should the income tax be?
Shouldd we subsidize education? How should investments in human capital
bee financed? These are non-trivial issues because first-best economics
(perfectt markets, no Information problems, and no distributional Issues)
doess not give therightanswers. In reality, the government has no perfect
controll over the economy In order to achieve first-best Second-best
considerationss are therefore important and trade-offs appear, such as
thee trade-off between equity and efficiency.
Theoreticall models are developed with human capital formation, inequality
andd distortions In the economy. Various counter intuitive results are
obtained.. For example, If capital and Insurance markets fall, the optimal
taxx system Is actually progressive for pure efficiency reasons. This runs
counterr to the idea that taxes are solely dlstortionary. Also, both regressive
educationn subsidies and progressive Income taxes are part of the optimal
taxx system. Standard arguments cannot explain why this government
policyy Is so commonly observed. Furthermore, education should be
financedd through a public equity participation scheme where governments
buyy shares In graduates human capital In exchange for a claim on future
earnings.. Welfare can be improved because current policies to subsidize
educationn are not an optimal policy response to falling capital and
Insurancee markets.
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